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Introduction

T his book is a study of Nágárjuna, a Buddhist philosopher of
the second century and a key figure in the development of Maháyá-
na Buddhism in ancient India. Few figures in the history of Bud-

dhism stand out more prominently than Nágárjuna. In Maháyána hagiog-
raphies, Nágárjuna is among the earliest of the great saints mentioned.
Nágárjuna is prominently represented in the transmission lineages for both
the Zen tradition and the various Tantric traditions. He has been cited as a
source of authority by personages as diverse as Tsongkhapa in Tibet and
Dêgen and Shinran in Japan. As a measure of his authority, in the eighth
century the Tibetan king Khri Srong lDe brTsan declared, “Everyone
should follow the teachings of Nágárjuna and engage assiduously in the
practice of morality and the perfections.”1

To find someone of comparable stature in other religions, one would
have to look to Augustine of Hippo or, perhaps, to Moses Maimonides.
Yet such a comparison with Augustine and Maimonides would soon ex-
pose a serious deficiency in our knowledge about Nágárjuna. Scholars of
Augustine, for example, have not only examined his arguments against
Pelagius but also have investigated his institutional role as the bishop of
Hippo. Similarly, scholars of Maimonides study his Thirteen Articles of
Faith and Guide for the Perplexed but also examine and debate his other
roles as a chief justice (dayyan) and as the physician to Saladin. Indeed, it
has become common in scholarship of Western religious figures not mere-
ly to study the ideas of the author but to look at what those ideas meant
in the social and institutional context in which the author wrote.
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By contrast, despite great scholarly interest concerning Nágárjuna’s con-
tributions to Maháyána doctrine, a similar level of interest in his social and
institutional contexts has been absent. This absence is particularly unfor-
tunate in light of the fact that Nágárjuna, along with Asvaghoía, is one of
the earliest-known figures in Maháyána Buddhism. Any study, therefore,
that successfully uncovers his indebtedness to his contemporaries as well
as his contributions to the larger Maháyána movement would also reveal
a great deal about Maháyána Buddhism at a time when its doctrinal and
institutional boundaries were being negotiated.

This book aims to achieve such a recovery. The traditional focus of
Nágárjuna studies here shifts from viewing him as a philosopher to view-
ing him as an early champion of the nascent Maháyána movement. This
shift draws the focus away from strictly doctrinal concerns and the logical
viability of his arguments to questions of the imprint of social and insti-
tutional forces on his works. The center of the work, then, is not so much
Nágárjuna’s teaching on emptiness but the rather strange way that he goes
about arguing for it.

Nágárjuna is perhaps best known in the West for his employment of
apparently logical arguments to arrive at counterintuitive conclusions. For
example, the first verse of the first chapter of his Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
posits, “At nowhere and at no time can entities ever exist by originating
out of themselves, from others, from both (self-other), or from lack of
causes.”2 In the same vein, chapter 10 examines the relationship between
fire and fuel and comes to the conclusion that “fire is not wood, nor is it
in something else than wood. Fire does not contain wood. There is nei-
ther wood in fire nor fire in wood.” From this he concludes, “Insofar as
I am concerned, those who speak of the reality of entities and who assign
them distinct essences cannot be considered truly knowledgeable of the
(Buddha’s) teachings.3 My investigation of Nágárjuna is less concerned
with the validity of these arguments than with the question: “Why this
particular argument and not some other?”

It is my contention that many of the peculiarities of Nágárjuna’s writ-
ings can be more adequately understood if read as strategies devised to
respond to the specific demands of the social and institutional contexts
in which he wrote. This thesis entails two separate, though intertwined,
tasks. The first requires bringing these contexts into relief by locating
Nágárjuna historically, socially, and institutionally. The second is to un-
cover the ways in which Nágárjuna’s writings reveal a strategy to secure
the needs of Maháyána Buddhism within this context.

By focusing on strategies implicit in Nágárjuna’s writings, this book
takes an unusual approach to Nágárjuna. There is an enormous amount of

[2] Introduction
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Western scholarship on Nágárjuna, stretching back almost a hundred and
fifty years. Most of it takes his writing as exemplary of “Maháyána phi-
losophy.” In so doing, these works assume that his intended audience was
either his Maháyánist supporters or his philosophical opponents (i.e., the
Sarvástivádins, the Sáåkhyas, etc.). Neither of these scenarios provides a
su‹cient explanation. Rather, what is elided by such arguments is a third
and functionally more important audience—those monks and laypeople
in control of the resources that the Maháyánists needed. The members of
this audience would probably not have been a‹liated with the Maháyána
per se (they may even have been opposed to Maháyána), but neither
would they have been the opponents that Nágárjuna attacks in his writ-
ings. If we assume that Nágárjuna needed to win over this third audience,
we might speculate that the opponent Nágárjuna engages in his argu-
ments is someone whom the third audience had an interest in defeating.

By refuting these opponents, Nágárjuna secures an alliance with his
spectator audience and thereby secures a place for Maháyána within their
monastery. One of the primary goals of Nágárjuna’s strategy was the
incorporation of Maháyána texts into the monastic industry of text repro-
duction and preservation. But if Nágárjuna had argued against the posi-
tion of monks in his home monastery, the monks of succeeding genera-
tions would have lacked any impetus to recopy the text that had proved
their school wrong.

Examination of internal and external evidence relevant to Nágárjuna
suggests a plausible (if, at times, diaphanous) picture of his career. Al-
though much remains to be filled in, two parts of his career are treated
in this book: his early period as a monk in a Mahásáéghika or a
Saåmitôya monastery, perhaps around Mathurá; and a later move to
coastal Andhra Pradesh, where he was an adviser to a king. Throughout
his career, Nágárjuna appears to have been not so much a founder of a
specific school of philosophy as a champion of Maháyána more generally.
The image presented here of Nágárjuna, while somewhat less extraordi-
nary than the traditional legends of him, is a far more complete portrait
than scholars have drawn previously. Nágárjuna, far from being an ivory-
tower philosopher, stands out as not only as a brilliant thinker but also a
sincere and shrewd champion of the Maháyána cause.

In this regard, I focus specifically on his strategies to ensure the trans-
mission and preservation of Maháyána sñtras—a necessary and crucial fac-
tor in the successful spread of Maháyána Buddhism. Nágárjuna labored to
demonstrate how Maháyána texts fall within the category of texts that
non-Maháyána monasteries had a prior legal commitment to preserving.
Moreover, by showing that Maháyána does not deviate from the teach-
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ings contained in the Tripiìaka of his host monastery, Nágárjuna was able
to ensure the survival of Maháyána in a hostile monastic environment.

Theoretical Matters and the Scope of the Project

Thus far, I have referred to Maháyána Buddhism as the Maháyána move-
ment. My choice of words is intended to highlight the social focus of my
inquiry. Although one may refer to “Maháyána Buddhism” as a doctrinal
system, the designation “Maháyána movement” refers specifically to the
social and institutional apparatus of Maháyána Buddhism. Maháyána Bud-
dhism does not exactly qualify as a “social movement” in the modern sense
of the term. Nevertheless, a comparison between the Maháyána move-
ment and certain theoretical discussions of modern social movements fur-
ther delimit the features of Maháyána Buddhism that constitute the target
of my inquiry.

A brief comparison between Maháyána and social movements indicates
what is not investigated here. Sociological theories of social movements
arose as an attempt to explain social protest movements in Europe and
the United States. Hence, most definitions of social movements apply
primarily to social protest movements. As such, the element of grievance
and the attempt to rectify it for society as a whole form a common part
of the definition. Su‹ce it to say that, from the standpoint of correcting
social grievances, it is not clear that Maháyána constitutes a “social move-
ment” at all since it is not clear from what, if any, grievances the movement
arose. Furthermore, it is not clear that Maháyána constituted a social
movement organization, in view of the lack of evidence that it was orga-
nized in any meaningful way. Finally, although social protest movements
seek overall change in the societies from which they spring, it is not clear
that Maháyánists expected or even wanted all the monks in their monas-
teries (much less all laypeople) to become bodhisattvas.

Nevertheless, while Maháyána may not fit the definition of a social move-
ment, reference to the work on social movements of the past three decades
sheds some light on the social dynamics behind Nágárjuna’s writings as
they pertain to early Maháyána. According to John Lofland, social move-
ment organizations are “associations of persons making idealistic and
moralistic claims about how human personal or group life ought to be or-
ganized that . . . are marginal to or excluded from mainstream society—the
then dominant constructions of what is realistic, reasonable, and moral.”4

I have chosen this definition, not because it necessarily represents a con-
sensus, but because it contains several features that are useful in thinking

[4] Introduction
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about Maháyána. The first feature is the opposition between the move-
ment in question and the “dominant construction.” At the very least, we
know that the “idealistic and moral” claims of Maháyána raised a few eye-
brows, and as argued in Chapter 1, at least some Maháyána communities
appear to have been “marginal” or “excluded” on the basis of their a‹lia-
tions. The other useful part of the definition concerns the term “main-
stream society.” Lofland defines mainstream society as “a set of institu-
tions and their authoritative decision-makers that can and do maintain
public order, dominate economic activity, and provide plausible rationales
for exercising power and authority in such matters.”5 He goes on to point
out that some agents in the mainstream society have more of a hand in
constructing normativity than others. Finally, he shows that the construc-
tion of normativity is pari passu the construction of marginality.

In the case of Maháyána Buddhism, we have to consider two main-
stream societies: the society consisting of laypeople (Buddhists, non-
Buddhists, kings, ministers, foreigners, etc.) and the society consisting of
non-Maháyánist monastics. The most immediately important mainstream
society for the Maháyána Buddhists who lived in monasteries (monastic
Maháyánists are the primary focus of this book) comprised the other
monks of the monastery. Again, as shown in Chapter 1, there is no evi-
dence for the existence of a purely Maháyána monastery as early as the
second century, when Nágárjuna was writing. This means that the relevant
Buddhist mainstream would have consisted of the established Buddhist
sects, such as the Sarvástivádins, the Mahásáéghikas, and the Dharma-
gupas. As a matter of course, agents of these sects authorized certain doc-
trines, texts, and rules of behavior both through their own actions of pro-
motion and through the punitive powers of the institution. For reasons
that this book explores, Maháyána was perceived to challenge the norma-
tive doctrines, texts, and rules of behavior and was marginalized to the
point that even the earliest records of Maháyána register a kind of defen-
siveness about its doctrines.

As seen in Chapter 1, sometime between the first and fifth centuries
what perhaps began as cursory attempts at doctrinal or literary innovation
became institutionalized and references to Maháyána monasteries began
to appear. If, as argued in Chapter 2, Nágárjuna writes at the end of the
second century, then he is writing at a crucial juncture in the development
and institutionalization of Maháyána. If Maháyána were a movement mar-
ginalized from the mainstream by those “authoritative decision-makers
that can and do maintain public order, dominate economic activity, and
provide plausible rationales for exercising power and authority,”6 then an
investigation of Nágárjuna, specifically focusing on his strategies, may re-
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veal how Maháyána survived and eventually came to thrive in such an en-
vironment. It is the survival of Maháyána, as opposed to its origins, that
forms the central focus of this book.

Several prominent social movement theories address the question of
what makes one social movement succeed and not another. One theory,
in particular, deemphasizes the role of grievances in the formation and
success of social movements. The “Resource Mobilization Theory” of
John McCarthy and Mayer Zald asserts that the relative success or fail-
ure of a movement has more to do with the movement’s ability to mo-
bilize resources than with the magnitude of its members’ grievances. A
movement’s ability to access and direct resources forms the heart of the
theory.

Each [social movement organization] has a set of target goals, a set
of preferred changes toward which it claims to be working. . . . The
[organizations] must possess resources, however few and of what-
ever type, in order to work toward goal achievement. Individuals and
other organizations control resources, which can include legitimacy,
money, facilities and labor. Although similar organizations vary
tremendously in the e‹ciency with which they translate resources
into action . . . the amount of activity directed toward goal accom-
plishment is crudely a function of the resources controlled by an
organization.7

Application of this theory would shift the emphasis of the study of
Maháyána from an emphasis on doctrine to one on how Maháyánists
managed to secure the resources of money, labor, legitimacy, and media
access to perpetuate that doctrine. And in this respect, McCarthy and Zald
point out an important, if obvious, fact. These resources are often not in
the control of movement members. They are most likely to be under the
control of the mainstream culture. This premise leads to the other features
of the theory, which McCarthy and Zald summarize as follows:

Support base

. . . Social movements may or may not be based upon the grievances
of the presumed beneficiaries. Conscience constituents, individual
and organizational, may provide major sources of support. And in
some cases supporters—those who provide money, facilities, and
even labor—may have no commitment to the values that underlie
specific movements.

[6] Introduction
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Strategy and tactics

The concern with interaction between movements and authorities
is accepted, but it is also noted that social movement organizations
have a number of strategic tasks. These include mobilizing support-
ers, neutralizing and/or transforming mass and elite publics into sym-
pathizers, achieving change in targets.

Relation to larger society

Society provides the infrastructure which social movement industries
utilize. The aspects utilized include communication media and ex-
pense, levels of a›uence, degree of access to institutional centers,
preexisting networks, and occupational structure and growth.8

What light might this theory shed on our study of Maháyána? If Mahá-
yána was to be successful, it needed to have a certain amount of discre-
tionary use of resources that were under the control of other groups. Any
investigation of the success of Maháyána must investigate its strategies in
relation to those resources. The Resource Mobilization Theory posits that
social movements must rely on nonmembers as well as on mainstream in-
frastructure for at least some of their resources. This means that a move-
ment’s tactics in securing cooperation from nonmembers are just as im-
portant as its tactics for recruiting and training members. The tactics will,
of course, vary depending on whether the agents in control of the re-
sources are sympathetic nonmembers (“conscience constituents”), neutral
nonmembers (“the bystander public”),9 or actual opponents. In the case
of Maháyána, the resources in question would be under the control of ei-
ther their host monastery or the outside, lay society. The bulk of this book
examines the diªerent strategies employed by Nágárjuna to secure re-
sources from precisely these two sources.

McCarthy and Zald’s article was, of course, not the last word on the
topic of resource mobilization. The theory has been criticized and de-
fended from various angles.10 One key development that is useful in an ex-
ploration of Maháyána concerns the structure of the resource base from
which the movement must draw support and the institutional infrastruc-
ture on which it must depend. Although much of Resource Mobilization
Theory focuses on the internal strategies that movements use to mobilize
their followers and to disseminate their message, several theorists began
to focus on the influence of the mainstream political and institutional con-
text on the formation of movement strategies. In 1986 Herbert Kitschelt
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coined the phrase “opportunity structure.” According to his definition,
“Political opportunity structures are comprised of specific configurations
of resources, institutional arrangements and historical precedents for so-
cial mobilization, which facilitate the development of protest movements
in some instances and constrain them in others.”11 He goes on to explain
that “political opportunity structures influence the choice of protest
strategies and the impact of social movements on their environments.”12

As such, in contrast to other Resource Mobilization theories, the empha-
sis of Kitschelt’s analysis is “on relating the strategic choices and societal
impacts of movements to specific properties of the external political op-
portunity structures that movements face.”13

An opportunity structure is a political, institutional, or legal structure
consisting of laws or bylaws governing the allocation of resources, the
recognition of institutions, the ways that laws are to be formed and the
ways in which dissent is to be handled. According to Kitschelt, “These
rules allow for, register, respond to and even shape the demands of social
movements that are not (yet) accepted political actors. They also facilitate
or impede the institutionalization of new groups and claims.” For exam-
ple, most governments and institutions have a mechanism through which
grievances may be aired and changes introduced. The accepted mechanism
for change may well determine the form and the strategies that social
protest takes to the extent that the use of that mechanism for change con-
stitutes one of the goals of the movement.

Article V of the U.S. Constitution, for example, stipulates that an
amendment may be appended to it if, and only if, that amendment is ap-
proved by two-thirds of the House of Representatives and the Senate or
if the amendment is ratified at a constitutional convention. The National
Archives and Records Administration then publishes a draft of the amend-
ment for consideration by the state legislatures. The state legislatures vote
on the amendment, and if three-quarters of the states ratify the amend-
ment, it becomes part of the Constitution.14 The framers of this article
probably did not have the Temperance League in mind when they wrote
the provision, but the Temperance League certainly had the mechanics of
Article V of the Constitution in mind when it organized the Temperance
movement.

The political and institutional rules that constitute the political oppor-
tunity structure describe the mechanisms through which reform may be-
come established, institutions recognized, o‹cials elected, and resources
distributed. In so doing, these rules also form a threshold that any agent
of change must reach in order to succeed. If the movement in question
does not meet that threshold, it must either adopt a diªerent strategy or

[8] Introduction
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fail trying. Furthermore, the overall disposition toward change can aªect
the movement strategies more globally. Again, according to Kitschelt,

when political systems are open and weak, they invite assimilative
strategies; movements attempt to work through established institu-
tions because political opportunity structures oªer multiple points of
access. In contrast, when political systems are closed and have con-
siderable capacities to ward oª threats to the implementation of poli-
cies, movements are likely to adopt confrontational, disruptive strate-
gies orchestrated outside established policy channels.15

Maháyána Buddhism was never a unitary phenomenon, and much of its
diversity in its early years can be ascribed to the diªerent strategies used
by Maháyánist groups to respond to the diªerent political and legal
structures in which they were enmeshed. This book studies the writings
of one particular author as this kind of strategy, exploring aspects of
Nágárjuna’s writings as strategies to secure the resources necessary for
the survival of Maháyána. The focus is on those strategies that specifically
target the part of the mainstream (non-Maháyána) audience that served
as agents of the legal and administrative apparatuses of the local monas-
tic and civil communities.

From Philosophy to Context

In discussing Nágárjuna’s role in securing resources for the Maháyána
movement, my intention is to supplement, not to replace, philosophical
studies of Nágárjuna’s writings. It is undeniable that the majority of the
works that can most securely be attributed to Nágárjuna are prima facie
works of philosophy and that the depths of the philosophy contained in
these writings have yet to be plumbed. Still, while modern scholarship on
Nágárjuna’s philosophy tends to overlook his social and institutional
a‹liations, the philosophical issues themselves beg a host of questions
concerning precisely these a‹liations. For example, many scholars assume
that Nágárjuna’s opponents were Sarvástivádins, and many modern works
investigate his arguments against this opponent. Yet no one has so far
given a plausible reason why he singled out the Sarvástivádins for refuta-
tion and not, say, the Theravádins. The above discussion of Resource Mo-
bilization Theory highlights the fact that the audience that Nágárjuna was
writing for was probably much more crucial to the well-being of the local
Maháyána community than the scholars against whom he was writing.

Introduction [9]
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Even Nágárjuna’s most philosophical treatises can yield important in-
sights into the strategies of Maháyána if we take a slightly diªerent per-
spective on the role of philosophical arguments. What may serve as a de-
scriptive statement from a philosophical point of view can simultaneously
be understood as having an injunctive function from an institutional point
of view. Arguments carry a workload, and often they do so on many
diªerent levels. Sometimes the work they do is an expression of the au-
thor’s intention, sometimes not. Regardless of the author’s intention,
there is some work that all arguments must do. To clarify what I mean by
workload here, it may be useful to distinguish writing from publishing.
One is completely free to write anything to oneself in order to prove
something to oneself. Indeed, one may write a philosophical proof on the
back of a napkin simply for personal pleasure and hide it away under the
mattress with impunity. Publication (i.e., “making public”), by contrast,
is always a social phenomenon with tangible social rewards. At a mini-
mum, the work that a published argument must do is to ensure its own
production. To this end, it may be less important for an author to con-
vince the readers of an argument’s correctness than to convince them to
reproduce the argument, although the acceptability of an argument is
usually an important factor in its publication.

Publication is often tied to other rewards. Thinking of the modern con-
text, consider how often some kind of institutional payload is tied to a
particular target audience’s judgment regarding a published work. That
reward may be something as simple as a passing grade in a class, the ac-
ceptance of an article in an academic journal, or votes in an election. In
some arguments, the very livelihood of the author is at stake—hence, the
oft-heard dictum in academia, “publish or perish.” In modern academia
the acceptance of an argument is tied to books being published, getting
tenure, and so on. Authors tend to be very aware that they do not write
in a vacuum. They write to imagined audiences and attempt to anticipate
the desires and criticisms of those audiences. Works meeting certain crite-
ria are published, and those that do not meet them are not. Authors write
with these stipulations in mind and try to make their manuscripts con-
form to the form of a publishable text. It is likely that in this regard the
professional lives of monks as authors in the Indian Buddhist monasteries
of the second and third centuries were little diªerent from those of mod-
ern writers.

Here, it is important to note another important diªerence between my
project and that of the sociologists involved in research on social move-
ments. Social movement researchers have many tools at their disposal that
are not available to someone conducting historical research. I believe that

[10] Introduction
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our understanding of Maháyána in general and Nágárjuna in particular
will be greatly enhanced if we, following Kitschelt, relate “the strategic
choices and societal impacts of movements to specific properties of the ex-
ternal political opportunity structures that movements face.” However,
unlike Kitschelt, we do not have recourse to interviews of the movement
organizers to ask what their strategies were. The best I can do is to look at
the opportunity structures comprised in legal literature, compare then to
what Nágárjuna wrote, and from there infer his strategies. The danger in
this method is that it is easy to infer strategies where there may be none.
To this objection, I can only say that there are no smoking guns here. Any
kind of historical work involves a degree of uncertainty. Nevertheless, I do
believe that the attempt to come up with a plausible reading of the avail-
able evidence sheds an important light on the subject.

Nágárjuna’s writings are mostly about Buddhist practice and its goals.
In this he is not in any way duplicitous. His writings are, however, multi-
valent in that they also can be read to have strategic implications. The first
strategic layer of Nágárjuna’s writing, then, must be the strategies that he,
as a Maháyánist,16 employs to ensure that his own writings will be accept-
able and, hence, published. This strategy is related to his strategy to ensure
the survival of the movement as a whole. The strategies that he uses to en-
sure the reproduction of his own texts also argue for the legitimacy of all
Maháyána texts.

It is from the standpoint of the authorization of textual production that
I wish to reopen the discussion of the Buddhist “canon.” As has been
pointed out by Steven Collins, word “canon” has two meanings.17 The
first simply denotes a collection of texts (either oral or written) that is con-
sidered authoritative without being the sole textual authority. The second
signifies a collection of texts that is closed (i.e., no new texts may be added
to it and none may be taken away).

In early Buddhist materials many diªerent terms are used to convey a
sense of canonicity (at least in the sense of an authorized body of texts).
The term that best conveys the sense of the authority of Buddhist scrip-
ture is buddhavacana (word of the Buddha). Superficially, this term ties
the authority of individual texts to the authority of the source—ostensibly
the Buddha himself, although, as seen later, the term is much more inclu-
sive. Other terms are descriptive of the canon’s content. The earliest of
these is probably Tripiìaka (Three Baskets), consisting of the Sñtra Piìaka
(the collections of the sermons of the Buddha), the Vinaya Piìaka (the col-
lections of monastic rules), and the Abhidharma Piìaka (the doctrinal di-
gests of the diªerent Buddhist “schools”). In the same vein, other Buddhist
texts discuss a “nine-limbed scripture” or a “twelve-limbed scripture.”18
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These categorizations of scripture appear quite early, but Collins argues
that, even though they are often taken to refer to the content of the canon,
before the advent of written scriptures, it is more likely that they refer to
genres of literature rather than to a fixed collection of texts.19 Even after
the advent of written Buddhist texts, it is still debatable whether the canon
was ever closed in fact. Vasubandhu, both in his Abhidharmakosa and in
his Vyákhyáyukti, mentions discrepancies in the contents of the canons
used by diªerent schools as well as the existence of diªerent recensions of
the same texts.20 Similarly, it is clear that new texts continued to be intro-
duced into the authoritative collections of early schools. Thus there is a de-
gree of uncertainty as to the specific collection that Nágárjuna would have
considered “canonical.” Nevertheless, that Vasubandhu has to point out
that the Tripiìaka diªers from place to place and school to school indicates
that many assumed that it was fixed and therefore could argue against po-
tential heretics as if the Tripiìaka constituted a complete and closed canon.
It is from this perspective that Collins argues that the perception or the idea
of the Pali canon is more important that the actual contents of the canon
as possessed by any given monastery.21 It is the “very idea” that the canon
was closed in a given monastery that would lead to resistance to the re-
production of Maháyána texts in Nágárjuna’s time.

Indeed, Collins claims that Maháyána itself may have been the catalyst
for the closure of the canon, at least among Theravádins. He suggests that
the closure of the Theraváda canon coincides with the advent of Maháyá-
na at the Abhayagôri monastery, which he places in the third century.22 He
sees both the writing and the fixing of the canon to coincide with the cre-
ation of Ceylonese vaåsa literature (a kind of genealogy of the religion)
since these texts define orthodoxy and scriptural integrity through a de-
scription of heresies.23 As a Maháyánist who defends the status of Mahá-
yána sñtras, Nágárjuna would have been at the heart of the debates over
what was and was not canonical. Whether the canonical catalogues were
in fact fixed during his lifetime, “the very idea” that the canon should be
closed to at least some texts lies at the heart of what Maháyánists were ar-
guing for.

One of the key resources needed by Maháyánists was the media. Again,
Maháyána Buddhist texts should be seen not just as an aggregation of
philosophical ideas but as ideas whose survival requires processes of pro-
duction. Whatever else Maháyánists may have required, there could be no
Maháyána without the continued presence of Maháyána texts (either oral
or written). The production of Maháyána sñtras involved both labor and
material resources—resources that would have been under the control of
the “mainstream” community, not the Maháyánists themselves. As dis-
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cussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the procedures and rules governing the re-
production and preservation of monastic texts was already in place for
mainstream Buddhist texts. The monastic laws covering textual reproduc-
tion serve as a kind of “political opportunity structure” against which
Maháyána’s strategies would be devised. Here it is important to note that
there are no monastic rules in any of the vinayas that specifically target
Maháyána. Rather, the legal infrastructure established in the vinayas sets
forth a set of standards governing what is to be learned, preached, recited,
and copied. Maháyánists knew that if they met these standards, their ac-
tivities in these matters would have to be tolerated. By the same token, if
their activities did not meet these standards, they would be liable to disci-
plinary sanctions even if no one actually brought suit.

The standard for doctrinal and textual acceptability, as shown in Chap-
ters 3 and 4, was legally determined by the textual precedent set in the
monastery. In other words, the preservation of a text might be assured if
it was like the texts that the monastery was already committed to repro-
ducing. Thus the importance of canonical precedent within the monastery
would determine how the laws in the vinaya would apply to a particular
text newly introduced into the monastery. Although all monasteries were
committed to reproducing what they understood to be canonical (func-
tionally speaking, “word of the Buddha” or Tripiìaka), it is apparent that
some monks resisted the inclusion of Maháyána texts in that category. So,
the idea of the Tripiìaka as a legal category (not as a specific catalogue of
texts) becomes both the site and the goal of Maháyána’s struggles.

Consequently, an important strategy for Nágárjuna was to show that
Maháyána texts shared the same authority as those already contained in
the Tripiìaka and should therefore be included in the canon. Following
the example of other Maháyána texts, Nágárjuna made characteristically
Maháyánist propositions and arguments while couching these arguments
in clandestine (and not-so-clandestine) allusions to doctrines, texts, and
laws that were already part of the Tripiìaka. In doing so, he demonstrated
the Maháyána sñtra’s contiguity with sources already contained in the
Tripiìaka.

The demands of production, then, come to determine the final form of
Maháyána texts. The result is that many early Maháyána sñtras and sástras
have come down to us marked by a kind of hybridity. Early Maháyána
texts therefore should be regarded not as pure representatives of Maháyá-
na diªerence but as the hybrid products of institutional negotiation. On
one level, the very reproduction of texts is at stake, yet, on another level,
what is being negotiated is Buddhist identity itself. “Maháyána” and
“non-Maháyána,” then, should be read not as fixed identities but as hy-
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bridities arising out of the process of identity negotiation. As Homi Bhab-
ha has written:

Terms of cultural engagement, whether antagonistic or a‹liative, are
produced performatively. The representation of diªerence must not
be hastily read as the reflection of pre-given ethnic or cultural traits
set in the fixed tablet of tradition. The social articulation of diªer-
ence, from the minority perspective, is a complex, on-going negotia-
tion that seeks to authorize cultural hybridities that emerge in mo-
ments of historical transformation.24

In Nágárjuna’s works is visible the negotiation of Maháyána identity
through its engagement with well-established and financially endowed
Buddhist sects. The syncretic strategies of Maháyána that Nágárjuna em-
ploys consist of a range of devices aimed at maximizing Maháyána’s au-
thority while minimizing its apparent diªerence from the norms of his
host monastery. What Maháyána teaches is in many ways new, but it is
packaged as merely a rearticulation or elaboration of an old and already
authoritative tradition. The result is that Maháyána texts are neither en-
tirely canonical nor entirely innovative. For the period under considera-
tion in this book, much of Maháyána literature occupies a hybrid space,
and this condition lasts until it achieves authority of its own.

Chapter Breakdown

The present work therefore places Nágárjuna’s writings in the milieu of
early Maháyána, identifies the obstacles facing early Maháyána and dis-
cusses the strategies he used to overcome these obstacles. Chapter 1 dis-
cusses the geographic range and institutional viability of Maháyána in
India during the first few centuries of the Common Era (c.e.). Maháyá-
na’s lack of independent institutional support may have been responsible
for its virtual invisibility in the archaeological record until the fifth century.
Chapter 2 narrows the study of Nágárjuna to the Eastern Deccan. This
chapter reviews the available evidence relevant to Nágárjuna’s date and
place of residence and considers the likelihood that, while he wrote the Rat-
návalô, Nágárjuna lived in a Mahásáéghika monastery in or near an urban
center in the Lower Krishna River Valley in modern Andhra Pradesh.

The remaining chapters investigate Nágárjuna’s strategic use of three
sources of textual authority in Buddhism: the vinaya piìaka, the sñtra piìa-
ka, and the abhidharma piìaka. To this end, Chapter 3 contends that, under
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Mahásáéghika law, a monk teaching Maháyána doctrine would be liable
to the charge of causing a schism and would have been exposed to various
legal sanctions, both from the monastery and from secular authorities.
The chapter also examines Nágárjuna’s strategies in the Ratnávalô to limit
Maháyánists’ liability to this charge. Chapter 4 addresses the issue of
property rights and the legal and economic implications of the presence of
Maháyána in a Mahásáéghika monastery for the production and repro-
duction of Maháyána texts. For Nágárjuna’s community of Maháyánists,
the most e‹cient way to get their texts reproduced may well have been to
camouflage them as the kind of texts that the monastery had a prior com-
mitment to reproducing.

Chapter 5 examines the precedent for camouflage in other Maháyána sñ-
tras and examines how Nágárjuna incorporates this strategy into his foun-
dational work, the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. Maháyána manipulation of
common Buddhist texts inserts new interpretations into the interstices left
open by the prior textual tradition, and the new Maháyána teachings stay
well within the doctrinal boundary of texts acceptable for reproduction.

Chapters 6 and 7 look at the ways in which Nágárjuna forges alliances
with the Buddhist sectarian interests represented in Abhidharma litera-
ture. Chapter 6 presents an overview of Buddhist sectarian material (abhi-
dharma) that may have been available to Nágárjuna and addresses the
issue of what Mahásáéghika abhidharma materials would have looked
like. Chapter 7 examines arguments of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká for
alliances that Nágárjuna forged between Maháyána doctrines and impor-
tant sectarian interests of his day.

This book argues that Nágárjuna belonged to a minority Buddhist move-
ment that was still in its early stages in the second century. Nágárjuna’s
ostensibly philosophical works reveal strategies to ensure the material re-
production of Maháyána manuscripts. It lays out the specific constraints
and threats to Maháyána as well as the textual tactics for navigating this
terrain. In the end, Nágárjuna’s strategy for the survival of Maháyána is
one of syncretism, hybridity, and purported conformity with the assumed
canon. Although his texts are addressed to an obvious opponent, they ac-
tually target a “home audience”—an audience to whom he is declaring
loyalty and solidarity in order to secure a place for Maháyána Buddhism
in a potentially antagonistic environment.
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1
Locating Maháyána

T o present Nágárjuna’s role in the development and spread of
Maháyána, we must first explore the contours of Maháyána in
India around the time that he lived. The present chapter examines

Maháyána’s development on two fronts: its institutional development and
its geographic diªusion. To that end, I present evidence for Maháyána’s
development in the first centuries of the Common Era through an exam-
ination of inscriptions, Maháyána sñtras, records of Maháyána translators,
Chinese pilgrims’ accounts of Maháyána, and Buddhists’ own histories of
their religion.1 The preponderance of this evidence suggests that Maháyá-
na was a relatively small, in some places embattled, movement within
Buddhism with no independent institutional status. This state of aªairs
seemed to persist until at least the fourth or fifth centuries.

A fair amount of discussion has recently taken place over the very
definition of Maháyána as well as over the degree to which Maháyána
Buddhism should be distinguished from non-Maháyána Buddhism. The
problem lies in the diversity of Maháyána sources. The issue is summa-
rized by Jan Nattier:

Thus we find one scripture (the Akíobhyavyñha) that advocates both
srávaka and bodhisattva practices, propounds the possibility of rebirth
in a pure land, and enthusiastically recommends the cult of the book,
yet seems to know nothing of emptiness theory, the ten bhñmis, or the
trikáya, while another (the P’u-sa pen-yeh ching, –ƒª~g) pro-
pounds the ten bhñmis and focuses exclusively on the path of the bod-
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hisattva, but never discusses the páramitás. A Mádhyamika treatise
(Nágárjuna’s Mñlamádhyamika-kárikás) may enthusiastically deploy
the rhetoric of emptiness without ever mentioning the bodhisattva
path, while a Yogácára treatise (Vasubandhu’s Madhyánta-vibhága-
bháíya) may delve into the particulars of the trikáya doctrine while es-
chewing the doctrine of ekayána. We must be prepared, in other
words, to encounter a multiplicity of Maháyánas flourishing even in
India, not to mention those that developed in East Asia and Tibet.2

In order to accommodate the diversity within the phenomena of
Maháyána in India, I adopt diªerent strategies of definition in this book.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the contours of “Maháyána” in
the broadest sense. Hence, as evidence it uses primarily items in which the
word “Maháyána” is actually included. One could certainly argue that by
the time the word “Maháyána” enters the historical record, it had already
become something of a brand name to which a diverse set of authors,
practitioners, and so on wished to attach themselves.3 A brand name does
not necessarily denote a single product, manufacturing plant, or location,
and yet the name suggests the idea of a unity. Subsequent chapters employ
a narrower definition of Maháyána to apply more specifically to the Mahá-
yána of Nágárjuna’s community.

Many prominent theories in scholarly literature relate to the social con-
text of early Maháyána. The theories relevant to the social context of early
Maháyána have appeared mostly in discussions of “the origins of Mahá-
yána.” Although Maháyána’s origins per se are not directly relevant to this
study (Maháyána was already well under way by the second century),
these theories of Maháyána’s origins relate to both Maháyána’s social con-
text and the trajectory of its spread.

There are three divergent views of the social context of early Maháyána.
The first view is simply that Maháyána arose in and remained ensconced
within already established Buddhist sects, such as the Sarvástiváda and the
Dharmagupta. According to this view, the word “Maháyána” may never
have applied to a separate Buddhist institution. Maháyána would simply
denote a specific doctrinal predilection among a smaller cohort of monks
within of one of the existing sects. This theory proposes that Maháyána
should be seen as a váda, that is, a “school” or a “philosophical move-
ment” (i.e., a body of doctrine), as opposed to a nikáya, which denotes the
full institutional apparatus, both material and ideological, of a‹liated
monasteries. This hypothesis is the least controversial of prevailing theo-
ries and plays a central role in the argument presented here. According to
this view, regardless of Maháyánists’ specific beliefs, they would have
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taken the same vows, lived in the same monasteries, and received the same
ordination as any other Buddhist monk. This view has been accepted by
some of the most prominent scholars to research early Maháyána, includ-
ing Junjirê Takakusu, Auguste Barth, Louis de La Valée Poussin, Jean Prys-
luski, and Heinz Bechert.4 For evidence, these scholars primarily cite the
travel accounts of Yijing and Xuanzang, both of whom mention monas-
teries in which Maháyánists and non-Maháyánists lived and studied to-
gether. Furthermore, these scholars have also noted that few inscriptions
in India used the word “Maháyána” as an adjective to describe a monas-
tery or a saégha. Finally, according to Bechert, if Maháyána had formed a
separate sect, there would first have to be a schism. Yet he reads Buddhist
legal literature to define a “schism” as a rift over interpretation of Buddhist
law—not Buddhist doctrine. He concludes that the creation or adoption
of Maháyána as a separate doctrinal system would not have constituted a
schism.

Some advocates of this view, such as Bechert and Paul Williams, claim
that Maháyánists lived peacefully among other monks in their monastery.
Others, such as Stephen Kent, argue that although Maháyánists may have
lived among non-Maháyánists (and hence did not form a separate nikáya,
or particular Buddhist sect), there was considerable tension between the
two groups.5 Because of this tension, Maháyánists endured constant an-
tagonism at the hands of their fellow monks. It was this constant perse-
cution that led to the “embattled mentality” found in such Maháyána
texts as the Saddharmapuçfarôka. This latter view has been championed
by Gregory Schopen, who argues that “one strand of the early Maháyána
in India was institutionally located within the larger, dominant, estab-
lished monastic orders as a marginal element struggling for recognition
and acceptance.”6

The second view is that early Maháyána was fostered not so much by
the monks as by the laity. Akira Hirakawa has been the primary exponent
of this position, and his paper expounding this view remains a classic forty
years even after it was written. In it he sets forth arguments connecting
Maháyána’s origin to the laity and to stñpa worship. His arguments tying
the origins of Maháyána to the laity follow from his close readings of early
Maháyána sñtras.

Hirakawa begins by arguing against any simple identification between
Maháyána and any one nikáya. Although some common Maháyána ideas
(among which he mentions the transcendence of the Buddha and the ten
bodhisattva stages) can be found in the literature associated with the Mahá-
sáéghika sect, others (such as the notions of vinaya and abhidharma found
in the Maháyána Maháprajñápáramitopadesa) clearly come from that of the
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Sarvástiváda.7 Hirakawa then connects Maháyána explicitly to the laity by
pointing out that, in Maháyána texts, the Buddha addresses his audiences
not as “householder” or “monk” (the common forms of address in Trip-
iìaka literature) but as the ambiguous kulaputra/-duhitë (= “son/daughter
of a good family”), which could refer to either laity or monks.8 Next, he
argues that the earliest versions of the six páramitá, such as that found in
the Dasabhñmika Sñtra, the Aíìasáhasriká Prajñápáramitá, and the Ugra-
dattaparipëcchá, explain the perfection of morality as the dasabálasôla. Hi-
rakawa claims that these ten precepts are identical to the dasasôlas of the
Páli nikáyas—precepts that were originally lay precepts, not monastic
ones.9 He shows that even the earliest Maháyána sñtras seem to categorize
Maháyánists together with the laity since they make a distinction between
bodhisattva, on the one hand, and bhikíu or the srávaka-saégha, on the
other.10

The next part of Hirakawa’s argument is perhaps the most interesting
and the most controversial. He contends that the institutional basis that
fostered Maháyána was the stñpa. This argument has five parts. First, he il-
lustrates the centrality of stñpa worship through early Maháyána sñtras in
which stñpa worship is extolled.11 In particular, he points out the structur-
al similarities between the description of Sukhávatô in the Smaller Sukhá-
vatô Sñtra and the description of a stñpa from the Mahásáéghika-vinaya.
Having made the initial connection between Maháyána and stñpas, he
shows that the stñpas were considered a space separate not only from both
the mundane world of the laity but also from the monastery. Hirakawa
believes that the early Chinese translations of these sñtras suggest that
early Buddhists regarded stñpa not just as the mound in which the relics
are buried but as the whole stñpa compound in which devotees (read bodhi-
sattvas) could gather for worship. To show that this space was not an ex-
clusively monastic space, he points out that worship at the stñpa involved
music and dancing. Because both activities were proscribed for monks, he
argues, such worship must have been performed by the laity. Further-
more, although the stñpas were recipients of fabulous amounts of donat-
ed wealth, the vinayas are unanimous that stñpa property formed a prop-
erty category separate from other categories of property in the monastery,
and that the saégha had the obligation to maintain stñpa property, but did
not have the right to dispose of it regardless of the circumstances.12

Most of the vinayas teach that the merit earned from donations to the
stñpa was inferior to that made by donations to the saégha—the only ex-
ception to this rule being found in the Dharmagupta vinaya.13 Hirakawa
surmises that the privileging of one kind of benefaction over another was
a reflection of the resentment by monks against those who attended the
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stñpa.14 He then notes that the early translations of the Ugradattaparipëc-
chá Sñtra (an early Maháyána sñtra) describe the bodhisattva renunciant as
living at the stñpa and that the later translations move him into the monas-
tery.15 Finally, he observes that whereas nikáya Buddhism revolved around
the saégha, Maháyána must have revolved around the Buddha. Hira-
kawa’s argument is multifaceted, but its central thesis is that Maháyána de-
veloped among the laity in the context of stñpa worship. As such, he re-
gards the antagonism sometimes found in Maháyána sñtras as a reflection
of the antagonism of monastery-centered Buddhist traditions against
laity-centered Buddhist traditions.

The third view of early Maháyána, explained more recently by Reginald
Ray, is an extension of part of Hirakawa’s argument. Following Hira-
kawa’s lead, Ray points out the distinctions that early Maháyána sñtras
make between monks and bodhisattvas. Ray highlights the numerous dis-
cussions of asceticism in the same texts and contends that Maháyána orig-
inated in and was fostered by communities of “forest-dwelling monks”
(áraçyakas). These monks were, according to Ray, initially critical of mo-
nastic life and only became “monasticized” (his term) well into the Com-
mon Era. The movement he describes sought to contrast the bodhisattvas
(whom he considers forest monks) with the bhikíus (monks living in
monasteries), who, in turn, are depicted by the Maháyánists as too caught
up in scholasticism and debate to really seek liberation. In contrast to a
Maháyána centered on worship of the Buddhas (Hirakawa’s “Buddha-
centered” Maháyána),16 Ray ’s Maháyánists are critical of settled monastic
life insofar as it detracts from the life of meditation. 

Gregory Schopen has further suggested that the forest strand of Mahá-
yána was a parallel development to the “embattled Maháyána monks” of
the monasteries. Schopen argues that a Maháyána that was geographical-
ly marginalized in this fashion could account for the dearth of paleo-
graphic evidence relating to Maháyána before the fifth century.17

Another fruitful line of inquiry has revolved around the question of the
geographic spread of Maháyána. Three authors in particular have written
in this vein. In 1921, Charles Eliot was perhaps the first to suggest a north-
west Asian influence on (and possible origin for) Maháyána. Although he
notes that many features of Maháyána are also present in Hinduism—thus
ruling out a foreign origin for Maháyána—he does indicate that some pe-
culiar features of Maháyána have more in common with Persian religion
than Indian. Following the line of inquiry begun by Sylvain Lévi, who ar-
gued for a Tokharian origin of the bodhisattva Mañjusrô,18 Eliot points to
the similarities between the Maháyána Buddha, Amitábha, and the Zoro-
astrian god Ahura Mazda. He writes that both Ahura Mazda and Ami-
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tábha are deities residing in a paradise of light. In both cults, the practi-
tioner is led to this paradise of light after reciting the name of the deity.
Finally, Eliot remarks on the homophony between the names of Amitá-
bha’s paradise (Sukhávatô) and the name of Ahura Mazda’s abode (Sauka-
vastan).19 He summarizes his findings as follows:

Thus all the chief features of Amitábha’s paradise are Persian: only his
method of instituting it by making a vow is Buddhist. It is true that
Indian imagination had conceived numerous paradises, and that the
early Buddhist legend tells of the Tushita heaven. But Sukhávatô is not
like these abodes of bliss. It appeared suddenly in the history of Bud-
dhism as something exotic, grafted adroitly on the parent trunk but
sometimes overgrowing it.20

Almost a century later, the hypothesis of a Persian origin for Buddhas
such as Amitábha and Kíitigarbha has yet to be either confirmed or refut-
ed as there remains so little evidence for a cult of either of these Buddhas
in India.21

In 1954 Etienne Lamotte oªered his own study of the geographic prov-
enance of Maháyána.22 Lamotte considers the evidence from the Kathá-
vatthu, from Candrakôrti, and from the Tibetan doxographers Táranátha
and Buston, each of whom locate early Maháyána in Andhra Pradesh.
Lamotte finds reasons to reject all this evidence. Lingering on the ques-
tion of Nágárjuna’s place of residence, he considers and then rejects a
south Indian origin.23 Lamotte then turns to the northwest and shows
that Maháyána texts, such as the Mañjusrômñlakalpa, the Mahákaruçápuç-
farôka, and the Maháprajñápáramitopadesa (which, at this point in his ca-
reer, he believed was composed by Nágárjuna), all contain specific refer-
ences to the geography and peoples of northwestern and central Asia. He
notes that despite the numerous traditions placing Nágárjuna in the south,
the Maháprajñápáramitopadesa was clearly written in the north,24 suggest-
ing that we take seriously Kalhaça’s Rájataraégiçô and its placement of
Nágárjuna in Kashmir.25 Finally, Lamotte surveys the records of Faxian
and Xuanzang, emphasizing that, “One can no longer doubt the impor-
tant role played by the Kuíáça states in the formation of the Maháyána if
one is willing to take a good look at the census of the monasteries and the
monks drafted at the beginning of the fifth century by Faxian and of the
seventh century by Xuanzang.”26 Lamotte combs through the travel ac-
counts of these two pilgrims to tabulate the results of their census. His
numbers reveal a predominance of Maháyánists in the north and virtually
none south of Magadha.
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The last scholar under discussion here whose work sheds light on the
geographic concentration of Maháyána is Xinru Liu, who explores the
connections between Roman trade with China and the development of
Buddhism. Liu cites a passage from the Mahávastu that mentions “seven
jewels”: “suvaça (gold), rñpya (silver), vaifñryá (lapis lazuli), spháìika
(crystal or quartz), muktá (pearl), lohitiká (a red precious stone or coral),
musáragalva (ammonite, agate or coral).”27 These texts also mention silk,
which at that point could have only come from China. In addition to
silk, she mentions coral (of Roman manufacture) and lapis (the only
lapis lazuli deposits are in Afghanistan)—commodities whose respective
provenances describe the arc of an ancient trade route between Rome
and China. She argues that all seven items were among the luxury goods
traded between Rome and China during the Kuíana dynasty. On this
route, the later Kuíanas became wealthy by acting as middlemen trans-
ferring goods from central Asia, through Kashmir, Taxila, and finally to
Barygaza on the coast of Gujarat. This route allowed the Romans to cir-
cumvent the Sassanian empire and trade their goods through Ethiopia.
Although these items are not found exclusively in Maháyána sñtras, they
play a prominent role in Maháyána sñtras (Liu cites the Saddharmapuç-
farôka, in particular), suggesting that Maháyána sñtras containing refer-
ences to these items were composed somewhere along that route and
addressed to an audience for whom these commodities would be sig-
nificant. This would place the composition of these sñtras in the corridor
from central Asia, through Afghanistan or Kashmir, Taxila, Násik, and
on to Barygaza.

To summarize, the scholarly consensus seems to be that Maháyána had
not developed into a fully independent Buddhist institution in the first
few centuries of the Common Era. On the contrary, it either existed as a
movement within established Buddhist sects or in sectors of society out-
side of Buddhist institutions altogether (i.e., among the laity or as “forest
monks”). The consensus also seems to be that Maháyána began as a move-
ment in the northwest and moved southward as it developed. To further
ground this consensus, I will review the evidence from four sources cen-
tral to the study of early Maháyána: Maháyána sñtras, inscriptions, Chi-
nese pilgrims’ accounts, and Buddhist doxographies. In order to avoid the
complications involved in defining Maháyána by identifying a few charac-
teristic features, the discussion here is limited to evidence in which the
word “Maháyána” is actually used. My concern in this chapter is not to
define Maháyána, but to attempt to reveal something of its institutional
configuration, prominence and geographical spread.
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To the social contexts proposed by Schopen, Hirakawa, and Ray this
chapter adds a fourth context that is crucial to our understanding of
Maháyána sources, in general, and those relating to Nágárjuna, specifi-
cally. The evidence suggests that the status of some Maháyánists may have
changed around the fifth century, when it appears that they began to oc-
cupy more privileged positions in selected monasteries. The implications
of Maháyána’s early embeddedness, its spread and its subsequent emer-
gence are developed in subsequent chapters.

Sñtras

The hypothesis that Maháyána was embedded in Buddhist nikáyas is sup-
ported by the Maháyána sñtras themselves. The very earliest Maháyána
sñtras translated into Chinese by Lokakíema (working between 169 and
189 c.e.) do not appear to be the works of one sect opposing another. Ex-
amining the contents of these eleven texts, Paul Harrison writes that the
movement responsible for these texts refers to itself as “Maháyána” only
rarely. In these texts, the term “maháyána” occurs only about twenty
times.28 Equally rare is the term bodhisattvayána, and the term hônayána is
used even less frequently (a total of four times). Furthermore, when these
texts are compared, something other than sectarian identity appears to be
at stake. Harrison concludes that the distinctions they are primarily con-
cerned with are not sectarian but, rather, doctrinal.

The rarity of the terms maháyána and bodhisattvayána already invites
the conclusion that at this stage there is no rigid division of the Bud-
dhist saégha into two hostile camps to the extent that the modern un-
derstanding of the terms “‘Maháyána” and “Hônayána” implies. . . .
Rather than speak of the Maháyána, they chose to address themselves
to those substantive issues which we have come to associate with that
movement, i.e., the doctrines of emptiness (sñnyatá), the perfection
of wisdom ( prajñápáramitá), and the five other perfections, skill-in-
means (upáyakausalya) and, above all, the career of the bodhisattva,
the aspirant to awakening or buddhahood.29

Contra Ray, many Maháyána sñtras seem to be perfectly comfortable
with settled monastic life. For examples, we might turn to the Maitreya
Mahásiåhanáda Sñtra,30 the Ugradattaparipëcchá, or the Upáliparipëcchá—
each of which seem to assume settled monastic life. The Ratnarási Sñtra31
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not only depicts Maháyána as thoroughly ensconced in monasteries, it
also presents the forest-dwelling monk as holding an important position
in the monastery itself.32 Finally, Hirakawa himself points out that by the
time of the Bodhisattvabhñmi, it was assumed that Maháyánists were tak-
ing monastic ( prátimokía) vows before taking the bodhisattva vow.33 Hira-
kawa explains this away by asserting that Maháyánists moved into the
monasteries later in the movement. However, Shizuka Sasaki has taken
Hirakawa to task on this point and has demonstrated exhaustively that, al-
though Maháyána texts criticize srávakas, none of the Maháyána texts Hi-
rakawa presents criticize the bhikíus of sectarian Buddhism.34 Sasaki argues
that, whereas Maháyána texts pit srávakas against bodhisattvas, Hirakawa is
wrong to equate the former with bhikíus and the latter with the laity.
Given this problem with Hirakawa’s argument, we are left to assume that
the term bodhisattva in early Maháyána texts may include both monks and
laypeople.

Even if one asserts the monastic context of early Maháyána, there is no
reason to deny the existence of other contexts. It is undeniable that the sñ-
tras cited by Hirakawa and Ray distinguish between the bodhisattvas and
monks, and others may stress an ascetic life outside the monasteries. Al-
though both Ray and Hirakawa argue that, over time, Maháyána moved
into the monasteries, this does not preclude some Maháyánists from liv-
ing in monasteries, while others were forest-dwellers and still others were
laypeople. Maháyána was probably never unitary, but diªered from re-
gion to region. Indeed, many scholars have suggested that each Maháyá-
na sñtra may represent a distinct “Maháyána” community. According to
Hajime Nakamura:

Unlike the various recensions of the Hônayána canon, which were vir-
tually closed by the early centuries of the common era and which
shared, at least ideally, a common structure . . . the Maháyána scrip-
tures were composed in a variety of disparate social and religious en-
vironments over the course of several centuries, diverge widely from
each other in content and outlook, and were in many cases meant to
stand as individual works representing (it has been conjectured) rivals
to the entire Hônayána corpus.35

In this reading, sñtras such as the Saddharmapuçfarôka may well be the
work of communities that actually were embattled, while the Ratnarási
sñtra was produced and used by a monastic community in which there
was little tension, and the Raíìrapálaparipëcchá was produced by a com-
munity of forest-dwellers.
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Location

The sheer number of Maháyána sñtras combined with the enormous
di‹culties involved in determining the geographic origin of texts pre-
cludes any sweeping claims about the northern origins of Maháyána based
on the provenance of Maháyána sñtras. The best that we can say is that sev-
eral prominent Maháyána sñtras betray a northwestern origin. In addition
to the sñtras mentioned by Lamotte and the Amitábha, Kíitigarbha, and
Mañjusrô texts discussed by Eliot and Lévi could be added those texts
mentioning the products of trade with China. A cursory list of Maháyána
sñtras that mention either the “seven jewels” or one of the trade items
manufactured outside India during the second century (such as silk or
coral) includes the Saddharmapuçfarôka, the Pitaputrasamágama, the
Bodhisattvapiìaka, the Tathágataguhya Sñtra, the Uatasáhasrika Prajñápára-
mitá, and the Aíìásáhasriká Prajñápáramitá. This list sñtras is not exhaus-
tive, but it suggests a loose correlation between the provenance of Mahá-
yána authors and the northern trade route between Rome and China.

The most often cited counterevidence to a northern provenance of
Maháyána is the Gaçfavyñha chapter of the Avataåsaka Sñtra. According
to Nalinaksa Dutt:

The Gaçfavyuha, a work of about the 2nd or the 3rd century a.d.,
speaks of Dhányákara as a great city of Daksinapatha and a seat of
Mañjusrô, who lived in an extensive forest at Mala-dhvájavyñhacaitya
and converted a large number of Nágas and other inhabitants of that
place.36

In one of his early works, B. S. L. Hanumanathan Rao cites this passage
from Dutt and uses it to argue for a southern stronghold of Maháyána in
Andhra Pradesh.

The Gaçfavyñha of about the 3rd century a.d. informs that Mañjus-
rô lived in a monastery at Dhányakaìaka and converted a large num-
ber of Nágas and others of that place to Buddhism. It further men-
tions that a certain Sudhana visited a number of places which were
seats of Bodhisattva practices. Most of them are in South India and
the most important of them was Dhányakaìaka . . . From these ac-
counts the following points become clear: (i) Mañjusrô lived for a
long time in Andhra and Dhányakaìaka was the centre of his activi-
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ties. (ii) Dhányakaìaka and other places in Andhra, probably under
the influence of Mañjusrô, became the seats of Bodhisattva practices.37

Using the Gaçfavyñha to argue for the early presence of Maháyána in
Andhra Pradesh presents many problems. First, the word “Dhányakaìaka”
occurs nowhere in the Gaçfavyñha, nor does Dutt claim that it does. Dutt
points out that the Sanskrit text describes a city named “Dhányákara” not
“Dhányakaìaka.” Nevertheless, Lamotte makes the same identification as
Rao when he writes: “Mañjusrô appears in the Deccan near Dhanyákara
(Kiao tch’eng [±∞], or Fou tch’eng [÷∞]), the present day Dharanikot,
in the district of Guntur.”38 Although the eagerness to identify the places
mentioned in the Gaçfavyñha with archaeological sites is understandable,
we have to proceed with caution. In a more recent discussion of Dhánya-
kaìaka, Rao notes:

The earliest epigraphical reference to the place as Dhaånakafa occurs
in the 3rd century b.c. The other variants of the term are Dhaåna-
kafaka, Dhánakafaka—Dhányakaìaka. Pallava Simhavarman’s inscrip-
tion mentions Dhányaghaìa. Medieval inscriptions refer to the place as
Urôdhanyakaìaka, Urôdhányaghata and Dhányánkapura. Mañjusrô Mñla-
tantra prefixes the honorific and calls it as Urôdhányakaìaka, whereas
Sikêddisaìôka epitomizes the term simply into Urôdhnya.39

Although historically there have been variations of the name “Dhánya-
kaìaka,” the variations of the first part of the name revolve around Sanskrit
versus Prakrit pronunciations of either dhanya (Prakrit, dhaåna) meaning
“bringing or bestowing wealth, rich . . . fortunate,”40 or dhánya, meaning
“produce of the fields, a share of which was payable to the king or land-
lord.”41 Kaìaka denotes a camp or capital.42 Thus the name might be trans-
lated as something like “the Fortunate Capital” or “the Capital of Grain-
taxes” (I am sure that this sounded more appealing in the second century),
while medieval inscriptions refer to it as “the Pot [ ghaìa] of Grain-Taxes.”
“Dhányákara” (the Place of Grain-Taxes) does not ever appear to have been
used by the locals as a variant for Dhányakaìaka. Granted, Dhányákara
and Dhányakaìaka do sound similar. This homophony might be signifi-
cant if all the place names mentioned in the Gaçfavyñha corresponded to
actual place names. The author was clearly familiar with south India, and
even if a few place names are invented, they are made up by someone with
knowledge of the region. For example, the text mentions a district called
Nalayur, which is clearly a Tamil word (nalla [“beautiful” or “good”] + ñr
[“place”]).43 This may plausibly be identified with the ancient city of
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Nallñr in Tamil Nadu. The problem is that many of the other places men-
tioned in the sñtra appear to be fictional, and even the southern direction
that Sudhana travels seems to be more symbolic than geographic. Sud-
hana is always told to travel southward and yet he somehow ends up in
Magadha after visiting Laéka.

The problems are compounded by the Chinese translations. Two Chi-
nese translations of the Gaçfavyñha date from the late fourth or early fifth
centuries. The first, Luoma gajing πE ¢g, is a partial translation by a
Chinese monk named Shengjian in which the passage in question is ab-
sent. The second occurs as the last chapter of the Avataåsaka Sñtra trans-
lated by Buddhabhadra, a monk from central India, sometime between
408 and 419 c.e.

44 When we turn to the section in question, we find that
Buddhabhadra translates the place name as ±∞ ( juecheng, the “City of
Realization”).45 Although it is tempting to regard the extant Sanskrit text
as original (as Lamotte does) and to simply assume that ±∞ is the proper
translation of Dhányakaìaka, it is di‹cult to see how this could have
happened. In Buddhabhadra’s translation, ∞ could translate either ákara
or kaìaka. But the character ± has nothing whatsoever to do with grain,
donation, or taxes. Neither the meaning nor the etymology nor the
phonology of ± has anything in common with dhánya. All its definitions
relate to cognitive events, like learning or understanding. Unless the char-
acter in Buddhabhadra’s translation can be explained as a mistake, we have
no choice but to assume that Buddhabhadra’s original read something like
“Bodhipura” (probably a made-up name) instead of “Dhányakaìaka.” It is
not until Uikíánanda’s eighth-century translation that we find a possible
match for Dhányakaìaka.His translation (in T. 279) translates the place
name as fucheng (÷∞). Here, ÷ works well for either “fortunate” or a
gift or a donation.46 Hence, it is likely that the name Dhányákara began
to appear in manuscripts only after the eighth century. Although the
third-century author may have had his or her eye on south India, it is un-
likely that Dhányakaìaka was in any way singled out by the author of the
Gaçfavyñha as a stronghold of Maháyána.

Maháyána sñtras present us with not only literary evidence about early
Maháyána but physical evidence as well. The Maháyána sñtras themselves
give the impression that Maháyánists were numerous. This picture is tem-
pered by the archaeological record. The physical record of Maháyána man-
uscripts suggests that, although Maháyána may have begun in the Kuíáça
era, it may not have become established until approximately the fifth cen-
tury. Kuíáça-era Buddhist manuscripts have been found spanning the
length of the Silk Route from Merv in the present-day Turkmenistan,
Haffa and Bámiyán in Afghanistan, Qizil, Subati and Soreuq, on the
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northern route and around the Takla Makan desert, and at Kohmárô
Mazar and Niya on the southern route.47 Most of these manuscripts have
been abhidharma texts, kavya works, fragments of the prátimokía, or sñtras
and their commentaries.48 Yet, of all the Kuíáça-era manuscripts found on
the Silk Route, only one manuscript of a Maháyána sñtra has so far been
found.

This lone Maháyána sñtra manuscript is a copy of the Aíìasáhasriká Praj-
ñápáramitá smuggled out of Bámiyán, now in the Schøyen Manuscript
collection. According to Lore Sander, the paleography of this piece places
it in the second half of the third century due to the similarity of its letters
to those of the succeeding Gupta type.49 This is the earliest manuscript
identified so far from this collection. The collection of manuscripts to which
this piece belongs contains a continuous series of paleographic types in-
cluding the “square-upright” Kuíáça Brahmi of the Aíìasáhasriká (third
century), the early western Gupta style of the fourth century, and the
Gilgit/Bámiyán type I of the fifth or sixth century. The collection also
contains several other Maháyána texts that Sander considers a script “in-
troducing the local development to Gilgit/Bámiyán type I” (fifth to sixth
centuries).50

Although more Maháyána manuscripts may eventually turn up from
the Bámiyán region, the absence of any Maháyána sñtras elsewhere on the
Silk Route before the fifth century is remarkable, and its paucity requires
an explanation. The earliest Maháyána sñtras translated into Chinese refer
to their own copying and preservation in books. The monks who brought
the first Maháyána sñtras to Luoyang in the second century must have ac-
quired or memorized or at least transported Maháyána sñtras in the same
regions where other Buddhist monastic collections have been unearthed.
It is therefore di‹cult to believe that there were no written Maháyána
texts in this region before the third century. Why, then, do we find no
Maháyána books from this period when we do find other Buddhist books?
Since other sñtras do exist in the collection of manuscripts recently ac-
quired by the British Library, dating to the same period, the absence of
corresponding Maháyána sñtras at these sites becomes more poignant. Ac-
cording to Richard Salomon:

Although it would be premature at this point to draw detailed con-
clusions about the doctrinal positions of the tradition represented by
the British Library fragments, it is worth mentioning that the prelim-
inary studies carried out to date reveal no clear traces of Maháyána
ideas or tendencies . . . In general, the fragments seem to concern is-
sues and subjects that are typical of “mainstream” (i.e., pre- or non-
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Maháyána) Indian Buddhism. . . . on the whole it appears that the
manuscripts come from a time and place in which Maháyána ideas had
not come into play at all, or at least were not being reflected in scholas-
tic texts. This issue is of particular interest because these texts come
from a period and region—first-century a.d. Gandhára—which, ac-
cording to some views at least, played a central role in the origins of
Maháyána. . . . as matters stand at this point, the British Library
scrolls do not oªer any support for the hypothesis of a relatively early
origin for Maháyána Buddhism.51

There are a number of sites along the Silk Route whose manuscript col-
lections cover the same range of paleographic types as that found in the
Schøyen collection. For example, Qizil near Kuea on the northern route
contained Buddhist manuscripts dating from the second through the
eighth centuries. The catalogues of the German expeditions to this site in-
clude a total of four identifiable Maháyána manuscripts—three unidenti-
fied fragments (one in early Turkestani Brahmô, one in northern Turkestani
Brahmô, one unlisted), and part of the Kasyapaparivárta in southern Tur-
kestani Brahmô. All are written on paper and are probably no earlier than
the sixth century.52 To the east, at Soreuq near Qarashar we find the same
pattern. The manuscript remains recovered from that site date from as
early as the third century and form a continuous series stretching into the
eighth century, when the site closes. Yet the earliest Maháyána manuscript
found at the site is a copy of the Saådhinirmocana Sñtra dating from the
late fifth century.53 Fourteen other Maháyána manuscripts have been iden-
tified from that site, and here, too, none of them date back earlier than the
sixth century.

In fact, apart from Bámiyán, no Maháyána sñtra manuscripts dating
from before the fifth century c.e. have been recovered from any of the
sites on the Silk Route where Maháyána manuscripts have so far been
recovered—Gilgit, Soreuq, Toyoq, Qizil, Sängim, Xoeo, and Murtuq on
the sorthern route54 and at Damdán-Uiliq, Khádalik, Niya, Endere, and
Dunhuang on the southern route.55 The Bámiyán manuscript seems to be
the exception to the rule. By contrast, the fifth and sixth centuries appear
to have been a watershed for the production of Maháyána manuscripts.
In addition to the Saådhinirmocana Sñtra mentioned above, a fifth- or
sixth-century Sanskrit manuscript of the Saddharmapuçfarôka Sñtra has
been discovered in Xinjiang province, China.56 Some important Mahá-
yána sñtras have also been recovered in Old Khotanese translation. Among
Maháyána works surviving in Old Khotanese, Oktor Skjærvø lists: the
Anantamukhanirhára-dháraçô, the Bhaiíajyaguruvaifñryaprabharája, the
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Karmavibhaéga, the Kásyapaparivarta, the Saégháìa sñtra, the Uñraégama-
samádhi sñtra, the Suvarçabhásottama, the Vimalakôrtinirdesa sñtra, and the
Book of Zambasta (an original Khotanese composition, not a translation).57

Indeed, one wonders whether a cultural shift signaled by the shift from
the use of Prakrit (an Indic language) for everyday interactions to Kho-
tanese (“close to the ‘Old Middle Iranian’ type”)58 in the fifth century might
have played a role in the general acceptance of Maháyána in that region.

Absence of evidence is not, of course, evidence of absence. Countless
manuscripts have presumably been destroyed over the centuries. Further-
more, many of the manuscripts in the central Asian manuscript collections
have yet to be identified, and it is possible that more Maháyána manu-
scripts like the Bámiyán Prajñápáramitá text may turn up. If and when
that happens, the following observations may have to be revised. Neverthe-
less, the relative dearth of Maháyána manuscripts in existing collections
would still require an explanation. If one asserts that Maháyána manu-
scripts existed at these sites, but were subsequently destroyed, then there
must be an explanation as to why Maháyána sñtras were selectively destroyed.
If more Maháyána manuscripts come to light, then we must still explain
why Maháyána appears in so few monastic libraries and not in the major-
ity of such libraries. Again, there may be a great deal of evidence that we
do not have, but we can only construct our theories on the evidence that
we do have.

Inscriptions

One salient fact that all three hypotheses discussed at the beginning of the
chapter attempt to explain is the virtual invisibility of Maháyána in the
archaeological record. As mentioned above, plenty of Maháyána sñtras
were composed before the second century, so this situation stands in stark
contrast to the dearth of Maháyána manuscripts that have been found.

The same situation applies to inscriptions. Inscriptions using the word
“Maháyána” raise almost as many questions as they answer. According to
Gregory Schopen:

epigraphically—the “beginning of the Maháyána in India is not doc-
umentable until the 2nd century a.d., and that even as “late” as that
it was still an extremely limited minority movement that left almost
no mark on Buddhist epigraphy or art and was still clearly embedded
in the old established purposes of earlier Buddhist groups. What is
even more surprising still is the additional fact that even after its initial
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appearance in the public domain in the 2nd century it appears to have
remained an extremely limited minority movement—if it remained at
all—that attracted absolutely no documented public or popular sup-
port for at least two more centuries. It is again a demonstrable fact
that anything even approaching popular support for the Maháyána
cannot be documented until the 4th/5th century a.d., and even then
the support is overwhelmingly monastic, not lay, donors.59

The second-century document to which Schopen refers is a lone in-
scription from Mathurá dated to 104 c.e. that labels the image on which
it appears as “Amitábha Buddha.” The inscription does not mention
Maháyána by name nor have there been any other examples of a cult of
Amitábha elsewhere in Indian art of this period.60

Although Schopen’s statement about the lack of support for Maháyána
still stands per se, it needs to be nuanced in light of more recent work by
Richard Salomon. The earliest inscription actually mentioning Maháyána
by name occurs in a recently discovered Kharoíìhô inscription from Endere
in modern-day Xinjiang. Richard Salomon notes: “it is fairly likely that
the king [referred to in the inscription] was Aågoka and that the inscrip-
tion was written during the earlier part of his reign, that is, sometime
around the middle of the third century c.e.”61 Salomon translates the in-
scription as follows:

In the year . . . of the lord, the great king, the king [of kings, the
great, victorious, pious . . .], crusher of his enemies, who is his own
army, whose (name is [well]-received), who is wor[shipped by gods
and men], who has set forth on the Great Vehicle [mahayana], who
is fixed in the true dharma, of great majesty, [the great king Aågo-
ka] . . . The names of the supervisors [?] of ? [are] Okaripa, Uiría,
[and] Kutre.62

Since Aågoka, “who was probably the most powerful of [the kings of
Shan-shan] had . . . set forth on the Great Vehicle,” Salomon concludes,
contra Schopen “there is every reason to think that the Maháyána, rather
then being a persecuted heterodox sect, was prominent and enjoyed royal
patronage in Shan-shan.”63

Salomon finds confirmation for this suspicion in a letter inscribed on
wood found at Niya on the southern Silk Route dating to the mid-third
century.64 It dates to a few decades after the Aågoka inscription65 and be-
longs roughly to the same period as the Aíìásáhasriká Prajñápáramitá
manuscript of the Schøyen collection. According to Burrow’s translation:
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At the feet of the great cozbo S.amasena, beloved of men and gods, ho-
noured by men and gods, blessed with a good name, who has set
forth in the Maháyána, who is of infinitely pleasing aspect, the tasu-
ca . . . makes obeisance, and sends the health of his divine body,
much, immeasurable. And for that reason first I am pleased that . . .
hearing that, you should be pleased. This is what I have to say: The
tax there . . . Pideya came . . . called Suvaåniya . . . here again . . .
this matter.66

Burrow stops translating halfway through line six. The rest of the line
reads u tha suvaåniya nama sutra. We can only guess at the import of the
letter, but a few of its elements are suggestive. First, this is a letter from a
local o‹cial to a Great Governor (cozbo) in Kroraina—hence, a letter from
a layperson to another layperson. The recipient of the letter is one who has
“entered into Maháyána” (mayáyána saåprasti[thi]ta). The sender refers
to a tax and then twice uses the word Suvaåniya, the second time in the
context of a Suvaåniya nama sutra. Although, as F. W. Thomas points
out, there is a sñtra in the Tibetan bka’ ‘gyur named gser gyi mdo67 (Suvarça
Sñtra),68 it is probable that this passage refers to a version of the Suvarça-
bhásottama Sñtra (Sñtra of Golden Light), an early Maháyána sñtra. The
Suvarçabhásottama Sñtra contains rather lengthy sections of advice to
kings, and it is possible at least that the author of this letter is referring to
the discussion of the king’s responsibility to uphold the law to stress the
need to uphold the local tax law.69 Since none of the other letters at Niya
indicate that the author is himself as a Maháyánist, we may tentatively as-
sume that Maháyána texts such as the sñtra mentioned above were gener-
ally known in certain lay circles even outside the groups that considered
themselves Maháyánists.

The last of the early sources relating to Maháyána in the far north oc-
curs in a fragment of an Avadána found in the Schøyen collection. Ac-
cording to Salomon, this Sanskrit fragment “is written in northwestern
Gupta Brahmô of about the fourth century a.d.,”70 and thus is later than
the Niya and Endere records. This fragment refers to the Kuíáça emperor
Huvikía, as one who “has set forth on the Great Vehicle.” Again, Salomon
sees in this fragment the possibility that Maháyána had secured o‹cial pa-
tronage in the northern regions.

Thus, the new fragment almost certainly provides, to my knowledge
for the first time, an explicit statement to the eªect that a Kuíáça em-
peror was—or more precisely, was claimed as—an adherent of Mahá-
yána ideals, and this in a text which may have been composed during
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the Kuíáça period, or at the latest, not long after it. The only other
early documentary reference to a king in such terms, namely in the
aforementioned Endere inscription, dates from around the middle of
the third century or slightly later, and hence is likely to be roughly
contemporary with the text represented in the Schøyen fragment. . . .
Since the Endere inscription comes from a culture which was within
the sphere of influence, if not under the direct domination, of the
Kuíáças . . . these two new references imply a pattern of royal adher-
ence to Maháyána ideals during the later part of the Kuíáça period,
possibly dating back, at least, to the time of Huvikía.

In this connection it is interesting to recall that the earliest clear
and unambiguous epigraphic reference to Amitábha, and hence, by
implication, to the Maháyána, comes in an inscription from Mathurá
dated during the reign of Huviíka, in the twenty-sixth year of the era
founded by Kaniíka. . . . This convergence around Huviíka of early
allusions to Maháyána concepts might be mere coincidence, but new
material seems rather to suggest that the time of Huviíka was a piv-
otal one in the development of the Maháyána.71

We now have five examples of early Maháyána artifacts from the second
and third centuries; the Amitábha statue from Mathurá, the Prajñápára-
mitá manuscript from Bámiyán, the Aåogha inscription from Xinjiang,
the Niya letter, and the Bámiyán avadána mentioning Huvikía. These
three artifacts suggest, at a minimum, that Maháyána existed in three places
at that time: Mathurá, Bámiyán, and the ancient kingdom of Shan-shan.
What can we make of the evidence so far? On the one hand, Salomon (al-
beit tentatively) points in the direction to a pan–northern frontier patron-
age of Maháyána. On the other hand, we are still left with the fact that
Maháyána manuscript collections are noticeably lacking in monasteries in
this region. Furthermore, the two artifacts from Shan-shan identify two
laypeople as Maháyánists. There are no inscriptions indicating monks or
sramáças to be Maháyánists. The only evidence for monks with a Mahá-
yána a‹liation remains in the Bámiyán manuscripts. As for the Bámiyán
avadána fragment, Salomon quite rightly points out that the document
tells us that the author wanted the audience to believe that Huvikía was a
Maháyánist, not that Huvikía necessarily thought of himself in that man-
ner. Until more evidence comes to light, we are better oª accepting the
assertion that Huvikía was a Maháyánist as the wishful thinking of its
author.

For their part, inscriptions from India, Pakistan, and central Asia have
yet to reveal a Maháyána monastery before the fifth century. This confirms
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the thesis of Gregory Schopen, who demonstrates that the archaeological
record shows no evidence that monks received any donations as Mahá-
yánists until the fifth century. Only at that time is the word used in votive
inscriptions. Furthermore, one is struck by just how few such inscriptions
there are even among later inscriptions. After searching through a rather
voluminous collection of archaeological reports from the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, Schopen could find only fourteen inscriptions in which
“Maháyána” is mentioned by name.72 The inscriptions are: one from
Ajaçìá,73 one from Nálanda,74 four from Bihar,75 two from Bengal,76 one
from Mádhya Pradesh,77 three from Sárnáth,78 one from Valabhô,79 and
one from Chittagong.80 Out of these, the inscription from Ajaçìá can no
longer be considered as Maháyánist in light recent work on it by Marilyn
Leese and Richard Cohen.81 The inscription from Nálanda dates from the
time of Mahipála I (r. 977–1027 c.e.) and records the gift of a paramopá-
saka originally from Kausámbhô who “traversed in the great Maháyána.”82

The four Bihar inscriptions are all from the eleventh and twelfth centuries.
Of the two Bengal inscriptions, one is early (506 c.e.) and one is late.83

The inscription from Gopalpur, Mádhya Pradesh, again dates from the
eleventh to twelfth centuries. The inscription from Sárnáth is from the
eleventh century, while the inscription from Valabhô in Gujarat dates to
404 c.e.

Although it is di‹cult to know how much we can infer from these in-
scriptions, some provisional observations can be made on the basis of
Schopen’s sample. First, it is striking how few inscriptions bearing the word
“Maháyána” have been discovered out of the thousands of inscriptions
found in India. Schopen did not look at every inscription discovered in
India, but he did examine a large sample, representing over a thousand
years and covering most states of India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh. If the
word “Maháyána” had been prominent in inscriptions in any of these
areas, he would most likely have been aware of it. Hence, it is probably
not unreasonable to state that inscriptions bearing the word “Maháyána”
were rare.

The second observation concerns the relative ages of the Maháyána in-
scriptions. Although most of our inscriptions date from the tenth through
the twelfth centuries, only two votive inscriptions date from the fifth to
sixth centuries. The earliest of these inscriptions was found at Valabhô
(Vallabhipur in Gujarat). It records a donation by Dharasena IV from 404
c.e. Bhandarkar translates as follows:

Shrô Dharasena, the great Máheshvará, the great lord, the king of
kings . . . [etc.] commands all whom it may concern: Be it known to
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you that for the increase of the religious merit of my mother and fa-
ther. I have (assigned) to the assembly of the reverend mendicant
priests of the Maháyána (school) coming from the four quarters to
the monastery constructed by Divira-pati Skandabhaìa in the village
of Yodávaka in Hestava práhára in Suráshtra, the four divisions of the
same village of Yodhávaka: viz. three for the purpose of [providing]
clothing, food, [means of ] sleeping, sitting . . . and medicine; for the
purpose of [providing] the means of worshipping and washing the
glorious Buddhas.84

Unfortunately, Bhandarkar does not include the text of the inscription in
his article, but we can assume that the phrase “the assembly of the reverend
mendicant priests of the Maháyána (school) coming from the four direc-
tions” represents something like áryamáháyánika-caturdisabhikíusaégha.
The second earliest Maháyána grant (505 c.e.—this one from Tippera,
Bengal) similarly records a king making a gift of land to a Máháyánika
(?)–Vaivarttika-bhikíusaghanám.85 The artifacts from Shan-shan might pro-
vide the earliest physical evidence that anyone considered himself a
Maháyánist, but only in these two inscriptions do we find evidence that
monasteries were known by their benefactors as Maháyánist.

Much of the evidence that Schopen culls from paleographic evidence
was leveled as a critique of Hirakawa’s argument that Maháyána began
and was fostered as an exclusively lay movement revolving around stñpas.
Of all of the inscriptions using the word “Maháyána,” the earliest two use
the word to describe the monastic recipient (either an individual or a mon-
astery), while the later inscriptions use the word to describe the donor
(usually a layperson). In fact, the earliest occurrence of the word is used to
describe monks and only later described the lay donors. Furthermore, if
the laity had given birth to Maháyána in and around the stñpas, why do in-
scriptions recording donations by the laity on stñpas make no mention of
Maháyána until quite late? The inscriptions that Schopen examines even
call into question Hirakawa’s contention that worship of stñpas was pri-
marily the provenance of the laity.

Inscriptions from stñpas recording the names and titles of donors begin
to appear in India as early as 150 b.c.e. If Hirakawa were correct and stñpa
worship were primarily the concern of the laity, then we should expect
virtually all the donations to come from the laity. Yet, in 1985, Schopen
demonstrated that a significant percentage of donations made to stñpas
(he gives the example of 40 percent of the Barhut inscriptions and 40 per-
cent of the Kharoíìhô inscriptions edited by Konow)86 were made by Bud-
dhist monks and nuns. Indeed, donations to stñpas by monks and nuns
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have been recorded throughout India. By Hirakawa’s reasoning, there
should be no such donations. Finally, in a 1975 article Schopen demon-
strates that—contrary to Hirakawa—there are Maháyána sñtras that elevate
what he calls “the cult of the book” (i.e., worship of a Maháyána sñtra)
over worship of a stñpa.87 According to this reading, many of the early
Maháyána sñtras were actually in competition with stñpa worship. Hence,
while the Endere and Niya inscriptions suggest that Maháyána was accept-
ed among the laity, there is no corroborating evidence for this in other in-
scriptions from the laity.

Earlier Maháyánists? The Uákyabhikíu Debate

A point should be made here concerning inscriptions mentioning a group
called Uákyabhikíu/Uákyabhikíunô. Although that the earliest inscriptions
mentioning Maháyána by name occur only in the sixth century, Schopen
claimed that Maháyánists may have gone under another name before that
time.

in none of the inscriptions which refer to Maháyána by name does the
name Maháyána occur alone: with one exception, it is always joined
either with the title sákyabhikíu (three times) or with the title para-
mopásaka (nine times). We can also restate the same set of facts by say-
ing that twelve of our inscriptions explicitly call both sákyabhikíus and
paramopásakas “followers of the Maháyána” (maháyánánuyáyin, etc.)
and that these are the only individuals to be so called. Second, in none
of the approximately forty inscriptions in which the names of the
various non-Maháyána schools—Sarvástivádin, Mahásáåghika, etc.—
occur does the title sákyabhikíu or the title paramopásaka occur.88

Schopen concludes that, even though the name Maháyána only appears
at the beginning of the sixth century, the same group that called itself
“Maháyána” in the sixth century also called itself Uákyabhikíu/-bhikíuçôs or
paramopásaka/-opásikas. Although this places the first public appearance of
Maháyána a century earlier, the evidence regarding these inscriptions still
belies Hirakawa’s hypothesis. In a 1985 article, Schopen notes that, of all
the inscriptions bearing the above terms and recording donations to stñ-
pas and on images, more than 70 percent were donated by monks and
nuns.89 Again, the earliest evidence concerning the term Uákyabhikíu indi-
cates a monastic context for Maháyána and not a lay one.

To date, the status of the Uákyabhikíu/Uákyabhikíunô has yet to be re-
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solved. On the one hand, some inscriptions mention donations to a
Uákyabhikíu saégha where no other sect is named, suggesting that the term
may have designated an independent sect in some locations. Nevertheless,
Schopen’s identification of the Uákyabhikíu with Maháyána has been criti-
cized. Tillman Vetter, in particular, has questioned Schopen’s use of sta-
tistics to correlate Uákyabhikíu with Maháyána on the grounds that his
sample is far too small to support his conclusions.90 Yao-ming Tsai points
out that Schopen’s identification of Uákyabhikíu with Maháyána is based
on the fact that the two words occur together in three out of fourteen in-
scriptions (the term paramopásaka, however, occurs in conjunction with
maháyána in nine of the fourteen inscriptions). On the contrary, Tsai gives
an alternate explanation of the title Uákyabhikíu in these inscriptions. He
posits that, in those compounds, just because the term “Maháyána”

tells us the yána a‹liation of the donor, the term Uákyabhikíu does
not necessarily do so—any more than the term “Buddhist” in the En-
glish compound “Maháyána-Buddhist” does . . . An understanding of
the epithet Uákya aids us in further looking into the yána status of the
term sákyabhikíu. Shih Tao-an (¿Dw, 312–385), almost in the same
epoch as the earliest of the extant epigraphs in question, proposed the
epithet Shih (¿; Uákya) to be the surname of all ordained members of
the Saågha regardless of their nationality, sectarian a‹liation, social
status, and the like—a proposal widely adopted not only in China but
also in Annam (thich), Korea (sèk) and Japan (shaku). The Ekottarága-
ma also attests to the practice of using the epithet sákya as a substitute
surname. For example, it reads: “Just as, when rivers flow into the sea,
they lose their respective names and distinct flavors, so the various
clans, once they have left the household and entered upon the Path
of the Buddha, become equally members of the Uákya clan” (T. 125,
vol. 2, p. 658b–c). . . . Logically, historically and doctrinally, such epi-
thets as sákyabhikíu do not display any segmentary characteristics of
the yána/váda. Instead these epithets appear to be created and used in
order to transgress or minimize the segmentation within the Buddhist
tradition.91

Richard Cohen has taken the inquiry much farther in his examination of
the Uákyabhikíu inscriptions at Ajaçìá. He argues that those who identified
themselves thus saw themselves as the Buddha’s adoptive sons, thereby
identifying with Ráhula. Cohen argues that Uákyabhikíu should be iden-
tified with the term bodhisattva.92 Cohen’s study is important and should
lead to further inquiry along these same lines. His most recent article still
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does not clinch the connection between Uákyabhikíu and Maháyána such
that we could say that all Uákyabhikíus were Maháyánists. Nevertheless, he
examines the relationship between these terms in the fifth-century sources.
Yet, in support of Tsai’s argument that sákyabhikíu is not necessarily a mark-
er of Maháyána a‹liations, Cohen points out that Vasumitra (a Sarvásti-
vádin par excellence) is also said to be a Uákyabhikíu in the preface to his
Samáyabhedoparacanacakra.93 Cohen points out that this attribution is lack-
ing in the earliest translation, but it can be found in the seventh-century
translations that correspond to the point when Maháyánists began to con-
sider Vasumitra a Maháyánist.94

For our purposes, two points need to be highlighted. First, no inscrip-
tions mentioning Uákyabhikíus have been found as early as the second cen-
tury. Second, it does not appear that the Uákyabhikíus formed their own
sect, with its own ordination lineage and vinaya rules. While Schopen
claims that “in none of the approximately forty inscriptions in which the
names of the various Nikáya schools—Sarvástivádin, Mahásáéghika, etc.—
occur does the title Uákyabhikíu or the title paramopásaka occur,” Cohen
has found one inscription from Ajaçìá where an Aparasaila monk is la-
beled Uákyabhikíu.95 Along these same lines, he also notes that all the Uákya-
bhikíus at Ajaçìá belonged to the Mñlasarvástivádin nikáya.96 Thus the
label does not appear to be an identifier of membership in a particular
nikáya, so even if it were a marker of Maháyána identity, that identity did
not necessarily constitute a separate institution.

Each of the three hypotheses discussed at the beginning of the chapter
attempts to explain the absence of inscriptions mentioning Maháyána.
These attempts met with varying levels of success. Hirakawa’s thesis that
Maháyána begins with the laity explains the lack of Maháyána inscriptions
in monasteries, but fails to explain why there are no inscriptions using the
word at stñpas. Ray ’s hypothesis that Maháyánists were forest-monks cir-
cumvents this problem by placing Maháyánists in places where there are
few inscriptions. Although Ray ’s point seems plausible, Schopen’s expla-
nation that Maháyánists were an embattled minority within the monas-
teries fighting for recognition seems more persuasive. Maháyánists in this
scenario may have been able to write sñtras, but may not have had the
clout to get the name of their movement carved in stone.

The evidence from inscriptions gives no indication that Maháyána was
ever an independent institution in the way and on the scale that the other
Buddhist nikáyas were. The Valabhô and Tippera inscriptions do, how-
ever, suggest that some Maháyánists began to receive a degree of recogni-
tion (and money) as Maháyánists at the start of the fifth century. The evi-
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dence amassed by Schopen is consistent with Maháyána being a move-
ment (a rather minor one at that) taking place primarily within the monas-
teries. Under this interpretation, Maháyána was relatively invisible (ar-
chaeologically speaking) for the first few centuries because Maháyánists
did not need to receive donations as Maháyánists. What Maháyánists there
were would have benefited from donations made to the nikáya a‹liated
monasteries in which they lived. It should also be pointed out that there
are no inscriptions mentioning Maháyána by name south of the Valabhô
inscription. Indeed, in the extreme south, there is no evidence of Bud-
dhism of any kind until the fourth century.97 Thus according to the pale-
ographic record alone, it would appear that Maháyána began in central
Asia (Xinjiang and Niya), relocated to the southern frontier regions of
midlatitude India (Gujarat and Bengal/Bangladesh), and only later be-
came established in more central areas like Sárnáth and Nálanda.

Chinese Pilgrims: 
Maháyána, Hônayána, and “Mixed” Monasteries

Viewing the paleographic record in isolation from other evidence is mis-
leading. For example, in support of the hypothesis that Maháyánists
were also members of the various nikáyas, most authors have turned to
the accounts of the Chinese pilgrims Faxian, Yijing, and Xuanzang, each
of whom describe monasteries that were a mixture of Maháyána and
non-Maháyána throughout north and central India. Further, contra Ray,
none of these pilgrims report large numbers of Maháyánists living in the
forest.

Faxian, who traveled to India in the years 399–414 c.e., specifically
mentions two Maháyána monasteries. The first reference occurs during his
visit to Khotan, where he describes, “a monastery called Gomati, of the
Maháyána school.”98 Legge’s translation “maháyána school” is misleading
for our purposes since the English “school” is sometimes used to translate
° (bù, sect). The Chinese x (sì) here simply means “A Buddhist monas-
tery.”99 Faxian mentions another Maháyána monastery in Páìaliputra next
to the Asoka stñpa. Here he uses a more phonetic ØFl˜≈100 (Mohe-
yangalan, lit. Maháyán [Saå] ghárá[ma]), but the fact that he understood
the term “Maháyána” as applicable to a physical monastic structure comes
through quite clearly. If Faxian encountered this monastery between 399
and 414, then his testimony comes from the same time period as the Val-
abhô inscription referred to above.
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Faxian’s account significantly augments the information provided by
the archaeological record alone. He also mentions Maháyána in contexts
where the Maháyánists apparently do not have their own monasteries.
When Faxian traveled through πi (Luóyí, in modern-day Afghanistan),
i˛ (Pítú, Bhida in modern-day Punjab), and ¨˜I (Singgáshô,
Saékásya, modern-day Samkassam, near Kannauj, Uttar Pradesh), he men-
tions monasteries where the monks were “students of (both) Maháyána
and Hônayána” (jpº«).101 Apparently, while some Maháyánists lived
in monasteries that could be identified as such, many shared monasteries
with non-Maháyánist monks. Where this would have been the case, we
can see why Maháyánists would not have left much of an impression in
the archaeological record.

We should not make too much of Faxian’s report since, although he was
apparently aware of the tradition of the “eighteen Buddhist sects,” he clas-
sifies the monasteries and monks whom he encounters only as Maháyánist
or Hônayánist.102 He does not make the same sectarian distinctions that
we find in the archaeological record (e.g., between a Sarvástivádin mon-
astery and a Mahôsásika monastery), and hence we should examine what
he saw as the identifying features of Maháyána. In this regard, Faxian does
not tell us much. He certainly did not mean that a Maháyána monastery
is one that employs ordination and pratimokía rules distinctive of the
Maháyána, since it is in a Maháyána monastery in Páìaliputra that he finds
the copy of the Mahásáéghika-vinaya, which he later translates and which
will occupy much of Chapters 3 and 4. At the Maháyána monastery called
“Gomati,” he describes a kind of Rátha Yatra festival centered on the
image of the Buddha and Bodhisattvas, but he gives us no indication that
these are distinctively Maháyána practices.103 The one place where he does
make a defining distinction between Maháyánists and other Buddhists is
in regard to Buddhist worship in Central India. His comments here are
illuminating.

Where a community of monks resides, they erect topes to Uáriputtra,
to Mahá-maudgalyáyana, and to Ananda, and also topes (in honour)
of the Abhidharma, the Vinaya, and the Sñtras. . . . The bhikshuçôs
for the most part make their oªerings at the tope of Ananda. . . . The
Urámaçeras mostly make their oªerings to Ráhula. The professors of
the Abhidharma make their oªerings to it; those of the Vinaya to it.
Every year there is one such oªering, and each class has its own day
for it. Students of the maháyána [lit. ØFlH104 = Maháyánists]
present oªerings to the Prajñá-páramitá, to Mañjusrô, and to Kwan-
she-yin.105
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In this description, Faxian is writing about a single community and the
ritual distinction of the diªerent textual specialists within that communi-
ty. Tentatively we might suggest that a “Maháyánist” was seen as a textu-
al specialist—a vocation within the monastery on par with the sñtradhára,
vinayadhára, and mátrikadhára mentioned in other sources.

We get a clearer, if later, picture in the travel account of Yijing. In his 
n¸_k∫k« (Nánhai qíguô nèifazhuàn, T. 2125, written in 691 c.e.),
he explains the diªerence between the Maháyána and Hônayána as fol-
lows: “Both adopt one and the same discipline (Vinaya), and they have in
common the prohibitions of the five skandhas (‘groups of oªences’), and
also practice of the Four Noble Truths. Those who worship the Bod-
hisattvas and read the Maháyána Sñtras are called the ‘Maháyánists,’ while
those who do not perform these are called the Hônayánists.”106 Putting
this statement together with Faxian’s account, we can explain why the Ma-
háyána monastery at Páìaliputra was using the Mahásáéghika-vinaya—ac-
cording to Yijing, Maháyána and Hônayána employ the same vinayas. Yi-
jing also claims that the characteristics that distinguish the Maháyána from
Hônayána are worship (here bodhisattvas vs. Faxian’s worship of texts) and
the use of Maháyána texts.

Yijing explains the relationship between the -yánas and the sect names
that appear in Indian inscriptions. He claims, “There exist in the West
(i.e., India) numerous subdivisions of the schools which have diªerent
origins, but there are only four principal schools of continuous tradi-
tion.”107 These schools are the Mahásáéghika Nikáya, the Sthaviraváda
Nikáya (Theraváda), the Mñlasarvástiváda Nikáya, and the Sammitôya
Nikáya. Although each of these is said to have numerous subdivisions, Yi-
jing says, “which of the four schools should be grouped with the Maháyá-
na or with the Hônayána is not determined.”108 In short, for Yijing there
is Maháyána and Hônayána; there are also diªerent sects (ideally eighteen,
but in actuality only four), but there is no simple correspondence between
the two systems of classification.

Xuanzang (who traveled from China to India in the seventh century)
describes what the relationship between Maháyána and Hônayána might
have looked like. Like Faxian, Xuanzang reports that there were some
monasteries where all of the monks studied and practiced Maháyána.109

Elsewhere, however, Xuanzang tells us that monks in many regions stud-
ied both Maháyána and non-Maháyána doctrines within the same monas-
tery. Unfortunately, the exact nature of the sectarian a‹liation of these
monks remains unclear in his writing. For instance, he tells us that there
were a thousand monks at the Mahábodhisaégháráma who memorized or
recited (fl«) the dharma, the rules and the ceremonies of the jºWy°
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(dàshéng [Maháyána] shàngzuò [Sthavôra] bù [sect]).110 Xuanzang also uses
this designation to describe monks in Bodhgáya, Kaliéga, Surat, Bharu-
kaccha, and Urô Laéka.111

In his treatment of the distribution of Maháyánists in India, Lamotte
has some di‹culty explaining how the two adjectives dàshéng and
shàngzuò relate to each other. In Lamotte’s tabulation of Xuanzang’s “cen-
sus” of Buddhist monasteries, “Maháyána-sthavira” becomes a subcatego-
ry of the Sthavira sect proper. Lamotte explains this categorization as fol-
lows: “‘Bhikíus ‘studying both the Hôna- and Maháyána’: these were
probably Maháyánists living in former Hônayánist monasteries, whose
rules they continued to observe.”112 This explanation does not always
work. For instance, at Kanyakubja, Xuanzang tells us that at one of the
monasteries, “there were 3,000 additional people who simultaneously la-
bored (›\) to memorize the Maháyána and Hônayána.”113 Since no con-
junction is necessary in the Chinese, we have to rely on other indications
that Xuanzang is talking about “Maháyána and Hônayána” and not “a
Maháyána kind of Hônayána.” Here, the term › ( jián, translated here as
“simultaneously”) gives the sense both of combined eªort and concurrent
action, which would only make sense if there were two distinct -yánas at
play here. If it is not plausible to argue that Xuanzang’s jºpº (Mahá-
yána Hônayána ) denotes a special, “Maháyána” kind of “Hônayána” (es-
pecially since the term › implies two things), there is no reason why the
phrase “Maháyána Sthavôra sect” at the Mahábodhisaégháráma cannot
mean there were a thousand people who studied the dharma and so on “of
both the Maháyána and the Sthavira sects.” Certainly, the vinaya law would
have been common between the two (and hence, they could live in the
same monastery), but by the Chinese pilgrims’ accounts it was precisely in
the area of scripture (dharma) and liturgy that the two diªered. Lamotte
would only be justified in his reading of this passage if there were some
reason why one monastery could not contain monks of two diªerent yána
a‹liations. Yet this seems to be precisely what our pilgrims are telling us
was the case at certain localities.

From the Chinese pilgrims’ accounts we learn a number of important fea-
tures of early Indian Buddhist sectarian organization. It appears that early
Indian Buddhist identity was twofold: monks and nuns had an ordination/
pratimokía a‹liation (classified in terms of the vinaya adhered to) as well
as a yána a‹liation. There seems to be no necessary correlation between
the two. The former would have been an a‹liation to one of the ordina-
tion lineages corresponding roughly to the four schools that Yijing men-
tions. The latter would have been a doctrinal/liturgical a‹liation to either
the Maháyána or Hônayána. We also know that in some regions, monas-
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teries were of a single yána a‹liation, while at many other locations the
population of a given monastery may well have been mixed. Finally, while
each of the pilgrims refer to monasteries that were exclusively Mahá-
yánist, it appears from their accounts that most Maháyánists lived in mon-
asteries that were not predominantly Maháyánist—illustrating Schopen’s
point that Maháyánists were in the minority even as late as the seventh
century.

One last point needs to be made here regarding the geographic spread
of Maháyána according to the pilgrim’s accounts. The first has been made
by Lamotte, namely that the pilgrim’s accounts find Maháyána to be pri-
marily a northwestern phenomenon.114 Furthermore, it should be noted
that, despite the fact that Xuanzang finds Maháyánists as far south as south-
ern Kosala, he does not find any Maháyánists as far south as Dhányakaìaka
(modern-day Amaravatô).

Early Buddhist Doxographies

Evidence from inscriptions indicates two important facts. One is that
Maháyána before the fifth century was largely invisible and probably ex-
isted only as a minority and largely unrecognized movement within the
fold of nikáya Buddhism. The other is that, after the fifth century Mahá-
yána began to be a recognizable category by donors—although still on a
small scale. The following discussion shows through Maháyánists’ histo-
ries of their own religion that they did not conceive of Maháyána as hav-
ing any independent institutional status until roughly the fifth century—
that is, the same time that they began to receive donations as Maháyánists.

The testimonies of the Chinese pilgrims are invaluable for their per-
spectives on Buddhism during the centuries in which they visited. For
sources predating Faxian, however, we have to turn to indigenous Indian
sources for information concerning the status of Maháyána. Like the ar-
chaeological record, non-Maháyána sources display no awareness of the
existence of Maháyána before the fifth century. Looking at early Buddhist
doxographies or histories of the “eighteen schools,” we may conclude that
the Maháyána monasteries that Faxian describes may have been a fairly re-
cent development. Indeed, there is a noticeable parallel between the ab-
sence of any mention of “Maháyána” in the archeological record and a
corresponding absence of it in early Buddhist historical records.

The kind of information early Buddhist chronicles provide should be
clarified. Perhaps as early as the second century, Buddhists began to write
histories of their religion and its development since the death of the Bud-
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dha.115 One of the primary interests of these works is to explain and chron-
icle the controversies and schisms that led to the creation of the diverse
Buddhist sects as the authors of these texts knew them. Although not all
the sect names listed in the chronicles have been found in the extant in-
scriptions in India, the opposite is also true—all sect names found in In-
dian inscriptions can be found in these lists. We can assume, then, that the
lists contained in the chronicles reflect the sectarian constitution of Bud-
dhism as their authors knew it.

Another defining interest of these texts seems to be an attempt to con-
vey the authority of tradition. A very early tradition set forth the found-
ing myths (legends of the first Buddhist councils, of Mahádeva, etc.) and
also set the number of Buddhist sects at eighteen. In order to be added to
the list, a sect would have had to become su‹ciently prominent to war-
rant writing its origins into a pre-existing tradition. What the historical
development of the chronicles shows us, then, is the point in time when
the Buddhist group reached a threshold of prominence warranting a his-
torical revision. Maháyána seems to have reached this minimal threshold
at about the same time as monasteries begin receiving donations under
the name “Maháyána.” If we take into account all of the extant Buddhist
doxographies, the best we can say is that its sectarian status seems to have
been superfluous until the sixth century, since there does not appear to be
any awareness of Maháyána as an institution in the Buddhist histories of
their own tradition until this point.

The two earliest extant Buddhist chronicles are the Uáriputraparipëcchá116

(anonymous) and the Samayabhedoparacanacakra attributed to Vasu-
mitra.117 The Samayabhedoparacanacakra was probably written in the sec-
ond century if we can assume that the same Vasumitra who is mentioned
in the Mahávibháía wrote it. In any case, it was translated three times. The
first translation was completed sometime in the Qin dynasty of the Sixteen
Kingdoms period (351–431 c.e.) and is sometimes attributed to Kumára-
jôva (cited below as the Qin translation).118 André Bareau assigns the text
to c. 350 c.e. without any discussion.119 However, since the Uáriputra-
paripëcchá contains virtually the same account (at least in outline) and was
translated between 317 and 420 c.e., we can assume with a degree of cer-
tainty that the tradition reflected in both of these texts dates to at least the
third century.

These two histories do not diªer substantially from each other and
record a sequence of events leading to the origin of the “eighteen Bud-
dhist schools,” which forms the core narrative for all subsequent Buddhist
accounts of its own history. Both begin with a legend (also recorded in the
Mahávibháía)120 of a council convened at Vaisálô during which Buddhists
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divided into eighteen sects. According to the Samayabhedoparacanacakra,
the schism occurred over the “five theses” propounded by the monk
Mahádeva.121 At this meeting the group which accepted all five theses—
the majority—called themselves the Mahá-sáéghika, while those who ab-
stained called themselves the Sthaviras. The five theses called into question
the complete otherworldly nature of the Arhant (i.e., Mahádeva held that
Arhants can have erotic dreams, can still learn things, etc.). The chronicles
take this as the starting point to discuss the further divisions of the Bud-
dhist saégha into eighteen sects, grouping all the sects into subsects of
these two. The Uáriputraparipëcchá begins in roughly the same manner,
but the schism occurs because of an attempt by some (who later became
the Sthaviras) to increase the number of vinaya rules.122

Nowhere in the Samayabhedoparacanacakra is the word “Maháyána”
used, nor is there any indication that its author knew of its existence. This
is especially interesting given that two of the translators of Vasumitra’s
text into Chinese were Paramártha (sixth century) and Xuanzang (eighth
century). Each translator was a strong proponent of Maháyána in his own
day. Surely, if any of these texts had any hint of Maháyána in it, one of
these Maháyána scholars would have translated it and commented on it.
This is even more certain if the first translation was done by Kumárajôva,
since his translations often insert his own notes into the text. The word
“Maháyána” is similarly absent from the Uáriputraparipëcchá and from the
account of the schism in the Mahávibháía. We must conclude, then, that
the Samayabhedopacaranacakra and Uáriputraparipëcchá were written be-
fore Maháyána had come into general awareness as a separate Buddhist in-
stitution or at least at a time when Maháyána could safely be passed over
without comment.

A slightly diªerent version of the origin and diªerentiation of Buddhist
sects was compiled in the Pali Dôpavaåsa and Mahávaåsa. The Dôpavaåsa
is the earlier of the two, and it ends with the reign of Mahásena (276–303
c.e.) providing us with a terminus ante quem for its authorship. Both
works contain a version of the narrative sequence found in the Samaya-
bhedopacarana. Both texts record a story of a group of twelve thousand
monks from Vesali called Vajjiputtas, who adopted ten heretical theses.
They were ultimately excommunicated by Asoka, but returned later to
form a Great Assembly (mahásaéghika). According to Hermann Olden-
berg’s translation of the Dôpavaåsa:

The Bhikkhus of the Great Council settled a doctrine contrary (to the
true Faith). Altering the original redaction they made another redac-
tion. They transposed Suttas which belonged to one place (of the col-
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lection), to another place; they destroyed the (true) meaning and the
Faith, in the Vinaya and in the Five Collections (of Suttas). Those
Bhikkhus, who understood neither what had been taught in long ex-
positions nor without exposition, neither the natural meaning nor
the recondite meaning, settled a false meaning in connection with
spurious speeches of the Buddha; these destroyed a great deal of
(true) meaning under the colour of the letter. Rejecting single pas-
sages of the Suttas and of the profound Vinaya, they composed other
Suttas and another Vinaya which had (only) the appearance (of gen-
uine ones) [= patirñpá]. Rejecting the following texts, viz.: the Pari-
vára which is an abstract of the contents (of the vinaya), the six sec-
tions of the Abhidhamma, the Paìisambhidá, the Niddesa, and some
portions of the Játaka, they composed new ones. Forsaking the orig-
inal rules regarding nouns, genders, composition, and the embellish-
ments of style, they changed all that. . . .

All these five sects, originating from the Mahásaåghikas, split the
(true) meaning and the Doctrine and some portions of the Collec-
tion; setting aside some portions of di‹cult passages, they altered
them. Forsaking the original rules regarding nouns, genders, compo-
sition, and the embellishments of style, they changed all that.123

Since the monks of the Mahásáéghika allegedly altered texts and com-
posed new ones, and since Maháyánists were sometimes charged with
writing new texts (i.e., the Maháyána sñtras), it is tempting to assume that
the Mahásáéghikas (and their subsects) described in the Dôpavaåsa were,
in fact, Maháyánists. We must, however, be very clear about what this pas-
sage does and does not say. Nowhere in the Dôpavaåsa is the word
“Maháyána” used, and, in any case, there is simply not enough informa-
tion here to conclude that Maháyána sñtras are intended here, since even
the Sarvástivádins could be said to have a diªerent abhidharma, and so on.

The account goes on to describe the schism that took place among the
Theravádins. Eleven sects split oª from the Theravádins. Among these
eleven, the Mahôsásaka sect seems to have had nothing whatsoever to do
with the Vajjiputaka monks, and yet they are also accused of “[splitting]
the (true) meaning and the Doctrine and some portions of the Collection;
setting aside some portions of di‹cult passages, [and altering] them. For-
saking the original rules regarding nouns, genders, composition, and the
embellishments of style, they changed all that.”124 In other words, the
charge of changing scripture seems to be an accusation that the Dôpavaåsa
levels at all “heretical” sects and therefore cannot be considered a specific
charge against Maháyánists.
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As in the Sanskrit chronicles, the word “Maháyána” does not appear in
either Páli chronicle. However, many scholars point out that these chron-
icles do mention Maháyána under a diªerent name—vetullaka. According
to John Holt,

The first fairly certain indication of Maháyána teachings at the Abha-
yagiri monastery occurs during the reign of Vohárika Tissa (a.d. 214–
236) when the king appointed his minister Kapila, according to the
Nikáya Sangraháya . . . , to decide whether or not the Mahávihára’s
claim that Sanskrit Vaitulyapiìaka sñtras being used at Abhayagiri
were truly the teachings of the Buddha. Kapila found in favor of the
Mahávihára monks, the Vaitulya sñtras were burned, and the Vaitulya
(meaning “dissenting”) monks were disrobed and banished.125

Indeed, Holt’s interpretation of Páli histories seems to reflect the pre-
vailing trend.126 However, if we pay close attention to the dates of Holt’s
sources, there is su‹cient reason to question the presence of Maháyánists
before the fifth century in Urô Laéka. Holt says that the first mention of
the Vetullavádins relates to events of the third century. Since this infor-
mation is found only in the Nikáya Saégraha, which was written some-
time in the fourteenth century, we may dismiss its testimony. Indeed, the
term vetulla does not occur in the Dôpavaåsa at all, but appears to have
been introduced into the doxographical lexicon only in the Mahávaåsa.127

Nevertheless, even in the Mahávaåsa, the name vetullaváda appears
nowhere in the lists of Buddhist sects. The only clue that we have as to their
identity occurs in the story of a certain Dhammarñcci, a Tamil monk who
belonged to the Vajjiputaka sect. The fact that the Mahávaåsa gives
Dhammarucci a sectarian a‹liation and describes him as a vetullaka can
only indicate that in the fifth century, when the Mahávaåsa was written,
the term vetullaka itself was not a sectarian designation.

Finally, it is significant that although Faxian stayed in Urô Laéka for two
years (c. 410 c.e.)128 and mentions the Abhayagôri monastery (the mon-
astery most associated in the Pali vaåsa literature with the vetullaka con-
troversy), he never mentions encountering any sign of Maháyána on the
island. Since Faxian makes a point of mentioning Maháyána when he en-
counters it elsewhere,129 we may surmise that there was nothing in Urô
Laéka recognizable to Faxian as Maháyána at the time of his visit. It is
somewhat doubtful, then, that the Páli chronicles were aware of Maháyá-
na as an independent sect before Buddhaghosa in the fifth century.

The evidence from the early Buddhist chronicles adds to our under-
standing of the geographic distribution of Maháyána. Although Faxian
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encounters Maháyána monasteries in the early fifth century, the Buddhist
doxographies written before that time seem to have been unaware of
Maháyána in any institutional capacity at all. Since we know, from other
evidence, that Maháyána existed as early as the second century, we must
conclude that these Maháyánists were ensconced in non-Maháyána
monasteries to such an extent that an ancient historian of Buddhism could
pass over them without comment.

Maháyána Chronicles

Maháyánists wrote their own doxographies, but even these do not present
Maháyána as an independent monastic entity in any way until the sixth
century. The earliest Maháyána chronicle, the Mañjusrôparipëcchá, rough-
ly follows the narrative provided by Vasumitra. It is the earliest extant
chronicle to mention Maháyána by name and is itself a thoroughly
Maháyána text. The Mañjusrôparipëccha was translated into Chinese by
Saéghabhara, who traveled to India between 506 and 520 c.e. A quota-
tion from this text has been added to the beginning of the Samayabhedo-
paracanacakra of T. 2032 (the Qin dynasty translation). Although it is pos-
sible that the quotation was added by the original translator, it is more
likely that Paramártha added it onto the text in the early sixth century as
the note placed at the end of the text by its eighth-century editors seems
to indicate.130 All this indicates that the text was written after Vasumitra’s
text (possibly even after the first translation), but before the sixth century.

Its rather brief discussion of Maháyána reveals an important clue to
the nature of Maháyána before the sixth century. In it, Mañjusrô asks the
Buddha:

At that time Mañjusrô said to the Buddha. “World Honored one,
after the Buddha has entered into Nirváça, how will your future dis-
ciples distinguish the sects? What are the original sects?” The Buddha
told Mañjusrô, “In the future, my disciples will have twenty sects able
to teach in this dharma realm. Members of those twenty sects may
equally obtain the four fruits (of the Buddhist path). The Tripiìaka is
equally peaceful without inferior, middling, and superior. Just as
there is no distinction in the taste of the ocean water, or just like the
man who has twenty children (loves them all the same). What is ulti-
mately true is word of the Tathágata. The two original sects arise
out of the Maháyána, arise out of the Prajñápárami[tá]. Urávakas,
Pratyekabuddhas, and all Buddhas all of them arise out of the Pra-
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jñáparami[tá]. Mañjusrô, just like earth, water, fire, wind, and empty
space are where all living beings reside. Just like this, the Prajñápára-
mi[tá] and the Maháyána are that from which all Urávakas, Pratyek-
abuddhas, and Buddhas arise.131

Like the Samayabhedoparacanacakra, the Mañjusrôparipëcchá begins with
a statement that all the sects are equally potent to induce enlightenment,
and all contain the Buddha’s word equally. But while the essence of the
Buddha’s word (buddhavacana) for Vasumitra was the four noble truths,132

for the Mañjusrôparipëcchá, buddhavacan is equated with the ultimate truth,
which includes and is epitomized in the Maháyána and Prajñápáramitá.
The Mañjusrôparipëcchá treats truth embodied in the Maháyána as prior to
all Buddhist sects, which are “equally capable of attaining the four fruits.”
What is important here is that, in this ostensibly Maháyána text, Maháyá-
na is not presented as a school, nor is it discussed in the context of the cre-
ation of the eighteen schools. Highlighting its importance, the Mañjusrô-
paripëcchá positions Maháyána as the necessary condition for the arising
of any of the schools. While we may see in this a strategy to present
Maháyána as a kind of “ur-Buddhism” (and therefore above all reproach),
we must also acknowledge in the same strategy an unawareness of the in-
stitutional status of Maháyána. As such, it cannot be insignificant that this
text was written before the first monasteries received and disposed of
funds under that name.

By the same token, it cannot be a coincidence that the first discussions
of Maháyána’s institutional status occur in the sixth century—roughly a
hundred years after the earliest Maháyána inscription at Valabhô. Maháyá-
na as a distinct form of Buddhist belief and practice creatively interpolat-
ed into the (by that time) classical account of the genesis of Buddhist sects
is first found in Paramártha’s commentary on the Samayabhedopara-
canacakra. Although the original of Paramártha’s commentary no longer
survives intact, significant portions of it have been quoted by Jizang (549–
623) in his Sanlun xuanyi133 and the commentary on it by the Japanese monk
Chñkan in 1280.134 The portions translated by Demiéville show Paramártha
negotiating a place for Maháyána within an already existing Buddhist his-
tory.135 To make this negotiation convincing, he has to rework preexisting
elements in a way that will seem plausible to an audience already familiar
with the story absent the Maháyána.

Most of the Sanskrit histories, beginning with that of Vasumitra, at-
tribute schisms among Buddhist schools to a legendary figure named
Mahádeva.136 The Mahávibháía attributes the split between the Sthavi-
ravádins and the Mahásáéghikas during the reign of King Asoka to him,
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while the Samayabhedoparacanacakra attributes to him the split within the
Mahásáéghika itself (200 A.N.) into the Caityasaila, Aparasaila, and Ut-
tarasaila sects. In both texts, the schism is said to occur as the result of his
proposal of five heretical theses. It is clear that what we have here, rather
than two historical personages named Mahádeva, is a (purely?) literary
figure named Mahádeva, along with his five theses serving as a trope for
heresy and schism in general.

In keeping with that tradition, Paramártha inserts a discussion of the
Maháyána into his discussion of both these events—and is perhaps the
first person to do so. In his discussion of the schism caused by Mahádeva
at the time of Asoka, Paramártha tells us that the Maháyána sñtras them-
selves were composed at the behest of Mahádeva. Paramártha has
Mahádeva telling his disciples that, since the Parinirváça of the Buddha,
there were many capable of teaching the dharma and that they could also
write their own sñtras.137 Those who accepted these new sñtras were the
Mahásáéghikas (the group that also accepted and defended his five
theses), while those who did not were the Sthaviravádins. Although
Paramártha does seem to indicate a special a‹liation between Maháyána
and Mahásáéghika that is missing from any other source, we are never-
theless still not justified in making any simple equation between the two.

Paramártha further tells us that there was controversy over the Maháyá-
na within the Mahásáéghika itself some two hundred years after the Bud-
dha. According to Jizang’s version:

During the two hundred years (that is to say, from the second cen-
tury after the Nirváça of the Buddha), from the Mahásáéghika
school there arose again three schools. This school was then trans-
ferred to the country of Aéguttara (?) to the north of Rájagëha be-
cause of Mahádeva. Taking the Avataåsaka, the Prajñá and the other
sñtras of the Maháyána, this school recited them by incorporating
them into the Tripiìaka. There were those people who believed in
them and others who did not believe in them at all. This is why it
formed itself into two schools. The non-believers said that only the
Tripiìaka recited by Ananda and the two other masters was deserv-
ing of faith, and that the sñtra of the Maháyána outside of the Tripi-
ìaka did not merit belief. As for those who believed in the Maháyá-
na, they cited three reasons: they declared it to be worthy of faith
first of all because in this epoch there are still to be found some
people who have personally heard the Buddha dictate the Dharma of
the Maháyána. Next because, if a person reflects in the principles of
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the Way (in the logical principles, tao li: siddhánta, nyáya) by them-
selves, it follows that the Maháyána exists. And finally, because they
believe their teachers.138

This rather short passage tells us a great deal about Maháyána as Para-
mártha perceived it. According to his commentary, the Mahásáéghika
school moved to the north of Rájagëha two hundred years after the Bud-
dha’s nirváça, due to the heresy of Mahádeva, and began to discuss
whether the Maháyána sñtras139 should be incorporated into the Tripiìa-
ka.140 The Mahásáéghikas were divided over the issue, with some em-
bracing the Maháyána sñtras, and others holding that only the sñtras
recited by Ananda, Upáli, and Maudgalyana at the first council were au-
thoritative.141 Consequently, the Mahásáéghikas broke into three groups
(the Ekavyávahárika, Lokottaraváda, and the Kaukñlika), but Paramártha
never identifies which (if any) among these adopted Maháyána sñtras into
the Tripiìaka. We are left to assume that each of the three subsects con-
tained both proponents and opponents of the Maháyána sñtras. Paramártha
simply tells us that the monks who upheld the Maháyána sñtras did so for
three reasons (identical in both versions). First, the Maháyána monks
claimed to have heard the Maháyána sñtras directly from the Buddha’s lips
(presumably in a trance).142 Second, they claimed that anyone who
reflected on logical principles would know that the Maháyána exists.143 Fi-
nally, they believed in the Maháyána sñtras out of faith in their gurus.

In the context of the creation of the Bahusrutôya school, Paramártha
again raises the issue of dissent within the Mahásáéghika over the status
of the Maháyána sñtras. Here, however, the formation of a new sect is
more clearly related to the adoption of Maháyána texts. According to
Chñkan’s version, a certain Arhant named ®÷Á (Cípíyô)144 lived at the
time of the Buddha and practiced meditation on top of a snowy mountain
(Himalayas?) for two hundred years. When he came down from the
mountain he found that the Tripiìaka of the Mahásáéghikas only taught
the conventional truth, and not the ultimate truth. Hence:

in the Mahásáéghika school this Arhat recited completely the super-
ficial sense and the profound sense. In the latter, there was the sense
of the Maháyána. Some did not believe it. Those who believed it re-
cited and retained (these teachings). There were in the Mahásáéghi-
ka school those who propagated these teachings, and others who did
not propagate them. The former formed a separate school called
“Those who have heard much.” . . . It is from this school that there
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has come the Satyasiddhisástra. It is why a mixture of ideas from the
Maháyána are found there.145

Paramártha tells us that the Bahusrutôya school was formed in order to
embrace both the teachings of conventional and of the ultimate truth—
the latter being allegedly absent from prior Mahásáéghika versions of the
Tripiìaka. It should be noted in this regard, however, that even
Paramártha is not willing to completely identify this school with Maháyá-
na. Noting that this school produces the Satyasiddhisástra, he says that
“for this reason [because the Bahusrutôya revere teachings of convention-
al and ultimate truths], it [the Satyasiddhisástra] is mixed, implicating
Maháyána ideas.”146 Although the Bahusrutôya school was probably ex-
perimenting with Maháyána during Paramártha’s lifetime, there is no in-
dication from Vasumitra’s text that they had adopted Maháyána sñtras at
that time. All that we are told is that they held that the teachings of
suªering, impermanence, emptiness, selflessness, and the peace of nirváça
are supermundane.147 This in and of itself is hardly a Maháyána position.
Furthermore, while Paramártha is correct to say that the Satyasiddhisástra
has distinctly Maháyána ideas in it, some of these ideas come from Nágár-
juna’s disciple Aryadeva,148 and so we cannot assume that the text repre-
sents a typical Bahusrutôya position at the time of Nágárjuna.

The only school that Paramártha unequivocally identifies with the
Maháyána is (surprisingly) the Dharmgupta school, which Paramártha
claims had a canon consisting of five “baskets” ( piìaka) instead of three.149

In addition to the Tripiìaka, the Dhamaguptakas also had a mantrapiìaka
(IN)150 and a bodhisattvapiìaka (–ƒN).151 Paramártha’s description of
the Dharmguptaka school probably comes closest to what we may con-
sider a straightforward Maháyána sect, and yet Paramártha gives us frus-
tratingly few details and never actually uses the word “Maháyána” to de-
scribe them. Furthermore, if some Maháyánists had been Dharmaguptakas
during Paramártha’s lifetime (which is quite possible), it is uncertain when
they began to be so. On the one hand, the collection of manuscripts in the
British Library collection hailing from a first-century Dharmguptaka
monastery is remarkable in its lack of any reference to Maháyána. Fur-
thermore, the Dharmagupta vinaya never mentions any scripture collec-
tions beyond the standard Dôgha, Mádhyama, Saåyukta, and Ekottara
Agamas, although Maháyána itself is mentioned briefly.152 The absence of
any mention of a Bodhisattva Piìaka in this vinaya is perhaps even more
significant when it is considered that Buddhayasas, the translator of the
Dharmaguptaka vinaya, was himself a Maháyánist.153 On the other hand,
the fact that Buddhayasas was a Maháyánist along with the fact that the
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preface to the Dharmagupta vinaya states that the Dharmagupta sect had
assimilated È, the Maháyána Tripiìaka,154 suggests that some Dharma-
guptas were Maháyánists by the fifth century.

Thus, while Paramártha’s commentary on the Samayabhedoparacana-
cakra contains discussions about the origins of the Maháyána sñtras and
discusses several schisms, he seems to be at a loss as to how to bring the
two together. This reflects a state of aªairs in which the place of Maháyána
as a separate institution needed explanation, but whose actual place was
not entirely obvious, even to an indigenous observer.

Two other sixth-century authors who seem to have been aware of the
question of Maháyána’s sectarian status were Bhávaviveka and his com-
mentator, Avalokitavrata. As Peter Skilling has pointed out, Bhávaviveka,
in his Tarkajvála, states that the Siddhárthikas of the Mahásáéghika-nikáya
use a Vidyádhára-piìaka, the Pñrvasailas and the Aparasailas both use a
Bodhisattva-piìaka, while the Bhadrayánôyas use a Vaipulya-piìaka.155 In the
same vein, Avalokitavrata, in his commentary (ìôká) on Bhávaviveka’s Pra-
jñápradôpa, writes:

At this point, those who belong to the Urávakayána say: “Maháyána
is not Word of the Buddha because it does not belong to the eighteen
schools, Just like Sáåkhya, etc.” The objective of that (argument) is
not established. Since the heart of the Maháyána which is said to be
the so-called Great Agama Piìaka (sde snod kyi gWi chen po) of the
Mahásáéghikas themselves also pertains (to the eighteen schools).
Hence, the Mahásáéghika scriptures give rise to the characteristics
(mtshan ñid) of the Dasabhñmika sñtra and the Páramitá. (Finally)
because Maháyána sñtras like the Prajñápáramitá etc. are chanted by
the Aparasailyas and the Pñrvasailyas of the Mahásáéghika (Maháyá-
na is established as Buddhist).156

Here, the opponent explicitly states that Maháyána is not one of the
eighteen sects, implying that it is heterodox like the brahmanical Sáåkya
school. Avalokitavrata counters that although Maháyána is not one of the
eighteen schools, its sñtras have also been employed by at least two of
the Mahásáéghika schools; the Pñrvasailyas and the Aparasailyas. At this
point, we see an about-face. In the accounts of the Chinese pilgrims, we
find Maháyánists sharing monasteries with those of the Buddhist sects.
Here, Avalokitavrata claims that both the Pñrvasailyas and the Aparasai-
lyas are the Maháyánists since they use Maháyána sñtras. It would be
wrong to think that Avalokitavrata was describing something that had
always been the case (we have no reason to suspect that the Pñrva/
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Aparasailyas as a group were necessarily reading the Prajñápáramitá Sñtras
during Nágárjuna’s lifetime). Rather, we should take his statement as an
indicator of Maháyána’s growing visibility and influence during the sixth
century, when Bhávaviveka and Avalokitavrata were writing.

Maháyána in the Early Historical Landscape

Summing up the evidence so far, we know from the Chinese translations
that Maháyána existed at least as early as the first and second centuries of
the Common Era, and yet there is a remarkable paucity of Maháyána
manuscripts before the fifth century. There are two artifacts from the king-
dom of Shan-shan indicating that high government o‹cials were
Maháyánist and yet no indication that there were any Maháyána monks or
monasteries in this area until Faxian’s travel account from the fifth centu-
ry. Add to this the fact that Maháyánists themselves do not seem to have
identified Maháyána with any particular Buddhist sect until the sixth cen-
tury, and it is di‹cult to avoid the conclusion that the movement was
present but does not seem to have received much recognition within India
until the fifth century. Clearly, this conclusion is revisable, for reasons stat-
ed above. Yet even, as noted above, if a hoard of second-century Maháyá-
na manuscripts are found, scholars will still have to explain why those sñ-
tras appear in that monastery and not in other libraries of the same time
period. Indeed, while the hypothesis of Maháyána’s minority status re-
lies on the weight of what may be circumstantial evidence, the opposite
hypothesis—that Maháyána enjoyed equal status in the monasteries or that
there were Maháyána monasteries before the fifth century—has very little
evidence to support it so far. For this reason, the remainder of this book as-
sumes that the Maháyána of Nágárjuna’s day was a minority movement.

The reason for Maháyána’s lack of recognition in its early days cannot
be adequately explained by Hirakawa’s theory that Maháyána was exclu-
sively a lay movement, for the reasons that Sasaki has pointed out. Fur-
thermore, not all Maháyánists could have been forest-dwellers, as Ray
suggests, because many Maháyána sñtras, such as the Ratnárási, take set-
tled monastic life for granted. The best explanation for the lack of recog-
nition by non-Maháyánists can be explained by the fact, as seen from ac-
counts of the Chinese pilgrims, that most Maháyánists lived in “mixed”
monasteries and had to fight for recognition (as Schopen has argued). As
shown in Chapter 3, it may well have been in the best interest of Mahá-
yánists in these monasteries to keep a “low profile” until they formed a
majority within the local saégha. Local politics would therefore have been
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a key factor in the emergence of Maháyána, and therefore the “rise of
Maháyána” would have occurred at diªerent times in diªerent places. The
evidence further suggests that Lamotte’s thesis of a north or northwestern
origin of Maháyána may be correct, and that it spread southward until
reaching Urô Laéka in the fifth century.

Maháyána does not seem to have experienced the same fate everywhere
throughout the time period under discussion. It seems to have been an
upper-class phenomenon in Shan-shan, though not necessarily accepted
by the monks. By the fifth century, there were a few monasteries that were
predominantly Maháyánist, although, according to Chinese pilgrims’ ac-
counts, many Maháyánists lived in monasteries that were not exclusively
Maháyánist. One question is yet to be addressed. If Maháyána had been
so well accepted among high government o‹cials (as Salomon suggests),
then how can we explain the lack of Maháyána manuscripts in early man-
uscript finds in this region? The first possible explanation is that, appar-
ently, the monks of Shan-shan may not have lived in monasteries.157 If this
is indeed the case, then any existing Maháyána sñtras would not have been
stored in one place and hence would be harder to find. This does not ex-
plain the absence of Maháyána sñtras farther west, such as Khotan. Here,
in anticipation of Chapters 3 and 4, it should be noted that the legal au-
thority of the monastery may have allowed the monastery to restrict both
lay donations to Maháyánists as well as the production and dissemination
of Maháyána texts even if the king had a predilection for Maháyána ideas.

As for donations to Maháyánists, it should be remembered that the en-
graving of one’s name and donation onto a rock was an action taking place
in a public sphere. With the exception of certain royal inscriptions (the
Valabhô inscription would be one such exception), votive inscriptions
were not carved by the donor solely from personal initiative. The relative
uniformity of artistic hand at the stñpas and of “handwriting” in the in-
scriptions indicate that donations were probably solicited by the monks,
and the votive messages dictated to the artisan by the monk in charge of
construction, not directly by the donor. Vidya Dehejia describes this pro-
cess in relation to the construction of the stñpa at Sáñchô.

One can but speculate on the actual process by which the Sáñchô
stñpa was raised. It would appear that when the community of
monks at [Sáñchô] decided to enlarge their stñpa, face it with stone
and further enhance its surroundings by adding stone railings, sculp-
tured gateways and a stone pillared assembly hall . . . one of their
most important tasks was fund-raising. Monks presumably traveled
to numerous towns and villages collecting subscriptions. When the
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inhabitants of a particular township, for instance Nadinagara or
Madhuvana, gave money for a series of coping stones or for slabs to
pave the pradakíina patha, the Construction Supervisor ensured that
their names were engraved on their gifts. There was, however, no ran-
dom cutting of stones, and donors could not gift finished pieces from
their local workshop. Rather, it was necessary to adhere to the clear-
cut plan of the Sáñchô architect.158

Dehejia’s speculation is probably not too far oª. One of the monastic oc-
cupations appearing in many vinayas and inscriptions is the navakarmika—
the monk in charge of construction projects, as implied by the Chinese
translation of Á∆ÒC (building-duty monk) in the Mahásáéghika
vinaya.159 Whereas many of the details of the day to day running of the
monastery have yet to be sorted out, the existence of a formal o‹ce such
as this suggests that all donations and votive messages were to be processed
by an o‹cial intermediary. In other words, the appearance of the word
“Maháyána” in an inscription reflects not just an individual whim but, to
some extent, the tacit acceptance of the institution as a whole.

Thus in the Valabhô and Tippera inscriptions we know that the donor
was aware that s/he160 was giving to a Maháyána monastery and wanted
others to know that s/he was giving to Maháyána monks. But the men-
tion of Maháyána in these inscriptions may also indicate that the monas-
tery itself had solicited these funds under the auspices of Maháyána. These
examples show two monasteries asking for and receiving endowments as
Maháyánists for the purposes of providing the needs of their fellow in-
mates and for maintaining the rituals of the monastery. If they could re-
ceive donations under those auspices, then presumably they could also
dispose of these funds under the same. Maháyána appears to have been
recognized by the laity as the kind of entity capable of receiving and dis-
posing of those funds in the fifth century.

Curiously, we cannot say the same for the later inscriptions. In all the
inscriptions mentioning “Maháyána” from the tenth through the twelfth
centuries, “Maháyána” describes the donor and not the recipient. Each of
these inscriptions uses the phrase pravara-maháyána-yáyayikaâ paramo-
pasaka (Great layperson who follows the distinguished Maháyána). It ap-
parently was more important for a donor to be known as a Maháyánist
than to be known as the patron of a Maháyánist. Whatever the reason,
none of these inscriptions mention the a‹liation of the recipient of the
donation, and so we cannot conclude much about the identity of monas-
teries from these later inscriptions.

Regarding the monastic control over the dissemination of texts, al-
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though Faxian mentions finding a Maháyána monastery in Khotan and
despite the fact that Khotan comes to be a Maháyána stronghold in later
centuries, there is an anecdotal account of legal maneuvers against the
spread of Maháyána texts in Khotan. Possibly the earliest account of Bud-
dhism in Khotan can be found in the story of Zhushixing in Jusanzang jiji
(Collection of Notes Concerning the Translation of the Tripitaka).161

Zhushixing travels to Khotan to get a more reliable copy of a u° (zhin-
shì, “true law”)—presumably the 25,000-line Prajñápáramitá later trans-
lated by Mokíala. His pupil was prevented from bringing it back to Lu-
oyang because, according to Jusanzang jiji, “the Hônayána students of that
land told the King not to release the text since, although there are sra-
maças among the Han, it is a brahmin book and [the Chinese] might dis-
tort its true words [zhinyán].”162 From this brief account, it is di‹cult to
determine exactly what the Hônayánists’ objection was. Was their objec-
tion that the Maháyána text was a “brahmin [i.e., non-Buddhist] book”
and therefore the king should not allow it to spread? Or did they actually
believe the Maháyána text to have some power and were worried that the
Chinese would mispronounce its words, thereby incurring great danger?
(u•would, by the time of Xuanzang, come to translate “mantra.”)
Zürcher dismisses this story because that the fire ordeal appears to be a
stock element of the story and appears in a number of other stories.163 This
objection does not mitigate the fact that the author of Jusanzang jiji
thought it plausible to tell a story about Khotan in which not only was
Khotan predominantly Hônayánist but those Hônayánists were prominent
enough to be a serious obstacle to the spread of Maháyána. As Mark Twain
pointed out, “Truth is stranger than fiction, but it is because Fiction is
obliged to stick to possibilities. Truth isn’t.”164 If this story contains even a
kernel of truth in it, then it was at least plausible that a monastery might
appeal to a king to prevent the transmission of a text that they considered
to be heretical. The legal issues are taken up at length in Chapter 3.

It is perhaps not a coincidence that the question of Maháyána’s sectari-
an status arises as late as the sixth century, since this would coincide with
the time when we can safely say that that Maháyánists begin to receive and
spend wealth as Maháyánists. In other words, it is only when Maháyánists
begin to receive donations as Maháyánists that we can safely assume that
they were in control of their own resources. The invisibility of Maháyána
during its all-important formative years was a function of its relationship
to the sects of Buddhism that were already established. It could remain
below the radar, as it were, so long as it was not an independent Buddhist
institution. Stating this does not mean that Maháyána and sectarian Bud-
dhism were synonymous. Rather, the relationship between Maháyána and
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its host monasteries was one of both legal and economic dependence.
Legal dependence stemmed from the fact that all monks living in a given
monastery would take exactly the same ordination vows and, hence,
would be accountable to the same rules. Economic dependence resulted
from the fact that, being ensconced in monasteries already a‹liated with
one of the established sects, Maháyána could not develop itself as a “brand
name” that the laity could associate with meritorious donations. Hence,
there is little evidence before the fifth century that Maháyánists com-
manded a source of funding independent of the rest of the monastery.

It was precisely this situation that may have led to a diversity of “Mahá-
yánas” reflected in Maháyána sñtras. We may speculate that in monaster-
ies where the number of Maháyána adherents was small, the monks would
have to be careful not to attract attention to themselves lest they incur
legal sanctions for their activities. Furthermore, Maháyána monks who
found themselves in the minority would have had some di‹culty in ac-
quiring the material goods that they needed to propagate Maháyána
(most notably, the scriptures themselves). In places where the division be-
tween Maháyána and non-Maháyána Buddhism in a given monastery was
even, or where Maháyánists outnumbered their non-Maháyánist
brethren, there would be considerably more freedom to preach and write
what they wished. As seen in Chapter 2, such was not the case for Nágár-
juna, whose writings are very much a part of the milieu of the embattled
Maháyánist minority community.
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2
Locating Nágárjuna

T he introduction states my intention to examine the social
constraints on Nágárjuna’s writings in order to highlight his strate-
gies to further the cause of Maháyána. The discussion of Maháyá-

na in Chapter 1 should make it apparent that the social constraints on
Maháyána and the strategies necessary to overcome those constraints dif-
fered from one region to another and from one century to another. Being
a Maháyánist probably would have been much easier in fifth-century
Khotan than in second-century Andhra. An examination of Nágárjuna’s
works yields fruit only if we can narrow the geographic area and the histori-
cal period in which he may have produced them. This chapter attempts to
circumscribe a range of dates and places of composition for one of Nágár-
juna’s works—the Ratnávalô.1 The date and provenance of this text pro-
vides a benchmark for the rest of the investigation.

Unfortunately, scholars have had di‹culty saying anything conclusive
about Nágárjuna’s life. In 1923 Max Walleser surveyed all the material that
was then available to him about Nágárjuna and concluded:

The systematic development of the thought of voidness laid down in
the Prajñápáramitá Sñtras is brought into junction with the name of
a man of whom we cannot even positively say that he has really ex-
isted, still less that he is the author of the works ascribed to him: this
name is Nágárjuna.2

Eighty years later, the situation has not improved. Surprisingly little
new evidence or new interpretation has been brought to bear on the ques-
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tion of his dates and location in recent scholarship, although some works
have summarized the available data. In the most recent of these sum-
maries, Ian Mabbett provides an excellent survey and analysis of much
available scholarship to date. The abstract to his article minces no words
in its evaluation of the current state of Nágárjuna scholarship.

Nágárjuna, the founder of Madhyamaka, is an enigma. Scholars are
unable to agree on a date for him (within the first three centuries
a.d.), or a place (almost anywhere in India), or even the number of
Nágárjunas (from one to four). This article suggests that none of
the commonly advanced arguments about his date or habitat can be
proved; that later Nágárjunas are more likely to have been (in some
sense) the authors of pseudepigrapha than real individuals; that the
most attractive (though unproved) reading of the evidence sets
Nágárjuna in the general area of Andhra country in about the third
century a.d.

3

The rather intractable problem with which scholars have been strug-
gling becomes apparent in Mabbett’s account of the sources. Although
there is no lack of literary sources discussing Nágárjuna, almost all the el-
ements contained therein are mythical at best and conflicting at worst.
Furthermore, very few details contained in these sources can be corrobo-
rated with external evidence. Most of this material comes from accounts
that were written with hagiographical interests ahead of historical docu-
mentation. Clearly, for those who like certainty, any kind of “proof ” of
Nágárjuna’s dates and place of residence is still a long way oª.

Part of the problem is that, in scholarship on India, “absolute chronolo-
gies” (i.e., a set of dates that can be translated into Gregorian dates) have
largely been worked out only for empires and their political administra-
tors. In order to connect Nágárjuna to a Gregorian year, we must first
connect him to an Indian monarch for whom the dates are known. To
make this kind of connection, we need to find evidence relating to prac-
tices or events that leave their mark in the archeological record. Unfortu-
nately, Nágárjuna’s magnum opus, the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, focuses so
exclusively on classical Buddhist doctrine and logical issues that it has few
such cultural references that would help us date it.

Mabbett’s conclusions, however, need not be the end of the story. It is
the purpose of this chapter to argue that if we are willing to accept a falli-
bilist proof, or an analysis based on partial information, we can come to
some kind of solution, albeit a tentative one. Given the pressing need to
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take some sort of stand on this issue, even a tentative solution is preferable
to the present impasse.

The following discussion puts forward two propositions that could
have a bearing on the date of Nágárjuna. The first is that Nágárjuna’s pa-
tron, to whom he wrote at least two letters, was a Sátaváhana king. The
second is that, within the Sátaváhana domain, the motif of the Buddha on
a lotus pedestal that Nágárjuna mentions in one of his letters (the Ratná-
valô) only occurs in the Eastern Deccan at the end of the dynasty. There is
a long tradition of identifying Nágárjuna with the Sátaváhana dynasty.
Unfortunately, this information by itself is hardly helpful (the dynasty
spanned several centuries and covered the whole of the Deccan). Never-
theless, if we correlate information about this dynasty with sculptural ref-
erences found in the Ratnávalô, then it is plausible that he wrote the Rat-
návalô within a thirty-year period at the end of the second century in the
Andhra region around Dhányakaìaka (modern-day Amaravati). My inter-
pretation not only supports Mabbett’s “most attractive reading” of third-
century Andhra, but upgrades it to the most likely reading, given our
current state of knowledge.

Nágárjuna’s Dánapáti Was a Sátaváhana King

We can begin to date Nágárjuna by examining the evidence indicating that
his dánapati and benefactor was a Sátaváhana king. Many factors support
this thesis. First, the earliest and latest dates for Nágárjuna coincide almost
exactly with the range of dates for the Sátaváhana dynasty. Second, early
translators and commentators give every indication that Nágárjuna’s dá-
napáti was a Sátaváhana. Third, the way that Nágárjuna’s hagiographies
appear to have developed provides us with su‹cient reason to doubt sto-
ries of Nágárjuna’s connection to other kings and to other places.

Earliest and Latest Dates

That Nágárjuna lived during the reign of a Sátaváhana king must be ad-
mitted as a possibility when the factors establishing his earliest and latest
dates are considered. Obviously, Nágárjuna is writing at a time when the
early Maháyána sñtras have already been written. Because the earliest Pra-
jñápáramitá sñtras are estimated to have been written around 100 b.c.e.,
we may take this to be a general terminus pro quem date for Nágárjuna.
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On the other end, the earliest datable external sources mentioning
Nágárjuna are several translations of the Dasabhñmikavibháía, attributed
in their colophons to Nágárjuna. According to Lamotte:

the Chinese catalogues list among the works translated by Dharma-
rakía at Ch’ang-an, between a.d. 265 and 313, a P’u-sa hui-kuo ching
[–ƒ¨Lg]. This translation is noted in the Ch’u (T 2145, ch. 2, p. 8b
17), and the Li (T 2034, ch. 6, p. 63a 23) which remark: “The colo-
phon says that this is an extract from the Dasabhñmikasástra of
Nágárjuna.” It therefore results that a work by Nágárjuna had already
reached China about a.d. 265.4

Whether or not Nágárjuna actually wrote the Dasabhñmikasástra does
not change the fact that two catalogues (both from the sixth century c.e.)
record the existence of a colophon of a work translated in 265 c.e. listing
Nágárjuna as an author. If we can assume that this was not some other
Maháyánist named Nágárjuna, then 265 c.e. may be a terminus ante quem,
by which time Nágárjuna must have been an established scholar.

A third-century date is confirmed in the writings of Kumárajôva and his
school. Kumárajôva indicates a third-century date for Nágárjuna’s death
in a statement at the end of his translation of Nágárjuna’s Biography,5

which claims, “From that leave taking [i.e., from Nágárjuna’s death]
until today one hundred years have passed.”6 Arguably, the “today” re-
ferred to is the time of Kumárajôva’s translation of the text. According to
Richard Robinson:

It would be hard to defend every item in the Biography, but it is easy
to show that in substance it represents Kumárajôva’s account. Seng-
jui mentions the Indian Chronicle(s) (t ’ien-chu-chuan), which proba-
bly means the biographies narrated by Kumárajôva. Hui-yuan’s bio-
graphical sketch of Nágárjuna in his Preface to the Great Perfection of
Wisdom Treatise agrees with the Biography and many of his allusions
are intelligible only with a knowledge of it. Seng-jui mentions the
existence of temples to Nágárjuna and Asvaghoía, unfortunately
without the date that occurs in the Biography. But the literary form
and style of the Biography are typically Chinese. It has the standard
opening, which states the man’s native region and class, and then in-
dicates that the child was precocious and received a good education.
The laudatory clichés are purely Chinese and transparently do not
stand for Indic originals. Insofar as it is genuine, this Biography must
consist of Kumárajôva’s oral account as worded by his disciples. . . .
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In this case, the point one hundred years after Nágárjuna’s death
would be sometime during Kumárajôva’s residence at Ch’ang-an
(a.d. 401–13). Thus Nágárjuna would have flourished in the third
century a.d.

7

The other set of dates for Nágárjuna comes from a disciple of Kumárajô-
va named Saé-jwei (So-yei), who places Nágárjuna at the end of the time
of the Hk (xiàngfa = dharma pratirñpaka, or “Semblance dharma”).8 Cor-
relating this information with the dates of Aryadeva recorded by another
disciple of Kumárajôva, Ui Hakuju comes up with a date of about 113–
213 c.e. for Nágárjuna.9 Although this testimony relies on some rather
strained calculations, it does suggest that Nágárjuna may have lived in the
third century c.e.

10

Although none of the evidence so far presented is unimpeachable,
there is no real evidence that Nágárjuna lived before 100 b.c.e. or after
265 c.e. The period between the first century b.c.e. and the third cen-
tury c.e. roughly corresponds to the dates for the Sátaváhana dynasty
(the dynasty ends sometime in the first two quarters of the third centu-
ry). Hence, that Nágárjuna lived during the time of Sátaváhana dynasty
is a strong possibility.

Translators and Commentators

The oldest extant sources testifying to Nágárjuna’s connection with the
Sátaváhana dynasty surround two works: the Suhëllekha and the Ratná-
valô. According to tradition, Nágárjuna wrote these as letters to his patron
king. The translations into Chinese and Tibetan are fairly consistent in
naming this king. The earliest extant translation of the Suhëllekha was
translated by Guçavarman sometime after 431.11 Presumably, it is Guça-
varman who gives it the title s–ƒ∞I˚{˝°kAU(The Essential
Verses [ gáthá] on Dharma Explained by the Bodhisattva Nágárjuna to
King Chantaka).12 This name for the Suhëllekha’s addressee can also be found
in the seventh century in Yijing’s Nanhai jigui neifa chuan, where the king
is named ´Go{ (Shiyindeka).13 Although not as close as we might like,
it is possible that both Chantaka and Shiyindeka translate the place name
“Dhánya[ka]ìaka” (near modern-day Amaravati), which is the name of
an important Sátaváhana site in the Eastern Deccan. If this is the case,
Guçavarman and Yijing are telling us important information concerning
the king’s capital. Yijing also claims that this king is a Sátaváhana (PhC
~∫, Shaduopohanna, which he translates as ºhÍ).14
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Between 560 and 570, Paramártha translated the Ratnávalô into Chinese,
though he does not name the author.15 He does, however, mention its ad-
dressee. The title of this translation in Chinese is _Ê˝ø◊ (Baoháng-
wángzhènglùn, “Treatise on the Row of Jewels [Delivered to] King
“Righteous”). In this same vein Xuanzang’s use of fiø (Yänzhèng, “lead-
ing to righteousness”) a century later to translate the Sanskrit name Sáta-
váhana (PhCF, Shaduopohe),16 suggesting that Paramártha may also
be using the character ø (zhèng, “righteousness”) as a (spurious) transla-
tion of Sáta (reading it as somehow being derived from the Sanskrit sat =
“truth” or “righteousness”) to designate the king to whom the Ratnávalô
is addressed as King Sáta[váhana]. A better explanation, though a more
complicated one, is that although Paramártha uses the character ø to
translate the sound “sata,” this indicates not the Sátaváhana dynasty but,
rather, one of the many Sata (Prakrit = “Sada”) kings. Quite a few Sata/
Sada kings are mentioned in inscriptions found in inscriptions from
Andhra Pradesh. Inscriptions and coins mentioning these kings have been
found at Chebrolu, Dhányakaìaka, Ramatôrtham, Guntupalli, Vaddamanu,
Nandayapallem, and Velpur.17 The identity of these kings is a matter of
some debate. Some scholars consider the kings whose last name ends in
“Sada” to be rulers in the Sátaváhana lineage. Others consider them to
belong to another dynasty. The debate over this issue seems to revolve
around an inscription found at Guntupalli, a village in west Godávarô dis-
trict. The inscription reads as follows:

Mahárájasa Kalinga(Ma)–
Hisakadhipatisa Mahá–
Mekhaváhanasa Siri Sadasa lekhakasa Culago–
Masa mafapo dánaå

—“Gift of a Mandapa by Cula Goma, the scribe of Mahárája Siri Sada who belonged to
the dynasty of Mahámeghaváhana and had the title Kaliéga–Mahiíakádhipati”18

This inscription clearly establishes a connection between the Sata kings
and Mahámeghaváha Kháravela of the Hathigumpha inscription and
mentions the extent of his kingdom (namely, the area of Kaliéga). D. C.
Sircar suggests that the name was Sáta, indicating that this king was born
to a Sátaváhana princess, but the form Sada often appears on Sátaváhana
coins and hence is not necessarily a matronym. However, if we include the
Sata kings in the Sátaváhana dynasty, we have to posit a collinear rule.
Whether they were independent from or under the suzerainty of the Sáta-
váhanas, the Sata kings seem to have been confined to coastal Andhra
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throughout their reign, which was roughly coterminous with that of the
Sátaváhanas.19 For our purposes of finding a date and location of Nágár-
juna, it does not matter much whether his patron king was a Sata king or
a Sátaváhana, as the time period and geographic range coincide with the
most important evidence from the Ratnávalô (discussed below). Further-
more, it is likely that Paramártha, being from Ujjain, would have had ac-
cess to important texts from coastal Andhra Pradesh since the two areas
were culturally well connected and well traveled since at least the second
century. He also would have passed through Kaliéga on his way to China
(he took a sea route).

In the Tibetan translations of these works, the addressee of these letters
is translated as bDe spyod (good conduct) in the Ratnávalôìôká by Ajôtami-
tra,20 as well as in the colophon to the Tibetan translation of the Suhëllekha
by Sarvajñádeva.21 The meaning of this word is so close to Xuanzang’s
translation for Sátaváhana (“leading right”) that one cannot overlook the
possibility that it also translates Sátaváhana.22 Most scholars take this to
translate the name “Udayána,” following Scheifner,23 but in the absence of
any Sátaváhana kings by that name, either in the Puráçic accounts or in
any inscription discovered so far, it is more likely that it is a translation of
the name of the dynasty itself.

Thus, from the colophons of these translations, we have Nágárjuna’s
patron identified as one of the Sátaváhanas whose personal name was
something like “Jantaka.” This personal name of Nágárjuna’s king is quite
common in later Tibetan literature. Although Mabbett believes that this
may be a version of the surname Sátkarçi, so common among members
of the Sátaváhana dynasty,24 this reconstruction cannot account for the
fact that both Guçavarman and Yijing explicitly represent a nasal sound
in their transliterations. Again, it is more likely to be the place name,
Dhánya(ka)taka. In any case, the colophons that tell us the dynasty of the
recipient consistently name the Sátaváhana dynasty, and no colophons
contradict this attribution.

The Elements of Nágárjuna’s Hagiography

This general agreement among the translators of Nágárjuna’s letters about
the identity of Nágárjuna’s patron king needs to be placed in the larger
context of legends about Nágárjuna. Since none of the translators lived
during the life of Nágárjuna, we must consider the possibility that their
sources of this attribution are the legends about Nágárjuna that were cir-
culating at the time of translation. Therefore, we must assess the hagio-
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graphical tradition surrounding Nágárjuna before we can assess the testi-
mony of these translators who likely drew upon it.

The earliest extant legends about Nágárjuna are compiled into Kumára-
jôva’s biography of Nágárjuna, which he translated into Chinese in about
405 c.e. After that, legends proliferate in Buddhist, Hindu, Siddha, and
Jain sources. The following is not an exhaustive review of all the legends
told about Nágárjuna. Much of the bibliographic spadework and analysis
of this material has already been done by Mabbett and others.25 This dis-
cussion oªers, instead, a new interpretation of the evidence already col-
lected by these scholars.

Legends of Nágárjuna were compiled for over a thousand years in San-
skrit, Chinese, and Tibetan. When these legends are taken as a group, the
diversity and range of the stories is daunting. Even if we look to these leg-
ends only for information about Nágárjuna’s patron or place of residence,
we are left with a number of problems. Although most of our sources
mention that Nágárjuna’s patron was a Sátaváhana,26 there are two dis-
senting voices in this regard. The first, the Kathásaritságara (eleventh cen-
tury) by Somadeva Bhaììa, is a reworking of an earlier Bëhatkathámañjárô
of Kíemendra (also eleventh century), and the second is Rájataraégiçô by
Kalhaça. The former work seems to be oblivious to any connection be-
tween Nágárjuna and a Sátaváhana king insofar as it has one section of
stories devoted to King Sátaváhana and a separate section for stories re-
lated to Nágárjuna, who in turn is the associate of a King Côráyus
(“Long-Life”). No place name is associated with Nágárjuna in this work.
The Rájataraégiçô by Kalhaça is a court history of Kashmir that is often
discussed in modern works on Nágárjuna. Kalhaça mentions Nágárjuna
as living at S. afarhadvana27 during the reign of either Huíka, Juíka, or
Kaniíka.

When we come to the issue of Nágárjuna’s place of residence, the leg-
ends are much more diverse. Kumárajôva’s translation of Nágárjuna’s leg-
ends mentions a rather vague “south India” (presumably “Dakíinapátha”)
a number of times and also mentions that he spent a brief period in the
Himalayas.28 Some (fifth-century) versions of the Laékávatára Sñtra29

(and the Mañjusrômñlatantra)30 claim that a monk whose name sounds
like Nága will live in Vidarbha.31 Xuanzang has Nágárjuna living 300 li
southwest of the capital of southern Kosala at a mountain called “Black
Peak,” or “Black Bee.”32 Candrakôrti in his commentary on Aryadeva’s
Catuâsataka says that Aryadeva became Nágárjuna’s disciple after travel-
ing in south India, perhaps indicating that Nágárjuna lived there too.33

The Jain tradition34 (which is also echoed by Al-beruni)35 consistently
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places Nágárjuna at Mt. Uatruñjaya in Gujarat,36 while the Buddhist and
Siddha traditions consistently place him at Nálanda, Urôparvata,37 Kañci-
pñram,38 Dhányakaìaka,39 Godávarô,40 and Vidarbha. If we add Kalháça’s
assertion that Nágárjuna lived in Kashmir, then we have to admit that
Nágárjuna could have lived virtually anywhere in India.

Indeed, the range of dates and the conflicting traditions concerning
Nágárjuna’s residence and royal patronage have led many to dismiss some
of these sources or all of them. For instance, Etienne Lamotte complains:

Concerning the tradition that makes Nágárjuna a subject of the Uáta-
váhana kings, one can contest the testimony of the Kashmiri chronicle
that connects him to the kings Turuíka in the Northwest, Juíka and
Kaniíka and assigns to him as a residence the Wood of the Six Arhats
near Hárwan in Kashmir. Southern Kosala is not the only spot to have
a Urôparvata, that is to say in Sanskrit, a Sacred Mountain. It is a to-
ponym extremely well known that the Mahábhárata, and the Puráças
apply to numerous mountains and which designates notably one site
in Kashmir. In that which concerns Nágárjuna, it is scientifically incor-
rect to resign to their context, to group them artificially and to pretend a con-
nection to the country of Andhra. The biographies and notices which are de-
voted to him swarm with legends, each one more stupefying than the next
and which concern at least four diªerent Nágárjunas.41

If the reports of the later traditions conflict, the question at this point is
what to do with the testimony as it has come down to us in these tradi-
tions. Contemporary Buddhist scholars lean toward a kind of academic
agnosticism when it comes to looking for historical evidence among leg-
endary materials. As in Christianity ’s “Search for the Historical Jesus,” the
“Search for the Historical Buddha,” has told us much more about the early
compilers of the Buddhist sñtras than about the Buddha himself.

In order to interpret these legends, the most productive position is to
assume that all pieces of information in the legends were included for a
reason. In general, hagiographers compose their stories with two purpos-
es in mind: spiritual edification and institutional legitimation. Elements of
hagiographies inserted for the purpose of spiritual edification tend to echo
or illustrate themes found in scripture, such as acts of altruism (Nágárjuna
oªering up his head upon request in a number of these legends echoes the
kind of radical giving found in the Vessantara Játaka and several Maháyá-
na sñtras). Elements of hagiographies inserted for legitimation are some-
times more di‹cult to spot. These fall into two groups. In some stories,
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the character of Nágárjuna is placed in juxtaposition to a person, place, or
theme that is independently famous. For example, Nágárjuna is often said
to reside at a place called Urôparvata. Urôparvata was already famous as a
powerful and auspicious place by the time Nágárjuna legends were being
written. By locating Nágárjuna there, the character of Nágárjuna takes on
some of the (in this case, magical) legitimacy already associated with the
site. Legitimation also works in the opposite direction. After Nágárjuna
became famous, his association with pilgrimage sites lent an air of legiti-
macy (and antiquity) to those sites (we may speculate that this is partly re-
sponsible for Nágárjuna’s association with Nálanda in some of the post-
tenth-century legends).

If this description of the rationale for the composition of these stories
is correct, then we have a tool with which to dismiss spurious details
about Nágárjuna’s life. Any detail present in a legend for the purposes of
spiritual edification or for purposes of legitimation may be hypothesized
to tell us more about the needs of the compilers of the legend than about
the subject of the legend itself. Note that the existence of such a literary
device does not prove that there is no factual basis; an element of a story
may serve the plot and also happen to be true. Nevertheless, the presence
of such devices should make us question the historical accuracy of the in-
formation until we have some reason to think otherwise. By the same
token, if an element of the Nágárjuna legend proves to be an early element
in the tradition, and if it does not have an obvious role in edification or le-
gitimation, then we have no choice but to assume that it was included into
the hagiographies because it was “common knowledge” to the compilers
of these texts. This does not mean that the information is objectively true
but, rather, that the compilers assumed that it was a fact that their readers
probably already knew. To contradict this information even in a legend
would probably be equivalent to someone writing a legend about George
Washington in which he becomes a benevolent ruler of Thailand. Few
would accept it because it goes against common knowledge. The follow-
ing argues that Nágárjuna’s association with the Sátaváhana king and
Andhra country cannot be dismissed as a mere plot device and that his
association with any other king or any other part of the country do appear
to be mere plot devices.

The Nágárjuna legends are diverse, but the diversity seems to stem
from only a few factors. Nágárjuna legends were legitimated by four
sources. The first two are traditions, originally independent of the Nágár-
juna legend, that were drawn into the Nágárjuna legend. The other two
sources are thematic elements that can be found in all of Nágárjuna’s leg-
ends, which take on a life of their own. Almost every element that occurs
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in Nágárjuna legends can be attributed to at least one of these four
sources, while some of the stories have multiple determinations.

Other Nágárjunas

Other scholars who have tried to sort out the details of the Nágárjuna
legend have attempted to solve the problem by postulating more than
one Nágárjuna, or many authors using “Nágárjuna” as a nom du plume: one
Nágárjuna who was a Mádhyamika philosopher, one who was a tantric
adept, and one who was a medical practitioner. Although this hypothesis
should not be accepted without question, it also cannot be completely
dismissed.42 Many people over the course of Indian history answered to
the name Nágárjuna. But this does not mean that these “other Nágárju-
nas” were operating under a pseudonym, any more than is the modern
Telugu actor named Nágárjuna. Nágárjuna is still a common name in
Andhra Pradesh.43

The fact that there were many later Nágárjunas, does not, however, help
us sort out the details of Nágárjuna’s hagiography. We cannot claim that
all the tantric/alchemical elements of Nágárjuna’s hagiography belong to
a seventh-century “tantric” Nágárjuna when these same elements appear
in Kumárajôva’s fourth- or fifth-century Biography. Furthermore, works as-
cribed to a Nágárjuna, such as the Yogasataka and the Rasendra Maégala,
do not claim to be written by the same author as the Mñlamadhya-
makakáriká44 and are easy to distinguish. Thus, for the most part, the as-
sumption of other Nágárjunas does not help us much in sorting out the
details of his hagiography.

However, one other early Nágárjuna (a Jain) who lived in the early
fourth century c.e. was incorporated into the Nágárjuna legend translat-
ed by Kumárajôva. The Jain legend could be a source for Nágárjuna’s as-
sociation with Suráíìra/Gujarat in Jain sources as well as a source for the
stories of Nágárjuna’s role in compiling the Maháyána sñtras. Kumárajô-
va’s account of Nágárjuna living with a monk in the Himalayas shows ev-
idence of a borrowing from Jain traditions of the (Jain) Third Council.
This part of Kumárajôva’s story occurs shortly after Nágárjuna is ordained
and has mastered the Tripiìaka.

Then [Nágárjuna] sought other texts, but completely failed, so he
went to the Himalayas. In those mountains there was a pagoda, and
in that pagoda there was an old bhikíu who gave him the Maháyána
texts.45
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It is conceivable that this brief detail of Nágárjuna’s biography was as-
similated into the story from the (Uvetámbara) Jain Ardhamágadhô canon-
ical text, the “Nandi sutta,” where a Jain Nágárjuna (unrelated)46 is said to
be the disciple of a master named “Himavat.”

35 Homage to Nágárjuna the teacher who was an able sramaça of
Himavant, and who was the memorizer of the earliest (holy texts)
and was the memorizer of the interpretation of the Kálika scriptures.

36 Homage to Nágárjuna the canter, who taught the Ogha sruta, who
attained the ability to recite in proper order and who was perfect-
ly acquainted with subtlety and subtle things.47

In the Jain tradition, as in the Buddhist tradition, there were four
“councils” to determine or confirm the scriptural tradition. The third of
these councils was held at Valabhô (modern-day Valabhôpur in Gujarat) in
the first half of the fourth century and presided over by a monk named
Nágárjuna. This Nágárjuna, according to the “Nandi sutta” passage quot-
ed above, had been the student of a certain “Himavat” (“Snowy”), who
entrusted Nágárjuna with the memorization of the early Jain texts and the
Kálika sruta (texts that are to be read at a specific time). The “Nandi sutta”
was probably composed sometime in the fifth century,48 but the story ob-
viously dates back to the third Jain council itself. From the above, it seems
likely that the Buddhist tradition (recorded by Kumárajôva) that Nágár-
juna received an important set of scriptures (the Maháyána sñtras) from a
monk in the “Himalayas” (lit. “Snowy Mountains”) is borrowed from the
Jain tradition that a Nágárjuna, who was a student of “Himavant,” mem-
orized two important sets of texts: the Kálika srutas and the Pñrva (srutas).
If the Jain legend of Nágárjuna is indeed the source of the tradition that
places the Buddhist Nágárjuna in the Himalayas, then we have grounds
to question the claim that Nágárjuna was there. In later hagiographies of
Nágárjuna, the connection with the Himalayas is dropped and Nágárjuna
is said only to have received these texts from the Nága kingdom. Never-
theless, the element of the story that claims Nágárjuna to be the bearer of
an important class of religious texts remains.

In terms of the eªect of this connection, the character of Nágárjuna re-
ceives some authority by a partial merging with the character of the more
recently famous Jain Nágárjuna. At the same time, Kumárajôva’s story de-
motes the status of the Himalayan monk Himavantácárya, thereby taking
legitimacy away from the Jain tradition even as it borrows legitimacy from
a Jain saint. Nágárjuna learns what he can from this monk, but is dis-
satisfied and looks for other Maháyána sñtras elsewhere.
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The Mahámegha Prophecy and Related Sñtras

One of the best ways to grant legitimacy to a Buddhist saint is to have his
birth and career predicted by the Buddha. This was certainly the idea be-
hind the prophecy about the monk “whose name sounds like Nága” in the
Laékávatára Sñtra. There is another prophecy that may have factored into
the construction of the Nágárjuna legends—a prophecy that, in its origi-
nal context, was unrelated to Nágárjuna but was conscripted into the
Nágárjuna legend at least by the time of Candrakôrti (seventh century).
Like the Jain Nágárjuna, this prophecy may also be a source for the leg-
ends locating Nágárjuna’s residence in Gujarat. However, we must con-
sider whether this prophecy could also be the source for the tradition as-
sociating Nágárjuna with a Sátaváhana king. In his Mádhyamakávatára,
Candrakôrti relates the following prophecy about Nágárjuna:

Also from the Mahámegha (Great Cloud) Sñtra in 12,000 [verses]:
“Anánda, this Licchavi youth called ‘Joy-When-Seen-By-All-Beings,’
when 400 years after my parinirváça have elapsed, will be a fully or-
dained monk named Nága [who will] spread widely my teaching. Fi-
nally, in the world realm called the ‘Pure Illumination,’ (Prasan-
naprabhá)49 he will become an arhant, a Samyaksambuddha, named
‘Jñánákaraprabhá.’”50 Therefore, by means of this ágama [Nágárjuna’s
prediction] has been necessarily, and unmistakably established.51

The section of the Mahámegha Sñtra to which Candrakôrti is referring
has the Buddha talking about the past and future lives of a certain Liccavi
youth named Sems can thams cad kyis mthoé na dga’ ba (“Pleasant-to-
See-by-all-Sentient-Beings”). Versions of the prophecy concerning the
lives of this youth also appear in the Mahábherôhárakaparivarta Sñtra and
the Suvarçaprabhásottama Sñtra.

The problem with this prophecy insofar as Nágárjuna is concerned is
that, although the earliest translation of the Mahámegha into Chinese52

does mention that a Licchavi youth will be reborn as the monk who will
protect the dharma, it does not mention the monk’s name. The closest
that this translation comes is to say that the Licchavi youth was former-
ly a mysterious nága king,53 named Mahávôryanágarája (jÎis˝).54

The Licchavi is, however, associated with a Sátaváhana king in a future
life.55 The Buddha foretells that, twelve hundred years after his death, the
Licchavi youth will be reborn to a brahmin in the kingdom ruled by a
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great south Indian king named Sátaváhana (PhC˛∫, Soduopohena),
whose kingdom is called ∑‡\ (Suráíìra, modern-day Gujarat). He
will be born in a village called ΩËœ (Shànfángshä) on the river ÿU
(Huáhuán). During this lifetime he will become a monk who, among
other things, teaches the Vaipulya sñtras of the Maháyána, supports and
lifts up the Dharma, and distributes this (the Mahámegha) sñtra
throughout the world.56 Thus, whoever this person is, he is associated
with western India and a Sátaváhana king. Given the existence of many
diªerent versions of the Mahámegha Sñtra, we cannot rule out the pos-
sibility that Candrakôrti is actually quoting from the version that he
knew, a version that is no longer available. However, in view the fact that
Nágárjuna’s name does not appear in any other version of this prophe-
cy,57 it seems more likely that Candrakôrti’s statement reflects more of the
reading practice of the Buddhist community that he represents than an
actual textual variant.

Mabbett takes another of the Mahámegha’s prophecies to refer to
Nágárjuna. This is the prophecy that occurs at the very end of the sñtra
and discusses a certain princess who will be the daughter of a “Sátavá-
hana” (his reconstruction of •º) king on the south bank of the river
“Këíça” (¬Ó) in a town called “Dhányakaìaka” (E\).58 He concludes,
“the Mahámegha Sñtra therefore oªers us a ‘Nága’ and a ‘Nágarája,’ named
in proximity to a prophecy about a Sátaváhana ruler at Dhányakaìaka.”59

Mabbett may be reading this sñtra too much through the lens of later Ti-
betan sources. Bu-ston and the other Tibetan historians do place Nágár-
juna at Dhányakaìaka, but the version of the Mahámegha Sñtra that Mab-
bett (through Demiéville) cites does not. The “proximate prophecy” to
which Mabbett refers occurs many pages after the prophecies attributed to
Nágárjuna by classical sources with nothing to link them. Furthermore, it
is clear from the text that the Dhányakaìaka story is a prophecy relating a
future birth of the devô, who is a character in the story unrelated to the
future-Bhikíu/present-Licchavi/past-Nágarája.

Not all traditional authors were convinced that the “Nága” to whom
Candrakôrti alludes in this prophecy refers so unmistakably to Nágárjuna.
Bu-ston, for one, provides an extended quotation from the Mahámegha
Sñtra contextualizing Candrakôrti’s citation, and then adds, “So it is to be
read, but it is not clear, whether (this passage) really refers to Nágár-
juna.”60 From the passage that Bu-ston quotes, it is clear that his version
diªers from Candrakôrti’s, insofar as in Candrakôrti’s version the monk is
named Nága, whereas in Bu-ston’s version, the monk bears the name of
the Buddha (presumably some form of “Uákya-”). Bu-ston explains that
others have made this misattribution based on the fact that Nágárjuna’s
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ordained name is said to have been “Uákyamitra.”61 Nevertheless, he re-
mains skeptical.

Because this prophecy probably had nothing to do with Nágárjuna ini-
tially, the question of how its subsequent association with Nágárjuna was
justified in the minds of its interpreters becomes more significant. Why
this prophecy? Was Nágárjuna associated with this prophecy because it
has a monk associated with a Sátaváhana king, or is Nágárjuna associat-
ed with a Sátaváhana king because he is associated with this prophecy? In
order for Candrakôrti to make his interpretation of the text plausible, we
have to assume that some element of the future Licchavi’s life corre-
sponded to information that was already known about Nágárjuna. Un-
like the prophecy in the Laékávatára Sñtra that gives specifics of the
monk’s philosophical activities, this prophecy does not tell us anything
about the future monk’s a‹liations except that he is an advocate for the
Maháyána and propagates the Vaipulya sñtras. This monk is not named,
so the attribution cannot be on similarity of name. Nágas play a big part
in the Mahámegha Sñtra (a factor discussed further below), but, unlike
the Rájataraéginô, the particular story in the Mahámegha that is associat-
ed with Nágárjuna is not a story about Nágas, except insofar as the monk
had been a Nága king two births earlier. Neither of these factors alone
should have been enough to identify Nágárjuna with this particular
monk. The attribution of Nágárjuna to the prophecy about the Licchavi
youth crosses the threshold of plausibility only when these two elements
are taken together with the association with the Sátaváhana king. The fu-
ture, unnamed monk who in a past life was a Nága king, who will teach
the Maháyána, and who will associate with a Sátaváhana king in his fu-
ture life, probably did sound like Nágárjuna to Candrakôrti. Thus, we
should see information about Nágárjuna and the Sátaváhana king as
leading to the association of Nágárjuna with this prophecy, not that
Nágárjuna is associated with this prophecy and therefore becomes asso-
ciated with the Sátaváhana king.

Nágas

Every story related to Nágárjuna contains recurring elements, though
some elements recur infrequently. The discussion below examines two of
these elements—nágas and alchemy—in relation to his association with
particular kings and place names.

Every account of Nágárjuna has some etiological myth related to his
name, that is, relating to nágas, or snakes. Without detailing all the cul-
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tural significance of nágas in early India, it su‹ces to say that nágas were
considered creatures of great magical power, who were often conscripted
into the service of Buddhism in Buddhist legends. Nágárjuna’s connection
to nágas usually involves his receiving some gift or boon from a nága king.
In the Haría-Carita, this is an antidote to all poisons, a gift from the
moon. In Kumárajôva’s Biography and in the Tibetan historical tradition,
the gift is the Prajñápáramitá Sñtras. These myths demonstrate an attempt
to tie the character of Nágárjuna to some other element desirable to the
hagiographer (such as alchemy or Maháyána Buddhism) through the in-
strument of his name.

Other associations made with nágas are more complicated. Phyllis
Granoª has identified this theme as one of the threads unifying all Jain bi-
ographies of Nágárjuna.62 These stories are replete with nága associations.
The most obvious of these is the fact that in Jain hagiographies Nágár-
juna’s father is the nága king, Vásuki. Subtler use of the nága connection
is made in Nágárjuna’s association with, Stámbhana Tôrtha. According to
Granoª:

What makes Nágárjuna’s association with Stámbhana Tôrtha possible
is the sinuous snakes. Stámbhana was in fact revered for being the
locus of a magical image of the Tôrthamkára Parsvanátha. Now bi-
ographies of Parsvanátha are unanimous in pointing out connection
between this Tôrthamkára and the snake god Dharanendra. Nágár-
juna is said to have brought the magical image of Parsvanátha to
Stámbhana in the advice of his father the snake king, in order to make
his elixir, in an act that now must seem almost natural in the associa-
tive world of these texts: the son of the snake God brings to the holy
site the image of the tôrthamkára protected by the snake deity.63

As we have shown above, nágas are a contributing factor in Candrakôr-
ti’s association of Nágárjuna with the Mahámegha Sñtra. This sñtra is pri-
marily a vehicle for transmitting a rain-making mantra. As such, the role
of nágas as both listeners of the sñtra and as characters in the story is em-
phasized. In addition to the Sátaváhana connection, Candrakôrti’s associ-
ation of Nágárjuna with the Licchavi youth was probably aided by the
youth’s past life as the Nágarája (one cannot help but notice the play-on-
words with “Nágárjuna”) Mahávôrya.

The nága connection played a more critical role in the assimilation of
the Nágárjuna legend into the chronicles of Kashmir in the Rájataraégiçô.
In this work, Nágárjuna and his Maháyána followers are credited with
leading good brahmins away from the rites of the Nôla[mata]puráça, with
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the result that the nágas sent the snows to destroy the people. Those who
did not adhere to Buddhism and still performed the rites were magically
spared, whereas all the Buddhists were destroyed. The snows only abated
when a certain brahmin, Candradeva, practiced austerities to please Nôla,
“lord of the [Kashmir] nágas and protector of the land.” This Nôla subse-
quently reestablishes the rites previously revealed in his puráça. The story
is then summarized: “As the first Candradeva had stopped the plague of
the Yakías, thus the second brought an end in this land the intolerable
plague of the Bhikíus.”64 The entire story is a reworking of an older leg-
end contained in the Nôlamata Puráça65 with Nágárjuna imported into
the beginning of the story to explain why the nágas were angry. That there
were Buddhists in Kashmir was certainly common knowledge. The detail
of Nágárjuna at the head of the Buddhists seems to have been added as a
poetic way to connect Maháyána Buddhists (we can assume that by that
time it was common knowledge that he was a Maháyánist) with a story
about nágas. However, unlike in the Jain stories, Nágárjuna is the villain
who is antagonistic to the nága king, Nôla. Thus, pending any discovery
to the contrary, the associations of Nágárjuna with both Stámbana Tôrtha
and Kashmir should be regarded as serving a legitimating function in their
legends and not as fact.

Alchemy

Another element common to all traditions concerning Nágárjuna is that
he was an alchemist. At the time that these legends were first composed
(c. fifth century), alchemy was of great interest in the courts and monas-
teries in India as well as in China. Whether one is trying to sell the Nágár-
juna legend to an Indian audience or whether one is trying to export the
legend to a Chinese audience, claiming that the saint is an alchemist
would have ensured the audience’s attention. Although the Jain tradition
is perhaps the first to actually use the term “rasayána siddha” (“al-
chemist”)66 to describe Nágárjuna, this idea clearly has roots going back
to Kumárajôva’s stories of Nágárjuna. In Kumárajôva’s Biography, Nágár-
juna is credited with making an “elixir” (ƒ) of invisibility. In the story, he
and some friends go to a magician for the formula. The magician, wanti-
ng them to remain dependent on him, does not give them the formula,
but gives them pills that they are to grind to a paste and put on their eye-
lids. Nágárjuna smells the resulting paste and guesses its seventy ingredi-
ents along with their quantities. The theme of Nágárjuna detecting the
formula for an elixir appears again in the Prabandhacintamáçi, in which it
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is an ointment for flying that he smells under the ruse of washing his mas-
ter’s feet (the ointment works when applied to the feet).67 In Xuanzang,
Bu-ston, Táránátha, and the Prabandhacintamáçi, Nágárjuna is credited
with turning rocks into gold.68 In Xuanzang’s account, this is done in
order to help a Sátaváhana king out of financial di‹culties, whereas in Ti-
betan accounts, it is done to feed the bhikíus. Xuanzang reports, “Nágár-
juna had the secret to long life,”69 though the source of this long life is not
mentioned. In Bu-ston, Táránátha, the Bëhatkathámañjári, the Kathá-
saritságara, and Jain sources, he is credited with producing an elixir of
longevity. In the Prabhándhacintámaçi, this is in order to prove his per-
fection of charity. In Bu-ston and Táránátha this elixir is shared with the
Sátavahána king, whose life is thereby prolonged.70

That Nágárjuna is consistently associated with alchemy explains some
details that we find in biographies of him. Granoª points out that Nágár-
juna is associated with Padaliptácárya by virtue of the fact that the Jain
master was “the best known of all wizards in the Jain tradition.”71 Of
course, the nága connection also played a role in the association, insofar
as Padaliptácárya was the boon of the snake goddess Vairothya to his bar-
ren parents. Furthermore, according to the Prabandhakosa, Padaliptácárya
was really named “Nágendra.”72 Nágárjuna’s connection to Padaliptácárya
may be one of the rationales behind his association with Gujarat in gen-
eral and Mt. Fhaéka in particular. Padaliptácárya is associated with the
mountain, and Nágárjuna is associated with the ácárya.73

The alchemical connection is also the inspiration for the story in the
Bëhatkathámañjarô and the Kathásaritságara, where the king is named
“Côráyus” (“long-life”). Clearly, the king’s name is merely a function of a
story about Nágárjuna’s alchemical feat of producing an elixir of immor-
tality. Finally, it is worth considering whether Nágárjuna’s association
with Urôparvata may be one made by his biographers solely through his as-
sociation with alchemy, as the name “Urôparvata” had strong associations
with the study of alchemy dating to at least the fifth or sixth century
(when some of the earliest biographies were written). Nágárjuna’s associ-
ation with this site may be nothing more than the association of his alche-
my with the most famous alchemical site.

In fact, the numerous stories about Nágárjuna’s alchemical prowess
may even confirm his south Indian origin. This is because, despite the
many hagiographical details associated with alchemy, curiously, no evi-
dence exists that Nágárjuna was an alchemist. Although many works sur-
vive in the Tibetan canon that are ascribed to Nágárjuna, according to
David White, “Of the fifty-nine works attributed to Nágárjuna and trans-
lated, in the twelfth through thirteenth centuries c.e. into Tibetan in the
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Tanjur, none contains any alchemical material.”74 This is a strange circum-
stance for a figure who became the alchemist par excellence not only in his
own religious tradition but in the Hindu and Jain traditions as well. No
other Buddhist figure has been so widely renowned for alchemy and ap-
propriated into other traditions as an alchemist. Thus the origin of the al-
chemical association requires some explanation.

Kumárajôva’s Biography contains three examples of Nágárjuna’s magic
(only the first of these feats is alchemy proper). The first story is Nágár-
juna’s mishap with the invisibility potion, the second is his magical battle
with a brahmin, and the third is his conversion of the south Indian king.
At the beginning of each of these stories is something indicating that he is
in south India. In fact, of the four times south India is mentioned, three
of these introduce a story about his alchemy or wizardry. Although no In-
dian sources from the fifth century explicitly mention alchemical practices,
alchemy was already firmly ensconced in the popular imagination of the
Chinese for whom Kumárajôva was writing. In fact, in Ge Hong’s Baopuzi
(c. 320 c.e.) there is a discussion of an invisibility potion.75 It is quite pos-
sible that the early associations of Nágárjuna with alchemy came from
Kumárajôva in an attempt to appeal to Chinese interests. The question re-
mains as to why this practice would be associated with south India. The
answer could be as simple as south India being a vast unknown region to
Kumárajôva and hence the appropriate location for exotic heroes. Yet, by
the time that Kumárajôva is writing, the trade routes between north and
south are well traveled and the exotic south does not seem to be a major
theme in the literature and drama of the day. Furthermore, some sources
(such as Candrakôrti’s Catuâsatakavëtti) connect Nágárjuna to south India
apart from any mention of alchemy.76 Taking all this evidence together
highlights the possibility that, for Kumárajôva, Nágárjuna’s south Indian
origin may have been primary whereas his association with alchemy was
strategic.

So where does all this leave us? Tracing the literary connections in the
various legends of Nágárjuna has led us to question the validity of Nágár-
juna’s associations with Kashmir, the Himalayas, Mt. D. haéka, Stámbhana
Tôrtha, and Urôparvata. Similarly, the stories associating Nágárjuna with
King Côráyus, and with Huíka, Juíka, and Kaniíka, have also been called
into question. The only element of these stories that does not seem to
have been put there for specific sectarian, institutional, or ideological
motivations is Nágárjuna’s association with the Sátaváhana king. As far
as his residence is concerned, we are left with three names that occur
prominently in Nágárjuna legends: Nálanda, Vidarbha, and possibly
Dhányakaìaka.
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Nálanda cannot be taken seriously as a possibility for three reasons.
First, it was not a strong monastic center until about 425, that is, after
Kumárajôva’s report that Nágárjuna had been dead more than a hundred
years.77 Second, Nágárjuna’s associations with Nálanda are confined to Ti-
betan Buddhist sources that are concerned with placing him in the trans-
mission lineage for the Guhyasamájatantra, a text that was important in
the curriculum at Nálanda. Third, Xuanzang and Yijing both spent con-
siderable time at Nálanda and studied Nágárjuna’s texts there. It is strange
that they would have spent so much time there and yet chose not to re-
port any local tales of a man whose works played such an important part
in the curriculum.

Although absence of evidence cannot be taken as evidence of absence,
the silence of the pre-tenth-century sources about a north Indian origin
for Nágárjuna should be carefully examined. Kumárajôva was born in Kuea
and, at the age of nine, went with his mother to Kashmir, where he re-
ceived his early schooling. Presumably, it was in Kashgar that he studied
and memorized the texts of Nágárjuna.78 If he was between fifty and sixty
years old when he translated Nágárjuna’s Biography in Chang’an and testi-
fied that Nágárjuna had been dead for nearly a hundred years, we may as-
sume that Nágárjuna had been dead considerably less time than that when
he first studied his texts before the age of twenty. Given this, it seems un-
likely that he would not have heard any news of Nágárjuna’s having lived
on the same trade route as the places where he (Kumárajôva) studied. By
the same reasoning, Xuanzang, Yijing, and Huichao traveled to India dur-
ing the sixth through eighth centuries and spent considerable time at Ná-
landa University; none of them report stories connecting Nágárjuna with
north India or with a north Indian king, whereas all of them (Kumárajôva
included) heard stories connecting Nágárjuna with south India and two
of them heard of his association with a Sátaváhana king.79

The two remaining sites are in south India. Furthermore, the sites of Vi-
darbha and Dhányakaìaka (provided this latter attribution does not come
from the Kálacakra sñtra) do not seem to be connected to stories about
alchemy or nágas and should be taken seriously as possible sites for Nágár-
juna’s residence.80 Because these two sites had strong associations with the
Sátaváhana dynasty, these sites may also lend their weight to the connec-
tion between Nágárjuna and a Sátaváhana king.

The Sátaváhana connection finds further support in the fact that,
whereas all the elements in the Nágárjuna hagiography discussed so far
have some connection to either nágas or alchemy, the Sátaváhana dynasty
does not have strong connections to either. This is especially noticeable in
the Kathásaritságara, where the legends of Nágárjuna and those of Sá-
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taváhana are separated. All the stories about alchemy and nágas are asso-
ciated with Nágárjuna, but none of these elements are contained in the
story of Sátaváhana. The Sátaváhana king is mentioned in the Mahámegha
legend, however, as seen above, it is unlikely that the Mahámegha is the
source of this information. In short, Nágárjuna’s connection to a Sá-
taváhana king seems to have occurred independent of any hagiographical
patterns of legitimation discussed thus far. In later hagiographical litera-
ture, it is not uncommon for a saint to have interactions with a king, but
in most of these legends, the king is unnamed. It does help the legitima-
cy of a saint to be associated with a king, but if this association were made
up, we would not expect to see unanimity as to the name of the king. The
diversity of the legends about what Nágárjuna did with this king rule out
a single, ur- source for this information. Hence, we are still pressed to ex-
plain why Nágárjuna is associated with this dynasty. Although many leg-
ends exist about Kaniíka as a great patron of Buddhism, the only stories
about a Sátaváhana king being a benefactor of Buddhism occur in conjunc-
tion with legends of Nágárjuna. As far as the early Indian literary imagi-
nation was concerned, the Sátaváhana dynasty was probably not the best
dynasty to which to attach your saint. Until another explanation can be
oªered, we simply have no choice but to consider that Nágárjuna’s ha-
giographers assumed this information to be common knowledge. Alter-
natively, we can find good reasons to discount stories claiming Nágár-
juna’s association with any dynasty but the Sátaváhana and with any part
of India but the Deccan. Thus, through a long process of elimination, the
best reading of the information available points to Nágárjuna’s residence
in the Deccan during the reign of a Sátaváhana king.

The Ratnāvalı̄ and the Sátaváhana Dynasty: 
The Image of the Buddha

How does Nágárjuna’s association with the Sátaváhana dynasty help nar-
row down his date or place of residence? Simply put, Nágárjuna’s
Ratnávalô instructs the king to say a certain ritual formula three times a
day in front of an “image of the Buddha” and to construct images of the
Buddha “positioned on lotuses.” If the arguments concerning Nágárjuna’s
patron are valid, then the Ratnávalô would have to have been written:

1. during the reign of a Sátaváhana king
2. at a time and in a region where Buddhas sitting on lotuses were a

motif in use
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3. at a time and in a region where Buddha images were available as dis-
tinct objects of veneration and/or propitiation, and

4. to a king who could have had access to an appropriate Buddha image
to recite Nágárjuna’s twenty verse prayer.

Although anthropomorphic images of the Buddha had wide currency
around Gandhára and Mathurá as early as the first century, during most
of the Sátaváhana dynasty anthropomorphic representations of the Bud-
dha were absent in the Deccan. In fact, very few Sátaváhana kings were
alive at a time and a place to meet all the above criteria for the Ratnávalô’s
addressee. 

The Ratnávalô contains three verses in which Nágárjuna mentions im-
ages of the Buddha.81

231 You should respectfully and extensively construct
Images of Buddha, Monuments [stñpas] and temples
And Provide residences, abundant riches, and so forth.82

232 Please construct from all precious substances
Images of Buddha with fine proportions,
Well designed and sitting on lotuses,
Adorned with all precious substances.83

465 Therefore in the presence of an image [of the Buddha]84

Or monument [stñpa] or something else
Say these twenty stanzas
Three times every day85

The context indicates that these verses refer to actual images of Buddhas
(as opposed to Buddhas to be visualized in meditation). Verses 231 and 232
begin a long list of construction and public works projects for the king to
perform. Nágárjuna is clearly not talking about meditation in this section.
It is also likely that the image referred to in verse 465 was a physical image,
as this practice of using physical images in a Maháyána ritual context has
been found in other sources contemporary with the Ratnávalô.86 If Nágár-
juna lived at some distance from the king, we might refine our criteria fur-
ther by stating that the motif of a Buddha on a lotus had to have been
available at a time and in a place where Nágárjuna could refer to it, and
the king had to have access to an image of such a Buddha (preferably one
not embedded in a narrative context), in front of which he could perform
this ritual. I am, of course, assuming that Nágárjuna would not have sug-
gested that the king stand in front of an anthropomorphic image of the
Buddha, knowing that such a thing was not in vogue where the king lived.
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The Buddha Image in the Deccan

For a Sátaváhana king to be able to stand in front of an anthropomorphic
image of the Buddha (as opposed to an iconic representation) and recite
a formula, he would most likely have to have lived in the Eastern Deccan
sometime after the first century c.e. Although the Western Deccan sites
of Násik and Paithan were centers of Sátaváhana political activity until at
least the reign of Yajña Urô Sátakarçi (170–198 c.e.) virtually no anthro-
pomorphic images (sculpted or painted) of the Buddha have been found
anywhere in the Western Deccan during the Sátaváhana dynasty.87 Most
scholars place the beginning of anthropomorphic representation of the
Buddha in the Western Deccan much later, during the reign of Harisena
(c. 450–500 c.e.) of the Vákáìaka dynasty.88 Thus, even if A. M. Shastri is
right in claiming that Kumbha Sátakarçi, Karça Sátakarçi, and Uaka Sá-
takarçi were the last three rulers of the Sátavahána dynasty who ruled
from Vidarbha right up to the beginning of the Vákáìaka dynasty, it is still
unlikely that any of these were Nágárjuna’s patron, because none of them
would have had access to a Buddha image in that region.89 For this rea-
son, any king who could have been Nágárjuna’s patron would have had to
live in the Eastern Deccan.

Only a few places in the Eastern Deccan were home to Sátaváhana
kings. It appears that Puãamávi, Sivamakaskandha Gautamiputra, and
Yajña Urô Sátakarçi may have ruled from Dhányakaìaka and Vijaya ruled
from Nágárjunakoçfa (also known as Vijayapñra). It is not known from
where the last two Sátaváhana kings listed in the Puráças, Candrasrô and
Puãumávi II, ruled. It is possible that Candrasrô continued to rule from
Nágárjunakoçfa as the one inscription mentioning him comes from Ko-
davoãu in Godávarô district. Using this same reasoning, however, we
would have to place the last Sátaváhana king far west of Nágárjunakoçfa,
because Puãumávi II’s only surviving inscription was found at Myakadoni
in Bellary district, Karnataka.90 The discussion below explores the art his-
tory of these regions to determine which of these kings would have had
access to an image of the Buddha.

At this point it is useful to discuss the nature of art historical evidence
available. All the work that has been done on the relative chronology of
art in India during the period under consideration has been on art carved
in stone. The reasons for this are obvious. Images made of materials that
decay or break simply have not survived. The Buddha could be represent-
ed in other media, such as paintings and wooden or clay sculptures. The
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earliest mention of the figure of the Buddha refers to a painting.91 Similar-
ly, literary evidence for the representation of the Buddha on cloth can be
found in the Rudráyanávadánam of the Divyávadánam, where there is a
legend that King Bimbisára allowed the Buddha’s image to fall on a piece
of cloth in order that it might be painted.92 Such portable images of the
Buddha were popular at the time of Yijing, who reports the use of portable
drawings of the Buddha by traveling monks.93 Finally, M. K. Dhavalikar
notes that some caves at Kanheri have wall sockets for installing wooden
images.94

The varieties of artistic representation are relevant here because the the
Ratnávalô passage quoted above may well refer to a painting and not a
sculpture. Verses 231–232 contain three verbs relating to the construction
of the image. Unfortunately, both the Tibetan mdzod pa and bgyis pa and
the Chinese ®fl seem to translate some form of the rather generic San-
skrit verb √kë (“to make”). The Narthaé and Peking versions of the Ti-
betan canon have brgyan pa bgyid du gsol, which simply means “to com-
pletely adorn.” The third verb in verse 232, however, is more specific. Both
the Chinese and Tibetan translations indicate that the images of the Bud-
dha are to be “drawn” or “painted” (Paramártha, e; Tibetan, bris pa).
Both of these terms could translate the Sanskrit √likh (lit. “to scratch,” but
also “to write” or “to draw”). Although, it is possible that the Ratnávalô is
referring to the practice of scratching a line drawing of the subject on the
rock before sculpting,95 if the Ratnávalô were referring to a sculpture, we
would expect Paramártha to use a diªerent character, say J (to sculpt) or
Ë (to chisel, to engrave). Whether anthropomorphic paintings of the
Buddha existed during Sátaváhana times is at present di‹cult to prove.
Paintings from Sátaváhana times have been found in the Western Deccan,
but none of the Buddha. Nevertheless, unless there is some special expla-
nation of why the anthropomorphic image of the Buddha (on a lotus, no
less) should be portrayed in nonstone artworks when it is consciously
avoided in stone sculptures, we may assume that the appearance of the
lotus pedestal motif in sculpture would have been contemporaraneous
with its appearance in other media.

Our task, then, is to determine when the motif of the lotus pedestal first
appears in the Eastern Deccan. In the Eastern Deccan, the most thorough
scholarship of the art history has focused on two sites: Amarávatô and
Nágárjunakoçfa. The discussion below covers some of the relative dates
of images from these sites and assumes that the sequence was the same at
other sites in the region in the absence of a reason to think otherwise. A
considerable amount of work has been done on the art sequence at the
Amarávatô stñpa, known in ancient times as Dhányakaìaka. The most re-
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cent work is that of Anamika Roy, who has thoroughly investigated the
epigraphy, art, and architecture of that site in order to determine its
chronology. On the basis of her findings, she divides the development of
the site into four distinct phases.96 The first phase is from about the third
century b.c.e. to the first century c.e. During this time, although quite
a few Buddhist narratives are portrayed in sculpture (narratives from the
life of the Buddha as well as his past lives), an anthropomorphic image of
the Buddha is conspicuously and uniformly avoided. In its place is the
Buddha represented symbolically by the Bodhi tree, the dharma cakra, and
so on. This avoidance of representing the Buddha anthropomorphically
seems to be a Deccan-wide phenomenon and not confined to any partic-
ular sect in the Deccan during this period.

The second phase spans the first century c.e. and includes the first an-
thropomorphic representations of the Buddha. Roy lists two examples of
this early form of the Buddha in catalogue numbers 187 and 188 of the
Madras Government Museum.97 These are both hybrid representations of
the Buddha; images that use both symbolic representations and anthro-
pomorphic depictions. Significantly, both depictions of the Buddha from
this period have the Buddha sitting on either a throne (paryaéka) or a
long seat (ásandi) in abháya-mudrá.98

The third phase marks the height of Buddhist art at Amarávatô and lasts
roughly until the second half of the second century. It is during this phase
that the majority of the Játaka tales were carved on the rail copings. In this
phase, no new anthropomorphic representations of the Buddha appear,
and the style again reverts to symbolic manifestations.99 Nevertheless,
there is no evidence to suggest that the previously installed Buddha im-
ages were taken away during this period.

The Sátaváhana kings who might have ruled over the area during these
two artistic periods (and hence would have had access to an image of the
Buddha) were Puãumávi I, Vásiíìhôputra Sátakarçi, Siva Urô, and Sivamaka-
sada. Possibly Gautamiputra Sátakarçi was late enough to be included in
this list, although all inscriptions bearing his name locate him in the West-
ern Deccan.

It is unlikely, however, that any of these kings was the one to whom
the Ratnávalô was addressed because this artistic phase shows no evi-
dence of the existence of the lotus throne ( padmapôìha) motif in the Dec-
can area this early. Even at Gandhára and Mathurá during the Kuíáça dy-
nasty, wherein the anthropomorphic depiction of the Buddha begins
quite early, the vast majority of Buddhas are depicted as sitting on three-
tiered rectangular platforms whose flat front face served as a place for an
inscription or an additional motif.100 Buddhas depicted on lotus thrones
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in that region tend to be dated to the third century or after.101 At Math-
urá, sometime toward the end of the second century, kusa grass cushions
were added to the simple pedestal on which the Buddha sits, but no lotus
thrones.102 Coomaraswamy places the advent of the lotus throne motif
sometime in the second century, but does not oªer any more precision as
to the time or the place of its advent.103 Unfortunately, this precision is
necessary to date the Ratnávalô from its mention of a lotus base ( padma-
pôìha, padmásana, or kamalásana). If, however, we assume that a Sátavá-
hana king ruling over either Dhányakaìaka or Nágárjunakoçfa patron-
ized Nágárjuna, then we need only to look for a rough date of the first
padmapôìha in this area to find a lower limit for the composition of the
Ratnávalô.

Roy does not discuss the advent of the lotus pedestal motif in the art of
Amarávatô, but a review of the documented sculptures from Amarávatô
containing this motif reveals that each of them belongs to her fourth phase
of sculpture and to the second part of the fourth epigraphic phase. Rela-
tively few sculptures from Amarávatô exhibit this feature. It is found on a
pillar (Madras Government Museum [MGM] 247), a frieze decorated with
alternating Buddhas and stñpas (MGM 256), a drum slab (British Museum
[BM] 79), and a railing pillar (BM 11). All of these are dated by Roy as
from the third century or afterward (Roy ’s fourth phase), as they all share
stylistic features common to whose Buddha images date from the second
half of the third century.104 The fourth and final period of Amarávatô art,
according to Roy, was marked by a change in artistic style. The human
forms are noticeably more elongated. Fortunately, there is also a change in
epigraphy that corresponds to this stylistic change. The epigraphy be-
comes more ornate, characteristic letters being a notched ba and a pa with
a descending hook.105 The latter development distinguishes the writing
style of Uiva Skandha’s Amarávatô inscription from that of his immediate
successor, Yajña Urô.106 Of the four images depicting a Buddha on a lotus
from Amarávatô, three have inscriptions. The inscription on MGM 247 is
of little help in dating the image.107 The inscriptions on BM 79 and MGM
256, however, do seem to belong to the same period as their sculptures,
and Roy assigns both of these inscriptions to the second part of the fourth
epigraphical phase (c. third century c.e.). Although the drum slab (BM
79) containing this motif has an inscription, Roy is somewhat uncertain
of her dating of it. Her best guess is that it belongs to the fourth phase of
epigraphy at Amarávatô:

BM no. 79 . . . : Half of the inscription is chipped oª. Out of the re-
maining few letter forms, only one word Bhadanta is intelligible and
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on the basis of these few letters, we may tentatively date it in the late
2nd or early 3rd century a.d. (Fourth phase).108

The inscriptions must, however, be more recent than the sculpture, be-
cause parts of the inscription continue between the heads of the upper-
most figures of the frieze. Hence, Robert Knox’s comments on the date of
the sculpture are relevant.

The extreme, fleshy naturalism of the carving of this relief places it at
once in the Amarávatô High Period. In the tightly packed, nervously
energetic decoration of the slab it falls easily into the 2nd phase of the
3rd century a.d.

109

With all the examples of the lotus pedestal placed in the fourth epi-
graphic and sculptural phase of Amarávatô, the writing of the Ratnávalô
can reasonably be placed within the same period, because only during this
phase is the motif of Buddha standing and sitting on lotus flowers.

To what extent can we translate this correlation into a range of dates?
Of key importance to this study is the fact that, on epigraphical and styl-
istic grounds, the dome slab with the Buddha standing on lotuses dis-
cussed above belongs to the same epigraphic phase (Roy ’s IV.2) as the
dome slab mentioning the reign of Yajña Urô Sátakarçi.

The latter inscription is not by Yajña Urô himself but from an upásaka
from Ujjain.

Sidham rájño Gotamapu[trasya] Urô-Yajìa-[Sa]-takaçisya
saåvatsare . . . vása-pa 5 divase 8 Ujjayini-upasakena
Jayilena . . . mahácetiye. . . káritam . . . 
3 . . . Dhanakaìa-cetiya110

Unfortunately, although the inscription indicates that it was donated on
the eighth day of the fifth fortnight of the monsoon, the regnal year is
missing. Thus, all we know is that this was inscribed sometime during the
reign of Yajña Urô Sátakarçi (which, by Puráçic accounts, lasted twenty-
nine years). As the sculpture on which the inscription is found still uses a
nonanthopomorphic representation of the Buddha, we might assume that
it was carved near the beginning of the fourth phase of Amarávatô art and
that it predates our Buddhas on lotuses discussed in the Ratnávalô. This al-
lows us to date the Ratnávalô no earlier than the reign of Yajña Urô (last
quarter of the second century).

The reigns of the three Sátaváhana kings succeeding Yajña Urô were fair-
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ly short (Vijaya six years, Candra Urô three or ten years, and Puãumávi III
seven years). Hence, if Nágárjuna wrote the Ratnávalô during the reign of
a Sátaváhana king and during a time when the padmapôìha motif was
available, it would have had to be written within a period of fifty-two
years. However, not all these kings ruled from Dhányakaìaka/Amarávatô.
We know from an inscription found at Nágárjunakoçfa that Vijaya Sá-
takarçi had moved the capital to that site, about a hundred kilometers
away.111 Although the Buddha image (with or without lotuses) continued
to be produced at Amarávatô, upstream at Nágárjunakoçfa, artists or pa-
trons appeared reluctant to use anthropomorphic images of the Buddha at
all. In fact, the first images of the Buddha at this site can be dated only to
the reign of Máìharôputra Vôrapuruíadatta (236–260 c.e.) or later.112 The
first Buddha in a nonnarrative context (i.e., carved for the purpose of wor-
ship) comes into existence only during the time of Ehuvala Cáåtamñla
(261–285 c.e.).113 Thus, while images of the Buddha on a lotus existed in
the Deccan during the reign of these last three Sátaváhana kings, it is un-
likely that such an image was available to any king living at until the time
of the second Ikíváku king (i.e., long after the Sátaváhana dynasty was
over).

Although the location of the other two kings is uncertain, it appears
from the location of their inscriptions that they were not at Dhányakaìaka/
Amarávatô either.114 Until more is known about the reign of these two
monarchs, it would be dangerous to speculate about the availability to
them of Buddha images. The only surviving inscription mentioning
Puãumávi II comes from the eighth year of his reign and is located at
Myakadoni in Bellary district in Karnataka. If Puãumávi II had in fact re-
located to that area, then it is unlikely that he would have had access to an
image of the Buddha. Nevertheless, we cannot rule out either of these two
kings as possible patrons for Nágárjuna simply because we do not know
enough about them. If, however, further investigation uncovers evidence
that they continued Vijaya’s rule from Nágárjunakoçfa, they would be
unlikely candidates for Nágárjuna’s king. By process of elimination, this
leaves Yajña Urô Sátakarçi (c. 175–204 c.e.) as the most likely candidate
for Nágárjuna’s patron, with Candrasrô (c. 210–213 or 210–220 c.e.—the
puráças do not agree about the length of his reign) and Puãumávi II (c. 213–
220 or 220–227 c.e.) as other possible candidates. If Nágárjuna’s patron
had been a Sata/Sada king (as suggested by Paramártha’s translation of the
Ratnávalô), the date would not change because the few images of the Bud-
dha found elsewhere in coastal Andhra probably do not predate those of
Amarávatô. Therefore, the best determination of the composition of the
Ratnávalô has to be between 175 and 204 c.e. or between 210 and 227 c.e.,
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somewhere in the Lower Krishna Valley, with the earlier dates more like-
ly than the latter.

Conclusion: Nágárjuna’s Monastery

In view of the discussion concerning Nágárjuna’s date and location, and
the evidence from inscriptions, Chinese pilgrims, and Buddhist doxo-
graphies discussed in the introduction, it is highly unlikely that Nágár-
juna could have lived in an exclusively Maháyána monastery. It is much
more likely that he lived in a mixed monastery. If we look at the inscrip-
tions from the Andhra area, we must concede that in the lower Krishna
Valley toward the end of the second century there simply were no Mahá-
yána monasteries, either under the name “Maháyána” or under the name
“Uákyabhikíu.”

Eleven Buddhist sects are mentioned in the Deccan inscriptions from
this period: the Pñrva[mahávina]sailas (at Amarávatô and Alluru), the
Apara[mahávina]sailas (Nágárjunakoçfa, Vengi, Kanheri, and Ghanta-
sala), the Rájagôrika (Amarávatô), the Caityaka (Násik, Junnar, and Amará-
vatô), the Mahásáéghikas (Karle and Nágárjunakoçfa), the Báhusrutôyas,
the Mahisásakas (all at Nágárjunakoçfa),115 the Uttarasailyas (Jaggayapeta),
and (in the mid- to late fourth century) the Theravádins (Nágárjunakoçfa
and at points in north–coastal Andhra).116 Despite the temptation to claim
that the Pñrvasailyas and Aparasailyas were Maháyánist based on Avaloki-
tavrata’s, discussion, it must be remembered that Avalokitavrata is writ-
ing in the sixth century and his account cannot be viewed as reflecting
the situation four hundred years earlier without corroborating evi-
dence. Inscriptions of other sects such as the Rájagôrikas, the Mahásáé-
ghikas (as such, not as a subsect), the Mahôsásakas, and the Uttarasailyas
appear too late to have been present during Nágárjuna’s time. Inscrip-
tions mentioning the Bhadránôyas (a subsect of the Vatsôputrôyas) can be
found at Násik and Kanheri, but they do not seem to have ever been a
presence in the east. The Bahusrutôyas and the Dharmaguptakas, who, ac-
cording to Paramártha, were most likely to have been open to Maháyána
ideas, both resided primarily in the north. If inscriptions are any indica-
tion, the Dharmaguptakas were confined primarily to Mathurá and the
northwest around the Gandhára region (modern-day Peshawar).117 The
Bahusrutôya inscriptions are not confined to the north, but none have ap-
peared as far south as the Deccan until the reign of Máìharôputra Vôra-
puruíadatta (c. 250–275).118

In fact, the earliest inscriptions in the Eastern Deccan oªering any pos-
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sible indication of a financially independent Maháyána monastery date
only from the fifth through the sixth centuries. The earliest is the Tum-
malagudem copperplate inscription of Govindavarman I (r. c. 420 c.e.).
This inscription records the gift of two villages to an unnamed monastery.
The inscription does, however, mention Maháyána notions such as mahá-
bodhicitta, the eighteen áveéika dharmas of the Buddha, and the three ve-
hicles.119 Hence, while we do not necessarily know that the monastery was
Maháyánist, we do know that Govindavarman I wanted to be known as
one. Another possible candidate is found in an inscription among the
Koçfavidu copperplate inscriptions of Prithivô Urô Mñlarája (fifth to sixth
centuries).120 Although this inscription says little about the beliefs of the
inhabitants of the monastery, it indicates that the gift was made to a
Uákyabhikíusaégha, a possible epithet for a Maháyánist.

Thus, the extant evidence points to the most likely scenario as being
that Nágárjuna probably lived in a Pñrvasailya, Aparasailya, or Caityaka
monastery during the time he wrote the Ratnávalô. If this is the case, then
he wrote it in a time and at a place lacking any evidence that Maháyánists
received or disposed of money as Maháyánists there or even though there
were enough Maháyánists present to constitute a proper movement. The
consequences of Maháyána’s minority status for Nágárjuna’s writing are
the subject of Chapter 3.
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3
Maháyána and the Constraints 

of Monastic Law

C hapters 1 and 2 argue that the preponderance of evidence
points to two theses: in general, Maháyána was probably not well
established, either institutionally or financially, in India until the

fifth century; and Nágárjuna was likely to have been living in a Mahá-
sáéghika monastery in Andhra Pradesh when he wrote the Ratnávalô.
Chapter 3 addresses the implications of these for the interpretation of
Nágárjuna.

Few who have read Nágárjuna’s works have failed to be struck by his
unusual writing style. Nágárjuna’s rhetorical idiosyncrasies, far from
being merely adventitious, are part of a larger strategy to legitimate a bud-
ding Maháyána Buddhism in the Andhra region of India. Strategies arise
as a response to specific constraints. Understanding the strategies that
Nágárjuna employs necessitates understanding the constraints those
strategies were meant to overcome. 

Chapter 1 discussed Gregory Schopen’s thesis that, for ordained Mahá-
yánists, “early Maháyána in India was a small isolated, embattled minority
group struggling for recognition within larger dominant groups.”1 Al-
though Jan Nattier and others have argued that at least some Maháyánists
did not find themselves in conflict with their fellow Buddhists, the picture
of Maháyána that Nágárjuna develops in the Ratnávalô and the Mñla-
madhyamakakáriká was in conflict with fellow Buddhists.2 This chapter
develops Schopen’s thesis about the tension between Maháyána and non-
Maháyána as it is presented in chapter 4 of the Ratnávalô.
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In a recent article on early Maháyána, Schopen calls Nágárjuna’s Ratná-
valô an ideal vehicle to illustrate the nature of early Maháyána since it pro-
vides us with a “contemporary characterization” of the movement.3 I
would only add to this observation that the Ratnávalô is one of the earliest
extant sources written by an identifiable Maháyánist whose date and loca-
tion can be ascertained—thus, its “contemporary characterization” is also
among the oldest.4 For Schopen, the weakness of the Maháyánists’ posi-
tion in the monastery is illustrated by the tenor of Nágárjuna’s rhetoric:

The tacit admission (in RA 4.85) of the rejection of the Maháyána is
perhaps the one unifying theme of the entire discussion in chapter IV
of the Ratnávalô, and although Nágárjuna—or whoever wrote the
text—does occasionally actually muster arguments in response to the
perceived rejection, the response is most commonly characterized not
by the skill of a dialectician, but rather by the heavy-handed rhetoric
typical of marginalized sectarian preachers.5

Schopen points to three features of Nágárjuna’s rhetoric, which indicate
that the Maháyána of Nágárjuna’s community was in a position of weak-
ness. The first feature is the fact that Nágárjuna has to defend Maháyána
texts and teachings as authentic “word of the Buddha.”6 For Schopen, this
is a tacit admission that his audience did not accept Maháyána as authen-
tic. The second feature is Nágárjuna’s resort to slander. Nágárjuna has lit-
tle good to say about the opponents of Maháyána in the Ratnávalô. As a
group, he accuses them of being “ignorant” about Maháyána and of bas-
ing their opposition to Maháyána entirely on “anger.” The third rhetori-
cal feature indicative of Maháyána’s weakness occurs in Ratnávalô verses
88–89, in which Schopen sees a virtual admission of defeat:

But the real weakness of the position of the Maháyána is perhaps
most strikingly evident, in a series of verses where our author gives
up any attempt to argue for the acceptance of the Maháyána, and—
playing oª of the old Buddhist ideal of upekíá—argues instead that it
should at least be tolerated. . . .

Since it is indeed not easy to understand what is declared with
intention by the Tathágata, when one vehicle and three vehicles are
declared, one should be careful by remaining impartial (átmá
rakíya upekíayá)

There is indeed no demerit through remaining impartial (upek-
íayá hi nápuçyaå). But from despising there is evil—how could
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that be good. As a consequence, for those who value themselves
despising the Maháyána is inappropriate.

This has the smell of a retreat.7

The following discussion holds that, while Schopen has got the setting
right (Maháyána does appear to be an embattled minority in the Ratná-
valô ), he has perhaps mistaken the tactical elements of the letter for signs
of defeat. Much more needs to be said about the tactics and strategies on
both sides of the conflict. A careful analysis of this section of the Ratná-
valô in light of the early Indian legal milieu reveals a set of shrewd legal
maneuvers concealed behind the apparently shrill rhetoric—maneuvers
that, in the long run, allowed the Maháyánists a modicum of success.

How would the Maháyánists of Nágárjuna’s community have been dis-
tinguished from any other Buddhists? To answer this question, I propose
a functional definition of Maháyána. What is it that Maháyánists do that
other Buddhists do not? At minimum, a Maháyánist is someone who
identifies with the idea of Maháyána, however inchoate or polythetically
defined. In light of the Ratnávalô quotation above, we can further say that
the Maháyána relevant to Nágárjuna’s community was constituted by
those Buddhists who produce and replicate teachings understood to be la-
beled “Maháyánist” (and, again, in the Ratnávalô, the word “Maháyána”
appears to need no definition—even for the king to whom it is addressed).
By this definition, Maháyánists would stand out as a distinct group to a
greater degree in communities in which there was resistance to this activ-
ity of production and reproduction of Maháyána teachings.

Let us consider the majority position. Schopen says that Maháyána was
“embattled.” What were the weapons of this battle? The first and perhaps
most obvious weapon for opponents of the Maháyána was the law. From
the vantage point of a monk, the law in ancient India had a three-tiered,
segmentary structure consisting of civil law, sectarian law, and local
monastic rules. The overarching legal category and the final authority was
civil law as exemplified in the various Dharmasástras. Sectarian monastic
law of the Buddhist vinayas was subsidiary to civil law.8 Finally, each indi-
vidual monastery had a set of “house rules” (kriyákarma) to supplement
the vinaya rules.

A note concerning vinaya rules themselves. Ever since the appearance in
1991 of Schopen’s influential article “Archaeology and Protestant Presup-
positions in the Study of Indian Buddhism,” scholars of early Indian Bud-
dhism have been trying to wean themselves away from an overreliance on
textual sources.9 Schopen questions the usefulness of scholar’s use of
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vinaya texts to describe ancient monastic life. He then takes some famous
archaeologists to task for grounding their interpretation of archaeological
finds in an assumption (presumably derived from a reading of vinaya
texts) that monks could not possess money. For Schopen, the problem
with giving primacy to the written vinaya texts is that these texts may not
have ever been implemented.

There appears to be, however, no actual evidence that the textual ideal
[in the vinayas] was ever fully or even partially implemented in actual
practice; at least none is ever cited. And even though the mere exis-
tence of rules against it might suggest that monks did own personal
property, and even though it is clear that in the textual ideal itself the
infraction of those rules was a “minor oªense,” and even though it is
almost certain that in a strictly legal sense “the monk might retain the
ownership of the property that he had abandoned,” still all material ev-
idence that monks did have personal property must be explained away:
Bühler’s “they must have obtained it by begging,” Lüders’ “Probably,
we have to suppose [they that they collected the money . . . by beg-
ging it from their relatives or acquaintances].”10

Any facile attempt to portray monks in ancient India as renouncing all
wealth appears feeble in light of archaeological finds such as the coin mold
that was found in a monk’s cell in a monastery at Nágárjunakoçfa.11

As a result of these observations, many scholars today tend to read Bud-
dhist vinaya texts as interesting pieces of literature, but not necessarily as
legal documents that were put into eªect—despite the fact that Schopen’s
later work on the Mñlasárvástiváda vinaya strongly suggests that the au-
thors he criticizes simply had not understood the complexities of the
vinaya laws concerning wealth.12 Although a corrective was certainly nec-
essary in order to mitigate an overliteral reading of vinaya texts, recent
trends dismissing vinaya texts as having no legal teeth do not account for
all the evidence either. The best approach is to take a middle path. It
would be di‹cult to prove that every monastery followed and enforced
every monastic rule to the letter (and easy to find examples where they did
not), yet there is no reason to assume that the idea of the vinaya was not a
governing force in the monastery. Consider an analogy from modern so-
ciety. The modern nation-state is governed by thousands of laws. The av-
erage citizen is aware of a handful of these laws (e.g., “murder is prohib-
ited”) and is probably not aware of the majority of them (e.g., “spitting
on the sidewalk is prohibited”). As a result, while most of us are careful
not to violate the laws carrying the severest penalties, on a given day a per-
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son might violate a score of minor laws and be completely unaware of it.
The local government might be aware that these transgressions take place
and simply not consider it worthwhile or not have the means to prosecute
the oªenders. The law as written nevertheless serves as an opportunity struc-
ture for all interested parties. It is a resource available to facilitate one’s
own actions or to constrain someone else’s actions should one choose to ap-
peal to it.

This chapter and chapter 4 take Indian legal texts seriously. In so doing,
they do not assume that these texts were always followed to the letter, any
more than they assume that all citizens of modern nation-states follow the
law to the letter. On the contrary, the chapters describe evidence for a legal
infrastructure governing the allocation of resources, the recognition of
institutions, the formation of new laws, and the handling of dissent. Be-
cause the ancient legal texts referred to appear to be the only sources oªer-
ing a structure for such regulation, these documents should be regarded
as providing a common legal recourse on the occasion of a dispute.

Classical Indian jurisprudence understood religious orders like Bud-
dhism as a kind of samaya, or group brought together by compact under
a group charter. As such, they were to be treated in the same manner as
other kinds of internally ordered social groups, such as guilds. The charter
of each group defined its institutional structure and defined membership
by adherence to the group’s internal rules. Violation of these rules could
result in sanctions applied either internally or (in severe cases) by secular
authorities. Because membership is constituted by conformity to rules,
those found in violation could be stripped of membership. These charters
were meant to supplement, not supercede, the dictates of civil law.

For Buddhism, the vinayas of the various Buddhist monastic sects were
understood as their legal charter. They were therefore a matter not just of
internal concern but of public record.13 The prátimokía sñtra of the
Mñlasarvástivádins even makes explicit the connection between the Bud-
dhists’ prátimokía sñtra and the charters of guilds, saying, “this great
treaty consists of articles of precepts for the monks which are like a guild
of merchants.”14

Buddhist monastic law itself has two levels. The first level consists of
sectarian law, or the law applicable to all monasteries a‹liated with a par-
ticular sect. For example, all Mahásáéghika a‹liated monasteries would
follow the Mahásáéghika vinaya, all Mñlasarvástiváda monasteries, the
Mñlasarvástiváda vinaya, and so on. The second level consists of the local
monastic rules (called kriyákarma) instituted by each individual monas-
tery. Again, these rules appear to be supplementary rules, added on to
those of the vinaya.
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It is a remarkable feature of the extant vinayas that they are aware not
only of their own legislative power but also of the need to situate this
power in relation to both civil authority and local monastic authority. For
example, in its description of the first “council” (saégôti, lit. “recitation”)
in which the Tripiìaka was first compiled, the Mahásáéghika vinaya (the
vinaya tradition into which Nágárjuna was most likely ordained)15 relates
an account of Upáli’s recitation of the Vinaya Piìaka. Upáli’s very first
statement about the vinaya begins by laying out the five potential sources
of law (here best translated as either “law” or “rule of comportment”):

There are five pure dharmas, according to dharma, according to
vinaya, which lead to happiness. Those which are not in accord with
the dharma and vinaya must be opposed. What are the five? The first
is purity of local monastic ordinance (Ó≠ kriyá karma); the second
is purity of local (civil) law (Ëk); the third is purity of discipline (Ÿ
Ê sôla); the forth is purity of the elders (¯— áyuíman); the fifth is
the purity from (prior) worldly comportment (∑U).16

The definitions of these five are discussed below, but for the time being
it su‹ces to say that the first three dharmas correspond to the three basic
levels of law outlined above.

As shown below, these various levels of law were written so as to be
binding in very real and practical terms. They should be seen as a poten-
tial constraint to Maháyána activities in monasteries where its interpreta-
tion and application were in the hands of a non-Maháyána majority. To
the extent that Maháyánists were seen as a threat (or merely a nuisance),
they would have to negotiate their way through monastic polity while
being vigilant about any legal pitfalls along the way. Any perceived breach
of the standard procedure of the monastery might direct unwanted atten-
tion to the Maháyánists and would leave them open to sanctions ranging
from general disapproval to censure of their preaching.

This chapter focuses specifically on the nexus of civil, sectarian, and
local laws and its implications for what a monk is and is not free to com-
municate. It should be remembered that philosophy must be communi-
cated and that there was nothing like unrestricted freedom of speech for
ordained monks in ancient India. At the sectarian level, monks in the
Mahásáéghika order took 202 vows governing acts of body and speech.
Any reading of Nágárjuna must take this legal context into consideration.
If Maháyánists were indeed in the minority, then all their preaching and
writing activities would have been vulnerable to sanctions under the law
as adjudicated by those in a position to do so. It will be crucial for our in-
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terpretation of Nágárjuna’s writing to take into consideration the laws
that could potentially apply to Maháyána, as his writing would have to
take these laws into account. As Leo Strauss notes in his Persecution and
the Art of Writing:

Persecution cannot prevent even public expression of the heterodox
truth, for a man of independent thought can utter his views in pub-
lic and remain unharmed, provided he moves with circumspection.
He can even utter them in print without incurring any danger, pro-
vided he is capable of writing between the lines.17

Clearly, if Nágárjuna were writing under fear of censure then not only
what he says at face value but also to what he says “between the lines” are
critical. A close examination of his work demonstrates a careful articula-
tion of philosophical innovation vis-à-vis the negotiation of material and
institutional constraints.

The Vinayas, the Majority, 
and the Charge of “Splitting the Saégha”

Let us begin at the level of sectarian law as found in the vinayas. Early
Maháyánists living in non-Maháyána monasteries faced two obvious hur-
dles. The first was that their lectures and sermons would not have con-
formed to those preached by their brethren, and the second that the sñtras
they wanted copied, studied, and preached from would not be under-
stood to conform to the sñtras in use by the rest of the monastery. For
both reasons, Maháyánists were vulnerable under Buddhist monastic law
to the charge of instigating a schism. The accusation of fostering a schism
(saéghabheda) had potential legal repercussions that were quite severe and
would have to be a great concern to any budding religious movement.

Although Buddhism in India never had a central ecclesiastic institution
with the authority to decide matters of doctrine or law comparable to the
“Congregation for Doctrine and Faith” in the Catholic Church, this is not
to say that a functional “orthodoxy” did not exist at the local level. In mat-
ters of dispute, the law code in the vinayas emphasized consensus bro-
kered through the scriptural hermeneutics oªered by local experts in con-
trast to any authority held by a single monastic o‹ce. The importance of
consensus was built into the very fabric of the monastic apparatus and
therefore limited the degree to which Maháyána could deviate from the
norm and still receive institutional support or recognition.
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Because all the monasteries in the lower Krishna River Valley during the
time of Nágárjuna belonged to the Mahásáéghika, it will be worthwhile
to examine the rules restricting a monk’s doctrinal a‹liation in the Mahá-
sáéghika vinaya.18 The importance of monastic unity can be seen in the se-
riousness with which schismatics are treated in Buddhist monastic law.
From the standpoint of Buddhist law, one who is guilty of instigating a
schism is guilty of a saéghátiseía oªense. On a practical level, a saéghátiseía
oªense requires censure and a probationary period—a fairly hefty pun-
ishment as monastic sanctions go. On a karmic level, however, the conse-
quences are quite severe. Causing a schism is a sin with immediate retribu-
tion of a rather nasty variety (on par with killing one’s mother and father,
killing an arhant, etc.).19 The Abhidharmakosavákya, by Vasubandhu, for
example, says that a person found guilty of such a crime will have to en-
dure a cosmic age in Avôci hell!20

This oªense as it is worded in the Mahásáéghika Prátimokía is defined as:

Whatever monk should proceed toward a division of a saégha which
is harmonious, or having taken up a legal question conducive to a
schism, and should persist in taking it up, that monk should be spo-
ken to thus by the monks: “Do not, O Venerable One, proceed to-
ward a division of a saégha which is harmonious, or taking up a legal
question conducive to a schism, persist in taking it up. Let the Ven-
erable One come together with the saégha, for the saégha is harmo-
nious, united, on friendly terms, without dispute, and dwells com-
fortably under one rule, like milk and water, illuminating the
Teaching of the Teacher.” And should that monk . . . abandon that
course, this is good. If he should not abandon it, that monk should
be questioned and admonished by the monks up to three times for
the abandonment of that course . . . Should he not abandon it. . . .
and persist in taking it up, that is a saéghátiseía.21

Notice here that weight of this rule lies in the contrast between one
monk’s behavior and the idealized image of the saégha as “harmonious,
united, on friendly terms, without dispute, [which] dwells comfortably
under one rule, like milk and water.” This ideal stands in stark contrast to
the allegations by Maháyánists that there was considerable acrimony with-
in some monasteries toward the very idea of Maháyána. The passage
seems to be saying that a monk who finds himself advocating a contro-
versial position should abandon that position for the sole reason that it
may threaten the unity of the saégha.

The rule that follows in the prátimokía prohibits other monks from fol-
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lowing a schismatic, and in this rule we glimpse a diªerent criterion sur-
passing even the majority consensus for determining whether a teaching
is heretical.

If there are one, two, three, or many monk-comrades of a schism-
minded monk, who take his side and follow him, and these monks
together with men should say to those [other] monks, “Do not, O
Venerable Ones, say anything good or bad about this monk. This
monk speaks according to the Dharma and this monk speaks accord-
ing to the Vinaya.” . . . These monks [siding with the schism-maker]
should be spoken to thus by the [other] monks: “Do not, O Venera-
ble Ones, speak thus. This monk does not speak according to the
Dharma and this monk does not speak according to the Vinaya.” . . .
Should they not abandon it, having taken up that course, and persist
in taking it up, that is a saéghátiseía.22

This passage places the authority of the text over that of the monks. It
uses a formula that is common in vinaya literature, “If there are one, two,
three, or many [monks doing something wrong] . . .” The use of this
phrase is an indication that sheer numbers alone do not vouchsafe a hereti-
cal position. Rather, the accusation is that any monk who follows some-
one not teaching dharma and vinaya (i.e., someone who is not dharma-vádô/
vinaya-vádô ) is culpable to the charge of following a schismatic regardless
of how many other monks follow suit. The benchmark of monastic au-
thority is not the number of people involved but, rather, the authority of
the dharma and vinaya itself, as it has been received by the monastery in
question. In the traditional four methods for resolving conflicts in a mon-
astery, the position of dharma is assumed to be given and immutable, and
it is assumed that, since all monks wish to be in accord with it, they will
quickly reform when confronted with a better interpretation.23 Yet even
here textual authority boils down to authoritative interpretation deter-
mined by a formal act of the saégha. Thus, the “Sámagáma sutta” of the
Majjhima Nikáya states:

And how is there removal of litigation by confrontation? Here
bhikkhus are disputing: “It is Dhamma,” or “It is not Dhamma,” or
“It is Discipline,” or “It is not Discipline.” Those bhikkhus should all
meet together in accord. Then, having met together, the guideline of
the Dhamma should be drawn out. Once the guideline of the Dham-
ma has been drawn out, that litigation should be settled in a way that
accords with it. Such is the removal of litigation by confrontation.24
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Maháyána’s Liability

If Maháyánists were in the minority, to what extent would they have been
liable to this charge of “splitting the saégha”? The Majjhima Nikáya pas-
sage dismisses the possibility of a dispute over doctrine in the Buddhist
saégha and assumes that the only tension that will arise in the saégha will
be a dispute over the interpretation of monastic rules. If this were the case,
the saéghabheda rule would not necessarily have applied to Maháyána. In-
deed, the prevailing trend among scholars is to take the terms dharma and
adharma in the rules concerning schisms as referring to the monastic rules
alone. This interpretation sees the monastic rules concerning schisms
(saéghabheda) as splits exclusively over legal issues and not over points of
doctrine. It is presumably for this reason that Prebish translates the word
adhikaraça (issue or topic) as “legal question,” in his translation of the
Mahásáéghika Prátimokía, and why Ñáçamoli translates it as “litigation”
despite the fact that the term can also refer to a topic of philosophical de-
bate. The first to argue for an exclusively legal interpretation of adhikaraça
was Heinz Bechert:

Here, “bhikkhñ adhammaå dhammo ti dôpenti . . .” has been under-
stood as referring to the teaching of the Buddha in general. This in-
terpretation is, however, wrong, because in this context within vinaya
regulations dhamma means the “law of the Buddha” as issued in the
Vinayapiìaka for the Sangha and nothing else. This is corroborated
by a series of synonyms used in many vinaya passages, e.g. in the
passage following the above quoted definition of saégharáji and
saéghabheda (Vinaya II, 205): “ayaå dhammo ayaå vinayo idaå satthu
sásanaå” (this is the law, this is the rule of discipline, this is the
teacher’s order”). . . . It is now clear that saéghabheda does not mean
“schism” in the sense known from Christian Church history, where it
nearly always implies dissentions in the interpretation of dogma. In
Buddhist tradition, “splitting the Sangha” always refers to matters of
monastic discipline.25

Quoting the last part of the above passage, Paul Williams points out the
implications that this has for our understanding of early Maháyána.

This [i.e., Bechert’s thesis] is important. Schools and traditions
might diªer on doctrinal matters, and of course, doctrinal diªerences
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might arise after schism has occurred . . . Nevertheless, diªerences of
doctrine as such are a personal matter. In theory a monastery could happi-
ly contain monks holding quite diªerent doctrines so long as they behaved
in the same way—crucially, so long as they adhered to the same monastic
code.26

There is, however, some reason to question the applicability of
Bechert’s interpretation for all Maháyánists. Bechert makes his conclusion
about the practice of Buddhist law from the reading of one example from
the Theraváda tradition alone. Even within the Theraváda tradition,
Cñãavagga VII 5.2, for example, attributes splits in the saégha to the exis-
tence of debates within the monastic community.

Saéghabheda, Saéghabheda, tell me Sir in what respect is the Saégha
split? Here, Upáli, monks teach dharma to be what is not the dhar-
ma, they teach what is not the dharma to be the dharma. They teach
what is not the vinaya to be the vinaya. They teach what is not the
vinaya to be the vinaya. They teach that what was not said, was not
uttered by the Tathágata was said and uttered by the Tathágata. They
teach that what was said and uttered by the Tathágata was not said
and uttered by the Tathágata. They teach that what was not habitual-
ly practiced (áciçça) by the Tathágata, was (actually) practiced by the
Tathágata. They teach that what was actually practiced by the Tathá-
gata was not practiced by the Tathágata. They teach that what was
not ordained ( paññatta) by the Tathágata, was ordained by the Tathá-
gata. They teach that what was ordained by the Tathágata was not or-
dained by the Thatágata. They teach that what is an oªence (ápatti)
is not an oªence.27

Buddhaghosa’s commentary on this passage defines dharma and adhar-
ma both in terms of law and in terms of religious practice.

“They teach what is dharma to not be dharma . . .” concerning the
eighteen topics leading to schism etc., the ten skillful karmic paths
are “dharma” according to the mode used in the Suttantas (suttan-
tapariyáyena). The ten unskillful karmic paths are “not dharma.”
Thus, the four foundations of mindfulness, the four right eªorts, the
four bases of spiritual power, the five sense faculties, the five powers,
the seven enlightenment factors, the noble eightfold path and the
thirty-seven dharmas which are the limbs of awakening are called
“dharma.”28
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Here, the ten unskillful karmic paths might be roughly interpreted to
fall under the auspices of the vinaya code, but the thirty-seven limbs of
awakening cannot. The religious practices embodied in the thirty-seven
bodhipakía fall within the domain of the sñtra piìaka, not the vinaya piìa-
ka. Indeed, the discussions of the bodhipakía are otherwise virtually absent
from Theravádin vinaya literature outside the commentaries. Even if
Bechert is correct regarding Theraváda, his conclusion does not apply to
other vinayas. Jan Nattier and Charles Prebish have pointed out that early
scholastic accounts of the Vaisálô schism disagree as to whether its cause
was a dispute over law or a dispute over doctrine.

we find that the breakdown is according to sectarian a‹liation: the
Theravádin and Mahásáéghika sources cite the Vinaya as the source
of the schism, while the Sarvástivádin works (as well as Paramártha,
a Maháyánist whose work is based on the Sarvástivádin tradition of
Vasumitra) all attribute the schism to matters of doctrine.29

Although the Uáriputraparipëcchá (an early Mahásáéghika doxographi-
cal work) claims that the Vaisálô schism occurred over matters of the
vinaya, the Mahásáéghika vinaya clearly points to debates over doctrine in
addition to debates over law as a potential source of schism. The com-
mentary on each of the prátimokía rules begins with a nidána (origin
story) explaining the situation that gave rise to the rule. The incident that
gave rise to the saéghabheda rule in the Mahásáéghika vinaya is recounted
as follows:

At that time, Devadatta desired to split the harmonious, unified
saégha and thus strove to facilitate an issue conducive to the splitting
of the saégha. Concerning the twelve sñtra, the nidána (Ÿ«), the
four parájikas, the thirteen saéghátiseía oªences, the two aniyata
dharmas, the thirty nisárgika oªences, the ninety-two páyantika, the
four pratidesanôya dharmas, the saiksa dharmas, the seven adhikaraça-
samatha dharmas and the (six) anudharma,30 he instituted what had
not been instituted. Those (rules) that had already been instituted,
he conveniently disclosed, so that householders and monks could fol-
low the dharma. The nine classes of scripture are: sñtra (◊hπ), geya
(≠]), vyákaraça (¬O), gátha (˜˚), udána (u˚∫), itivyñtaka (p
Oy), játaka (ªÕ), vaipñlya (Ës), and abhñtadharma (ºø≥k).
From these nine kinds of scripture, he further authored (@) diªerent
sentences, diªerent words, diªerent flavor (ß˝; anya rasa), and
diªerent meanings. (He taught) each (monk) to recite and study (the
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Buddhist scriptures) in a diªerent script (ßÂ) and in his own lan-
guage. Retaining it this way he also taught others to retain it thus.31

The Mahásaéghika vinaya thus presents the origin of the saéghabheda
rule from two distinct activities of Devadatta. The first is that he added
rules to the vinaya. The second is that he corrupted the transmission of the
nine sections of the sñtra piìaka. It is evident from this passage that the
“splitting of the saégha” rule applied not only to disagreements over the
vinaya, as Bechert and Williams contend, but to disagreements regarding
the sñtra piìaka as well. The schism that Devadatta instigated was not just
a disagreement over an interpretation of a monastic rule—more funda-
mentally, it stemmed from a disturbance in the institutional mechanism
for scriptural reproduction. To the extent that the teachings of the Buddha
form the very fabric of monastic life, flaws in the reproduction of his
teachings may well have constituted a threat to the whole monastic pro-
ject. Interestingly, this rule against splitting the saégha is the only rule
in the Mahásaéghika vinaya that applies to someone who intentionally
introduces change into the scriptural tradition. We may wonder then
whether the Mahásáéghikas saw textual corruption as the saéghabheda
oªense par excellence.

Hierarchy of Appeals

By the time of Nágárjuna, monasteries had a corpus of texts already au-
thorized (though this corpus was not necessarily identical from monastery
to monastery).32 It does not take too much imagination to see that some
monks might have accused the Maháyánists in their midst of introducing
change into the scriptural corpus because they interpreted scripture diªer-
ently or because they employed diªerent texts. These monks had cause
under Mahásáéghika monastic law to accuse the oªending monks of at-
tempting to introduce a schism. How would the monks so oªended pro-
ceed to address the problem? In practice, the need for unanimity in order
to settle matters of dispute could provide pressure enough. Although it
took place later and perhaps was not typical, an example of the pressures
to conform is provided in Yijing’s (late seventh-century) account of an as-
sembly at Nálanda monastery.

If the monks had some business, they would assemble to discuss the
matter. (≥¨≥∆∞≥≠πO‰@x) Then they ordered the o‹cer,
Vihárapála to circulate and report the matter to the resident monks
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one by one with folded hands. With the objection of a single monk,
it would not pass. There was no use of beating or thumping to an-
nounce his case. In case a monk did something without the consent
of all the residents, he would be forced to leave the monastery. If
there was a diªerence of opinion on certain issue, they would give
reason to convince (the other group). No force or coercion was used
to convince.33

The Chinese character that Lahiri translates as “business” is ∆, which is
often translated as adhikaraça in vinaya literature. Hence, the situation
described by Yijing is an o‹cial monastic assembly called to settle a mat-
ter of dispute (which could be doctrinal or legal). Two points are impor-
tant here. First, the matter was not considered settled until all were in
agreement. Second, (ideally) neither the Vihárapála nor the other monks
were to coerce those who did not agree.

Yijing was primarily familiar with the Mñlasarvástiváda vinaya. The
Mahásáéghika vinaya, however, does contain a provision for using various
degrees of coercion. In the section addressing the pacification of disputes
(samathádhikaraça) in the Mahásáéghika vinaya, most cases describe an
errant monk being approached by another monk and asked to change his
ways. Although a monastery could always resort to the vinaya definitions
and punishments for saéghabheda, it was probably better for the unity of
the saégha (not to mention the image of the saégha in the eyes of the laity)
to put pressure on a monk through a more informal confrontation. The
Mahásáéghika vinaya states that, when a recalcitrant monk refuses to con-
cede to the majority, the arbitrating monk (if he deems himself unequal to
the task) may appeal to a hierarchy of authorities to intervene.

The Buddha told Upáli, “He who wishes to settle an argument should
first assess his own strength of body, strength of virtue, strength of
eloquence [G~], and bravery. Know how the issue arose. A monk
first reflects on (himself ) regarding required strengths (mentioned
above). When the argument arises again, it will not take long before
his heart softens and the argument easily disappears. If, after self-
reflection, the monk realizes that he does not have the above
strengths, the debate has been on-going for a long period of time,
(and) the opponent is too strong to be vanquished, then he should
ask a monk of great virtue [jw] to help him settle the dispute. If
there is no monk of great virtue, he should ask a “well-versed” [hD,
bahusrutôya] monk. If there is no such well-versed monk, then he
should ask a forest-dwelling monk [¸mY]. If there is no forest-
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dwelling monk, he should ask an influential lay-person. After that dis-
puting monk has seen the lay-person, he will be ashamed of this dis-
pute and will settle easily. If again there is no such upásaka, he should
ask the king and other such powerful o‹cials. When that disputing
monk sees witnesses their great power, he will become awe inspired
and the dispute will be settled easily.34

This passage presents a hierarchy of appeals that may be used to coerce
agreement on issues of dispute. At this point it will be useful to inquire as
to what kind of leverage each of these figures wielded. The “monk of great
virtue” and the “well-versed” (bahusrutôya) monk represent honorific titles
given to monks of either great virtue or great learning, respectively. The
bahusrutôya also seems to have been something of a functionary within the
monastery, whose role is parallel to the rabbi in Judaism.35 The forest-
dwelling monk (áraçyaka) is also commonly listed among monastic voca-
tions and is a monk who practices meditation outside the monastery. The
monk of great learning is perhaps the more practical choice of the two
since he will be better able to present a convincing interpretation of scrip-
ture. Yet the monk of great virtue and the forest-dwelling monk are em-
blematic of the Buddhist monastic profession as a whole and as such have
the respect of monks as well as the laity. The pressure they bear is of a
more charismatic sort—something like being asked by Mother Theresa to
behave.

Appeals to the laity and to the king constitute leverage of an entirely
diªerent order. The laity (in the late second century) were the primary
source of income for the monastery. The extent of their donations to a
given monastery would have been partly determined by the extent to
which the resident monks were considered to constitute a “field of merit.”
To have a recalcitrant monk confronted by a pious layperson (piety being
determined largely by the layperson’s reputation for charity [dána]) posed
a threat to the monk’s reputation—with possible economic consequences
for the monastery as a whole. Appeal to the king to settle a dispute was a
last resort. There are, of course, some prominent examples of such royal
intervention. King Asoka’s intervention in an early Buddhist monastic dis-
pute leading to the expulsion of a number of monks was certainly well
known and could not have been very far from the minds of any would-be
schismatics.36

Asoka’s purge of the saégha in the third century b.c.e. reflects provi-
sions made in the early Indian law code for royal intervention into sectar-
ian disputes. In Dharmasástra, religious associations like Buddhist monas-
teries are seen as voluntary groups (samaya) held together by compact
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(saåvid). As mentioned above, one name for such groups in India legal
literature is samaya. It is not coincidental that the title of Vasumitra’s work
is the Samayabhedoparacanacakra (the Splitting of the Samaya), rather
than the Saéghabhedoparacanacakra (the Splitting of the Saégha). For the
most part, Dharmasástra recommends letting such groups govern them-
selves according to their own rules. According to P.V. Káne,

Yáj[ñavalkyasmëti] II. 192 prescribes that the king should respect
the usages and conventions of occupational guilds, merchants,
heretical sects, and groups (corporations &c.) and allow them to
pursue the course of action they had followed from ancient times.
Nárada (samayasyánapákarma, verses 2–6) and Bëhaspati quoted in
the Vôramitrodaya (vyavahára) contain very important directions as
to what conventions of guilds the king should respect and what he is
not bound to respect. Nárada says that the king should enforce the
conventions agreed upon by heretic sects, naigamas (merchants),
sreçis and other groups residing in the country or the capital. . . . the
king should prohibit (out of their usages and conventions) such as
are opposed to the king’s interest, or are disapproved of by the people
in general, would be ruinous for the king. The King should not tolerate
their creating factious groups among themselves, taking up arms for a pur-
pose detrimental to the State, and causing injury to one another. The king
should especially curb those who cause dissentions among the sever-
al groups; if they are connived at in these activities they might cause
terrible danger.37

Asoka’s purge of the saégha is usually presented as a rather extraordi-
nary event—a potential threat though not a common one. Yet the passage
from the Mahásáéghika vinaya cited above suggests that monastic dis-
putes could be taken to the king as a matter of course. Although corrob-
orating evidence for this practice is scanty, it appears that kings could, and
sometimes did, play quite an active role in managing the monastery. A
more detailed example of the complex relations that could develop be-
tween the Buddhist monastic sects and the state is represented in a third-
century letter from the king of Krorainia (modern-day Loulan)38 to a dis-
trict magistrate in Niya, an early administrative center and one of the oases
on the Silk Route:

Regulations for the community of monks . . . to be carefully kept . . .
In the 10th year of his majesty the great king, Jiìugha Mahagiri,

son of heaven, in the 12th month, 10th day . . . the community of
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monks in the capital laid down regulations for the community of
monks in Caf´ota. It is heard that the novices do not pay attention to
the elder, they disobey the old monks. Concerning this these regula-
tions have been laid down by his majesty in front of the order of
monks. The elders Uilaprabha and Puåñas

¯
ena (are to be) in charge of

the monastery (viharavala). They have to administer all the activities
of the community. (Disputes) are to be examined in accordance with
the law. All the activities of the community of monks are to be ad-
ministered by them . . . so that the community of monks shall be
content in mind (atanaåna). Whichever monk does not partake in
the activities of the community of monks shall pay a fine of one roll
of silk. Whichever monk does not take part in the posatha ceremony,
his penalty is (a fine of ) one roll of silk. Whichever monk at the invi-
tations to the posatha ceremony enters in a householder’s dress, shall
pay the fine of one roll of silk. Whichever monk strikes another
monk, (in the case of ) a light (blow the fine is) five rolls of silk, (in
the case of ) a moderate (blow) ten rolls of silk, (in the case of ) an ex-
cessive (blow) fifteen rolls of silk.39

Several points need to be highlighted here. This is a letter from a king
to his district magistrate, that is, from one secular authority to another.
The letter was occasioned by an apparently fractious local group of
monks: some of whom showed disrespect to the monastic hierarchy, some
fought among themselves (sometimes violently), some did not bother to
wear monastic robes, or attend the bimonthly recitation of the prátimokía.
The community of monks in the capital wished the monks in Niya to con-
form to the standards of discipline. The rules that are to be applied are the
vinaya rules devised by the pan-Buddhist community,40 and yet it is the
king who not only appoints monks to administer the rules but also levies
fines upon their abrogation. By this letter, the district magistrate is em-
powered to enact the provisions of the vinaya rules of the community of
monks in the capital and to administer the fines. In sum, the Buddhists de-
vise their own law in the prátimokía, but the teeth of that law ultimately
rest with the state.

Acts of Suspension

Accusing another monk of saéghabheda was perhaps the most severe ac-
cusation that could be leveled against a monk with errant views and
threatened the most severe sanctions. A less severe measure was to impose
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a suspension (utkíepanôyakarma) on the monk until he recanted his views.
The origin story for this rule in the Mahásáéghika vinaya is virtually iden-
tical to that of the Pali Cñãavagga (I.32). The story concerns a monk
named Ariíìa (¸Q\),41 who makes the following claim: “The dharma
that Tathágata taught (in the suttánta) I understand (to be thus:) the
World Honored One taught that (certain) dharmas are a hindrance to the
path. (But) practicing these dharmas does not hinder the path.”42 Later in
the same section, the Mahásáéghika vinaya explains that Ariíìa regards the
five desires arising from sight and possessing desire for bodily form not to
be a hindrance to the attainment of the four dhyánas.43 At this, the other
monks tell him not to slander the sñtras. They admonish him many times,
publicly and privately, but he refuses to renounce this view. Ultimately,
the Buddha makes the following rule:

All of the monks should instruct him (as follows:) A monk makes this
speech: Ayuíman, don’t slander the Bhagavat. Slandering the Bhaga-
vat is not good. The Bhagavat did not teach this. The Bhagavat
taught there are hindrances to the path of dharma that really are hin-
drances to the path. Abandon this sinful issue [∆ adhikaraça]! All of
the monks should (so) instruct this monk. Then if he still clings to
this view and does not relinquish it (then they should) accordingly
(reprimand him) a second and a third time. If he relinquishes the
view, good. If he does not relinquish the view then the saégha should
perform an act suspension (utkíemanôyakarman), after that he obtains
a pacáttica (an oªense requiring confession).44

The consequences of suspension are defined in the Prátimokía sñtra of
each school. In the Mahásáéghika vinaya this rule can be found at pácatti-
ka no. 46:

Whatever monk should knowingly eat, dwell, or lie down in the same
house with a monk who has been sent away [utkíiptaå, i.e., sus-
pended] by the harmonious saégha in accordance with Dharma and
in accordance with Vinaya, and who, acting as he speaks, has not
abandoned that evil view [pápikám dëíìiå] and has not made Anu-
dharma, that is a pácattika.45

The eªect of this rule is eªectively to ostracize the errant monk until he
recants his former views and adopts the views of his brethren. Presumably,
if this ostracization was not eªective, the monastery could resort to the
more draconian measures mentioned above.
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The Definition of Authoritative Scripture

Given the seriousness with which infidelity in the reproduction of scrip-
ture was treated in the Mahásáéghika vinaya, there can be no question
that Maháyánists could have been liable to the charge of instigating a
schism. As noted above, such liability entailed vulnerability under both
monastic and civil law. Liability does not, however, always result in pros-
ecution. To prevent such a prosecution, the Maháyánists needed only to
create the impression of compliance. By conforming their teachings to the
letter of the law, they could coerce their confrères to acquiesce to the pres-
ence of Maháyáná. The degree of Maháyánist culpability boils down to
how the concerned parties defined dharma and vinaya and how they
defined “deviation.” It is precisely the first two categories that become con-
tested in Maháyána writings, so we now turn to definitions of dharma
and vinaya.

Maháyána would not have survived if Buddhists had defined their
“canon” (the Tripiìaka) with a fixed list of sermons claimed to have been
uttered by the Buddha. Happily, the definitions of scriptural authority in
early Buddhist texts are much more complicated.46 Because the authority
of scripture was so central to monastic administration, the issue of how to
determine scriptural authority was addressed early in the Buddhist tradi-
tion. Both the sñtra collections and the vinayas have definitions of which
texts and teachings are to be considered authoritative. All traditions accept
that a sermon did not have to be uttered from the physical lips of the Bud-
dha in order to qualify as a statement of dharma. Because, in the Mahá-
sáéghika vinaya, Ariíìa is said to have “slandered the sñtra” (§Gg), the
text uses Ariíìa’s apostasy as an opportunity to define dharma:

Dharma is that which the Bhagavat said and that which the Bhagavat
has approved. What the Bhagavat has said is what the Bhagavat says
himself. What the Bhagavat approves is what the Buddha’s disciples
and others say, of which the Buddha approves.47

This echoes a statement made earlier:

That which is dharma is that which the Buddha said (buddhavacana)
and that which the Buddha has approved. Buddhavacana is what the
Buddha’s mouth elucidates. What the Buddha approves is what the
Buddha’s disciples and others say of which the Buddha approves.48
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In Buddhist literature generally, the term “word of the Buddha” be-
comes a metonym for any authoritative utterance representing the dhar-
ma of the Buddha. Realizing the di‹culties posed by allowing statements
by beings other than the Buddha to have authority, early texts include a
set of criteria, called the “four great teachings” (mahápadesá), which serve
as tests to determine whether a sermon has the status of “word of the
Buddha.”49 These criteria can be found in both the Páli and Chinese
canons.50 Regardless of whether the sermon was heard from the lips of
the Buddha himself, from a group of elders and leaders (sathero sapá-
mokkho), from a large group of monks, or just one monk, it is to be
“placed beside sñtra and compared with vinaya.”51 Consider Maurice Wal-
she’s translation of one passage from The “Maháparinibbáça sutta” of the
Dôgha Nikáya:

Suppose a monk were to say: “Friends, I heard and received this from
the Lord’s own lips: this is the Dhamma, this is the discipline, this is
the Master’s teaching,” then, monks, you should neither approve nor
disapprove his words. Neither approving nor disapproving, his
words and expressions [padabyañjanáni] should be carefully noted
and compared with the Suttas and reviewed in the light of the disci-
pline. If they, on such comparison and review, are found not to con-
form to the Suttas or the discipline, the conclusion must be: “As-
suredly this is not the word of the Buddha, it has been wrongly
understood by this monk,” and is a matter to be rejected. But where
on such comparison and review they are found to conform to the
Suttas or the discipline, the conclusion must be “Assuredly this is
word of the Buddha, it has been rightly understood by this monk.”
This is the first criterion.52

The same procedure is repeated three more times, substituting “a group
of elders and leaders,” “a large group of monks,” and “one monk” for “the
Lord’s own lips.” The qualifications stated for the “large group of monks”
and for the “one monk” are that they be very learned (bahussuto), those to
whom scripture has been handed down (ágatágamo), and who memorize
sermons (dhammadharo), monastic rules (vinayadharo), and the topical
lists of the abhidharma.53 In the context of this passage, the epithets bahus-
suto, and so on, are merely honorific adjectives commending the learning of
the monk or monks who are the reputed source of the sñtra in question—
something on the order of the term trepiìaka 54 (one who knows the whole
Tripiìaka) in certain inscriptions or the title caturvedi in Braâmanic Hin-
duism. The point of this passage is that a monk should not be swayed by
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the reputation of the reputed source of the sñtra, but should acknowledge
the authority of the text only to the extent that its content conforms to
what he already knows. At least theoretically, the authority of any text can
be thus reevaluated by any monk.

The four great teachings have some practical implications as presented
in the Dôgha Nikáya. These teachings describe how a newly introduced
text may be authorized as the “word of the Buddha” in the local monastic
community. The fact that the sermon in question is “to be placed beside”
the sñtras (sutte otáretabbáni) and is to be compared to the monastic rules
(vinaye sandassetabbáni)—both future passive constructions—indicates
that the text in question is not already among the sñtras or vinaya. The le-
gitimization of a new text becomes a question of how to interpret textual
precedent, which will presumably be a function of the new sermon’s struc-
tural and doctrinal similarity to the corpus of accepted sermons used in
one’s own community. The great teachings did not, however, merely stip-
ulate the structural features of textual precedent. They also defined who
would determine that precedent. Given that these sermons were in the
memories of textual specialists, they would be the ones asked to pass judg-
ment on the authority of a text. Thus the door to canonicity was guarded
but not closed. In Herbert Kitschelt’s terms, the legal opportunity struc-
ture of Mahásáégika monastic law as it pertained to scriptures authorized
for reproduction was relatively “open and weak” (see the introduction).
Depending on how the law was administered in a given monastery, it
could easily accommodate assimilative strategies so long as Maháyánists
crafted their strategies carefully.55 Even so, the road to authentication for
new texts and doctrines had to run the gauntlet of the old guard, as it
were. Yet any text successfully navigating this road could be considered
“word of the Buddha” so long as it remained within the boundaries cir-
cumscribed by more veteran texts.

Sometime in the early centuries of the Common Era, a third criterion
for textual authenticity was added: that it has to be “in accordance with
truth” (dharmatá). This criterion for “word of the Buddha” does not ap-
pear in the Dôgha passage or in the Aéguttara. It does, however, figure
prominently in most of the later discussions of buddhavacana. The criteri-
on can be found in the Mñlasarvástiváda vinaya56 as well as in Vasuband-
hu’s Abhidharmakosa and the commentary on it by Yasomitra. In his refu-
tation of the Vatsôputrôyas, Vasubandhu quotes a scripture in order to
contest the existence of the pudgala (literally, “the person,” a self or a pseu-
do-soul). The opponent counters that the scripture cited by Vasubandhu
does not have authority because it is not read in their sect. To this Va-
subandhu responds that their response is not valid because (1) “all of the
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other sects read this sñtra,” (2) “it does not contradict the sñtras,” and (3)
“it does not contradict dharmatá.”57 Yasomitra comments as follows:

This is certainly not the word of the Buddha. By this it is meant that these
sñtras are apocryphal. In all the sects (means) in the sects such as Tám-
raparçôya etc. And does not oppose the sñtra (means it) does not oppose
the heart of the sñtra nor does it cause contradictions to the heart of
the sñtra. Nor does it oppose dharmatá (means) the dharmatá which is
dependent-origination.58

The original says na dharmatá bádhate. It seems, however, that the
definition was open to variation. In their discussion of the same criterion,
the Maháyánasñtrálaåkára, the Bodhicáryávatárapañjika, and the Netti
Pakaraça all use avilomati. The introduction of this third criterion repre-
sents an important shift in the Buddhist notion of textual authority and
would prove crucial for the Maháyánists. According to Ronald Davidson:

Its presence as one of the three criteria of acceptance in the Mñlasarvá-
stiváda-vinaya and other texts indicates both the developing fascina-
tion with dependent-origination and the desire that the Buddha’s
teaching remain acceptable to the perceptive observer. Its presence
also indicates the intrusion, for the first time, of a philosophical ar-
gument into the criteria. . . . Virtually all later textual justifications,
particularly those of the Maháyána, would be conducted on the basis
of philosophical argument.59

The four great teachings not only describe the operative criteria for de-
termining the authenticity of sñtras, but were equally important in deter-
mining correct behavior as well. Though apparently minor, the local
monastic rules (kriyákarma) could carry a lot of weight. For the Mñlasar-
vástivádins, these local monastic rules could be a key factor in determin-
ing one’s inclusion in the rain retreat. According to Gregory Schopen:

The first part of the Varíávastu lays out the procedures and ritual
forms which are to be used by any group of Mñlasarvástivádin monks
who wish to enter into the rainy season retreat at any given locality
or ávása. Not surprisingly, one of the first procedures concerns and
determines membership in the group or—most simply put—who is
in and who is out. Somewhat more surprising, perhaps, is the fact
that membership in the group is not explicitly determined by the ac-
ceptance of a specific monastic code, or even the Vinaya, but by the
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acceptance of what are technically known as kriyákáras, or—to use a
gloss—“local monastic ordinances.” . . . It is . . . clear that they were
concerned with a very wide range of activities. One, for example,
barred nuns from entering the local vihára; another made it an in-
fraction for one who used the privy not to leave the equivalent of
su‹cient toilet paper for the next guy. The specific content of such
ordinances is not so important here as the fact that they were local,
and that the acceptance of them was required to be counted as a
member of the group that was undertaking the rain retreat in that
specific location.60

The Mñlasarvástiváda vinaya is in many respects quite diªerent from the
vinayas of the Mahásáéghikas, the Mahôsásakas, the Sarvástivádins, and
the Theravádins. Indeed, the parallel speeches commencing the rain re-
treat found in the Mahásáéghika vinaya, the Mahôsásaka vinaya, and the
Sarvástivádin vinaya make no mention of accepting the kriyákarma as an
element of admission into the rain retreat.61 Nevertheless, in the Mahá-
sáéghika vinaya, local monastic rules, civil law, and monastic law all must
be subjected to the four great teachings. This can be seen in Upáli’s speech
about the five pure dharmas. The definitions of these five pure dharmas are
explained in the Mahásáéghika vinaya:

There are five pure dharmas, according to dharma according to vinaya
which lead to happiness. Those which are not in accord with the
dharma and vinaya must be opposed. What are the five? The first is
purity of local monastic ordinance [Ó≠, kriyákarma]; the second is
purity of local (civil) law [Ëk] the third is purity of discipline [ŸÊ,
sôla]; the forth is purity of the elders [¯—, áyuíman]; the fifth is the
purity from (prior) worldly comportment [∑U]. Purity of local
monastic ordinance (means) all the monks residing in a vihára author
the ordinance. Regarding the four great teachings [|j–, mahá-
padesá]:62 those [local monastic ordinances] in accordance with them
can be used. Those not in accordance should be rejected. This is
called purity of local monastic ordinance. Purity of civil law (means)
according to the law of the country [Íg]. Regarding the four great
teachings: those [civil laws] in accordance with them can be used.
Those not in accordance should be rejected. This is called purity of
civil law. Purity of discipline (means) that I see a certain vow-holding
monk enact a law [ÊOk]. If [this law] is in accordance with the
four great teachings, it should be adopted. That which is not in ac-
cordance should be rejected. This is called purity of discipline. Puri-
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ty of elder (means) that I see an elder monk, an honored one (such
as) Uáriputra or Maudgalyáyana enact a law. If it is in accord with the
four great teachings then it should be used, if not then it should be
rejected. This is called purity of elders. Purity from (prior) worldly
comportment (means) not acquiring (requisites) according to the pre-
vious worldly dharma (i.e., to one’s comportment prior to ordina-
tion). (Or), untimely eating of food and drinking or having sex. Like
this, everything that was previously (appropriate) is conventionally
pure. Without leaving the family [these acts] are pure. This is called
purity of lay comportment.63

A monastery can apparently enact any local rule that it wants, but only
to the extent that the rule is agreed upon by the entire monastery and pro-
vided that it is in conformity with textual precedent as read by the leading
authorities of the monastery. As a legal device, the creation of additional
rules allowed for monasteries to accommodate local circumstances while
maintaining coherence with the larger sectarian movement. The same de-
vice was also the basis for the creation of subunits within the monastery.
Groups of monks could take on special disciplinary obligations, such as
the thirteen dhñtaégas for periods of time. The Mahásáéghika vinaya
section on miscellaneous rules contains a rule concerning the adoption of
these additional disciplinary obligations:

There are two monks who make a rule [Ó≠, kriyákarma] that they
should receive a scripture together, and that they should a recite the
scripture together. Again, the one who does not receive or recite [it]
obtains a vinayátikrama.64

This rule deals with an instance in which a subunit of monks (here, two
monks) take on an extra obligation, namely, that they will commit a cer-
tain sñtra to memory. Not only does the Mahásáéghika vinaya allow for
such additional vows, but it even provides sanctions for their abrogation.
Chapter 1 examined the reports of Maháyánists residing in the same
monasteries as non-Maháyánists. Here is a rule that may indicate how
Maháyána as a legal entity might have been construed vis-à-vis Buddhist
monastic polity. Indeed, it may be that the earliest institutional formation
of Maháyána (at least as far as coenobitic Maháyána is concerned) consist-
ed of such a vow taken between a group of monks within a monastery to
take on additional obligations such as the studying, recitation, and vener-
ation of a group of Maháyána sñtras (e.g., the Bodhisattvapiìaka) and the
adoption of additional ethical standards.
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An Example from the Yogácárabhñmi

The Bodhisattvabhñmi (ostensibly authored by Asaéga, c. fourth or fifth
century) provides an image of what this might have looked like. It contains
a description of the ritual procedure to become a Maháyánist. According
to Mark Tatz’s translation, the process begins as follows.

The bodhisattva, whether lay or monastic, who aspires to train him-
self in this threefold aggregate of ethics that is the bodhisattva train-
ing, who has made the resolve for supreme, right and full awakening,
should first fall at the feet of a bodhisattva who is a co-religionist in
that he also has made the bodhisattva resolve, who has taken and
knows the vow, and who is capable of grasping and understanding
the meaning of its verbal communication, and then entreat him as
follows: “I seek to receive from you, kulaputra, the bodhisattva vow-
of-ethics obligation. If it be no importunity, may it suit you to hear
me for a moment and to grant it, out of pity.”65

The aspirant is then instructed on the advantages of adopting the bod-
hisattva vow and then worships the Buddhas of past, present, and future
and the bodhisattvas of the ten directions. The aspirant is then asked by
the preceptor whether he or she is now a bodhisattva and has resolve for
enlightenment.

Thereupon, he [the aspirant] should be addressed thus: “Will you ku-
laputra so-and-so, receive from me all the bodhisattva bases of train-
ing and all the bodhisattva ethics—the ethics of the vow, the ethics of
collecting wholesome factors, and the ethics of accomplishing the
welfare of sentient beings.66

Here the postulant “receives” the bodhisattva precepts sikíápada from
another bodhisattva in a similar manner to the way a layperson receives the
five or ten precepts from a monk on an uposaìha day or the way that a
monk receives the full set of vinaya rules upon ordination. Indeed, the
Bodhisattvabñmi makes explicit comparisons between the bodhisattva pre-
cepts and those of the prátimokía and, in so doing, asserts the superiority
of the bodhisattva precepts. It claims, “No prátimokía vow undertaking can
approach even a hundredth part of this vow-of-ethics undertaking . . . in
regard to the acquisition of merit.”67
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Unlike the five lay precepts or the precepts contained in the prátimokía
vow, the bodhisattva precepts are not enumerated because they are innu-
merable. Instead, the bodhisattvas are asked to determine their own correct
behavior as Maháyánists based upon their study of Maháyána scriptures.

The bodhisattva who has been established in the bodhisattva vow-of-
ethics obligation should on the one hand deduce again and again for
himself, “This is fitting for the bodhisattva to do; this is not the
fitting thing for the bodhisattva to do,” and he should thenceforth
perform his actions and train himself in accord with just that. Listen-
ing conscientiously, on the other hand, to the collection of bodhi-
sattva scriptures or to this contraction that is the code of the bodhi-
sattva collection, he should train in accord with just that, in order to
accomplish the many thousand fold bases of training promulgated by
the Lord for bodhisattvas in those various scriptures.68

If the additional strictures on behavior placed on the bodhisattva are
viewed as new teachings, the statement that they should be in accord with
Maháyána scripture is simply a new twist on the four great teachings.
However, instead of comparing the new practice to the (non-Maháyánist)
Tripiìaka as instructed in the Dôrgha Agama, the bodhisattva measures his
or her actions against the bodhisattva scriptures or the code of the bodhi-
sattva collection.69

The specific activities of these Maháyánists appear to be the legal equiv-
alents of a group of monks taking a vow among themselves to recite a spe-
cial group of scriptures. Bodhisattvas are to perform “daily worship to the
Tathágata or to a shrine that represents him, to the Doctrine or to doctrine
in the form of a book—the collection of bodhisattva scriptures or its
code—or to the Community—the community of high stage bodhisattvas
of the ten directions.”70 In this regard, the Bodhisattvabhñmi stresses that
the bodhisattva is to follow the bodhisattva sikíápada only so long as they
do not violate an “internal rule of the community” (kriyákara) or the
“thought of the majority” (prabhñtataránáå cittam).71 In the latter case,
the bodhisattva must bow to the will of the majority. Presumably, such
conformity could entail the end of the recitation and study of Maháyána
sñtras in that monastery.

According to the Bodhisattvabhñmi’s description of Maháyána practice,
at least for ordained Maháyánists, Maháyána consisted of a set of values,
forms of worship, and textual traditions that were adopted in addition to
the monastic precepts listed in the prátimokía. These practices, if formal-
ized, would fall into the category of internal or local rules (kriyákarma).
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But even local rules were to be held up to the standard of the four great
teachings, that is, they were to be compared with the sñtra and were not
to conflict with vinaya. This would not be a problem in monasteries (like
Asaéga’s) in which the majority of monks already revered Maháyána
sñtras. It would be a big problem, however, in monasteries in which
Maháyána sñtras were considered heretical. Nágárjuna’s monastery was
more likely to fall into the latter category.

Nágárjuna’s Defense of Maháyána in the Ratnávalô

With the preceding as background we are finally ready to address Nágár-
juna’s defense of Maháyána in chapter 4 of his Ratnávalô. Schopen argues
that the weakness of Maháyána’s position is indicated by three parts of
Nágárjuna’s defense: (1) his defense of the authenticity of Maháyána
teachings as “word of the Buddha”; (2) his resort to slander; and (3) his
request for tolerance of Maháyána (instead of its acceptance). Although
Schopen is substantially correct, details must now be added to his analy-
sis. In light of the Mahásáéghika vinaya, these rhetorical moves by Nágár-
juna might be seen as constituting a legal gambit to avoid sanctions
against Maháyána coming from his own monastery as well as the civil
authorities.

Nágárjuna begins his explicit argument for the authenticity of Maháyána
teachings in verse 80.

80 The Great Vehicle has a nature of giving patience eªort, concentra-
tion, wisdom and compassion. Hence, how could there be any bad
explanations in it?

81 Others’ aims are [achieved] through giving and ethics. One’s own are
[achieved] through patience and eªort. Concentration and wisdom
are causes of liberation. These epitomize the sense of the Great
Vehicle.

82 The aims benefiting oneself and others and the meaning of liberation
as briefly taught by the Buddha [in Hônayána] . . . Are contained in
the six perfections. Therefore these are the word of the Buddha [tas-
mád bauddham idaå vacaâ].72

“The aims of benefiting oneself and others and the meaning of libera-
tion,” which Nágárjuna claims to be “briefly taught by the Buddha,” are
most likely a reference to the “Sukavagga” of the Aéguttara Nikáya (al-
though this phrase occurs elsewhere in the Aéguttara as well). There, in a
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sermon which seems to have been a favorite among Maháyánists, the Bud-
dha states that both the monk who has mental obscurations (ávila) and
one who has no mental obscurations (anávila) are to “know their own aim
and others’ aims, and are to know the way [netaå] to directly experience
the highest, which is distinguished by the noble knowing and seeing.”73

By showing the Six Perfections to be parallel to this formulation, Nágár-
juna is “placing a disputed text beside the sñtra” as instructed in the four
great teachings. The result can be seen in his conclusion: “Therefore, these
[the Six Perfections] are the word of the Buddha.” 

Schopen is certainly correct from the standpoint of later Maháyána.
Nágárjuna’s rhetoric here is surprising. Not once in Nágárjuna’s defense
of Maháyána in the Ratnávalô does he claim that Maháyána sñtras present
a doctrine that is superior to any other form of Buddhism. On the con-
trary, he consistently argues only for Maháyána’s equivalence. Without
taking into account the legal context outlined above, this maneuver would
be hard to explain. It would be something on a par with Augustine’s ar-
guing that Christianity was really teaching the same thing as Manichae-
ism. In the context of avoiding censure under monastic law, however, his
tactic makes sense. If Nágárjuna in any way indicated that Maháyána was
superior to the Buddhism followed by the rest of his monastery, he would
be asserting its diªerence from the accepted “word of the Buddha.” Fur-
thermore, if the teaching and copying of Maháyána texts were construed
by his confrères as deviating from what they considered “word of the Bud-
dha,” the Maháyánists could be charged with corrupting the transmission
of the Buddhist teaching. Nágárjuna and his compatriots would then have
been liable to the charge of “splitting the saégha” (saéghabheda). The only
way to avoid this charge was to establish Maháyána teachings as “word of
the Buddha” and hope for the best.

In chapter 4, verses 86–88, discussed by Schopen, Nágárjuna claims a
doctrinal equivalence between the Maháyána doctrine of “emptiness” and
the common Buddhist doctrine of “cessation of outflows.”

86 The non-arising [anutpádo] that [is taught] in the Maháyána—that
emptiness [sñnyatá] is the “extinction” [kíaya] of others [i.e, of other
Buddhists]. Hence be accepting [of Maháyána] because of the unity
of the meaning/purpose [artha] of cessation and non-arising!74

Again, Nágárjuna is clearly attempting to align Maháyána doctrine with
that of the “word of the Buddha.” Yet, as is often the case in Maháyána
works, the equivalence (ekyam arthaâ) that he urges on the reader is some-
what problematic. The problem stems from the term artha, which can
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mean both “meaning/referent” and “purpose or goal.” “Non-arising/
emptiness,” in this verse, is claimed to have either the same meaning/ref-
erent as the term “extinction” or the same purpose/goal. In non-Maháyá-
na sñtra literature, the term “extinction” (kíaya = Páli, khaya) is quite
common. This term is most often used to denote the destruction of the
“corruptions” or “defilements” (ásrava), which amounts to becoming an
arhant. A typical use of this term in the canon can be found in the “Cakka-
vatti Sôhanáda sutta” of the Dôgha Nikáya:

And what is power for a monk? Here, a monk, by the destruction
[khaya] of the corruptions, enters into and abides in that corruption-
less liberation of the heart and liberation by wisdom which he has at-
tained, in this very life, by his own super-knowledge and realization.
That is power for a monk.75

The term “emptiness” (Sanskrit, sñnyatá; Páli, suññatá) is also used to
denote a psychological state reached at the end of a series of meditations
wherein defilements are extinguished. Thus, in the Majjhima Nikáya:

When it was evening, the venerable Sáriputta rose from meditation
and went to the Blessed One. After paying homage to him, he sat
down at one side. The Blessed One then said to him: “Sáriputta, your
faculties are clear . The colour of your skin is pure and bright. What
abiding do you often abide in now, Sáriputta?” “Now, venerable sir,
I often abide in voidness [suññatá].” “Good, good, Sáriputta! Now,
indeed, you often abide in the abiding of a great man. For this is the
abiding of a great man, namely, voidness.”76

A non-Maháyánist would, of course have to agree with Nágárjuna’s
statement insofar as the referent (artha) of the terms “emptiness” and
“extinction” (kíaya) is roughly the same in non-Maháyána sñtras. Both
terms denote a state of mind achieved through meditation in which there
are no defilements. The problem is that these two terms are no longer
equivalent in Maháyána texts. Consider the following passage from the
Kásyapaparivárta:

Furthermore, Kásyapa, the real investigation of dharmas, does not
make dharmas empty because of emptiness, [rather] dharmas are al-
ready empty. [It] does not make dharmas signless due to the signless
[rather] dharmas are already signless. [It] does not make dharmas
wishless due to the wishless [rather] dharmas are already wish-
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less. . . . Similarly, insofar as there is no essencelessness of dharmas as
an essence [in itself ] and insofar as no essence is found, such indeed
is the investigation, O Kasyapa, that is said to be the true investiga-
tion of dharmas and to be the middle way.77

Here the term “emptiness” (along with its companion terms “signless-
ness” and “wishlessness”) is no longer used to describe a psychological
state but has shifted to describe the dharmas themselves. Under this inter-
pretation, dharmas would presumably also include the defilements, where-
as the emptiness of the emptiness gate applies to nirváça—which is pre-
sumably the antithesis of all defilements. Whereas the realization that all
dharmas are empty may lead to the subsequent destruction of defilements,
emptiness in its Maháyána usage does not mean the same thing as the
mental state in which all defilements have been destroyed.

This passage raises the important issue of the sources of the terminolo-
gy with which Maháyánists construct their doctrines and the uses to
which that terminology is put. Although they may have felt free to prolif-
erate Buddhas and Buddha fields, the core ontology taught by those Bud-
dhas had to appear fundamentally the same so long as they were behold-
en to a non-Maháyána majority. Early Maháyánists were careful not to
introduce new vocabulary when it came to this one area. Hence, to speak
of a “proto-madhyamaka in the Pali canon” as Luis Gómez does,78 or to
assert, as David Kalupahana does, that “Nágárjuna [is] merely . . . a grand
commentator on the Buddha-word,” does not get to the heart of the
issue.79 The similarities between certain parts of Nágárjuna’s works and
the Páli canon that these two authors expose were probably intentional,
and, if so, were also strategic. As discussed in Chapter 5, Nágárjuna also
plants these allusions to the canon in his Mñlamadhyamakakáriká to pro-
mote a specifically Maháyána agenda.

Nágárjuna protects Maháyána against the charge of “splitting the saégha”
on two fronts. The first, as mentioned, is to claim that Maháyána doctrine
is “word of the Buddha” and therefore is protected speech under monastic
law. What Schopen identifies as “name-calling” is Nágárjuna’s second strat-
egy. Nágárjuna does not label his opponents “stupid” merely to insult their
intelligence. Rather, the discussion in which he questions the intelligence of
his opponents occurs in the context of pointing to the reason why they do
not see Maháyána as “word of the Buddha.” Similarly, Nágárjuna’s com-
plaints that only anger or hatred motivates the opponent can also be read as
a legal defense of Maháyána. These accusations occur in a series of verses
(chapter 4, verses 6–71 and 89), where Nágárjuna claims that those who de-
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ride the Maháyána do not understand it and are motivated by anger.80 The
theme of “hatred” in this argument works on several diªerent levels. First,
in verse 70 Nágárjuna emphasizes the sinful nature of hatred by pointing
out that those who hate Maháyána will burn (in hell).81 Nágárjuna is accus-
ing his opponents here of having not just hateful thoughts but a hateful
temperament.82 He then points out that if even those of a faith type are
burned (in hell) then how much more so those of the hatred type!83 More
important, by identifying the opponents’ motivation as anger, Nágárjuna
can turn the tables on his opponents and accuse them of an abrogation of a
diªerent prátimokía rule. According to the Mahásáéghika Prátimokía:

Whatever monk, ill tempered, corrupt, and angry because of malice,
should accuse another monk of a groundless saéghátiseía dharma, that
is a paryántika [an oªense requiring confession of wrongdoing].84

A groundless charge of “splitting the saégha” (especially one arising out
of anger) would be a proper application of this rule since it is a saéghátiseía
oªense. If Nágárjuna’s first tactic (showing that Maháyána is “word of the
Buddha”) is successful, then he is justified in claiming that his opponents
are “stupid” (insofar as they do not see that Maháyána is “word of the
Buddha”). If his opponents acknowledge the equivalents that he points
out and yet persist in their objections then they will have accused the
Maháyánists of a saéghátiseía oªense out of malice. It is then Nágárjuna’s
opponents who must make a public confession of wrongdoing—thereby
publicly vindicating Maháyána’s status as “word of the Buddha.”

Clearly the king would not have been subject to the pácattika rule dis-
cussed above. Therefore a diªerent explanation must be sought for Nágár-
juna’s appeal to gain the king’s tolerance of Maháyána. Schopen claims
that Nágárjuna’s request for tolerance (as opposed to acceptance) in verse
86 constitutes a “retreat.” Let us examine this verse in the light of Buddhist
monastic law. Verse 86 ends with Nágárjuna’s request that the king be tol-
erant of Maháyána because of the equivalence between Maháyána and Bud-
dhist “orthodoxy.” As discussed above, disagreements in monasteries—
especially when they threatened schism—were open to royal intervention.
Recall that the Ratnávalô is a letter written to a king, and as such it also ad-
dresses matters of civil law. Because of his warnings about the karmic con-
sequences of hatred, Nágárjuna alerts the king:

388 What the Tathágata has taught with a special intention
Is not easy to understand.
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Therefore, since he taught one as well as three vehicles,
You should protect yourself through neutrality (upekíá).

389 There is no fault [ pápaå = “sin”] with neutrality, but there 
is fault

From despising it. How could there be virtue?
Therefore those who seek good for themselves
Should not despise the Maháyána.85

In this context, the word “neutrality” (upekíá) should be interpreted as
Nágárjuna telling the king not to take sides (neither the side of the “Urá-
vakayána” [Nágárjuna’s term] nor the Maháyána). Ajitamitra’s commen-
tary on this verse seems to concur with this reading. He explains the term
upekíá (btaé sñoms) as follows: btaé sñoms ni mi ‘jug pa’o (upekíá means
not to ‘jug pa). The term ‘jug pa is a fairly common in Tibetan. Among
the relevant translations, according to Chandra Das, are “to enter,” “to be
converted,” “to appoint,” and “to settle.”86 Perhaps the best translation of
this sentence would be “upekíá [means] not to enter [into the dispute].”
In other words, Nágárjuna is telling the king to stay out of it. Ajitamitra’s
commentary on the following verse conveys the same meaning: “by main-
taining upekíá concerning [what is or is not] Word of the Buddha, [the
king] does not decide [for either side].”87 Here, Ajitamitra identifies the
crux of the dispute between Maháyána and non-Maháyána as an argument
over what is to be considered “word of the Buddha” (saés rgyas kyi bka’).

Upekíá in Dharmasástra and the Ratnávalô

Nágárjuna’s strategy in this passage, therefore, is not limited to giving the
king spiritual advice. Indeed, the term upekíá as a technical term is found
in the Dharmasástra, and it is likely that Nágárjuna is also using it in this
sense. Upekíá is listed in the Matsyapuráça, the Agnipuráça, the Viínu-
dharmottara, and the Mahábhárata as one of the royal upáya or strategies
for resolving conflicts. According to Káne, “Upekíá consists in not pre-
venting a person from doing what is unjust or being addicted to some vice
or engaging in a fight and is illustrated by king Viráìa’s connivance at the
death of Kôcaka [Kám.{andakôyanôtisára}, XVII. 55–57].”88 Hence, by telling
the king to maintain upekíá, Nágárjuna is acknowledging that although
there may be internal dissension within the monastic community, the ap-
propriate policy for the king to follow is that of neutrality. Nágárjuna’s
strategy of asking for the king’s neutrality (instead of asking for the king’s
commitment to Maháyána) makes sense only in the context of a dispute
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within the monastic community about Maháyána itself. Indeed, from the
king’s point of view, the oªense of “splitting the saégha” would certainly
have been considered “internal dissension” as addressed by the Náradas-
mëti passage discussed above.

Conclusion

If Schopen’s main thesis that early Maháyána was in a minority position
is correct, then Nágárjuna should be read as fighting, not to compete with
non-Maháyánists, but to be included among them. In such a context,
there is nothing to be gained by competition, whereas inclusion would
guarantee continued access to monastic resources. Indeed, Nágárjuna’s
defense of Maháyána in the Ratnávalô is quite diªerent from later defenses
of Maháyána. Perhaps Nágárjuna’s strategies are characteristic of early
Maháyána alone, since they seem to diªer radically from later Maháyána
apologetics. To take one prominent example, Asaéga (ostensibly from
fourth-century Peshawar) also defends Maháyána’s status as “word of the
Buddha” in the Maháyánasñtrálaåkára.89 In this work, he addresses the
same four great teachings discussed above. The opponent makes the fol-
lowing objection:

This is the characteristic of buddhavacana: that which manifests in
sñtra, appears in vinaya and does not contradict dharmatá. And that
is not Maháyána because [it] teaches that all dharmas lack essence.
Hence, it is not buddhavacana.

To this objection Asaéga replies:

It does manifest—in its own Maháyána sñtra and it appears in the
vinaya of its own klesas. The klesas of bodhisattvas are spoken of in the
Maháyána. The bodhisattvas have the klesas of discrimination [sic. kle-
sasya vinayaâ]. and because they have great and profound characteris-
tics. And it does not contradict dharmatá because dharmatá is for the
purpose of attaining great enlightenment (mahábodhi).90

Here Asaéga sidesteps the objection that Maháyána texts do not mani-
fest in the known sñtra literature by stressing the existence of more than
one canon: one for Maháyánists and one for non-Maháyánists. Asaéga’s
strategy of presenting Maháyána as independent and superior to non-
Maháyána is clearly diªerent from Nágárjuna’s strategy presenting Mahá-
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yána as equivalent. The diªerence stems from the contexts in which they
are writing. Asaéga appears to be writing from a monastery in which his
own authority is unquestioned and the authority of the Maháyána as
“word of the Buddha” is equally unquestioned. Asaéga would then be
free to assert the superiority of Maháyána because no one in his own order
could bring against him the charge of “splitting the saégha.” By contrast,
Nágárjuna’s arguments in the Ratnávalô seem to be directed toward the
king and the monks in his own monastery. If Nágárjuna were in a minor-
ity position, these monks could very well bring that charge against him
and his followers. If the Maháyánists persisted in upholding the Maháyá-
na, the issue could be brought to the king—hence, Nágárjuna’s letter
could be read as an impassioned request for royal clemency.
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4
Maháyána Sñtras as Monastic Property

Earlier chapters discussed the legal limitations that Maháyá-
nists may have encountered upon teaching their doctrine. This
chapter investigates a related factor, equally crucial to Maháyána’s

survival: the reproduction and preservation of Maháyána texts. The con-
tinued presence of Maháyána in any given monastery would require the
reproduction and preservation of Maháyána sñtras. Sñtras are not just
bundles of ideas; they are manufactured goods produced by monasteries.
As such, their (re)production would have required the allocation of the re-
sources of time and labor, pens, paper, and ink. Furthermore, storage
space had to be devoted to their preservation, and each text had to be
copied periodically before it deteriorated. All of this necessitated estab-
lished institutional practices to ensure that a designated collection of texts
would be copied, memorized, and preserved as a matter of course. For the
purposes of this chapter, a Maháyánist is defined as someone who engages
in the legitimation and replication of self-consciously Maháyána texts.

The history of textual reproduction forms the hidden backbone of the
history of Buddhist philosophy itself. For the most part, philosophers of
religion occupy themselves with the ideas of philosophy, but it should not
be forgotten that the (premodern) Buddhist philosophy available to mod-
ern scholarship is coextensive with what has been preserved textually.
Nágárjuna may have written in the second century, but the only reason his
writings are still available is that copyists reproduced his text generation
after generation, up to Hodgeson’s seventeenth century Nepali manu-
script. Although it is common to think that the constitution of philo-
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sophical traditions lies solely in the exchange of ideas, most philosophical
debates—especially those that occur over time—have a significant material
component. The debates among Buddhapálita, Bhávaviveka, and Candra-
kôrti took place over at least three centuries. These debates, which occupy
a central place in Indo-Tibetan Mádhyamika, did not occur among con-
temporaries but were writings of men arguing against ideas that they
most likely had read in books. In short, philosophy cannot exist in the
abstract—to exist in history it must take corporeal shape in the form of a
written document. This material component of philosophy has its own
history developing in tandem with the history of the ideas it transmits.
The following discussion demonstrates the close relationship between the
ideological contents of a Nágárjuna’s texts and the productive processes to
which they were subjected.

Institutional Procedures—
An Example from Gandhára

Although much is known about the practices of textual reproduction in
Rome and China in the early centuries of the Common Era, scholars are
just beginning to piece together details of the book culture of ancient
India. Thus the procedure for copying religious documents in Mahá-
sáéghika monasteries remains obscure. For some reason, the authors of
the Mahásáéghika vinaya did not find it necessary to explain the proce-
dures of scriptural reproduction. While the version of this vinaya translat-
ed by Faxian contains numerous references to writing, bookkeeping,
carvers of inscriptions, pens, and paper, it contains only one reference to
copying scripture:

After swallowing food, when applying eye medicine, when reading
sñtra, reciting sñtra, copying sñtra [gg], during walking medita-
tion, or while giving or taking prasáda. At all these times one should
not bow.1

This passage tacitly acknowledges that sñtras were being copied in
Mahásáéghika monasteries, yet it is completely silent about what this
process would have looked like. The most likely explanation for this rela-
tive silence is that its authors simply took for granted the process of scrip-
tural reproduction.

In general, Buddhists transmitted their sñtras orally at an early date and
began writing and copying these sñtras into scrolls or books as early as the
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first century b.c.e.2 Large collections of early (i.e., Gupta dynasty and
earlier) manuscripts have been recovered at very few archaeological sites
in south Asia. Those that have been found are primarily from the far north
(Pakistan, Afghanistan, and China). No manuscripts have been found
from Nágárjuna’s time period as far south as Andhra Pradesh, so no phys-
ical evidence is available to help determine the textual practices of second-
century Andhra. Nevertheless, if the physical evidence from the north is
combined with evidence from Mahásáéghika law and both are correlated
with internal evidence from Nágárjuna’s own works, an outline of the rel-
evant textual practices can be discerned.

The earliest collection of Buddhist manuscripts discovered so far is a
cache of twenty-nine birch-bark scrolls written in Kharoíìhô script that was
received by the British Library in 1994. This collection has been studied
intensively by a team of scholars headed by Richard Salomon and Collett
Cox of the University of Washington. The first report of their findings
was published in Ancient Buddhist Scrolls from Gandhára. On paleographic
grounds, the provenance of these scrolls can be traced to first- or second-
century Afghanistan—probably from a Dharmagupta monastery located
in the Gandhára region (modern-day Pesháwar Valley in or around the vil-
lage of Haffa).3 Evidence from the scrolls shows that, even at this early
date, the copying, storage, and disposal of Buddhist texts was an orga-
nized and o‹cially sanctioned procedure in the monastery. The scrolls are
all made of birch-bark that has been rolled into “cigars” and placed in pots.

Two important points arise from the findings of the University of
Washington team. First, although the scrolls clearly deteriorated during
the almost two thousand years of their interment, Salomon notes that
many of the texts were already damaged before being placed in the jars.
Salomon discusses similar finds from Haffa and Taxila, in which sñtras
placed in pots were discovered in stñpas and beneath images at the main
gate of a monastery.4 He concludes that these buried texts were copied
after having been damaged and ritually buried in pots along with other
relics in a religiously auspicious location in the monastery. According to
Salomon, “This [practice of ritual burial] implies that written texts were
perceived to have some sanctity or spiritual power comparable to that of
the relics of deceased holy persons; or rather, they were considered as a
sort of relic themselves.”5 Presumably other kinds of texts were produced
in the monastery (letters, financial registers, etc.) that were not accorded
the same respect and hence were not preserved. The physical placement
and treatment of the scroll strongly suggests the scrolls’ status vis-à-vis
other documents.

The second point concerns the method of copying the scrolls. The
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scrolls in the British Library collection show the distinct handwriting of
twenty-one diªerent “scribes.”6 Five of these manuscripts (accounting for
three diªerent scribal hands) have the word likhidago (it has been written)
scrawled over the previous writing—something that they have in com-
mon with other manuscript finds from the region. The use of the word
likhidago is telling. To whom was this notation written? There are two pos-
sible scenarios. One is that the notation was intended for the monk who
was in charge of burying the texts, indicating a division of labor between
those who copied and those who buried the texts. The second possibility
is that this is the copyist’s notation is to himself, which would indicate
that the copyists were responsible for a large number of texts. Obviously,
these two scenarios are not mutually exclusive. In either case, the presence
of this interlinear marker may indicate a fair degree of routinization. Ac-
cording to Salomon,

Although the selection of the pieces that have survived is a matter of
chance, there is internal evidence to suggest that the process of the re-
copying and disposing of old texts was an orderly and planned activ-
ity. . . . the manuscripts with the later copyist’s notations form a co-
herent group in that not only were they originally written by the
same two scribes but also the later annotations on them are, in six out
of seven cases, in an identical third hand. This means that these man-
uscripts not only originally constituted a distinct set of texts but also
were recopied as a unit. This in turn suggests that they constituted
part of a “library” in the proper sense of the term, that is, of an or-
derly and systematic collection of texts as opposed to a more or less
randomly accumulated pile of manuscripts. Furthermore, the fact
that they were evidently recopied as a group indicates that the preser-
vation of written texts was also an organized and systematic activity.7

Not all the documents found in the British Library collection reflect
this kind of routinization. The avadána texts in the British Library collec-
tion contain seven instances of an abbreviation formula such as vistare
sarvo karya, “The whole [story] is to be done [i.e., recalled] in full,” or
vistare janidave siyadi, “[The story] should be known [i.e., recalled] in
full.” Salomon concludes from this that:

These notations, which resemble similar formulae in other Buddhist
texts in Pali and Sanskrit, as well as the overall brevity, sometimes ex-
treme, of the avadánas give the impression that the texts are merely
skeletons or outlines, which were evidently meant to be filled in and
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expanded by the reader or reciter. In this respect they resemble the
similarly abridged avadána and játaka texts in the Bairam Ali manu-
script from Merv in Turkmenistan.8

If documents like these were used as a mnemonic or as lecture notes,
they indicate an overall textual practice wherein the written document
serves as a kind of index to the memorized corpus. In contrast to the
likhidago texts indicating routinized reproduction, the lecture notes were
probably private copies. Hence, from this one collection alone, evidence
suggests that (1) certain genres of religious manuscripts were treated with
an esteem similar to that accorded to religious relics; (2) documents of
certain genres were copied in a routinized fashion using a division of labor
and were perhaps owned corporately; and (3) some texts appear to have
been private copies. Arguably, the avadána texts were seen (at least by
their authors) as possessing the same status as the sñtra texts, since, so far,
only religious texts have been found copied on the verso side of the sñtra
manuscripts and not documents like personal letters.

Work on the newly discovered Buddhist manuscript collections from
Central Asia is still quite young, and much remains to be done. Further-
more, very little of the new manuscript collections has been properly edit-
ed and published. For this reason, the relevance of the evidence from the
British Library collection would be questionable without corroboration
from other sources.

Scriptural Preservation in Monastic Law

One obvious “other source” is, of course, Buddhist monastic law itself.
Unfortunately, as mentioned above, there is only one, rather vague refer-
ence to copying scripture in the Mahásáéghika vinaya. The situation im-
proves considerably, however, if we take into consideration the fact that
the graphic copying of scripture is only one factor in the larger enterprise
of textual reproduction. To clarify matters the discussion below distin-
guishes between the scriptual reproduction and textual reproduction. The
remainder of this chapter uses the word “text” to refer to the content of a
treatise regardless of the medium in which that treatise is found. Hence, a
text can be instantiated either in a book or in the memory of a person who
has memorized it. The word “scripture” refers specifically to texts that are
inscribed onto a physical medium (i.e., in a book, inscription, etc.).
Whereas scriptural reproduction forms a part of textual reproduction, not
all textual reproduction is scriptural reproduction—especially in cultures
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where textual recitation and memorization are important. In fact, the
practices and procedures for scriptural reproduction may well have arisen
from other practices aimed at the preservation of a certain textual tradi-
tion. Three aspects of the Buddhist enterprise of textual preservation ex-
amined below, primarily through the lens of the Mahásáéghika vinaya: ed-
ucation, recitation, and graphic inscription.

In the view of the Mahásáéghika vinaya, the tasks of a monk are to
maintain the discipline, to learn Buddhist doctrine, and to meditate. The
work includes a rather lengthy section detailing which activities, if unper-
formed, constitute the abandonment of the Buddhist discipline. Among
these, education in Buddhist doctrine is one of the benefits of monkdom
that the monk is forbidden to abandon.

What is the abandonment of common benefit [@Q]? There are two
kinds of common benefit: The first is the benefit of dharma. The sec-
ond is the benefit of robes and food. The benefit of dharma means
studying [svádhyáya] and question and answer [sessions]. The benefit
of robes and food means: receiving one donation in common. The
benefit of dharma and the benefit of robe and food together comprise
the common benefit. If a monk says, “I abandon this benefit.” This is
called abandoning the discipline. Like in the above [discussion] aban-
donment of the Buddha, [abandonment of discipline] has been ex-
plained extensively. If [the monk] says, “[I] abandon the benefit of
dharma.” This is called the abandonment of the discipline. He is
guilty of a heavy oªense [Ωıo, sthñlápatti].9

The Mahásáéghika vinaya defines learning as not only a right but an
obligation—to abandon the study of Buddhist doctrine constitutes a seri-
ous violation. Buddhist learning has two components: studying (svád-
hyáya), which consisted of the recitation and memorization of texts, and
question and answer sessions in which the finer points of doctrine could
be clarified. This monastic education occurs as part of the relationship be-
tween preceptor and disciple.

What should be taught to a resident disciple (sárddhevihárasmiå) by
his preceptor (upádhyáya)? After having received full ordination, the
disciple should learn10 both sections of vinaya. If (the disciple) can’t
master (that), he should learn one section. Again, if he can’t master
one section, he should learn at length five sñtras of the vinaya. Again,
for the one not capable mastering five sñtras, he should learn four
(chapters) or three (chapters) or two (chapters) or one chapter in de-
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tail. (If ) one sñtra is not learned, then the thirty are to be learned,
along with the rest of the frequently heard verses (siíìakam abhôkíça-
srutikáyo gátháyo ca).11 If he does not learn the two aniyata rules, then
(at least) the four parájiká violations have to be learned. The one who
is to be trained should be instructed morning noon and evening. In
the evening, (he is to be instructed) with either the abhidharma or the
abhivinaya. “Abhidharma” means the nine genres of sñtra (namely):
the sñtra, the geya, the vyákaraça, the gáthá, the udána, the itivëttaka,
the játaka, the vaipulya and the adbhutádharmmá.12 “Vinaya” means the
prátimokía. (These are to be taught) in brief and at length.

If (the student) is not able to enumerate (uddisituå) (the rules of the
prátimokía, at least) the (vinaya) transgressions are to be learned, as are
the sñtra, the aggregates, the sense spheres, dependent-origination, and
when to stand and when to not stand. He is to be trained in (good)
conduct (ácáraå), and to restrain bad conduct. In this, he should in-
struct (his disciple). This is instruction for him: studying (svádhyáy-
ati13), dwelling in the forest, entering into abandonment. To the ex-
tent that this is to be taught, he will accomplish a sense of shame. If
he is not so instructed (the preceptor) is guilty of transgressing the
vinaya. The preceptor who does not teach his resident disciple like
this transgresses the abhisamácáriká dharma.14

This is the first clear discussion of Buddhist education as a process for
textual transmission. For the first five years after ordination, each monk
has a preceptor. It is the responsibility of the preceptor to teach the monk
the Sñtra Piìaka and the vinaya. The passage also seems to acknowledge
that not all monks will be able to learn such a mass of material, and so it
also sets a rather minimal standard for learning. Although the ideal is to
learn the entire textual corpus, the monk must at least know a handful of
the most serious vinaya oªenses, basic conduct in the monastery, and the
most important doctrines: the aggregates (the skandha), the sense spheres
(áyatana), and dependent-origination ( pratôtyasaåutpáda).

Individual tutelage was not the only method of textual transmission de-
scribed in the Mahásáéghika vinaya. It also mentions monks teaching texts
through group call and response:

The Buddha was staying at Aìavô Village. . . . At that time there was
a building-duty monk [Á∆ÒC] who taught all the youths the
Páráyaça (chapter of the Sutta Nipáta) sentence by sentence. At that
time a certain brahmin thought: Where is (this) superior [Ω”]
dharma? I should be ordained in that. After having this thought he
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then set oª for the Aìavô vihára, aspiring to be ordained. He saw a
Bhikíu teaching and all of the youths learning to recite. It is just like
the youths who sit in school learning to chant these words. At that
time the brahmin thought: “Today I aspire to the highest dharma
according to that mendicant, but (in there it sounds like nothing
but) “wei wei,”15 just like children in school learning to make chant-
ing sounds. Furthermore, I can’t tell who is the teacher and who is
the student.” Having seen that person (teaching the pupils in such
an unseemly fashion), he lost faith. In the end, he did not see the
Buddha and thereupon immediately returned home. He did not
moreover, become a monk. . . . (The Buddha said:) If a monk
teaches an unordained person to recite a word of dharma, that is a
páccatika (oªense).16

The pedagogical context described here is diªerent from the preceptor/
disciple relationship. Here a single monk teaches a group to recite a scrip-
ture. Although the monk is at fault for teaching in this manner, the fault
does not lie in the fact that he is not their preceptor. Rather, in this story
he is at fault because his pupils have not received full ordination and there-
fore do not know proper comportment—hence, the raucous chanting. In
the subsequent rule, the Buddha forbids a monk to teach unordained
pupils. Nowhere does he state that this transmission is to take place only
between the preceptor and disciple—the passage here simply takes for
granted that this kind of formal group recitation sessions exist. Hence, it
appears that Mahásáéghika monasteries had two mechanisms for textual
transmission/preservation: transmission from preceptor to disciple and
transmission to a group of monks.

This passage forms the preamble to Pácattika rule number six: “What-
ever monk should speak Dharma, step by step, to an unordained man,
that is a pácattika.” The commentary that follows clarifies the rule, al-
though not nearly as much as one might wish.

If a monk teaches one who has not yet received all the precepts a sen-
tence of dharma, that is a pácattika (oªense). “A monk”: this has been
explained at above. “One who has not yet received all the precepts
[anupasaåpanna],” (means someone) other than monks and nuns.
Although nuns receive the complete set of precepts, they do not get
to teach. “Dharma sentence.” If sentence, syllable and phoneme are
recited together [i.e. the teacher and the pupils recite them simulta-
neously]. “Dharma” means “Buddhavacana” and that to which the
Buddha has given his approval.” “Buddhavacana” [Ú“°] means
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what the Buddha himself has said. “That to which the Buddha gives
his seal of approval [Ú“Li-, Buddhávadháraça]” means words,
heard by disciples extending to those things other people say to
which the Buddha gives his approval. All kusala dharmas up to
nirváça; these words should be regarded as “Dharma.” “Dictation”
[–] means in order to teach, speech is manifested. “Pácattika” has
been explained above. If a monk teaches one who has not yet received
the precepts, to say the syllables [n, svara], “the eye is impermanent,”
together (chanting the syllables) in rising tone, together in falling
tone, together stopping. Joining (the syllables) together for happi-
ness without interruption,17 that is a pácattika oªense. (The teachings
of ) hearing, tasting, smelling, body (touch) and sight, the eighteen
sense spheres (áyatana), the five aggregates (skandha), up to “all dhar-
mas are suªering, empty, impermanent and not self ” are also like
this. . . . If monks recite together, the senior monk should recite
(while) the junior monk (should) follow along silently in his mind. If
the senior monk recites what is not correct the junior monk should
recite. The senior monk (then) should follow along, chanting silent-
ly in his mind. Even the female lay disciples (upásiká) [should be in-
structed like this].18 If in the saégha, there is simultaneous chanting,
[the monks] do not get to chant a single verse together. They are al-
lowed to chant simultaneously with each one speaking a diªerent
gátha.19

This rule may be interpreted in two ways. A “strong reading” takes both
the story and the rule as prescribing who may and may not be taught to
memorize authorized Buddhist sñtras. The vinaya stipulates that the texts
covered by this procedure are, in fact, to be “word of the Buddha” texts.
Indeed, the commentaries on this rule are one of the few places in Bud-
dhist legal literature where “word of the Buddha” is defined. By prohibit-
ing monks from teaching the laity to memorize Buddhist sñtras, this rule
asserts the memorization and transmission of “word of the Buddha” texts
to be the sole perogative—and hence responsibility—of ordained monks
and nuns. Indeed, this is how the rule is applied today in Theraváda
monasteries. A monk may not teach a layperson to memorize a Buddhist
sutta in Pali.20

Still, this rule should be open to other interpretations. It is di‹cult to
know to what extent such a prohibition contained in this rule was applied.
The problem with this interpretation is that the apparent prohibition
against teaching the laity at the beginning of this passage is undermined
by the statement at its end stating that the monk should teach in this man-
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ner to all disciples “down to the female lay-disciples.” Outside evidence
also suggests that some laypeople knew and transmitted Buddhist sñtras.
As Sylvain Lévi points out, vinayas from other schools contain a rule in
which a monk is allowed to leave the rain retreat if an educated layperson
who has learned a sñtra wishes to impart that sñtra to a monk before it
gets lost.21 The text does not say how the layperson learned the text, but
it is perhaps significant that, even here, the Sarvástiváda vinaya inserts a
list of eight texts that a layperson may learn. But a comparison of pages
450c–451a of the Mahásáéghika vinaya with the varíávastu section of the
other vinayas shows that the latter include references to a layperson find-
ing a text and teaching it to monks while the former does not.22

A “weak reading” of this rule places the interpretive weight of the in-
terdiction on the phrase “step-by-step” (or, better yet, “word for word”
[ padasaâ]), rather than on “to speak.” This may be one of those cases in
which the original intent of the rule aimed in one direction and the inter-
pretation of the rule changed as the needs of the community changed. In
this case, the original intent may well have been to make the preservation
and transmission of Buddhist texts the sole prerogative of ordained Bud-
dhists. Nevertheless, the vinaya as now available is concerned primarily
with preserving the decorum of the process of textual transmission while
allowing for the transmission of texts to the laity. Sñtras would be trans-
mitted in a “call and response” fashion, rather than by the teacher and
pupils reciting together. The monk was “to say the syllables ‘the eye is im-
permanent,’ together (chanting the syllables) in rising tone, together in
falling tone, together stopping.”

Two points should be made here regarding this rule as well as the rule
concerning what and how students should be taught. The first is that the
two processes of individual tutelage and group education are not only for
the cultivation and training of the individual but also one of the central
mechanisms for textual preservation in the monastery since the memo-
rized textual corpus is coextensive with the corpus the monastery can
claim to have preserved. The second is that both of the vinaya rules dis-
cussed above display definite standards for the kinds of texts to be pre-
served. In the sections dealing with what a preceptor should ensure that
his pupils learn, the standard is set out in terms of the nine genres of sñtra
and the vinaya, while in the sections dealing with pácattika rule number
six, the category of “word of the Buddha” serves as the standard for tex-
tual preservation. Neither of these denote a fixed list of texts. On the con-
trary, they serve more as an index to those texts for which there was an in-
stitutional commitment to reproduction and preservation.
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Memorization was an indispensible form of monastic labor. In the eyes
of both the laity and of other monasteries, nothing less than the doctrinal
identity of the monastery was at stake. Furthermore, memorization was a
labor whose productive capacity was limited by the time it takes to mem-
orize a text accurately and by the mnemonic capacity of the monks en-
gaged in this activity. Since the limitations of time and the capacity of each
individual’s memory constrain the number of texts a given monastic com-
munity can retain, the community has a stake in ensuring that no monk
shirks his duty and that labor is not wasted on unauthorized texts. For this
reason, the vinayas also state that there are certain kinds of texts that a
monk must not memorize. This concern comes out clearest in the Mahôsá-
saka vinaya:

All the monks were reciting heretical books. All the white-robed (upá-
sakas) scolded them saying: these sramaçera Uákyaputras are not sin-
cere in the joys of brahmacarya. (They have) forsaken the Buddha’s
sñtras and the discipline (in) chanting these heretical books. All the
monks accordingly informed the Buddha. The Buddha said, “This is
not permissible.” There are various monks who have received hereti-
cal path sástras and who do not know shame. Smëti said, “The Bud-
dha permits us to chant heretical texts (we) do not incur this shame.”
The Buddha said. “In order to subdue heretical paths it is permissible
to chant heretical books. However, one may not follow a book (if it)
gives rise to views.”23

Concerning these prohibitions, it should be remembered that memo-
rization of texts (as well as the reading of texts) was done out loud. The
texts that any given monk might be practicing in this manner might well
reflect on the reputation of the monastery as a whole in the eyes of the
laity. All the vinayas contain provisions restricting monks from practicing
certain kinds of texts. Often, as in the Mahôsásaka vinaya passage above,
the barred texts are simply referred to as “heretical texts” (~—). Most like-
ly, this term refers to non-Buddhist texts such as the Vedas. The Theraváda
vinaya equivalent to this rule prohibits specifically the recitation of loká-
yata texts.24 The Sarvástiváda vinaya, however, prohibits the practice of
any text not relevant to the occupation of a monk, adding “poetry and
military treatises” to the prohibition.25 The important point here is that
the vinaya legal code contained standards that obliged the memorization
of certain texts while proscribing others. The Mahásáéghika vinaya is typ-
ical on this point. It breaks the rule into two parts. The more serious
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oªense occurs when a monk abandons authorized texts and only works on
unauthorized texts, whereas the monk who learns unauthorized texts in
addition to the normal text load, is guilty of a lesser oªense.

What is the abandonment of sñtra [Àg◊]? The whole sñtra ( piìa-
ka) has nine genres.26 If a monk says, “I abandon these scriptures,”
this is called the abandonment of the discipline. If he says, “I have
abandoned sñtras and sástras in the past or (will abandon them) in the
future, “this is not called abandonment of the discipline, rather, he in-
curs a heavy fault. If he has not given weight to past or future sñtras
and sástras, and directly says he abandons the sñtras, this is called
abandonment of discipline. There are others of heretical paths and
they likewise have their treatises. If (a monk) really wants to abandon
these (the Buddhist) treatises (for them), it is called abandonment (of
the discipline). [The case of ] one who (embraces) those treatises
(without abandoning Buddhist treatises) is not called abandonment
of discipline; (but) he incurs a heavy fault.27

The scope of the regulation stipulates that the monk is to have rever-
ence specifically for the nine genres of the Sñtra Piìaka and is not to aban-
don them. In part, this regulation may stem from a concern about main-
taining the doctrinal consensus in the monastery, as discussed in Chapter
3. In light of the Mahôsásaka passage, we might suspect that the reputation
of the monastery as a whole in the eyes of the laity was also tied to what
texts monks memorized (at least in the eyes of the author of that text).

Although perhaps not statistically significant, the vinaya rules concern-
ing memorization seem to coincide with the types of manuscripts found
in monasteries in Central Asia. The manuscripts found in monasteries
along the Silk Route (at least until the fifth century) are texts that could
easily be classified as buddhavacana. Medical treatises and grammar books
have also been found by the German expeditions, but these can be
justified on pragmatic grounds. Even the so-called Spitzer Manuscript,
discovered at the Ming-öi, at Qizil (c. 250 c.e.), which contains a lengthy
discussion of Vaiseíika philosophy, can be justified under the Sarvástiváda
vinaya (probably the vinaya that was in use at Qizil) as an aid to refuting
heterodox systems.28

A monk could memorize (and, presumably, copy down) a text that was
not considered buddhavacana—even a heterodox text. What mattered was
the motivation. Only the Mahôsásaka vinaya and the Sarvástiváda vinaya
permitted a monk to take the time to memorize a text considered hetero-
dox, and then only if it was treated as a heterodox text. Although these rules
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would not necessarily proscribe the study and memorization of Maháyá-
na sñtras, they do demonstrate that the monastery as a whole had a stake
in how a monk spent his time. The standard that authorized the memo-
rization of certain texts and not others would form a minimum standard
of acceptance for Maháyána to meet, especially in monasteries where labor
was limited or where there was a grudge against Maháyána. For a monk
memorizing a Maháyána sñtra to avoid liability, the sñtra would have to
be considered to be “word of the Buddha” or part of one of the nine gen-
res of sñtra. (Rules like this may explain in part why Maháyánists chose to
designate their texts as vaipulya, one of the nine genres, discussed further
in Chapter 5.)

In either case, only those texts categorized as sñtra piìaka or “word of the
Buddha” would be assured of oral preservation in the monastery. If
Maháyána texts were not so categorized in a particular monastery, their
continued memorization would not have been part of the institutional
commitment of the monastery and their transmission could not be assured
for any significant period of time. At worst, those who spent their time
memorizing Maháyána sñtras could be accused of “abandoning sñtra.”

Book Copying

If Maháyánists had di‹culty preserving their texts through the usual oral
mechanisms, perhaps they bypassed memorization altogether by putting
their texts into writing—a thesis set forth by Richard Gombrich. Gom-
brich turns his attention to the passages in Maháyána sñtras that deal with
the “cult of the book” (i.e., the numerous passages in Maháyána sñtras
that promise merit to anyone who copies them down as a book) to argue
that these same passages hint at the special preservation needs of early
Maháyánists.29 He claims, in short, that literacy played a causative role in
the rise of Maháyána.

This hypothesis can be simply stated. It is that the rise of the
Maháyána is due to the use of writing. . . . (T)he early Maháyána
texts owe their survival to the fact that they were written down; any
earlier texts which deviated from or criticized the canonical
norms . . . could not survive because they were not included among
the texts which the Saågha preserved orally.30

Following an earlier work by Lance Cousins, Gombrich first says that
Buddhist “canonical” literature meets the criteria (derived largely from
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Walter Ong) for the kinds of works that have been preserved orally. Bud-
dhist canonical works make extensive use of “mnemonic lists, stock pas-
sages (clichés) and redundancy.”31 The significance of the oral character of
Buddhist texts for Gombrich lies in the fact, reported by many scholars,
that oral traditions tend to be remarkably adept at preserving texts from
generation to generation with little corruption. In order for such oral
preservation to take place, however, there has to be a degree of institu-
tional organization and commitment to the labor of textual preservation.
In the Buddhist case, oral preservation required countless hours of repeti-
tion and training.

Combining the conservative nature of oral preservation with the need
for a formal institutional commitment to make it work, Gombrich con-
tends that any text noticeably diªerent from the existing (oral) canon would
have no chance of being preserved by that mechanism. Because Maháyána
texts had not originally been included among the corpus of texts that
monks were already committed to preserving, Maháyánists could not
count on this method of preservation. His solution: Maháyánists wrote
their sñtras into books in order to bypass the mechanism of oral preserva-
tion. He explains Schopen’s passages as a kind of celebration of the newly
invented technology of writing.

My feeling is that these texts preserve a sense of wonder at this mar-
velous invention which permits an individual’s opinions or experi-
ences to survive whether or not anyone agrees or cares. In a sense,
they are celebrating their own survival. Scripta manent goes the Latin
tag: “Writings survive.” But perhaps only the Buddhists wrote pane-
gyrics on it.32

Gombrich is aware, of course, that the preservation of written texts is
not problem-free.

It may be objected that written works too may perish, and are like-
ly to do so unless an institution guards them. To this I would
agree. . . . Certainly the great majority of Maháyána—indeed, of all
later Buddhist—works were lost in their original versions in Indian
languages. But many did survive long enough to be translated into
Chinese and/or Tibetan, and that is all that my hypothesis requires.
A single manuscript in a monastic library, studied by no one, could
be picked up and read, even translated, by a curious browser or vis-
iting scholar.33
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In order for Gombrich’s thesis to hold, textual preservation would have
to have less stringent standards than oral preservation. This may well have
been the case in some monasteries, for laws have teeth only if they are in-
voked. If, however, the legitimacy of Maháyána were a point of con-
tention in a monastery (as it was in Nágárjuna’s monastery), vinaya rules
would have a bearing on the replication and transmission of books. In this
regard, pácattika rule number six is important to our study not only as an
indicator of the standards for oral preservation but because the practice it
describes may have extended to the written transmission of texts as well.
In other words, the copying of texts may well have been a group activity,
with one monk reciting the texts word by word while other monks copied
what they heard. Furthermore, just as it was buddhavacana texts that
monks were obliged to memorize orally, we can infer that the category of
“word of the Buddha” would also govern which texts were to be repro-
duced graphically.

In fact, this is exactly what the Dharmagupta vinaya commentary indi-
cates on the same rule. Where the Mahásáéghika vinaya has specific pro-
hibitions against a monk’s reciting a text to an unordained person to en-
courage him or her to repeat it, the Dharmagupta vinaya contains an
additional prohibition against a monk’s reciting a text of dharma one
word at a time while another (unordained) person writes it down.

“A sentence of dharma” means buddhavacana, which is the sound
heard from the Buddha, that which is said by celestial beings, or say-
ings of all heavenly beings. If a monk teaches this to a non-ordained
person, (so that they) recite it together—one teaching two teaching
three teachings. Whether teaching by mouth, or teaching by writing, if it
is clear and distinct that is a pácattika infraction. Further, (even if ) it
is not taught clearly and distinctly that is a duíkëta. Sons of devas, sons
of asuras, sons of yakíasas, sons of nágas, sons of gandharvas and ani-
mal births can become converted. One teaching, two teachings three
teachings; (teaching the) teachings clearly and distinctly or not clear-
ly and distinctly is a duíkëta. If a teacher teaches without saying, “I
will speak and finish and then and you may speak,” that is a duíkëta.
If one (teaches in this manner) to a nun, it is a pácattika infraction. (If
one) teaches (in this manner to) a preceptor [sikíamáçá, °eØ∫] a
srámeçera or a srámeçerô (i.e., novices) it is also a duíkëta. Thus the
correct teaching [O◊] becomes a sin. It is not a sin when I speak and
finish and then you say it, or one person finishes reciting it and then
one person writes it [@Hw∫@H—].34
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The Dharmagupta vinaya commentary retains the same spirit as that of
the Mahásáéghika vinaya. The type of texts covered by the rule is still
“word of the Buddha.” What is added to the Dharmagupta vinaya rule is
simply a prohibition against transcribing from dictation. Since the prohi-
bition against transcribing is merely an amendment or a specialized appli-
cation of the first proscription, the copying of scripture could be done in
a group setting in the same manner as that of oral memorization. By ex-
tension, “word of the Buddha” was the category that determined which
texts Buddhist monks were obligated to copy down in written form.

If we imagine the Mahásáéghika vinaya scenario of the Building-Duty
monk’s teaching recitation to the group of boys, replace the unordained
youths with ordained monks,35 and imagine those monks writing down
sentences of a sñtra after it had been dictated by the Building-Duty monk,
then we might have a picture of how some of the British Library texts
were reproduced (the British Library collection probably came from a
Dharmagupta monastery, after all). In this scenario, it would have been
the Building-Duty monk in our story who would have scrawled likhidago
across the text after he was finished reciting it.

The category of “word of the Buddha” certainly appears to determine
both the texts to be copied as well as the texts to be memorized. Other
vinayas confirm this assumption. As discussed below, the Mñlasarvástivá-
da vinaya states that part of the money from a monk’s estate after his death
is to go to the dharma (as opposed to the saégha) for the purpose of copy-
ing “word of the Buddha.”36

The absence of any explicit discussion concerning which texts were to
be copied may simply be due to the fact that the monks considered writ-
ten copying of texts an extension of the practice of sñtra recitation. Be-
cause the commitment to textual preservation embodied in that rule turns
on the category of “word of the Buddha,” it is obvious what was at stake
in the Maháyánists’ contention that Maháyána sñtras are “word of the
Buddha.” Monks would not be obligated to copy a text (like a Maháyána
sñtra) that was not considered to have that status. The status of “canon”
in second-century Indian monasteries would have functioned in the same
manner as it would throughout Buddhist history. Stephen Teiser’s com-
ment on the advantages of canonicity in medieval China serve equally well
in this respect.

Canonical status was an assurance not only of textual authenticity—
that a scripture transmitted accurately the words of the Buddha, or
that a treatise propounded an interpretation acceptable to the highest
echelons of the Buddhist Church—but also of physical survival. Non-
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canonical Buddhist texts from the medieval period do survive, but in
very small proportion to their historic numbers. By contrast, texts
placed in the Buddhist canon were copied regularly with high levels
of funding and were disseminated widely.37

Scripture as Property

What if a Maháyánist monk wished to teach his disciple to memorize a
Maháyána sñtra or simply slipped his personal copy to the disciple? If the
other monks were inclined to use the law code against the Maháyánists,
the teacher could be accused of “abandoning the sñtra,” since the
Maháyána text could be construed as outside “the nine sections of sñtra”
or could even be construed as a text of an “heterodox path.” Even if op-
position to Maháyána was not so technically articulated, the private trans-
mission of an already written text from preceptor to disciple would have
also been a problematic strategy for the long-term survival of Maháyána.
So long as the copying and storage of Maháyána sñtras was left up to the
initiative of individual monks, the reproduction of Maháyána texts would
never be seen as a corporate responsibility. As such, the Maháyánists could
never be assured that the texts they copied would be recopied in perpetu-
ity. On the contrary, each generation of Maháyánists would have to copy
or memorize the Maháyána sñtras individually (in addition to his assigned
tasks), and each would have to privately solicit his successor in the task.
Any failure to secure the next transmission could result in the loss of the
sñtra.

Even assuming that Maháyána monks were not prohibited from en-
gaging in the financial transactions necessary to reproduce texts such as
acquiring pens and paper, hiring scribes, or buying books, once the com-
pleted sñtra was in their possession it would have fallen under the monas-
tic rules dealing with property.38 The type of property under which the
book was classified would determine how it would be treated. Buddhist
monastic law generally defined three types of property. The first might
best be called “cultic property.” In other vinayas it is designated “property
of the Buddha” (Ú´), although the Mahásáéghika vinaya uses the term
“property of the stñpa” (´)—which seems to include any item used in
worship or ritual. The second category is the property of the saégha (¨
´), including the monastery buildings, beds, and boats. The last catego-
ry of property under Buddhist monastic law is private property (⁄´),
such as any small items that a monk might own: his robes, bowl, a mat, a
needle, needle-case.
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From the ritual burial of the scrolls of the British Library collection,we
know that some monasteries quite early on considered written sñtras as
falling into the category of “property of the Buddha.” However, because
the Mahásáéghika vinaya is silent on the matter of books, it is not clear
how they were classified in this sect. The details of their treatment must be
inferred by an examination of Mahásáéghika property law in general and
by a comparison with the vinayas from other Buddhist traditions. The
most fundamental property distinction in Buddhist monastic law is that
between personal and corporate property. Early Buddhist scriptures speak
of monks having recourse to only “four requisites” (Pali, parikkhára; San-
skrit, pariíkára): robes, shelter (alt. bedding), food, and medicine. The ra-
tionale behind this list is to demonstrate that a monk lives without luxury
and with the bare necessities. Later, another list of eight requisites (with
some variations) comes into prominence with a diªerent rationale: three
robes, a bowl, a filter, needle and thread, and a razor (or scissors), and a
belt.39 The diªerence between the two lists consists not just in the addi-
tional items but in what has been omitted. The list of eight items consists
of those things that a monk actually owns and might use from day to day.
They may be obtained directly from a donor or be bequeathed from one
monk to another at the time of death. Regardless of how these items are
acquired, they are items that a monk may own and dispose of as he wish-
es. What is missing from the list of eight are food, shelter, and bedding. In
most cases, these items were given to the monk for his use but, in fact, be-
longed to the saégha and were not his to dispose of.40 The Mahásáéghika
vinaya oªers a glimpse of what the distinction between corporate and in-
dividual property meant in context in the following passage:

“Heavy property” [´´]. The Buddha was staying at Urávastô. At
that time all the monks were selling the saégha’s bedding […»].
(The proceeds were) either lent to people or to kept for private en-
joyment [p¸Œ]. The Bhikíus, accordingly, went and asked the
Bhagavat (about this). The Buddha said, “Tell that monk to come.”
After the monk came, the Buddha inquired of the monk, “Sir, is this
really true or not?” He replied, “it is true, Bhagavat.” The Buddha
said, “After today, it is not permitted for a monk to sell the saégha’s
bedding (or) to lend it or to keep it for his own property and use.”
(He) called a gathering of the saégha and forbade (such) sale, or lend-
ing to someone for personal use. If (something is) sold or rented for
personal use that is a violation of the vinaya (vinayátikrama). What
are called, “heavy goods”? Beds and cushions, iron utensils, clay uten-
sils, wood utensils, bamboo utensils, just as they were discussed at
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length in the rules concerning the prohibition against theft, these are
classed “heavy property.” A donor gives (viz.) bedding, chairs,41 woolen
rugs, huts, boats, cloth, belts, razors, keys, umbrellas, fans, leather
shoes, needle cases, scissors to cut the fingernails, knives, and bathing
pots to the saégha. Among these, the beds and cushions, chairs and
boats are instances of this heavy property and must go to the saégha of
the four directions. The remaining are light goods [¥´] (and) must
be divided (among the monks).42

This passage presents the diªerence between the saégha’s property (here
designated as “heavy property”) and personal property (“light property”)
in terms of a distinction between “ownership” and “possession.” Owner-
ship, as in modern jurisprudence, entails the right to dispose of the prop-
erty freely, whereas possession is simply the right to use something grant-
ed by an owner minus the right to dispose of it (i.e., to sell, trade, or
destroy it). A Buddhist monk may possess many items, but he does not have
the right to lend, sell, or give them away, nor can he take possession of
them without the consent of the owner (in this case, the monastery). To
treat an item of corporate property as one’s own constituted a niâsargika-
páccatika oªense as described in the Mahásáéghika prátimokía:

If a monk knows something belongs to the Saégha and turns it to his
own (use), that is a niâsargika páccatika. The Bhikíu who does so ac-
cordingly should confess.43

Vinaya literature describes a third type of property that is separate but
functionally similar to property of the saégha: “property of the Buddha”
[Ú´]. According to Jacques Gernet:

as a result of the growth of the Buddhist cult a new development be-
comes discernible: the construction of sanctuaries and reliquaries and
the making of statues modified the original conception of the prop-
erty of the saégha as primarily communal. It was no longer their sta-
tus as communal goods but rather their sanctity that qualified these
new acquisitions as part of the religious patrimony, designated as
property of the Buddha ( fo-wu), whereas the property of the saégha
(seng-wu) was restricted to the communal possessions of the bhikíu.
The property of the Buddhist Church, then, was of a dual nature: it
comprised communal as well as sacred goods, with the emphasis
shifting between these two aspects of ch’ang-chu [i.e., permanent]
property.44
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Whereas unlawfully appropriating property of the saégha as one’s own
was a niâsargika páccatika (an infraction requiring confession and relin-
quishment of the appropriated item), the separation of the saégha’s prop-
erty from cultic property was much more rigid. Any monk caught using
the property of the Buddha (or, in the case of the Mahásáéghika vinaya,
“property of the stñpa”) for the purposes of the saégha or selling the Bud-
dha’s property to purchase property of the saégha was guilty of a paráji-
ka, an oªense requiring expulsion.45

What kind of property would books be considered? Although books
are not discussed as property in the Mahásáéghika vinaya, we find a clue
as to how they were treated in the Mñlasarvástiváda vinaya’s account of
the distribution of a dead monk’s things. When a monk dies, only the
“light goods”—that is, his personal property—may be divided among the
other monks. Items that are owned by the saégha return to the saégha
even though they were in the possession of an individual monk when he
was alive. In cases of inheritance in monastic legal literature, it becomes
clear that the saégha only has a responsibility to preserve and maintain
those items that it owns and those items belonging to the Buddha. Of key
importance is the fact that the Mñlasarvástiváda vinaya, alone among all
surviving vinayas, discusses the treatment of a dead monk’s books.

Concerning gems: Having removed them . . . , two piles should be
made. The first is for the dharma (and) the second is for the saégha.
With that for the dharma, Word of the Buddha is to be copied, or it
is to be applied to the Lion Throne. That which is for the saégha is to
be divided by the monks. Regarding books: books which are Word
of the Buddha do not divide, but (these) are to be placed in the store-
room of the Saégha of the Four Directions. Books and treatises of
others are to be sold by the monks and (the money) distributed.46

Here, the proceeds from the sale of a dead monk’s things are to be di-
vided in two. One portion goes to the saégha, not as corporate property
in this case but, rather, devolving to the individual monks. The other por-
tion goes to the dharma. In this instance, dharma stands for cultic prop-
erty, since the text seems to be indiªerent as to whether the money goes
to the lion throne (a cultic object) or to the copying of “word of the Bud-
dha books” (buddhavacana pustaká). It should be emphasized that only
texts considered “word of the Buddha” merit the categorization of cultic
property and subsequent preservation in the corporate storage space (i.e.,
the storage room of the saégha of the four directions). Books that are not
“word of the Buddha” are treated just like any other item of personal
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property and sold. The monastery only had a responsibility to see that its
monetary value was shared among the monks. Such a sale would perma-
nently remove such books from circulation within the monastery.

Here we have another piece of the puzzle of the transmission of Bud-
dhist texts. The archaeological evidence from Pakistan and Central Asia in-
dicates that institutionally sanctioned textual reproduction and storage in
the monastic library was available to texts whose religious status warrant-
ed a ritual burial equal to that of a holy relic. The Mñlasarvástiváda vinaya
commentary asserts that only those texts deemed to be “word of the Bud-
dha” were to be placed in the monastic library. Hence, we may infer that
a text’s status as cultic property dictated its eligibility for storage in the li-
brary as well as for ritual burial. Conversely, buddhavacana texts would
not have been considered private property even if they were in the pos-
session of an individual monk. Such texts would have been treated as
property of the Buddha and kept in a storeroom for common use.

At critical junctures any book that was not considered “word of the Bud-
dha” would have been vulnerable to decisions made by the saégha as a
whole. Although individual monks might have possessed and preserved
their own private copies of Maháyána sñtras, the problem for the preserva-
tion of these sñtras lies in the passing of the sñtra from one monk to anoth-
er after the monk dies. As private property, individually owned Maháyána
sñtras (if they were not considered “word of the Buddha” by the host mon-
astery) would have been treated as personal property for the purposes of in-
heritance. The Mahásáéghika legal system had certain provisions under
which any monk disinclined toward Maháyána could block the transfer of
a dead monk’s possessions to his disciple.47 This is a subtle point and so the
Mahásáéghika vinaya’s rules on inheritance are quoted here at some length.

A. If a monk falls ill or dies [ parinivëtta] no one should be sent to shut
his door. If there is a live-in disciple [@ÊÃl, sárdha vihárika-
siíya] or a disciple who lives nearby [ÃÓÃl, ante-vásika] who is
moral [˘Ÿ, sôlavat] and trustworthy. (That disciple should) get
the key. If that person is not trustworthy, (the saégha) should retain
the key and it should then be given to the saégha’s vaiyyávëtykara
[¨æ∆H, lit. “the person who knows the aªairs of the saégha].
(Either the disciple or the vaiyyávëtykara should) perform the final
blessings [—iŸQ] and thereafter arrange for the actual bringing
forth of the robe (and other) items. If there is a live-in disciple who
is moral and trustworthy then he may be assigned to bring it forth.
If he is not a trustworthy person, then the vaiyyávëtykara should be
assigned to bring it forth.
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B. If a monk makes this speech: “I meet these (criteria) and am also
the possessor of his robe and bowl.” [⁄π§Á≥Á⁄Ã] [The
saégha] should examine person before them (and that person’s)
upholding of morality. The trustworthy person should (be al-
lowed to) receive the monk’s things. The untrustworthy person
should not be granted (them). If he is a person whose trustwor-
thiness is evident sákíát-krôya [“˙] (he) should be granted
(these items from) the deceased.

C. Thereafter the saégha should receive. Receiving is of three kinds.
They (the monks) receive according to a formal motion (receiv-
ing by [~i] karma = saéghakarma = a formal act of the
saégha), they receive according to division, or they receive by
exchange. “Receiving by a formal motion,” means: the one
making the motion (i.e., the karmin [~iH]) should make this
speech: “Gentlemen [jw] of the saégha, listen! A certain
monk has deteriorated and passed on. There is a box [“≥,
bháçfaka] (containing) his robe and bowl and remaining sun-
dries. We should publicly [{e, sakíát?] distribute them.” If the
saégha (deems the time) appropriate, then the saégha should
have a public proceeding for that certain monk (so that other
monks may) receive. (The monk should) speak thus: “Gentle-
men! Saégha, listen! A certain named monk has fallen ill and
died. His possessions are his robe and bowl and surplus assort-
ed items. The saégha should divide them publicly. The saégha
now publicly possesses his robe, bowl and surplus assorted
items. For him, let the other monks receive the said monk’s pos-
sessions. May all of you Gentlemen (please) accept this.” (He
will then) take the robe (etc.) and distribute them (in the name
of ) that monk (so that others will) receive (his goods). Accep-
tance means the saégha is silent. If they do not accept they speak
up accordingly. After the Saégha in its entirety accepts, they take
possession of said robe (etc.) and distribute them in the name of
that monk until there is nothing left. The saégha (must) accept
this in silence from beginning to end. This (saégha) karma is car-
ried out like this. This is called “reception through a formal act.”

D. “Receiving by parts” means: “To make a division and afterward
reciting: “each one take for themselves and divide.” This is
called receiving through division.

E. “Receiving through exchange” means: exchanging with each
other.” This is called receiving through exchange. If four monks
dwell in another village. And one monk becomes ill. Three
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monks ought to receive. [They] should make this speech: “El-
ders [¯—],48 Such-and-such a monk became ill and died. There
is his robe (etc.). (These possessions) should be divided in front
of the saégha. [But] this place has no saégha. We should divide
(his possessions) publicly.” If three monks reside there, and one
monk becomes sick then two monks should receive. [They]
ought to make this speech: Insofar as this place has no saégha,
we should publicly receive (his possessions). If two monks
dwell together and one monk becomes sick (and dies), the other
monk should get custody. He should state his intention aloud
(to himself ), saying: “A certain named monk became sick and
died. There are his robes and bowl that should be divided in front
of the saégha. This place has no saégha. I should obtain it.”49

This rule falls into five parts corresponding to the above five paragraphs.
Paragraph A concerns the transmission of the dead monk’s possessions to
the monk’s disciple. Clearly, the inheritance of the master’s belongings to
his disciple was more than a simple transfer of goods—it was also, to an ex-
tent, a transfer of authority. This transaction is therefore subject to the most
careful scrutiny of the saégha. As this part of the rule indicates, being a dis-
ciple does not automatically entitle one to the master’s possessions. It mere-
ly entitles the disciple to the privilege of performing the last rites and bring-
ing the master’s belongings before the entire saégha. Even then, the disciple
only earns this privilege if the saégha as a whole deems him worthy. If he is
deemed unworthy for any reason, he does not even receive the key to his
master’s cell. This rule attempts to guard against a disciple’s simply appro-
priating his master’s possessions without the knowledge of the saégha.

Paragraph B concerns a case where a disciple has somehow already ac-
quired his master’s belongings. In this case, the ultimate decision of
whether or not the disciple can keep these items is left up to the judgment
of the saégha. The remaining three rules concern the distribution of a
monk’s property after his immediate disciple has obtained his inheritance. 

Paragraph C explains the formal, almost parliamentary procedure by
which the distribution of the deceased’s items is proposed, ratified, and
only then implemented. The point of the o‹cial act of the saégha (saégha-
karma) is to make all transactions as public as possible. 

Paragraph D suggests that after the disciple has claimed his inheritance,
the remainder of the items could be claimed by any monk so long as the
appropriation was made public. If, however, a monk wished to make the
distribution of goods subject to the approval of the saégha, he could al-
ways make a formal motion that the monk’s belongings be distributed in
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a formal act of the saégha. In this formal allocation, any monk could be
barred from receiving his share of a dead monk’s possessions if there were
other monks who objected.

The potential impact of Mahásáéghika property rights on the contin-
ued presence of Maháyána written texts in the monastery is obvious.
Under this scenario, Maháyánists would not be able to rely upon trans-
mission of their scriptures from master to disciple. If there were monks
who did not approve of Maháyána, they could demand that the dead
monk’s items be distributed by a formal proceeding and then object to the
sñtras’ being given to monks that they knew were Maháyánists. If a monk
was found already to be in possession of a sñtra previously owned by the
deceased, the saégha could again intervene. The only scenario in which the
transmission of property from one monk to another at death could not be
strictly regulated would have been in “monasteries” with fewer than five
monks (paragraph E). Although many such monasteries may have hosted
Maháyánists, Maháyánists could hardly depend on such monasteries to
copy and house their sñtras in the long term.

Such rules concerning property illuminate the relationship between the
practice of textual reproduction and the content of a text, since only those
texts demonstrating conformity to the standard of “word of the Buddha”
would be assured of preservation. Although it is unlikely that any of the
monasteries in Nágárjuna’s area followed the Mñlasarvástiváda vinaya,
and the Mahásáéghika vinaya, for its part, never mentions what to do with
books,50 the criterion that the Mñlasarvástiváda vinaya uses to determine
the preservation of a book seems to be a natural extension of regulations
present in all the other vinayas. Any item that has cultic use (statues, paint-
ings, and “stñpa property”) was always considered to be owned by the
monastery and could not be owned by individual monks. In light of dis-
cussions in the Dôgha Nikáya and Aéguttara Nikáya concerning “word of
the Buddha” discussed in Chapter 3, it seems natural that “word of the
Buddha” so defined would be used as the criterion by which texts would
be considered cultic property. In short, though Maháyána sñtras may have
in fact found their way into Buddhist monasteries, their status as “word
of the Buddha” had real consequences for their continued presence in the
monastery.

Monasteries at the time of Nágárjuna would have had working li-
braries, and these libraries had to be maintained from the material re-
sources and labor of the monastery itself. All copying was done “in
house.” There is no evidence that Buddhist manuscripts were copied by
hired scribes in Mahásáéghika monasteries or that text copying was spon-
sored by the laity at this early date. Thus text copying was probably much
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more of a zero-sum game in second-century Mahásáéghika monasteries
than it would be later on, when (or in Mñlasarvástivádin monasteries,
where) hiring scribes and text sponsoring were common practices. If one
text was being copied, this meant that another was not. Monasteries with
limited resources would have to establish priorities for determining which
texts were copied. By the same token, these same monasteries would have
felt most severely the burden of Maháyánists’ demand to have Maháyána
sñtras replicated. It is in this context that the idea of a “canon” takes on a
functional definition. 

The preceding discussion of Mahásáéghika law has revealed two cate-
gories denoting textual legitimacy: “the nine genres of the Sñtra (Piìaka)”
and “word of the Buddha.” Texts considered to fall into these categories
were sanctioned to be taught, memorized, copied, and stored as cultic
property. At best, texts that were not considered to fall into these cate-
gories were not preserved as part of an ongoing institutional commit-
ment. At worst, such texts were removed from the monastery, and the
monks who spent time memorizing them were subject to sanctions.

Because the status of Maháyána sñtras as “word of the Buddha” was dis-
puted, Maháyánists could not take for granted the common productive
apparatus of the monastery when it came to the maintenance of their sñ-
tras. At this point, the situation for early Maháyánists looks bleak. Their
presence in the monastery would have added an additional burden to the
copying tasks of the monastery. Put another way, the demand for
Maháyána texts would have detracted from the available labor to maintain
the “standard collection” of the monastic library. Any monk wishing to
block the reproduction of Maháyána texts could always bring the charge
of “splitting the saégha” against the Maháyánists to attempt to shut them
down, and archaeological evidence suggests that these tactics may have
been somewhat successful in preventing Maháyána from flourishing in In-
dian monasteries for at least the first four or five centuries of its existence.

Maháyána Strategies: 
The Ratnávalô and Dharmadána

How could Maháyánists hope to circumvent these legal obstacles? The
best strategy, of course, would be to convince other monks that Maháyá-
na sñtras were indeed “word of the Buddha.” This is the primary strategy
of Nágárjuna—and for good reason (as discussed in Chapter 5). If Nágár-
juna could convince the other monks in his monastery that Maháyána sñ-
tras were “word of the Buddha,” then he could be assured that Maháyána
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texts would be replicated in perpetuity in the same manner as any other
canonical text. 

Convincing other Buddhists that Maháyána was “word of the Buddha”
was not the Maháyánists’ only recourse. Nágárjuna’s works provide par-
ticularly useful examples of other early Maháyána strategies to secure their
texts. The Ratnávalô contains a lengthy section instructing the king on
charity. Nágárjuna tells the king to provide the saégha with images of the
Buddha, stñpas and viháras, along with the wealth necessary for their up-
keep.51 The Buddha images “sitting on lotuses” were discussed in Chapter
2, but it should be noted here that Nágárjuna requests that they be
“adorned with all precious substances.” To stñpas, the king is to give “gold
and jeweled friezes,” “silver flowers, diamonds, corals, pearls, emeralds,
cats eye gems, and sapphires,”52 musical instruments and lamps.53 For the
monks and nuns living in the monastery, he is also to give medicine,54 and
“seasonally appropriate food and drink.”55 What is of key importance is
that in all of Nágárjuna’s requests for resources, he presents Buddhism as
a unitary whole. Not once does he request any goods or services to be
granted specifically to Maháyánists. Maháyánists in Nágárjuna’s monas-
tery did not receive or dispose of wealth as Maháyánists. The organiza-
tional channels by which Maháyánists obtained their resources were the
same channels through which all monks received their resources—no spe-
cial allocation was requested based on yána a‹liation.

Among the requests listed in the Ratnávalô, Nágárjuna asks the king to
donate Buddhist scriptures and the means for reproducing Buddhist scrip-
tures. Jeªrey Hopkins translates verse 238 of Ratnávalô as follows:

You [the king] should make donations of pages and books of the
word of the King of Subduers and of the treatises that they give rise
to, along with their prerequisites, pens and ink.56

Here again, Nágárjuna requests a certain kind of donation, making no
distinction between Maháyánists and non-Maháyánists. It is somewhat
frustrating that the Sanskrit corresponding to this verse is missing be-
cause the Tibetan and the Chinese translations point to two diªerent
processes. The texts to be copied are designated in the Tibetan translation
as “word of the Munôndra and the treatises they give rise to,” whereas the
Chinese is more interpretive: “Agamas of the Buddha and the sástras.”
Where the two versions diªer concerns what the king is to do. The Ti-
betan has a series of nouns (word of the Munôndra, pens, paper, ink) as
the direct object of the imperative “donate” (sbyin par mdzod). Para-
mártha’s Chinese translation appears to instruct the king to provide I
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for the copying (—g) and the recitation (™w) of the texts. The first
version has the king donating completed texts to the monastery, while
the second has the king merely giving the monastery requisites for its
own copying tasks. The diªerences between the two translations are
probably a function of the attempt by the Tibetan translators to get seven
syllables per line and of the Chinese to achieve five syllables per line. Al-
though obtaining the “original” text is not possible, neither translator
took Nágárjuna to be requesting that the king donate specifically Mahá-
yána sñtras and sástras. This passage shows that the institutional channels
for the acquisition and production of scriptural materials did not ac-
knowledge Maháyána scriptures as a separate category needing special
sources of funds or an allocation of labor earmarked just for Maháyána
texts. Yet this request would have also included Maháyána sñtras since his
request for “word of the Silent Lord (Munôndra)” is clearly an allusion
to the category of “word of the Buddha,” and later in the text (verse 382)
he makes a point of claiming of Maháyána sñtras: bauddham idaå vacaâ
(these are “word of the Buddha”).

The idea of the “gift of dharma” has, of course, a long precedent in Bud-
dhist sñtra literature. Perhaps the earliest reference can be found in the
Aéguttara Nikáya:

O monks, there are two gifts. What are these two? The material
(ámisa) and the spiritual (dhamma) gift. These are the [two] gifts. O
monks, of these two gifts, the spiritual gift is the foremost.57

Elsewhere, Nágárjuna claims that giving the means to study the dhar-
ma is the greatest gift.58 The gift of dharma (dharmadána) appears in a
number of Maháyána sñtras under the perfection of giving (dánapára-
mitá). In all these contexts the gift of dharma is interpreted as the gift of
spiritual instruction by which the monks reciprocate the material dona-
tions made by the laity. Nágárjuna, while remaining close to the wording
of the texts, reverses its intention. Here, he asks a layperson to donate the
dharma (albeit materially) to the monks in the form of books.

By simply requesting that the donor give Maháyána sñtras to his mon-
astery, Nágárjuna circumvents the objections of other monks to Maháyá-
na. If the Maháyána sñtras were not copied down by monks in Nágár-
juna’s monastery but were received as donations, then the monastery ’s
designation of these texts as un-buddhavacana would be superfluous be-
cause of a technicality in Mahásáéghika law. Immediately after the
Mahásáéghika vinaya passage treating heavy and light property quoted
earlier is the following discussion.
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If (there is a donor who) says that all (the donated property) should
be completely distributed (among the monks), then (the saégha)
must follow the donor’s intent that it be distributed [i.e., the prop-
erty becomes the personal property of each monk]. If (there is a
donor who) says that it all must be given to the Saégha of the Four
Directions [i.e., it becomes property of the saégha], then it must not
be distributed. Requests are of two kinds: The first (is a request for)
the saégha. The second is for private goods. That request obtains
various kinds of donations. (Requests) for the Saégha obtain items
which come to the Saégha. Afterwards, requests for personal items
obtain items that go exclusively to oneself [presumably these would
be light goods]. If beds and chairs are many and pots are few, then
one should certainly speak to the donor to make this known. (The
donor will) exchange [o‡] the beds and chairs to produce pots. If
pots are many (the donor?) may also trade them for beds and chairs
in the same manner. If there are broken utensils they may be melted
down to make a big one. The (product) will be classed as heavy
property.59

The passage demonstrates that the ownership in the Mahásáéghika
system was a three-tiered aªair. On the one hand, to the monks, the
monastery was owner of all the heavy goods that the monk used from
day to day. An individual monk might request these items from the laity,
but, since they were heavy goods, he would be making the request on be-
half of the saégha. To use these items, the monk would have to approach
the monastic o‹cer in charge of the distribution of goods. The monk
was forbidden to sell or barter these items because he was merely posses-
sor, not owner, of these items. Note, however, that the ownership rights
of the monastery vis-à-vis donated goods was also not absolute. Since the
ultimate point of donation is for the merit of the donor and since this
merit accrued to that donor only if the donated items were used, the
donor of an item retained a covenential relationship with the monastery
that the donated items would be used. The donor retained the ultimate
say in how goods were treated and could demand that donated goods be
put to use. Such rules can also be found in the Mñlasarvástiváda vinaya.
According to Schopen:

A monk is one who accepts gifts so others can make merit, and he is
obligated to do so by the authority of the Buddha. . . . Acceptance of
movable property . . . was not, or came to be thought not, su‹cient
to generate the full complement of the donor’s merit. Like viháras, all
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such property had not only to be accepted, but to be used, and the
monks, again, were under obligation to do so; they were under oblig-
ation to ensure that the donor was not denied the “merit resulting
from use.”60

Nágárjuna’s request that the king donate Buddhist texts in general
qualifies as a request from the saégha. The items obtained from this re-
quest, therefore, would all qualify as property of the saégha. By the same
token, if Nágárjuna could persuade the king to include Maháyána scrip-
tures among the books donated, then his monastery would have been ob-
ligated to use and maintain them even if individual monks in the monas-
tery objected to their presence. To neglect them in any way would be
tantamount to withholding from the king the merit he was due from his
donation—probably not a good idea!

Nágárjuna not only requests that the king provide texts and writing
supplies to the monasteries, but he also informs the king of the merit that
he would accrue if he memorized and taught the dharma himself. Thus, in
verse 296:

Through acting for the doctrine,
Remembering books of doctrine and their meaning,
And through stainless giving of the doctrine
You will attain memory of your continuum of lives.61

The Tibetan of this verse has what is to be memorized as chos gWué
(probably a translation of the Sanskrit dharmagrantha). The Chinese is
more specific: the king is to memorize the doctrine (øk, saddharma) in
both its sentences and meanings (yq, padártha). The verse places this
activity on equal footing with the gift of dharma (chos kyi sbyin pa = dharma-
dána). Again, this request is curious in light of the specific rule in all the
prátimokía prohibiting monks from teaching the unordained to memo-
rize and recite the dharma word for word. Nágárjuna seems to be insert-
ing a specifically Maháyána strategy for textual reproduction into his let-
ter. According to the “strong reading” of Mahásáéghika vinaya passage
dealing with this rule (see above), a monk cannot teach a layperson to re-
cite or memorize a passage of dharma (here defined as “word of the Bud-
dha”). Yet if a particular monastery had not accorded Maháyána sñtras
with the status of “word of the Buddha,” it would have no grounds for
suit if a monk taught a layperson to memorize and teach others a Mahá-
yána sñtra.

This is a small point, and yet the Maháyánists would have had their op-
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ponents on the horns of a legal dilemma: if the opponents denied that
Maháyána was “word of the Buddha,” there would be no prohibition on
teaching the laity to recite it or to write it down. But if the opponents de-
clared Maháyána sñtras to be “word of the Buddha,” then the sñtras would
have to fall among the rest of the sñtras that were routinely copied by the
monastery.
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5
On the Parasitic Strategies of Maháyána

T he european and asian species of cuckoo are what is known
as “brood parasites.” The female lays her eggs in the nests of other
birds, who, in turn, raise her chicks as their own. A successful

cuckoo can pass its eggs oª as those of another species so that the other
species will provide the labor and material resources necessary to raise the
young to adulthood. The simple fact that Maháyánists were writing and
copying unsanctioned scripture was potentially divisive. To alleviate ten-
sions they would have had to convince the readers that their texts were
buddhavacana, or “word of the Buddha.” Maháyánists employed a strate-
gy similar to the cuckoo, by presenting their texts and ideas as “word of
the Buddha.” If the Maháyánists could succeed in passing their sñtras oª
as “word of the Buddha,” the host monastery would be obligated to pre-
serve and reproduce Maháyána texts in perpetuity just as they would any
other buddhavacana text. This chapter examines two strategies used by
Maháyánists to evoke the authority of “word of the Buddha” for their
texts. The first strategy is simply a type of camouflage, presenting Mahá-
yána texts so as to fit the description of buddhavacana texts. The second
strategy is to evoke the authority of buddhavacana texts through the use
of allusion. This second strategy is more sophisticated than the first and,
like the strategy of the cuckoo bird, aims at a more pervasive transforma-
tion of the reading practices of the host monastery to better accommodate
the interests of the newcomer.
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Camouflaging as “Word of the Buddha,” part I: “Thus
Have I Heard . . .”

The most obvious strategy that Maháyánists employed to convince their
readers that Maháyána sñtras were “word of the Buddha” can be found at
the beginning of virtually every Maháyána sñtra. Almost all Maháyána sñ-
tras begin with the phrase “Thus have I heard at one time . . .” A common
interpretation of this phrase is as an allusion to the first Buddhist Council
(saégôti), where the Tripiìaka was allegedly recited by Ananda and its con-
tents were (at least in the legend) agreed upon.1 The use of this phrase
is explicitly recommended in one Maháyána treatise. The author of the
Dazhidulun (jº◊◊),2 translated at the beginning of the fifth century,
quotes from a Maháyána sñtra as follows (in Lamotte’s translation).

As for the precious basket of the law (dharmaratnapiìaka) compiled
during the three incalculable eons (asaåkhyeyakalpa), it must be begun
with the following formula: “It is thus that I heard at one occasion
(evaå mayá srutam ekasmin samaye); the Buddha resided in such-and-
such region, such-and-such country, such-and-such grove . . .” Why
[this introduction]? In the time of the Buddhas of the past (atôtabud-
dha) the sñtras all began with this formula; in the time of the Bud-
dhas of the future (anágatabuddha) the sñtras will all begin with this
formula. Finally, the Buddhas of the present ( pratyutpannabuddha),
at the moment of their Parinirváça, also teach this formula. Hence-
forth, after my Parinirváça, the sñtras must also begin with the for-
mula: Evaå mayá srutam ekasmin samaye.3

By stating that all sñtras composed after the death of the Buddha must
also begin with the phrase “thus have I heard,” the author of this passage
has the Buddha tell other potential composers of Maháyána sñtras to
couch Maháyána ideas in a familiar form: to make them look like all other
Buddhist sñtras. Indeed, many Maháyána sñtras tend to be hybrid texts,
that is, they combine traditional form with subtly innovative content in
order to increase the likelihood of acceptance as “word of the Buddha.”

Camouflaging as “Word of the Buddha,” part II:
Maháyána as Vaipulya

Maháyánists further evoke the aura of “word of the Buddha” through
their designation of Maháyána sñtras as vaipulya sñtras. In this same vein,
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Maháyána itself was sometimes referred to as Vetullaváda (Pali) or Vaip-
ulyaváda (Sanskrit). The Pali historical tradition refers to the Maháyánists
under the former name. Maháyánists themselves also referred to their own
sñtras as vaipulya sñtras. For example, Kumárajôva writes that the “profound
vaipulya sñtras” (Ë•`¯g) that the Nága king gives Nágárjuna marks the
beginning of Maháyána.4 It is not accidental that Maháyánists chose this
designation for their sñtras, since it is also the name of one of the accepted
genres of scripture.5 Indeed, Asaéga explicitly includes the Bodhisattvapiìaka
(an early Maháyána text) in the vaipulya limb of the twelve limbs of scrip-
ture in his Bodhisattvabhñmi.6 By placing their sñtras within an already ex-
isting (and already authoritative) category of scripture, Maháyánists were
attempting to insinuate their texts into the common Buddhist canon.

Clearly, non-Maháyána texts were already considered to belong to this
category, so why would Maháyánists have chosen this particular category
on which to stake their claims of legitimacy?7 The term vaipulya is usually
glossed as “extended,” being derived from √pul, meaning “to be great” or
“to be heaped up,” but one nuance of this term is often missing from the
standard lexicons, namely, an “elaboration” or “thematic exploration.” This
sense of the term is used in later puráçic literature. There, the combination
vipuli + √kë is often used in the sense of a sanctioned expansion on an
authoritative text. So, for instance, the Urômad Bhagavataå contains the
following.

idaå bhágavataå náma yanme bhagavatoditam| saågraho ‘yaå vib-
hñtônáå tvam etad vipulôkuru|| 

This [Puráça] called “Bhagavataå” was spoken to me by God
[“Bhagavata” = Viíçu]. It is a compendium of [God’s] manifesta-
tions (vibhñti). Make an expansion on it.8

Similarly, the Devô Bhagavatápuráça includes the claim that the puráça
itself is “an expansion [vipulô] made by students and their students.”9 In
these contexts, “making an expansion” amounts to the author elaborating
on an existing text. The “elaboration” thus created is neither exactly the
same as the original, nor does it break away from the original. An analo-
gy can be drawn to classical Indian music. The backbone of a north Indi-
an rága is a ìháì consisting of seven notes, of which at least five must be
used. For any rága that is played, these notes form the backbone, a con-
stant touchstone throughout the piece, and yet the musician is allowed a
certain amount of freedom in the way these notes are played and in the
diªerent patterns of ascending and descending sequences. The rága re-
mains “classical” even though it is simultaneously unique every time it is
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played. Following this analogy, the Puráças choose to present their teach-
ings as vipula to downplay their innovations. Even though many of them
were written toward the end of the first millennium c.e., they attempt to
pass themselves oª as puráça (i.e., “old”) through the manipulation of al-
ready well-established tropes.

Buddhist Vaipulya sñtras must also touch on a standard set of doctrinal
“notes,” and it is from these notes that they derive their authority. They
diªer from other authoritative texts in that they expand on these notes in
a particular direction (discussed below) and explore the subtle and pro-
found nuances lying hidden in the original doctrines. This appears to have
been the understanding of this genre even in some non-Maháyána sources
such as the Mahávibháíá (c. second century).

What is Vaipulya [Ës]? It is said to be all the sñtras corresponding
to elaborations on [s°] the meanings of exceedingly profound
dharmas. Such as the fifty-three sñtra, the Brahmá-jála sñtra, the
Máyá-jála sñtra, the five aggregates, the six sense-spheres, the Mahá-
nidána sñtra, etc.10

Here, the Mahávibháíá defines vaipulya not just as “extensive,” but as
expanding on (s°; lit. “explaining at length”) certain topics. Just as in
the Urômad Bhagavatam’s use of the phrase vipuli-këta,s° is used in the
Mahávibháíá in the imperative mood. For example, ◊ . . .ls°pª◊
(lit. “teach an additional expansion according to the root text”).11 The top-
ics to be expanded on are both sñtras (the Brahmájála/Máyájála sñtras) as
well as the standard teaching lists (the five skandhas, etc.). As texts that ex-
pand on classical themes, Maháyána sñtras seem to fit even the non-
Maháyána definition of the vaipulya category as an “expansion.” Indeed,
as Lamotte has pointed out, at least one Sarvástivádin master acknowl-
edged that the “Prajñá teachings” (ÎY°, the Prajñápáramitá Sñtras?)
belonged in this category.12 It is perhaps not insignificant that the Pali
canon avoids the use of the word vaipulya as the designation of the genre
and instead uses the term vedalla, defined in the commentaries as “receiv-
ing joy,” thereby attempting to close the loophole that might allow
Maháyána texts to enter.13

For those who remained unconvinced by the camouflage, some sñtras
adopt an additional measure to prevent opponents from voicing their
reservations. Many of these sñtras curse those who do not believe that
Maháyána sñtras are “word of the Buddha.” For example, the Aíìasáhas-
riká Prajñápáramitá mentions that some reject the Perfection of Wisdom
and its teaching of the omniscience (sarvajñá) of the Buddha on the
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grounds that “it is not the Buddha’s word.”14 For them, the Buddha pre-
dicts a suªering in hell so horrible that those even hearing of the punish-
ment should “beware lest hot blood spurt out of their mouths.”15 Similar-
ly, the Laékávatára Sñtra labels those who doubt that Maháyána texts are
“word of the Buddha” icchantika, or those who will never be capable of at-
taining nirváça.

How does [the icchantika] abandon all good roots? By slandering the
Bodhisattva Piìaka which amounts to committing a sin of speech.
[S/he] says, “This is not according to the sñtra, the vinaya [or] the
[Buddha’s] enlightenment.”16

Maháyána and Its Message

Not all Maháyána strategies to pass oª their texts as “word of the Bud-
dha” were as cosmetic or polemic as those discussed above. Indeed, some
of their methods display a degree of philosophical subtlety. However, be-
fore this investigation of the ways that Maháyána camouflaged its message
to appear to conform to buddhavacana texts continues, it is necessary to
identify what that message was and how it may have diªered from the
standard Buddhist fare. Granted, no single set of theses applies to all Ma-
háyána texts. However, a trend emerges within some Maháyána works
that seems to have been defining of the genre for Nágárjuna. This trend is
used below as a provisional definition of Maháyána in order to show what
he was trying to persuade his readers to accept. Note that the Maháyána
trajectory described here is provisional and does not necessarily apply to
all Maháyána authors and texts, nor does it exhaust the significance of
Maháyána for Nágárjuna.

Several scholars have noted that Indian Buddhist texts present two ap-
parently conflicting interpretations of the insight that leads to enlighten-
ment. Lambert Schmithausen discusses these conflicting interpretations
as they are played out in the early sñtra tradition and connects them to the
prevailing trends in abhidharma literature as well as to trends in Maháyá-
na.17 His discussion is lengthy and goes into more detail than is necessary
here. In brief, he identifies two trends in descriptions of the Buddha’s en-
lightenment experience corresponding to the two fundamental practices
of Buddhist meditation: vipasyaná (reasoned analysis) and samatha (calm-
ing meditation).

The first of these, vipasyaná, can be found in sñtras such as the Dharma-
cakraparivartana sñtra,18 which explain “liberating insight”19 to consist of
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an understanding of the negative aspects of saåsára embodied in the four
noble truths. According to this sñtra, suªering is to be known, its cause
is to be cut oª, the cessation of suªering (defined here as the utter ab-
sence of the cause of suªering) is to be witnessed directly, and the path is
to be practiced. Knowledge of the four noble truths alone is said by the
Buddha to be both necessary and su‹cient for enlightenment.20 Fur-
thermore, in the sñtra, simply hearing the four noble truths is enough for
Koçfañña to obtain the “pure and spotless eye of the truth” (i.e., to be-
come a “stream-enterer”). In other words, he knows that “whatever is
subject to the condition of origination, is subject also to the condition of
cessation.”21 This insight is enough to earn him the honor of being the
first person to be ordained by the Buddha. As the Pali Vinaya passage
continues, all five of the Buddha’s former disciples become ordained. He
preaches one more sermon to them, this time on the five aggregates as
being impermanent, suªering, and not-self. The Buddha concludes his
sermon as follows.

Considering this, O Bhikkhus, a learned, noble hearer of the word
becomes weary of body, weary of sensation, wary of perception,
weary of the saåskáras, weary of consciousness. Becoming weary of
all that, he divests himself of passion; by absence of passion he is
made free; when he is free, he becomes aware that he is free; and he
realizes that re-birth is exhausted; that holiness is completed; that
duty is fulfilled; and that there is no further return to this world.22

What is significant about this articulation of liberating insight is that
liberation is attained simply from the contemplation of the unsatisfactori-
ness of saåsára. No reference is made to the stages of absorptive medita-
tion (dhyána or samádhi) or to the positive experience of nirváça.

A similar pattern is seen in the “Dôghanakha sutta” of the Majjhima
Nikáya, in which the Buddha instructs the wanderer Dôghanakha to con-
template the body as “impermanent, as suªering, as a disease, as a tumour,
as a dart, as a calamity, as an a›iction, as alien, as disintegrating, as void,
as not self.”23 Similarly, the Buddha teaches Dôghanakha to contemplate
the three varieties of feeling (vedaná: pleasant, painful, and neither pleasant-
nor-painful feelings) as “impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen,
subject to destruction, fading away and ceasing.”24 The Buddha then ex-
plains the importance of this knowledge for liberation.

Seeing this, a well-taught noble disciple becomes disenchanted with
pleasant feeling, disenchanted with painful feeling, disenchanted
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with neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. Being disenchanted, he
becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated.
When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: “it is liberated.” He
understands: “Birth is destroyed, the holy life has been lived, what
had to be done has been done, there is no more coming to any state
of being.”25

On hearing this sermon, Uáriputra considered what the Buddha had
said and his mind was liberated from all ásravas (the Majjhima Nikáya
Aììhakathá says that he became an arhant).26 At the same time, Dôgha-
nakha attained a “spotless immaculate vision of the Dhamma,” namely, an
understanding of dependent-origination and, according to the Majjhima
Nikáya Aììhakathá, became a stream-enterer.

According to Schmithausen, texts in which the content of liberating
insight consists of a rationally contemplated “truth” vary as to the con-
tent of that truth. As mentioned, the Dharmacakraparivartana claims this
truth to be the four noble truths. In the Samyutta Nikáya, it is insight
into the twelve links of dependent-origination (in their forward and re-
verse sequences) that provides the liberating content.27 The “Dôghanakha
sutta” combines the three marks of existence (impermanence, suªering,
and non-self ) and dependent-origination as the content that liberates
Uáriputra and Dôghanakkha. Schmithausen notes that some early abhi-
dharma texts, such as the Uárôputrábhidharmasástra and the Paìisambhid-
dámagga, assert that one can be liberated simply by insight into the
selflessness of things.28 The primary characteristic of these texts is that
they place an emphasis on reasoned contemplation and analysis as the
means of liberation and on saåsára as the primary focus of said contem-
plation. Schmithausen argues that these sñtras present the various truths
as the content of liberating insight in order to present a rational connection
between what the Buddha experienced and the fruit of the experience—
namely, the destruction of the defilements (here ásrava). Still, the ratio-
nality of the case is not without problems. He points out that if one takes
liberating insight to be described by the four noble truths (e.g., where it
is said that suªering is to be known, the arising of suªering is to be cut oª,
cessation is to be directly realized, and the path is to be practiced), then,
under the view that liberating insight concerns only the negative aspects
of saåsára, a contradiction occurs insofar as cutting oª the arising of
suªering will be identical to the witnessing of nirodha, and therefore they
cannot occur in two separate moments as stated by the texts. The second
trend describing the Buddha’s liberating experience as one of mental sta-
bilization (samatha or samádhi) can be found in sñtras like the “Nivápa
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sutta” of the Majjhima Nikáya. These sñtras place liberating e‹cacy with-
in a positive experience of nirváça itself during the trance of the “cessa-
tion of feelings and apperception” (saåjñáveditanirodha). This experience
leads to final liberation. Schmithausen points out that the sñtras are am-
biguous as to whether the liberating wisdom occurs in the state of
saåjñáveditanirodha itself or immediately afterward.29 In either case,
these sñtras make the trance of saåjñáveditanirodha the driving force be-
hind the destruction of the ásravas. There is some logic to this approach.
Saåjñá is the aggregate responsible for being aware of an object as some-
thing. Whereas vijñána simply produces an awareness of a thing, saåjñá
produces an understanding of that awareness. For example, vijñána regis-
ters the presence of a blue cup while saåjñá is responsible for the under-
standing “it is a blue cup.”30 Here, it may be useful to think of vijñána as
perception or cognition while saåjñá is more akin to apperception or
recognition. Within the Buddhist abhidharma traditions, the six vijñána
perceive colors, sounds, and so on, while saåjñá registers “signs” (nimitta,
something of a cross between Kant’s categories of the understanding and
Pierce’s signifier). A sign is a set of qualities that are the su‹cient cause
for the identification or recognition of an object. Thus, when one sees a
woman indistinctly at a distance, the type of movement or the roundness
of the form are su‹cient to identify the person as “female” even if noth-
ing else is known about her.

The faculty of saåjñá is generally recognized as the source of igno-
rance as well as the basis for all wrong action.31 This connection is couched
in a context reminiscent of the twelve links of dependent-origination in
the “Madhupiçfika sutta” of the Majjhima Nikáyá. The forward se-
quence (i.e., the arising of suªering, anuloma-pratôtyasaåutpáda) reads as
follows.

Dependent on the eye and forms, eye-consciousness arises. The
meeting of the three is contact. With contact as a condition, there is
feeling [vedaná]. What one feels, that one perceives [sañjánáti]. What
one perceives, one thinks about [vitakketi]. What one thinks about,
one mentally proliferates [ papañceti]. With what one mentally prolif-
erates as the source, perceptions and notions tinged by mental prolif-
eration beset a man with respect to past, future, and present forms
recognizable though the eye.32

Here, unlike in the twelve links of dependent-origination, the origin of
the chain lies in the physical world instead of in ignorance. Nevertheless,
the apperceptive faculty (saåjñá) is said to be the immediate cause of all
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mental proliferation. Later in the sñtra, mental proliferation is shown to
be the source not only of karma but of ignorance itself.

Bhikkhus, as to the source through which perceptions and notions
tinged by mental proliferation beset a man: if nothing is found there
to delight in, welcome and hold to, this is the end of the underlying
tendency to lust, of the underlying tendency to aversion, of the un-
derlying tendency to views, of the underlying tendency to doubt, of
the underlying tendency to conceit, of the underlying tendency to de-
sire for being, of the underlying tendency to ignorance; this is the end
of resorting to rods and weapons, of quarrels, brawls, disputes, re-
crimination, malice, and false speech; here these evil unwholesome
states cease without remainder.33

With the deleterious function of saåjñá in mind, we can now under-
stand why the highest states of absorption (either naiva-saåjñá-
nâsaåjñâyatana or saåjñá-veditanirodha) can be said to destroy the ásra-
vas. Since the ásravas have their root in saåjñá, they cannot function in its
absence. Furthermore, since it is the function of saåjñá to perceive nimit-
ta, the cessation of saåjñá would be a state that can only be described as
animitta or “the absorption of the signless deliverance of mind” (animit-
ta cetovimutta samápatti). In Theravádin and Sarvástivádin texts, the sign-
less absorption along with the emptiness absorption and the wishlessness
absorption are usually depicted as states of mind that lead to nirváça (they
are called “gates of liberation” [vimokía-mukha]). For the most part, these
traditions treat emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness as characteristics
of the mind in the highest states of samádhi, although they are identified
as such only on subsequent reflection (identification of the state as signless
could occur only after the faculty of saåjñá had resumed).34 A few places
in the Pali tradition, however, treat emptiness, signlessness, and wishless-
ness as positive characteristics of nirváça itself. For example, according to
the “Mahávedalla sutta” of the Majjhima Nikáya, the two conditions for
the signless absorption are “non-attention to all signs and attention to the
signless element.”35 Again, the significance of this description of deliver-
ance lies in its contrast to the descriptions of deliverance based on the un-
derstanding of truths. In the descriptions of deliverance based on truth, it
is the unsatisfactoriness of saåsára alone that leads to release. In the de-
scription of deliverance in the “Mahávedalla sutta,” it is precisely the inat-
tention to saåsára and the sole attention to the “signless element” as a pos-
itive phenomenon that leads to enlightenment. Although this interpretation
is relatively rare in the early sñtra literature, a few of the Pali commen-
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taries36 as well as some abhidharma treatises37 explicitly refer to emptiness,
signlessness, and wishlessness as characteristics of nirváça itself. These
texts may have been picking up on a trend that began with the Dharma-
guptakas and certainly predates Nágárjuna. The Uáriputrábhidharmasástra
presents the connection between emptiness and signlessness and nirváça
as follows.

What is the primary meaning of emptiness? It is said to be nirvána.
Accordingly Bhikíus: contemplate nirváça as emptiness [‰©In
≈], as the understanding of emptiness [æ≈], as the liberation of
emptiness [—≈], and as the attainment of emptiness [¸≈]. In re-
gard to what is it empty? [It is] empty of “I” and empty of “mine,”
empty of immutability. Like this, it is to be carefully discerned. Gain-
ing an absorbed mind, [one] abides in right concentration [ø
Ì]. . . . What is the samádhi of signlessness [animitta] apart from the
samádhi of emptiness? If there is a remaining samádhi taking part in
nirváça as its objective representation [“…, álambana or viíaya], this
is called animitta samádhi. Again, animitta samádhi: The conditioned
world has signs [Ê≥¤, saåskëtanimittavat]. Nirváça is signless. The
conditioned world has three signs: arising, staying and passing away.
Nirváça has three signs. Not arising, not staying, and not passing
away. Thus the conditioned world has signs and nirváça is signless.38

The problem with the approach represented by the “Mahávedalla
sutta,” as has been discussed extensively by Paul Gri‹ths, is that there is
no room in saåjñáveditanirodha for reasoned analysis because such analy-
sis relies on identification and recognition, and the one faculty capable of
this activity (i.e., saåjñá) has shut down.39 Hence, if a positive, personal
mystical experience is put forward as the content of the enlightenment ex-
perience, then there is no room for the four noble truths and no plausible
explanation for abandoning saåsára. Indeed, as Schmithausen points out,
the “Jhána sutta” of the Aéguttara Nikáya expressly states: “penetration
into Liberating Insight (áññá/aññá) is only possible so far as one dwells
in meditative absorption involving ideation (saåjñá).”40 Hence, even by
the standards of the early sñtra tradition, the two descriptions of liberat-
ing insight represented in the Nivápa Sñtra and the Mádhupiçfika Sñtra
are mutually exclusive.

The existing sñtra collections deal with this problem in diªerent ways.
The first approach is to reconcile the two by creating a division of labor.
Texts like the “Aììakanágara sutta” of the Majjhima Nikáya use the levels
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of absorptive meditation as a vehicle to gain access to all realms of reality.
After awakening from each level attained through dhyána, the monk is to
reflect on his prior experience as conditioned and impermanent. After all
of reality (even its highest levels) is understood to be conditioned and im-
permanent, that understanding causes the monk to abandon saåsára alto-
gether. Even a text dealing with the samádhi par excellence, namely, the
“Cñãasñññata sutta,” has the monk achieving the animitta samádhi first
and he abandons all ásravas only after he subsequently reflects on the ex-
perience as conditioned and subject to cessation. Other sñtras, like the
“Kôìágiri sutta” (also of the Majjhima Nikáya) claim that these two
diªerent approaches to nirváça are adopted by people with diªerent
propensities. Some practitioners are inclined toward reasoned analysis.
For them, the analysis of saåsára as unsatisfactory (vipassana meditation)
will be su‹cient, while those who are adept at higher states of absorption
can be liberated through samádhi.

Thus the early sñtra tradition shows a dichotomy both in practice and
in ontology. In practice there is, on the one hand, the path of reasoned
analysis (employing the faculty of saåjñá) aimed at fully comprehending
the unsatisfactoriness of saåsára to produce detachment from it; and, on
the other hand, absorptive meditation that attempts to curtail or even
stop the activity of saåjñá and (at least in the Theraváda tradition) turn
the practitioner’s attention toward the “deathless element” of nirváça.
Put another way, reasoned analysis correlates to saåsára, whereas ab-
sorptive meditation correlates to nirváça. Furthermore, the rationale be-
hind both types of practice seems to be the notion that saåsára and
nirváça are mutually exclusive. To withdraw from one is to attend to the
other.

By the time of Nágárjuna, this dichotomy was entrenched in the abhi-
dharma literature of the early schools. In these texts, the division of labor
becomes more articulated. Without going into detail, it su‹ces to say that
both the Sarvástivádins and the Theravádins divide the labor between
samatha and vipasyaná by creating “a path of seeing” (darsanamárga) and
a path of meditation (bhávanamárga). They both employ long lists of
defilements and then state which mental defilements are eliminated by the
darsanamárga (i.e., by vipasyaná, or reasoned analysis) and which are
eliminated by bhávanamárga (i.e., by samádhi, or mental pacification), so
that the arhant becomes one who employs both types of practice to up-
root all defilements without exception.

What is common in all these articulations of the path is that they deal
with the contradictions between the negative meditation on the world as
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suªering, impermanent, and not-self, and the positive meditation on
nirváça as peaceful, and so forth, by somehow keeping these two medita-
tions separate and relegating them to a sequence.

Maháyána

Maháyána, by contrast, distinguishes itself by fusing these two trends into
one. According to Schmithausen:

In Maháyána Buddhism such a distinction between the comprehen-
sion of Essencelessness (as the true nature of mundane factors) and
the comprehension of the truth of Cessation (as the Cessation of all
mundane existence ontologically anticipated from time immemori-
al) . . . is usually not made. This means that, from the point of view
of content, the “positive” and the negative” tradition come to be
fused (the accent, it is true, varying from system to system). With re-
gard to its formal aspect, however, the Maháyána descriptions or the-
ories of liberating insight . . . refer to a clearly mystical experience,
which resembles saåjñávedayitanirodha or nirodhasamápatti in its as-
pect of a mystico-existential anticipatory realization of Nirváça,
though it is usually clearly distinguished from it.41

Maháyánists seem to have picked up on the trend begun in the Uáripu-
trábhidharmasástra and found in various places in Pali literature wherein
emptiness is said to be a characteristic of nirváça. With this key element in
place, Maháyánists like Nágárjuna are now in a position to fuse the two
practices as well as the ontological dichotomy. Many sñtras use “empty”
as a negative adjective describing saåsára. Emptiness as regards saåsára
signifies the understanding that no individual has a soul, whereas the
emptiness signifying nirváça (even though it is often described as knowl-
edge of anátman) is contrasted with the first emptiness. In Maháyána (or
at least Nágárjuna’s version of it), the doctrine of emptiness is the lynch-
pin attaching the emptiness of saåsára seamlessly to the emptiness of
nirváça.42 As Nágárjuna says:

Saåsára . . . is nothing essentially diªerent from nirváça. Nirváça is
nothing essentially diªerent from saåsára.

The limits . . . of nirváça are the limits of saåsára. Between the
two, also, there is not the slightest diªerence whatsoever.43
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Having united the ontological dichotomy, Maháyánists like Nágárjuna
are then in a position to join the practice of analytical insight (usually as-
sociated with the negative analysis of saåsára) to the fruits of samádhi (es-
pecially that of saåjñáveditanirodha and the animitta samádhi). On the
surface, Nágárjuna looks like an advocate of “dry insight meditation.” His
works usually contain lengthy analyses of the soullessness of the self and
the selflessness of phenomena—all of which require the dedicated eªort of
saåjñá. Furthermore, he makes no mention of the practice of the dhyánas
even in his didactic texts such as the Ratnávalô.

However, the situation seems to be otherwise if his his mode of analy-
sis is carefully examined. In his Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, Nágárjuna pro-
vides twenty-seven chapters of reasoned analysis refuting such things as
causality, motion, the elements, and the aggregates. In each case, he takes
the component parts of the thing under examination and asks the same
questions. Is x identical to y? Is x diªerent from y? Is x prior to y? Are x
and y simultaneous? Can x be related to y if it is past, present or future?
Can x be unrelated to y? The Abhidharmakosa lists ten nimitta that are non-
functional in the animitta samádhi (the meditation without nimitta): the
five sense-spheres (áyatanas), male and female, arising, staying and pass-
ing away.44 Three of these characteristics in particular (arising, staying,
and ceasing) are said to characterize conditioned reality (saåskëta, i.e.,
saåsára). Although its source is uncertain, the Dazhidulun adds two more
nimitta to the list: identity and diªerence.45 Combining these lists yields:
form, sound, taste, smell, thoughts, arising, staying, passing-away, identi-
ty, and diªerence, in addition to maleness and femaleness. The first ten of
these nimitta are the categories that ground all of Nágárjuna’s investiga-
tions in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. They also happen to be the nimitta
by which the faculty of saåjñá identifies saåsára as saåsára.

If Nágárjuna can show that nothing can be identified unequivocally to
be arising, staying, passing away, identical, or diªerent, then he has shown
the nimitta of saåsára to be animitta: in short, no diªerent from nirváça.
At the same time, the process of reasoned analysis in Nágárjuna’s texts
works against the transparent functioning of saåjñá to grasp its accus-
tomed categorical objects. Clearly, in Nágárjuna’s version of vipasyaná,
saåjñá still functions. Saåjñá as a faculty is left intact, while certain
saåjñás (i.e., concepts, the objective correlates to the faculty of saåjñá)
corresponding to specific nimittas) are disabled.

Although certainly not all Maháyána texts take Nágárjuna’s approach,
the uniting of samatha and vipasyaná appears to be a theme even in
Maháyána texts touting special samádhis. For example, one would expect
Maháyána texts with Samádhi in the title, such as the Samádhirája/
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Candrapradôpasamádhi Sñtra or the Uñraégamasamádhi Sñtra, to place
much more emphasis on meditative stabilization than on any particular
ontological position. On the contrary, the Samádhirája Sñtra teaches an
almost seamless transition between the path of vision and the “king of
Samádhis” that is the “manifesting the sameness of all dharmas.”

the Bodhisattva-Mahásattva who strives for this samádhi and wishes
to attain the Supreme Enlightenment speedily, should be an expert
knower of the essence of the non-existence. . . . (He) ought to com-
prehend all the dharmas as being non-existent in their essence, as
signless, markless, not originated nor disappearing, inexpressible by
letters, void, quiescent from the outset, pure by their very nature . . .
the Bodhisattva-Mahásattva who is an expert knower of the essence
of the non-existence is neither attracted nor repulsed nor infatuated
by all the elements of sight, hearing [etc.] For what reason? Because
he does neither perceive nor apprehend this dharma . . . Neither per-
ceiving nor apprehending this dharma, he does not cling to all the
elements of the threefold world, soon reaches this samádhi and speed-
ily attains the Supreme Enlightenment.46

Earlier, the same text states, among the characteristics of the samádhi that
it teaches, “This samádhi is the seeing of dharmas (dharmadarsana), the cul-
tivation of the path (márgabhávaná) and the meeting with a tathágata”—
again blurring the boundary between the two practices.47

Stealing the Thunder: 
Maháyána’s Allusions to Buddhavacana

Not all Maháyánists had the same agenda as Nágárjuna. Nevertheless, the
above discussion shows just how close Maháyánists’ theses could come to
doctrinal positions that their confrères already held. Yet, because these in-
terpretations deal with the very content of the liberating experience of the
Buddha himself and all his disciples, even a small deviation could give rise
to controversy. The proximity of this strand of Maháyána to that already
contained in the Tripiìaka stems from the fact that it is a hybrid view de-
rived from a reworking of existing positions. Indeed, the very hybridity of
this facet of Maháyána facilitated an important strategy. Because the hybrid
position echoed the explicit teachings of the sñtras, but was not identical to
them, Maháyánists could easily allude to texts already considered to be
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“word of the Buddha” as a strategy to pass oª their texts as authoritative.
The strategy of canonical allusion is used widely in Maháyána texts, in-
cluding those by Nágárjuna. The advantage of this strategy is that it not
only allows new, Maháyána ideas to appear authoritative but reorients the
reader’s perspective on the original corpus so that the new (Maháyána)
meaning may be read back into the target text. The retroactive eªect of this
strategy owes its impact to the nature of literary allusion itself.

In an old, but nonetheless useful definition, Ziva Ben-Porat explains
literary allusion as:

a device for the simultaneous activation of two texts. The activation
is achieved through manipulation of a special signal: a sign (simple or
complex) in a given text characterized by an additional larger “refer-
ent.” This referent is always an independent text. The simultaneous
activation of the two texts thus connected results in the formation of
intertextual patterns whose nature cannot be predetermined.48

Although the totality of the intertextual patterns may not be predeter-
mined (Ben-Porat is interested primarily in describing the poetic surplus
of meaning that arises form intertextual patterns), some intertextual pat-
terns could be predetermined—and indeed were—by the Maháyánists who
employed them as a rhetorical strategy to influence the reading practices
of the (local?) Buddhist community. What is useful in this definition and
Ben-Porat’s subsequent discussion is the precision with which his termi-
nology allows allusion. In a case of literary allusion, an alluding text con-
tains a particular sign. The sign itself has both a place and a function with-
in the world of the alluding text, and yet it also calls to mind a “marker,”
which is “always identifiable as an element or pattern belonging to anoth-
er independent text.”49 The marker, in turn, functions as a metonym for
the marked text that now functions according to the patterns set out by
the alluding text.

In its manifest belonging to a larger independent system (i.e., the
evoked text) the marker maintains the metonymic structure of the re-
lationship sign-referent which characterizes all allusions: an “object”
is represented by one of its components or by one of the systems to
which it belongs. . . . In terms of the end product, the formation of
intertextual patterns, the marker—regardless of the form it takes—is
used for the activation of independent elements from the evoked text.
Those are never referred to directly.50
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The metonymic function of allusion will be vital for the Maháyánists.
When a Maháyána text alludes to a text already considered to be “word of
the Buddha,” it evokes not only the specific words and ideas contained in
the target text but also the genre of “word of the Buddha” texts as a
whole. (In the mahápadesas (criteria used to determine textual authentici-
ty), discussed in Chapter 3, a sñtra could be considered to be “word of the
Buddha” if it compared favorably with the sñtras one already knew.)

Allusions to “Word of the Buddha”
in the Uálistambha Sñtra

Two examples illustrate how allusion can successfully evoke “word of
the Buddha” while changing its meaning. The first example has been
pointed out by Ross Reat in his study of the Uálistambhasñtra, an early, os-
tensibly Maháyána sñtra. Near the beginning of this sñtra, Uáriputra says
to Maitreya:

[Mahásattva: “Maitreya, here, today, the Lord,] looking upon a stalk
of rice, spoke this aphorism to the monks: “Whoever, monks, sees
the conditioned arising sees Dharma, and whoever sees Dharma sees
the Buddha.” Having said this the Lord became silent.51

On this passage, Reat makes the following observation:

[The . . .] crucially Maháyána content of the Uálistambha is the intro-
ductory material which reveals that the sñtra is essentially a discourse
on the progressive realization of Dharma-káya Buddha. In paragraph
two, the Uálistambha says: “Whoever, monks sees conditioned aris-
ing . . . .” The statement is incipiently Maháyána, but the terms are
remarkably Theravádin. This passage is, in fact, a conflation of two
well-known passages from the Pali suttas (M1:191 and S3:120). . . .
From paragraph seven on, it is clear that the Uálistambha expresses a
fundamental Maháyána position, but it does so in remarkably con-
servative, even quaint terms.52

To best understand this passage, it is necessary to look at the two pas-
sages to which it alludes. The first can be found in the “Maháhatthipado-
pama sutta” (Greater Elephant’s Footprint Sutta) of the Majjhima Nikáya,
where Uáriputta says:
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Now this has been said by the Blessed One: “One who sees depen-
dent origination sees the Dhamma; one who sees Dhamma sees de-
pendent origination.”53

This is a curious passage because, despite Uáriputra’s testimony that
these are the Buddha’s words, this quotation does not appear anywhere
else in the Pali canon. The second source comes from the “Vakkali sutta”
of the Saåyutta Nikáya. Here a terminally ill monk requests his personal
attendant to bring a relic and a footprint of the Buddha so that he can re-
vere it. The Buddha comes to him and says:

Enough Vakkali! Why do you want to see this foul body? One who
sees the Dhamma sees me; one who sees me sees the Dhamma. For
in seeing the dhamma, Vakkali, one sees me; and in seeing me one
sees the Dhamma.54

The syntactic similarities between the two target verses coupled with
their common use of the verb passati (sees) serve as identifiable “markers”
for which the syntax of the Uálistambha verse functions as a sign. In so
doing, the passage activates the general authority of the passages, mak-
ing them function in the new text as a metonym for “word of the Bud-
dha” itself. In one sense, the new passage is technically “word of the
Buddha” because the Buddha did, in fact, utter each and every one of
these words, just not together. Notice, however, some of the doctrinal
content of the marker texts is elided (or at least reconfigured) in the
process of its recontextualization. If Reat is correct that this passage
refers to the Maháyána doctrine of the dharmakáya, then the sense of the
new construction is opposite that of the “Vakkali sutta.” In the “Vakkali
sutta,” the terms dharma and “body” (káya) are contrasted—the dharma
is what is to be sought, not the body of the Buddha, which he says is
“putrid” ( pñti). Further on, the Uálistambha Sñtra repeats the statement
that the one who sees the dharma “sees the unsurpassable Dharma-body
[anuttara-dharma-sarôra], the Buddha, by exertion based on right knowl-
edge in clear understanding of the noble Dharma.” The term dharma-
sarôra here is odd (as Reat also notes). Usually, the expression dharma-
káya is found in Maháyána works that refer to the Dharma-Body of the
Buddha. Káya can mean either a collection of things or a physical body
(much like the Latin corpus), whereas sarôra is used exclusively for the
physical body. The Uálistambha’s choice of words perhaps implies that the
Buddha’s body is not so putrid after all.
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Allusions to “Word of the Buddha” 
in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká

The next example of Maháyána’s use of allusion is less obvious, although
crucial for understanding Nágárjuna and his textual strategies. This exam-
ple can be found in the Aíìadasasáhasriká or the Pañcaviåsatisáhasriká
Prajñápáramitá Sñtra.55

And how does he wisely know conditioned co-production? He wise-
ly knows it as neither production, nor stopping, neither cut oª nor
eternal, neither single nor manifold, neither coming nor going away,
as the appeasement of all futile discoursings, and as bliss.56

It is most likely to this passage that Nágárjuna refers in the opening
stanza of his Mñlamadhyamakakáriká:

I pay homage to the Fully Enlightened One whose true, venerable
words teach dependent-origination to be the blissful pacification of
all mental proliferation, neither production, nor stopping, neither cut
oª nor eternal, neither single nor manifold, neither coming, nor
going away.57

As the introductory stanza of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, this stanza
deserves careful scrutiny, because it introduces not only the subject mat-
ter of the entire work but also its strategy. Nágárjuna begins by piously
saluting the Buddha and then identifies him as one who teaches the
doctrine of dependent-origination ( pratôtyasaåutpáda). In those texts
where conformity to dharmatá (reality) is listed among the criteria for
“word of the Buddha” (as it is in the Abhidharmakosa and Sphuìártha),
dharmatá is defined as dependent-origination. Hence, by stating at the
outset that the text will be a treatise concerning dependent-origination,
Nágárjuna makes it clear that he will be writing about, or expanding
upon (vipula këtaå), a theme central to the definition of “word of the
Buddha.”

The series of eight negations (noncessation, and so on) that follow has
a rather complicated, if strategically significant, relationship to texts gen-
erally considered “word of the Buddha” by non-Maháyánists. For Mahá-
yánists, the authority of this text would have presented no problem—the
passage referred to is “word of the Buddha” because the Buddha uttered
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it in a Maháyána sñtra. However, if Nágárjuna was in the minority and,
as such, had to rely on the general Buddhist monastic apparatus for the
preservation of his text, then he would have to convince non-Maháyánists
that what he was writing fell within their definition of “word of the Bud-
dha.” Why, then, would he place a Maháyána reference at the beginning
of a treatise seeking to convince non-Maháyánists? Why this passage in
particular?

Although a more complete answer to this question is discussed below,
in Chapter 7, a few important points may be made here. Nágárjuna’s se-
lection of this passage for his opening, salutary verse (námaskára) was far
from arbitrary. This passage, like the Uálistambha passage discussed above,
uses idiosyncratic words and syntax to activate a plurality of marker texts
within the corpus of texts already considered “word of the Buddha.” It
splices together these elements in such a way as to produce (or defend) a
new, Maháyána meaning within the new text as well as to enact a new inter-
pretation retroactively onto the buddhavacana corpus. The new text may
then be considered “word of the Buddha”—both because its style com-
pares favorably to existing texts and because it would now be possible to
see that the Maháyána meaning had always existed, albeit latently, in the
original corpus. An illustration of the process is provided by the eight
negations in the passage that Nágárjuna references to identify the marker
texts evoked by the passage.

Dependent-Origination in the Canon

The locus classicus in the Buddhist sñtra collection for material on dependent-
origination is the Nidána Vagga of the Saåyutta Nikáya, or “chapter on
cause,” which contains ninety-three sections on dependent-origination.
What seems to have been viewed as the standard58 version of the law of
dependent- origination is found in the opening sñtra of this section.

And what, bhikkhus, is dependent origination? With ignorance 
as condition, volitional formations [come to be]; with volitional
formations as condition, consciousness; with consciousness as con-
dition, name-and-form; with name-and-form as condition, the six
sense bases; with the six sense bases as condition, contact; with con-
tact as condition, feeling; with feeling as condition, craving; with
craving as condition, clinging; with clinging as condition, existence;
with existence as a condition, birth; with birth as condition, aging-
and-death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair come
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to be. Such is the origin of this whole mass of suªering. This, bhik-
khus, is called dependent origination.

But with the remainderless fading away and cessation of igno-
rance comes cessation of volitional formations; with the cessation of
volitional formations, cessation of consciousness; with the cessation
of consciousness, cessation of name-and-form; with the cessation of
name-and-form, cessation of the six sense bases; with the cessation
of the six sense bases, cessation of contact; with the cessation of con-
tact, cessation of feeling; with the cessation of feeling, cessation of
craving; with the cessation of craving, cessation of clinging; with the
cessation of clinging, cessation of existence; with the cessation of ex-
istence, cessation of birth; with the cessation of birth, aging-and-
death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair cease. Such
is the cessation of this whole mass of suªering.59

In some sñtras, this formula is summarized as follows.

Thus when this exists, that comes to be; with the arising of this, that
arises. When this does not exist, that does not come to be; with the
cessation of this, that ceases.60

These three formulae constitute the classical teaching of dependent-
origination in terms of the four noble truths. The first sequence describes
the arising (samuppáda or saåbhavati) of suªering, the second sequence
describes the cessation (nirodha) of suªering, and the third is a kind of
summary formula.

In most non-Maháyána texts that teach dependent-origination, a pro-
logue is appended to the above formula. The prologue itself is also idio-
syncratic and formulaic, and there are many standard variations. In the
prologue, several types of questions are asked and subsequently respond-
ed to negatively or critiqued as faulty. For example, in the “Kaccáyana
sutta,” Kaccáyana asks whether everything exists or not. In response, the
Buddha states that the two responses “everything exists” and “everything
does not exist” are two extremes and that dependent-origination is the
middle between them. Alternately, the interlocutor will ask whether
suªering comes from the self or from another. It is among these questions
that the source for some of the negations listed in the Prajñápáramitá
verse is located.

Elsewhere is another interpretation that categorizes these types of ques-
tion as mere subsets of a more fundamental question. An example of this
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is in the Timbaruka sñtra. After Timbaruka asks whether pleasure and pain
are brought about by oneself or by another, the Buddha rewords the ques-
tion as follows:

Timbaruka, [if one thinks,] “The feeling and the one who feels it are
the same,” [then one asserts] with reference to one existing from the
beginning: “Pleasure and pain are created by oneself.” I do not speak
thus. But, Timbaruka, [if one thinks,] “The feeling is one, the one
who feels it is another,” [then one asserts] with reference to one
stricken by feeling: “Pleasure and pain are created by another.” Nei-
ther do I speak thus. Without veering towards either of those ex-
tremes, the Tathágata teaches the Dhamma by the middle: “With ig-
norance as condition, volitional formations [come to be].”61

Here, the stock question of something originating “from itself ” is seen
as a question that assumes a continuous, unchanging self, whereas the
question of something originating “from another” is seen as a question
that assumes a completely discontinuous self. The Timbaruka sñtra sub-
sumes these two types of question under the categories of sásvata (eter-
nality) and ucchedatá (disruption). This connection is made explicit in the
“Acelakassapa Sñtra”:

Kassapa, [if one thinks,] “The one who acts is the same as the one
who experiences [the result],” [then one asserts] with reference to
one existing from the beginning: “Suªering is created by oneself.”
When one asserts this, this amounts to eternalism. But, Kassapa, [if
one thinks,] ‘The one who acts is one, the one who experiences [the
result] is another, [then one asserts] with reference to one strictly by
feeling: “Suªering is created by another.” When one asserts this, this
amounts to annihilationism. Without veering towards either of these
extremes, the Tathágata teaches the Dhamma by the middle: With ig-
norance as condition, volitional formations [come to be].62

The Pali views the pair uccheda/sásvata as the overarching category of
which the other pairs are merely subsets. In his commentary on this verse,
Buddhaghosa (fifth century) adds the dichotomy of “being/non-being” as
a subcategory of ucchedaváda and sásvataváda. A similar commentary oc-
curs on the “Kaccáyana sutta.” In Buddha’s dialogue with Kaccáyana, “the
right view” is defined as the middle way between the two extremes of
being and non-being.
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[Text:] This world, Kaccána, for the most part depends upon a
duality—upon the notion of existence and the notion of nonexis-
tence. But for one who sees the origin of the world as it really is with
correct wisdom, there is no notion of nonexistence in regard to the
world. And for one who sees the cessation of the world as it really is
with correct wisdom, there is no notion of existence in regard to the
world.63

[Buddhaghosa’s commentary:] “This is one extreme” [means] this
is a deceptive extreme, a bad extreme [but] is primarily “eternity.”
“This second extreme” [means] this is the second. “Everything is
non-existent” is the second false and bad extreme, the so-called view
related to arising. It has the meaning of “disruption.” The rest of this
is clear.64

Even here, what would seem to be two unrelated extremes (being/non-
being) are explained under the rubric of eternality and disruption.65 That
all false views fall under the heading of sásvata or uccheda is not so clear in
the other nikáyas, such as “Brahmajála Sñtra” in the Dôgha Nikáya. Never-
theless, even there some commentators understood the sixty-two false
views mentioned to fall under the rubric of eternality and disruption.66

Thus, when the Prajñápáramitá verse states that dependent-origination
is neither eternality nor disruption, the statement evokes not only the
texts that have the words sásvata and ucchedatá in them but also the entire
group of texts that regard dependent-origination as the middle between
two extremes.

Although the sñtras mentioned above seem to take the two extremes of
eternality and disruption as the two most fundamental views, at least one
sñtra tries to make this schema more complete by adding “unity” and “plu-
rality” to the list. Thus, in the “Lokáyatika Sñtra” of the Saåyutta Nikáya:

At Sávatthô. Then a brahmin who was a cosmologist approached the
Blessed One . . . and said to him:

“How is it, Master Gotama: does all exist?”
“‘All exists’: this, brahmin, is the oldest cosmology.”
“Then, Master Gotama, does all not exist?”
“‘All does not exist’: this, brahmin, is the second cosmology.”
“How is it, Master Gotama: is all a unity [ekatta]?”
“‘All is a unity ’: this, brahmin, is the third cosmology.”
“Then, Master Gotama, is all a plurality [ puthutta]?”
“‘All is a plurality ’: this, brahmin, is the fourth cosmology.”
Without veering towards either of these extremes, the Tathágata
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teaches the Dhamma by the middle . . . [the twelve links of depen-
dent-origination follow].67

“Unity” (ekártha) and “plurality” (nánártha = puthutta) are, of course,
also included in the Prajñápáramitá list of negations. Hence, at least four
out of the eight negations in the Prajñápáramitá verse target actual pas-
sages discussing dependent-origination in the Saåyutta Nikáya. When
compared to the mass of sñtras dealing with dependent-origination, the
formulaic nature of these prologues stands out. Sñtras dealing with de-
pendent-origination are expected to begin with the denial of contradicto-
ry extremes and subsequently to teach dependent-origination as the mid-
dle way between both extremes and to end with a recitation of the twelve
links of dependent-origination. The pattern is repeated to such an extent
that it becomes an easily recognizable cliché. The pattern and its repetition,
which originally served as an aid to memorization, become a marker to be
evoked by later Maháyánists in order to activate texts that were universal-
ly agreed to be “word of the Buddha.” The presence of the pairs eternali-
ty/disruption and unity/plurality in regard to dependent-origination in
the Prajñápáramitá should be more than enough to allude to dependent-
origination. Why then add the remaining two pairs?

The Unconditioned in the Canon

The four remaining negations in the Prajñápáramitá passage are: “non-
ceasing,” “nonarising,” “noncoming,” and “nongoing.” The reader famil-
iar with Buddhist literature would be aware that, although the Buddha
claims dependent-origination to be anucchedaå, asásvataå, anekárthaå, and
anánárthaå, nowhere in the extant (non-Maháyána) sñtra literature does
he say that dependent-origination is “nonarising,” “nonceasing,” “non-
coming,” or “nongoing.” Since dependent-origination is often said to be a
description of the way that suªering arises (utpáda), it seems counterintu-
itive to say that it is “nonarising” (an-utpáda). On the contrary, it is likely
that any monk would recognize “nonarising, nonceasing, etc.” as more
closely related to the Buddha’s sermons on nirváça in the Udána.68 Since
“arising,” “ceasing,” “coming,” and “going” are attributes of saåsára (con-
ditioned reality, or saåskëta), nirváça (considered in most non-Maháyána
schools as unconditioned, or asaåskëta) should be their polar opposite. In-
deed, in many verses in the Udána the unconditioned realm of nirváça is
explicitly said to be not arising, not ceasing, not coming, and not going.

Consider the following verse from the Pali Udána.
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There is, monks, that base [tadáyatana] wherein there is neither
earth, nor water, nor fire, nor wind, nor that base consisting of end-
less space, nor that base consisting of infinite consciousness, nor that
base consisting of nothingness, nor that base consisting of neither
perception nor non-perception, nor this world, nor the next world,
nor both sun and moon. There too [tad[áyatana] . . .], monks, I do
not speak either of coming (na ágatiå), or going,69 or remaining,
or falling, or arising. This is (quite) without foundation, (quite)
without occurrence, quite without object. This alone is the end of
duâkha.70

A parallel verse, though not identical, appears in the Sanskrit Udána
Varga.

Don’t like what will perish, what is born, arisen, and originated, is
fabricated, composite and unstable and arises from the stream of
food. Happiness is the peace on the basis of renunciation and rough
and subtle investigation, (when) every misery is stopped and com-
posites are at peace. O monks! with clairvoyance I see (it) does not
abide anywhere. For it does not abide in the earth, the water, the fire
or the wind. It does not abide in the source of boundless space,71 in
the source of boundless consciousness, in the source of nothingness,
or in the source of neither existence nor non-existence of discrimina-
tion. And it does not abide in this world or the next, on the moon or
on the sun. There is no observation of it. O monks! I do not state that
going and coming exist there, for there is no abiding. I do not state
that there is transmigration for there is no arising. The end of misery,
is then, like this.72

From the standpoint of this Udána, the negations, “noncoming,” or
“nongoing,” are to indicate the unconditioned nature of nirváça. The
Udána passage is typical of passages advocating a “positive, mystical” con-
tent of samádhi as discussed by Schmithausen.73 The Udána verse begins
with the list of the stages of concentration beginning with elemental
kasiça meditations and progressing up through the eight dhyánas, or “ab-
sorptions.” Classically, the eight meditations are taught as follows: (1) one
reflects on the unsatisfactoriness of the present situation; (2) one enters
into the concentration that is empty of those distractions; (3) one be-
comes absorbed into that level of attainment; and (4) one emerges from
the concentration and reflects on the degree of subtlety of the experience.
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Upon reflection, one is to notice two things: the absence of what was
present in the previous state, and the positive qualities of the present state.
That which one perceives with regard to the meditative state is the result-
ing fruit of the concentration.74

The highest level of meditation (dhyána) in the early canon is the point
at which one is no longer cognizant of the “sign” (nimitta) of anything,
whether it be infinite space, infinite consciousness, nothingness itself or
neither-consciousness-nor-non-consciousness. The idea is for conscious-
ness (which is conditioned) to come as close as possible to the uncondi-
tioned (i.e., nirváça with no nimitta) in order to be able to perceive it.

The Theraváda commentaries on this passage interpret nirváça as the
“cause” (the commentary reading áyatana as káraçaå) of the experience,
much in the same way that an actual (relatively permanent) barn is the
“cause” of the (relatively fleeting) visual perception of a barn.75 According
to this model, the significance of the negations attributed to nirváça in the
Udána is that they deny all the characteristics of conditionedness—the
quintessence of saåsára. This point is further clarified in the following
verse, again from the Pali Udána.

There exists, monks, that which is unborn, that which is unbecome,
that which is uncreated, that which is unconditioned. [ajátaå abhñ-
taå akata asaçkhataå]. For if there were not, monks, that which is
unborn, that which is uncreated, that which is unconditioned, there
would not be made known here the escape from that which is born,
from that which is become, from that which is created, from that
which is conditioned. Yet, since there exists, monks, that which is un-
born, that which is uncreated, that which is unconditioned, there is
therefore made known the escape from that which is born, from that
which has become, from that which is created, from that which is
conditioned.76

The Sanskrit version of the Udána conveys the same point.

O monks! the unborn, unoriginated, unfabricated, uncompounded,
unarising exists. Birth, origination, fabrication, mental production,
composition, and interdependent arising exist. O monks! were the
unoriginated, unfabricated, uncompounded, and unarising not to
exist, I would not state that there is the definite emergence from
birth, fabrication, mental production, composition, and interdepen-
dent arising. O monks! it is because the unborn, unoriginated, un-
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fabricated, uncompounded, unarising exists that I state there is the
definite emergence from birth, fabrication, mental production, com-
position, and interdependent arising.77

Here again nirváça and saåsára are mutually exclusive. Saåsára is born,
originated, and compounded, while nirváça is unborn, unarisen, and un-
compounded. The latter is exclusively “unconditioned,” while the former is
exclusively “conditioned.” The passage also explicitly states that this un-
conditioned state is the opposite of “interdependent arising.” Combined in
the Prajñápáramitá verse, the second and third sets of negations (anucche-
da, asásvata, etc.) apply to the conditioned realm of saåsára that is gov-
erned by dependent-origination. The first and fourth sets of negations (the
denials of arising, destruction, coming-into-being, going-out-of-being)
would classically refer to nirváça in contradistinction to saåsára.

If the reader of the namaskára were steeped in Maháyána literature s/he
would probably be aware of the Udána texts,78 but would also be aware
that the negations that are most often applied to the higher states of absor-
ption are claimed to be characteristics of reality itself (tattva or dharmatá)
in Maháyána literature. Whereas the common Buddhist literature had
made much of the dichotomies of nirváça/saåsára and unconditioned/
conditioned, the Maháyána sñtras undermined the dichotomy and drew
attention to the nonduality of reality that underlay the distinction itself by
applying the negations indicative of unconditionedness to that which is
conditioned.

This shift, however, did not happen all at once. Alhough it is di‹cult to
date the early Maháyána sñtras relative to one another, it is possible to as-
certain the range of opinions around Nágárjuna’s time. The thinking of
the Maháyána sñtras appears to have progressed toward the position rep-
resented in the Prajñápáramitá passage that Nágárjuna cites.

In Prajñápáramitá literature, when one sees the conditioned as uncon-
ditioned (or sees saåsára as nirváça), one attains omniscience or “all-
knowledge” (sarvajñatá), which is the understanding of all dharmas.79 In
the Aíìasahásrika Prajñápáramitá, this “all-knowledge” is described in
almost exactly the same terms as the experience of nirváça was in the
Udána (the parallel section is in italics):

All-knowledge is immeasurable and unlimited. . . . That is not at-
tainment [práptir], or reunion [abhisamayo], or getting there [adhi-
gamo]; not the path [márgo] or its fruit [márgaphalaå]; not cogni-
tion [ jñánaå], or consciousness [vijñánaå]; not genesis [utpatti], or
destruction [vináso], or production [utpado], or passing away [vyayo], or
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stopping [nirodho], or development [bhávaná] or annihilation [vibhá-
vaná]. It has not been made by anything [kenacitkëtaå], it has not come
from anywhere [kutascidágataå], it does not go anywhere [kvacid gac-
chati], it does not stand in any place or spot [nápi kvaciddese nápi kvacit-
pradese sthitam]. . . . But what is immeasurableness that does not
lend itself to being fully known by anything [na sásakyákenacida-
bhisaåboddhum], be it form, or any skandha, or any of the six perfec-
tions. Because form is all-knowledge, and so are the other skandhas,
and the six perfections.80

The italicized text indicates the cognition of all-knowledge as not rising
(utpáda) and not ceasing (nirodha) (which corresponds to the Pali na
cutiå na upapattiå), and it is also described as noncoming, nongoing, and
nonstaying (which corresponds to the Pali n’ eva ágatiå vadámi na gatiå
na ìhitiå). As in the Udána, these negations apply to a mental state, but
unlike in the Udána, the experience is indicative of the way that all things
are independent of thought.

Here, then, are the beginnings of the context in which the Maháyána
can claim that all dharmas are “emptiness” (sñnyatá), as well as the begin-
nings of the claim that saåsára is nirváça. “Emptiness,” instead of being
one of the three characteristics of nirváça (à la the “emptiness,” “sign-
less,” and “wishless” absorptions), is now a description of the way that
saåsára is already. For example, it is claimed in the Kásyapa Parivárta
Sñtra:

Furthermore, Kásyapa, the real investigation of dharmas, does not
make dharmas empty because of emptiness, [rather] dharmas are al-
ready empty. [It] does not make dharmas signless due to the signless
[rather] dharmas are already signless. [It] does not make dharmas
wishless due to the wishless [rather] dharmas are already wishless.
[It] does not make dharmas unformed (anabhisaåskára) by not
forming them them [rather] dharmas are already unconditioned (ana-
bhisaåskëta). Similarly, [it] does not make dharmas unarisen due to
not giving rise to them, [rather] dharmas are already unarisen. And
[it] does not make dharmas unproduced things (ajátô) due to not
producing [them], [rather] dharmas are already unproduced. Nor
[does it] make dharmas unperceived (agráhyá) due to lack of per-
ceiving them, [rather] dharmas are already unperceived. And anás-
rava dharmas do not make dharmas anásrava [i.e. dharmas devoid of
the “intoxicants” of desire, desire for existence, views and ignorance],
rather dharmas are already anásrava. Insofar as, [one] does not make
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essenceless dharmas by means of an essence, dharmas are simply
essenceless. Similarly, insofar as there is no essencelessness of dhar-
mas as an essence [in itself ] and insofar as no essence is found, such
indeed is the investigation, O Kasyapa, that is said to be the true in-
vestigation of dharmas and to be the middle way.81

The Aíìasáhasriká Prajñápáramitá includes the example of the five ag-
gregates (again, something characteristic of saåsára) being described as
being “emptiness,” “signless,” and “wishless.”

SUBHUTI: Would there be a reason to assume that the skandhas are 
immeasurable?

THE LORD: Yes, there would be. 
SUBHUTI: Of what is that term “immeasurable” a synonym?
THE LORD: Of Emptiness, of the Signless, of the Wishless.
SUBHUTI: Is it a synonym only of those and not of the other dharmas?
THE LORD: Have I not described all dharmas as “empty”?
SUBHUTI: As simply empty has the Tathágata described all dharmas.
THE LORD: And, being empty, they are also inexhaustible. And what is

emptiness that is also immeasureableness. Therefore then, accord-
ing to ultimate reality, no distinction or diªerence can be appre-
hended between these dharmas. As talk have they been described
by the Tathágata. One just talks when one speaks of “immeasur-
able,” or “incalculable,” or “inexhaustible,” or of “empty,” or “sign-
less,” or “wishless,” or “the Unaªected,” or “Non-production,” “no-
birth,” “non-existence” . . . “cessation,” or “Nirváça.” This exposi-
tion has by the Tathágata been described as the consummation of
his demonstrations.82

Like the previous passage quoted, this passage describes what would nor-
mally be taken as something firmly rooted in saåsára (the aggregates) and
characterizes it in the same way as nirváça (emptiness, signless, wishless).

The section of the Aíìasáhasriká Prajñápáramitá that is the most direct-
ly relevant to the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká’s namaskára is the following,
where dependent-origination is seen as “nonextinction.”

SUBHUTI: How should a Bodhisattva consummate the perfection of
wisdom?

THE LORD: Through the non-extinction [akíáyatva] of form, etc.
Through the non-extinction of ignorance, of the karma-formations,
of consciousness, of name and form, of the six sense fields, of con-
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tact, of feeling, of craving, of grasping, of becoming, of birth, of
decay, and death, of grief, lamentation, pain, sadness, and despair.
In this manner, the Bodhisattva surveys conditioned co-production
in such a way that he avoids the duality of the extremes. He surveys
it without seeing any beginning, end or middle. To survey condi-
tioned co-production in such a manner, that is the special dharma
of the Bodhisattva seated on the terrace of enlightenment. When
he thus surveys conditioned co-production, he acquires the cogni-
tion of the all knowing.83

Just as in the early canon, this passage instructs the aspirant to mental-
ly review the twelve links of dependent-origination, recalling the nega-
tions, so as to avoid the extreme views. Here, however, dependent-
origination is seen as noncessation. The characteristics that marked saåsára
(i.e., being destructible, kíayatva) are now denied it in the same way that
they are denied to nirváça (hence, akíayatva) in the Udána passage. This
changes the purpose of the formula of dependent-origination radically. In
the early canon, one meditated on the twelve links in order to see reality
as it is and thereby cultivate a revulsion toward it, but never is it denied
that dependent-origination describes the arising and ceasing of things.84

This suggests by implication that, in the Maháyána, one is to look on de-
pendent-arising itself as nirváça, and hence as nonarising and nonceasing.

As seen in the Aíìasáhasriká Prajñápáramitá, all dharmas are said to be
non-arising (na utpáda), noncessation (na nirodha), noncoming (na kutasci-
dágataå), nongoing (na kvacid gaccati). Elsewhere in the same text,
dependent-origination is said to be nondestructible (akíayatva). It is not,
then, much of a leap to combine the two (as happens in Nágárjuna’s na-
maskára passage), and say that dependent origination is not just nonde-
structible, but is nonceasing (etc.) as well.

Incidentally, not only does the way that the namaskára combines these
extremes cause the Maháyána interpretation of emptiness qua dependent
origination to be read back into the canon (thus making it conform to
sñtra—the first mahápadesa), but such a procedure also has implications
for “non-contradiction with dharmatá” (the third mahápadesa). The com-
mon interpretation of dharmatá regards it as a synonym for dependent-
origination.85 By extension the Maháyánist interpretation presents dhar-
matá to be emptiness as well.

Lamotte has shown how this interpretation aªects the Maháyána read-
ing of the “Gárava sutta” of the Saåyutta Nikáya in the Dazhidulun. The
Dazhidulun quotes and apparently revises the passage where the Buddha
acknowledges that he became enlightened by knowing dharma. It substi-
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tutes the word prajñápáramitá (a synonym for emptiness) for the word
dharma in its revision.86 The end result echos the opening stanzas of
Nágárjuna’s Mñlamadhyamakakáriká.

The Dharma of the Buddhas is the True Nature of dharmas (dharmá-
çáå dharmatá). This True Nature is without arising, without de-
struction, without interruption, without permanence, without unity,
without plurality, without arrival or departure, without support,
non-existent, the same as Nirváça.87

In sum, there are four extremes—uccheda, sásvata, ekártha, and nánártha—
the negation of which is taken as both representative and exhaustive of
dependent-origination in the early canon. The remaining four extremes
mentioned in Nágárjuna’s Prajñápáramitá passage are either equivalent
to, or synonymous with, the terms that signify “unconditioned-ness”
in the commonly accepted Buddhist texts: utpáda, nirodha, ágama, and
nirgama. These terms are also applied to the way that all dharmas are said
to exist in the Maháyána sñtras. If these terms are viewed as markers acti-
vating certain target texts among the common Buddhist corpus, the
arrangement of these negations presents a specifically Maháyána strategy
for reading scripture in a way that leads to the specifically Maháyána doc-
trine of the sameness of saåsára and nirváça.

In light of the foregoing, the namaskára of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
may now be seen as a model of how dependent-origination is presented in
the entire work. On the one hand, from the common Buddhist point of
view, dependent-origination is saåsára and the characteristics of the upper
levels of concentration point to nirváça. On the other hand, from the
Maháyána point of view, the fact that dependent-origination is said to be
characterized by all four indicates that the unconditioned is immanent
within the conditioned.

The discussion here is not meant to imply that Maháyánists devised this
ontology by splicing together diªerent canonical texts. Rather, given their
commitment to the “sameness of all dharmas,” Maháyánists justify their
stance by splicing together components from authoritative texts, thereby
staying within the purview of “word of the Buddha.” Furthermore, by
downplaying the distinction between saåsára and nirváça and by making
emptiness accessible to reasoned analysis, Nágárjuna makes nirváça ap-
pear within the range of lay Buddhist capabilities. Whether or not this was
an intended consequence is di‹cult to determine. What can be said about
the Maháyána stance is that it “generalizes” emptiness, to use a term
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coined by Gregory Schopen. As Schopen defines it, “generalization” is a
process in which 

a specialized attainment associated with a specific group and attain-
able through limited and specialized means has been transformed
into a generalized ‘benefit’ open to all and available through a broad
range of basic religious activities. This process . . . appears in fact to
be one of the most characteristic elements of that “movement” we
now call “the Maháyána.”88

Schopen refers here to the power to remember past lives ( játismara),
which is one of the powers attained through samádhi. He argues that, in
Maháyána texts, this power is made available to the laity through the
eªorts of Maháyána virtuosi. It seems that a similar argument can be made
for Nágárjuna’s treatment of the “emptiness gate of liberation” (sñnyatá-
vimokíamukha). What was once solely the provenance of meditation spe-
cialists is now generalized in such a way as to be (theoretically, at least)
available to anyone capable of reasoned analysis. Nágárjuna’s presentation
of emptiness as logically attainable would place this attainment within the
purview of an educated layperson. The diªerence between Nágárjuna’s
case and the examples cited by Schopen lies primarily in the fact that the
Maháyána teachings (the books?) are what are made indispensable in
Nágárjuna’s case and not the Maháyána virtuoso.

However, this is not to argue that Maháyána sñtras are somehow more
“pro-laity” than other sñtras but, rather, that many Maháyána communi-
ties (specifically Nágárjuna’s) desperately needed lay support. As argued in
Chapter 4, ensuring that Maháyána sñtras were copied was one of Nágár-
juna’s primary concerns. Hence, making the Buddhist goal appear within
reach of an educated layperson (such as the king) would serve his strategy
of convincing the king to stay neutral toward Maháyána and perhaps even
to supply the monastery with Maháyána sñtras.

Application of the Strategy 
in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká

The juxtaposition of references from divergent sources in order to pro-
duce a diªerent reading of the texts alluded to (such as in the namaskára)
is a practice that occurs throughout the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. Al-
though there are many examples of this kind of interplay between texts,
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the present discussion focuses on Nágárjuna’s reference to the “Kaccá-
nagotta sutta” in chapter 15 of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, as one exam-
ple. In order to show how the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká’s placement of the
canonical reference relative to the rest of the argument aªects the mean-
ing, Buddhaghosa’s Theraváda commentary on the same verse is used here
to provide a contrasting interpretation. The text of the “Kaccánagotta
sutta” itself reads:

This world, Kaccána, for the most part depends on a duality–upon
the notion of existence and the notion of nonexistence. But for one
who sees the origin of the world as it really is with correct wisdom,
there is no notion of nonexistence in regard to the world. And for
one who sees the cessation of the world as it really is with correct wis-
dom, there is no notion of existence in regard to the world.89

Buddhaghosa’s commentary on this passage clarifies the terms.

“This is one extreme” [means] this is a deceptive extreme, a bad ex-
treme [and] is primarily “eternalism.” . . . “Everything is non-existent”
is the second false and bad extreme, a so-called “view related to aris-
ing.” It is the meaning of “disruption” [uccheda]. The rest of this is
clear.90

Here, the extremes of being/nonbeing are explained under the rubric of
eternalism and disruption. Indeed, as seen in the Pali commentary on the
Nidánavagga (the chapter of the canon that contains the “Kaccánagotta
sutta”), all extreme views fall under these two overarching categories of
eternality (sásvata) or disruption (uccheda).91 Even in the suttas that add
“unity” and “plurality” to the list, such as the “Lokáyatika” sutta,92 the
commentary reduces these extremes again to the extremes of eternality
and annihilationism.93 In short, the Theravádins understood the extremes
of eternalism and annihilationism as fundamental to all the analyses of the
Nidánavagga and read all the passages in light of this assumption.

Nágárjuna’s reference to this sñtra comes just over half way through
chapter 15. Verses 1 to 5 state the problem of being and nonbeing in terms
of the reciprocal pair “own-being” (svabháva) and “other-being” (para-
bháva). The reasoning of the chapter draws out the various reductio ad ab-
surdum arguments in order to demonstrate the radical interdependence
(and hence emptiness) between the terms. These first five verses contain
nothing to indicate any connection to the Nidánavagga.

Verses 6 and 7, however, both allude to the Nidánavagga. Verse 6 states:
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“[t]hose who see [ pasyanti] the concepts of self-nature, other nature, ex-
istence or non-existence do not perceive [ pasyanti] the real truth in the
Buddha’s teaching.”94 This is an allusion to the “Maháhatthipadopama
sutta,” where the saying “the one who sees dependent-origination sees
dharma” is attributed to the Buddha. The second part of Nágárjuna’s
verse is merely the negative formulation of the canonical verse.

Verse 7 explicitly refers to the “Kaccánagotta sutta”: 

According to the Instructions to Kátyáyana, both existence and non-
existence are criticized by the Blessed One who opposed being and
non-being.95

The placement of the scriptural reference in relation to the argument of
mutual dependence provides a context for understanding the quotation.
From the demonstration that everything is empty, it follows that neither
being nor nonbeing exist. The Kaccánagotta reference is there to make
evident the connection between the absence of being and nonbeing and
canonical teachings of dependent-origination. The reference to the “Ma-
háhatthipadopama sutta” further contextualizes the absence of being
and nonbeing into discussions of dependent-origination as liberating
insight.

Significantly, in the final two verses of chapter 15, Nágárjuna presents an
interpretation of the verse in keeping with that of the Theravádins; ab-
sence of being and nonbeing implies the absence of eternalism and anni-
hilationism. In so doing, he does not deny what was probably a common
interpretation of this verse. On the contrary, the way that he structures
this chapter presents the Maháyána teaching of emptiness as the logical
ground on which the more common interpretation must rely.

Allusions to “Word of the Buddha” 
in the Ratnávalô

The same procedure is used in Nágárjuna’s defense of the six páramitá
in the Ratnávalô (discussed in Chapter 3). And, again, when Nágárjuna
splices together Buddhist (canonical) texts in the Ratnávalô, more than
just the justification of Maháyána sñtras is at stake. In fact, his use of com-
mon Buddhist sñtras in the Ratnávalô does not argue for the superiority of
Maháyána sñtras over common sñtras. Rather, as he goes on to demon-
strate, Maháyána consists in a more profound way of reading the common
sñtras. By reading common Buddhist texts in such a way as to produce
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Maháyána readings, Nágárjuna can establish Maháyána doctrines as
“word of the Buddha,” such that they do not contradict commonly held
scripture.

For example, chapter 1 of the Ratnávalô launches into an argument an-
alyzing the person in terms of the six elements (dhátus). The argument be-
gins on familiar turf—there is no átman because the person can be broken
down into its elemental parts. Nágárjuna proceeds to analyze the elements
in terms of their relationship to one another. In this, his argument applies
the idiosyncratic procedure made famous in his Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
of asking whether the elements could exist separately or together, or both,
and so on, demonstrating the emptiness of the elements thereby. This ex-
ercise concludes as follows.

This mode [of refutation] is also to be applied
To colors, odors, tastes, and objects of touch;
Eye consciousness and form;
Ignorance, action, and birth;
Agent, object, and action,
Number, possession, cause and eªect
Time, short, and long, and so forth,
Name and name–bearer as well.
Earth, water, fire, wind,
Long, short, subtle, and coarse,
As well as virtue and so forth are said by the Subduer
To be ceased in consciousness.

The scripture referred to here is the “Kevaddha sutta” of the Dôgha
Nikáya.96 In this sñtra, a monk asks all the gods, “Where do the four ele-
ments . . . cease without remainder?” None of the gods have an answer to
this question, and so he turns to the Buddha for an answer. The Buddha
responds that the question is not properly worded. Instead, the question
that should be asked is,

Where do earth, water, fire and air no footing find? Where are long
and short, small and great, fair and foul—Where are “name and
form” wholly destroyed?

The answer is:

Where consciousness is signless, boundless, all luminous. That’s
where earth, water, fire, and air find no footing. There both long and
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short, subtle and coarse, fair and foul [subhásubha]. There “name and
form’’ are wholly destroyed. With the cessation of consciousness this
is all destroyed.97

It is significant that here, at the first place in the Ratnávalô where Nágár-
juna refers to the Maháyána doctrine of emptiness, he illustrates it with an
allusion to a scripture that would have been known by any Buddhist.

Of course, the teaching of the “Kevaddha sutta” and what Nágárjuna
does with it are not necessarily equivalent. The ostensible equivalence is
only achieved through juxtaposing a logical argument with a scriptural al-
lusion. Because the terms suggested for substitution in the logical argu-
ment are the same terms and in the same order as those of the “Kevaddha
sutta,” these terms are marked as scriptural. Anyone familiar with the scrip-
ture would recognize the sequence along with the phrase “ceased in con-
sciousness.” Yet there is a disjuncture between the context of the “Kevad-
dha sutta” and Nágárjuna’s logical argument. The argument shows a
logical necessity to the emptiness of each of the terms. These elements are
therefore empty all the time whether or not one realizes it. In the “Ke-
vaddha sutta,” the elements are ceased in consciousness only at the high-
est states of absorption. Indeed, this seems to have been a common
rhetorical strategy for Maháyána in general—to use terms and concepts
that are already well established for describing high states of meditative
absorption (such as emptiness, signlessness, wishlessness) and to apply
those terms to reality regardless of one’s mental state.The Ratnávalô could
have illustrated this doctrine of emptiness with any number of Maháyána
sñtras and achieved a better fit. The fact that Nágárjuna chose to use a
common Buddhist text for his purpose can be explained only by a need to
show that the Maháyána doctrine can be read in a non-Maháyána text. In
doing so, not only does he show that Maháyána sñtras do not contradict
generally accepted Buddhist texts, but that the truth of the latter actually
depends on the truth of the former. As such, Maháyána’s status as “word
of the Buddha” is secured, thereby assuring the preservation of Maháyána
texts in the monastery. Second, by adopting a strategy found in a
Maháyána sñtra, Nágárjuna activates a well-known Maháyána text to un-
dergird his interpretation of Maháyána—showing it to be “orthodox”
Maháyána and thereby also “word of the Buddha” for those already
steeped in Maháyána. As a result, a chain of copyists of Nágárjuna’s text
has continued in an unbroken line from his day to our own.
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6
Abhidharma and Sectarian Identity

“W ord of the buddha” was an institutional category autho-
rizing which texts would be preserved and replicated. “Word of
the Buddha” therefore becomes both the site and the objective

of Maháyána’s struggle. If the word Tripiìaka is substituted for buddha-
vacana, we can see how far we have come in our investigation of Nágár-
juna’s strategy. Chapters 3 and 4 showed how Nágárjuna appeals to the
authority of the Vinaya Piìaka to pre-empt any legal action taken against
the Maháyánists. Chapter 5 examined his appeal to the Sñtra Piìaka por-
tion of the Tripiìaka and highlighted his attempt to make Maháyána appear
to conform to sñtras held sacred by all Buddhists. Nevertheless, Nágárjuna
could not succeed by merely appearing to conform to “the Tripiìaka” in
the abstract. Maháyánists would have had to show that their teachings
were consistent with the actual reading practices of the sects of which they
were members. To take an example from the West, Christian sects today
agree, for the most part, on the contents of the Bible, but they diªer pas-
sionately over how to read it. The same situation applied to the Buddhist
sects in the second century.

This chapter argues that the diªerences between the Abhidharma Piìakas
of the various Buddhist sects reflect sectarian diªerences in how the Sñtra
Piìaka was to be read. Although the Sñtra Piìakas and Vinaya Piìakas of
the various sects have some diªerences, they are minor compared to the
differences between their Abhidharma Piìakas. The Abhidharma Piìakas of
the various schools become the locus for the drawing of doctrinal bound-
aries between Buddhist sects. For this reason, it would have been incum-
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bent upon Maháyánists to show that their Maháyána conformed to the
Abhidharma Piìaka of the sects in which they lived. This chapter examines
the doctrinal stances adopted by key Buddhist sects in their abhidharma
collections at the time of Nágárjuna, in order to show the doctrinal stan-
dards he would have to live up to. 

Buddhists in the early centuries of the Common Era understood the var-
ious sects not just to have separate legal identities (i.e., holding separate upo-
íadha and ordination ceremonies) but also to have distinct doctrinal iden-
tities. According to the early Buddhist doxographical works (discussed in
Chapter 1), each Buddhist sect could be identified by the set of theses to
which it adhered. There are two sources for our knowledge of the doctri-
nal identities of the early Buddhist sects. The first comprises works such as
Vasumitra’s Saéghabhedoparacanacakra—doxographical works that simply
list the theses adhered to by each sect. The second consists of the works of
abhidharma belonging to each sect. The two appear to be connected since
most of the theses listed by Vasumitra can be found in existing abhidharma
texts. Indeed, it is possible that Vasumitra used the abhidharma collections
at his disposal to compile his Saéghabhedoparacanacakra.

From Sñtra to Sect

The abhidharma genre was a natural outcome of the sñtra tradition. In-
deed, the early sermons of the Buddha made copious use of numerical
lists, probably to facilitate memorization. In a monastic culture that
stressed memorization, it was natural to group the sermons within a given
collection according to the number of items in its primary list. The quin-
tessential example of this is the Aéguttara Nikáya (= Ekottarágama pre-
served in Chinese). After the sermons became associated with one anoth-
er by virtue of the enumeration they contain, the lists themselves could be
discussed independently of any particular sermon that contained them.
The collection of these discussions became the abhidharma.

Six lists fundamental to all Buddhist ontology and epistemology became
formalized in abhidharma literature: the four noble truths, the twelve links
of dependent-origination, the five skandha (aggregates), the twelve áya-
tana (sense spheres), the eighteen dhátu (elements), and the six indriya
(faculties). Even outside of specifically abhidharma literature, the centrali-
ty of these lists for the Mahásáéghika is shown by the fact that they are
mentioned in the Mahásáéghika vinaya’s definition of buddhavacana
(translated in Chapter 3). These lists are referred to again in the Abhi-
samácáriká section of the Mahásáéghika vinaya, which discusses what a
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preceptor is to teach a novice monk: “the beneficial elements, the aggre-
gates, the sense fields and dependent-origination.”1 Within abhidharma lit-
erature, however, the authority of these lists becomes paramount. The
Theraváda Petakopadesa even goes so far as to claim: “There is no sermon,
no verse, no prose which is not demonstrated in one of these six [sets of ]
teachings.”2 Harivárman claims that his Satyasiddhisástra should be stud-
ied because it discusses the five aggregates, the twelve links of dependent-
origination, and the eighteen elements.3

In raising these six lists, the abhidharma writers were on solid ground
as far as the sñtra tradition was concerned, because each of these lists is
well represented in Buddhist sñtra traditions. Nevertheless, the abhi-
dharmists—like the Maháyánists who came after them—also had to estab-
lish that their writings were “word of the Buddha.” The task seems to have
been complete by the time the Maháyánists first came on the scene. As
early as 111 c.e., an inscription from Mathurá mentions a nun named Bud-
dhamitra, who knew the Tripiìaka and was a resident disciple (antevásinô)
of the monk Bala, who also knew the Tripiìaka.4 The third basket (piìaka)
can refer only to the Abhidharma Piìaka, although we cannot be certain
from the inscription which one is referred to here. Abhidharma texts ap-
pear in the earliest collections of Buddhist manuscripts and even predom-
inate in the third-century collections from central Asia.5

Significantly, early abhidharma texts contain the same strategies that
Maháyánists use. For example, just as early Maháyána texts always inform
the reader of the sñtra’s placement during the “First Buddhist Council,”
the authors of abhidharma texts also ascribe the origins of their texts to an
equally authoritative setting. Perhaps the oldest abhidharma-type text is
the “Saégôti sutta” found in the Dôgha Nikáya. There, the monk Uáriputra
(an important interlocutor in buddhavacana texts) notes the disarray of
the Jain religious order over disagreements concerning the teachings of
their founder. To prevent a similar situation among Buddhists, he gathers
the monks together to rehearse the seminal teachings of the Buddha.
Many scholars have noted that those schools that utilized an abhidharma
collection did so either with the understanding that it was compiled by
one of the Buddha’s top disciples, Mahákasyapa or Kátyáyana, or with the
understanding that it was taught by the Buddha himself to his mother in
Tuíita heaven immediately after his enlightenment.6 For example, the Pali
Nettipakaraça ends with a passage informing the reader that Mahákac-
cáyana (the dharma-heir of the Buddha) was the one who recited the text
at the first council (as does the Peìakopadesa).

Early abhidharma texts are also careful to shadow the content of the
sñtra collection in order to show that their doctrines do not deviate from
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the accepted norm. They accomplish this by copious references to sñtras.
The earliest abhidharma texts embed their abhidharma lists between quo-
tations from the Sñtra Piìaka that form a “suttanta matrix”7 For example,
the Dharmaskandha (a Sarvástivádin abhidharma text, which, according to
Frauwallner, is among the earliest)8 produces a long series of scriptural
quotations for each technical term. The length and number of these quo-
tations indicate that the topics themselves serve merely as headings for a
kind of anthology or “best of the Buddhist scriptures” collection. So long
as its project was to summarize the doctrines of the sñtra collections, the
abhidharma had little room for innovation.

As the abhidharma becomes a more established genre, it begins to move
away from a strict adherence to the sñtras. Whereas the earliest abhidharma
texts of each tradition tend to look quite similar (compare, for example, the
Uáriputrábhidharma of the Dharmagupta with the Dharmaskandha of the
Sarvástivádins and the Vibhaéga of the Theravádins), the later abhidharma
texts of each tradition develop new theories and introduce new technical
terms in an attempt to answer questions not addressed in the sñtras. After
the abhidharmists introduced new technical terms to address problems in
the sñtras, the abhidharma collections that they were composing began to
diverge doctrinally. Thus, only with the production of abhidharma litera-
ture did the Buddhist sects begin to take on distinct doctrinal identities.

The Abhidharma Collections of the Theraváda

Two complete abhidharma piìakas and fragments of others have survived.
One of the complete collections belongs to the Theravádins in the south.
It consists of seven main texts (along with the usual commentaries, i.e.,
the aììhakathá and the mñla- and anuìôká commentaries) and a handful of
“extracanonical” works. The main abhidharma texts are the Dhamma-
saégaçi, Vibhaéga, Dhátukathá, Puggalapaññatti, Kathávatthu, Yamaka,
and Paììhána. As to the relative dates of these texts, Buswell and Jaini put
the matter succinctly:

Text-critical analysis indicates that these books were composed in three
stages. The earliest stage saw the compilation of the Puggalapaññatti
and at least some sections of the Dhammasaégaçi and Vibhaéga. These
three texts contain extensive quotations from the sñtras and, while the
method of analysis in the latter two texts is obviously of later origin,
their principle concern is to explain points of controversy in the
Nikáyas. Hence, their overall approach is more indicative of this prim-
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itive stage of development. The middle period saw the composition of
the Dhátukathá and Kathávatthu. A dialectical approach is commonly
followed in these two texts, in which doctrine is taught through a com-
plex series of questions and answers. The final period of development
of the canonical books includes the uniquely Theraváda texts, Yamaka
and Paììhána, Both employ an extremely advanced catechetical style
that is all but incomprehensible to non-Abhidharmikas.9

Important later commentaries on these texts are the Peìakopadesa, Paìi-
saåbhidhámagga, Nettipakaraça, Vimuttimagga, Visuddhimagga, and Abhi-
dhammatthasaégaha.

Sarvástiváda

The Sarvástivádins in the north also claimed seven texts as authoritative:
the Jñánaprasthána, Prakaraçapáda, Vijñánakáya, Dharmaskandha, Prajñá-
ptibháíya, Dhátukáya, and Saégôtiparyáya. Although the traditional order-
ing of these texts places the Jñánaprasthána first, modern scholars place it
last, dividing the development of the tradition into three phases as well.
Again, Buswell and Jaini comment.

Considerable controversy reigns among modern scholars concerning
the authorship and chronology of these various texts . . . Ryogon
Fukuhara, the scholar who has made the most exhaustive study of the
Sarvástivádin Abhidharma canon, has given what is perhaps the most
plausible ordering of the canonical texts: Saégôtiparyáya and Dharma-
skandha in the earliest group; Prajñaptibháíya, Dhátukáya, and Vijñá-
nakáya, and Prakaraçapáda in the middle group; followed by the lat-
est of the canonical works, the Jñánaprasthána.10

Historically, these works have tended to be overshadowed by the com-
mentaries on the Jñánaprasthána. The most famous of these commentaries
are the massive Mahávibháíá (which according to legend, was compiled at
a council convened by Kaçiíka c. second century), the Saåyuktábhidharma-
hëdaya, the Abhidharmakosa, and Bháíya by Vasubandhu, the Abhidharma-
kosasphuìártha by Yasomitra, and the Nyáyánusára by Sanghabhadra.

Other Texts

In addition to these two main groups of texts are independent works that
were originally part of larger collections. From the Pudgalavádin sects, the
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three existing texts are available only in Chinese translation. The first two
are the Tk◊◊ (Sánfadùlùn, T. 1506 = *Tridharmakasástra) and the |¸
¢«¤« (Sìáhánmùcháoxù, T. 1505): These are really two diªerent versions
of the same text, since the latter contains the title Tk◊ in its last line.11

The third is the T±≥°◊ (Sánmídibùlùn, T. 1649 = *Sáåmitôyanikáya-
sástra).12 Other important abhidharma texts include the ŸQ±¸iË◊
(Shèlìfóápítánlùn, T. 1548 *Uárôputrábhidharma, an early text usually as-
cribed to the Dharmagupta sect) and the ®Í◊ (T. 1646, *Satyasid-
dhisástra by Harivárman—a Bahusrutôya).13 There is also at least one
Maháyána abhidharma text: the Abhidharmasammuccaya by Asaéga, not
discussed here.

Abhidharma Innovations: 
Saåsára, Nirváça, and Márga

As vast as abhidharma literature is, the important doctrinal diªerences
between the sects coalesce around relatively few issues raised by the sñtra
tradition. The most fundamental of these revolve around the relationship
between saåsára and nirváça. All schools of Indian philosophy recognize
the existence of something absolute that exists without conditions and is
eternal or timeless. For the Sáåkhya, this is puruía, for the Vedánta it is
átman/braâman, and for the Jains it is adharma. For the Buddhists,
nirváça falls into this category. The world that we (the unenlightened)
acknowledge and move about in is usually placed in contradistinction to
the absolute. For the (non-Maháyánist) Buddhist, all that is not nirváça
is saåsára—saåsára being distinguished from nirváça by the characteris-
tics of suªering and impermanence.14 The two realms of saåsára and
nirváça are not just diªerent; they are defined as opposites with no mid-
dle ground in between. Consider again the verse from the Udána dis-
cussed in Chapter 5:

There exists, monks, that which is unborn, that which is unbecome,
that which is uncreated, that which is unconditioned [ajátaå abhñ-
taå akata asaçkhataå]. For if there were not, monks, that which is
unborn, that which is uncreated, that which is unconditioned, there
would not be made known here the escape from that which is born,
from that which is become, from that which is created, from that
which is conditioned. Yet, since there exists, monks, that which is un-
born, that which is uncreated, that which is unconditioned, there is
therefore made known the escape from that which is born, from that
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which has become, from that which is created, from that which is
conditioned.15

This verse presents a philosophical problem. The sense of the verse is
that because there is a nirváça (the opposite of saåsára), there must be
such a thing as an escape from saåsára. The problem is that saåsára is
described as játáå, bhñtam, kata, and sankhaå while nirváça is de-
scribed as its opposite: ajátaå, abhñtaå, akata, and asankhaå. The prin-
ciple of bivalance (a.k.a. tertium non datur) states that between A and not-
A there can be no third term, and yet Buddhism as a religion does
introduce a third term—namely, the karma, a category under which falls
all the practices used to convey one from saåsára to nirváça.

In fact, Buddhist philosophy has three important elements whose role
vis-à-vis saåsára and nirváça begin to create problems. The first, as stated
above, is karma. Karma is generally considered in the sñtra tradition to fall
into the category of saåsára because it is one of the important agents of
change over time. Somehow, through the elimination of bad karma and
through the accumulation of merit and insight, one is able to abandon
saåsára and achieve nirváça. The problem, as Nágárjuna points out in his
investigation of nirváça (Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, chapter 25), revolves
around the question of how a vehicle that is thoroughly conditioned can
produce a state that is unconditioned. The other two problematic ele-
ments are related to karma, namely, the person leaving saåsára and
achieving nirváça as well as the practices used to travel from saåsára to
nirváça. These three—karma, the owner of karma, and the path—must ei-
ther straddle or leap across the conditioned/unconditioned divide.16 Each
is originally part of conditioned reality, but must stand in a meaningful re-
lation to unconditioned reality in order for Buddhist soteriology to be
possible. It is in the attempt to articulate a meaningful relationship of
these three terms to both saåsára and nirváça that the abhidharma litera-
ture begins to diverge from the sñtra tradition.

Karma, Kartë, and Márga

The importance of this divergence cannot be overestimated, as the doctrinal
identities of Buddhist sects coalesced around this very issue. According to
Thomas Dowling:

In certain cases it is apparent that concern with karma doctrine or vo-
cabulary explanatory thereof played a distinctly causal role in sectari-
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an evolution. In other cases it is safer to say that the concern for an
intelligible karma vocabulary was one among many complex factors
that helped give decisive shape and substance to already distinct or
emerging sectarian positions.17

The teachings of the sñtra tradition about karma, the owner of karma,
and the path are fairly simple. Karma takes its place among the five aggre-
gates as the aggregate of saåskára, which in turn is defined as volition
(cetaná). In the twelve links of dependent-origination, saåskára is the sec-
ond limb, conditioned only by ignorance.

The sñtra teaching of the owner of karma is somewhat more complicated.
Early Buddhist sñtras are generally clear that there is no such entity an-
swering to the description of the brahmanical átman. They are equally em-
phatic that karma, the foundation of morality, exists. Yet to a‹rm the ex-
istence of karma involves the tacit assumption that reference to the karma
possessor is in some sense meaningful. In the sermons teaching depen-
dent-origination, the Buddha advocates a middle way, denying both the
thesis that everything exists (i.e., has an abiding essence or “soul”) and the
thesis that nothing exists (i.e., that there is no continuity among imper-
manent things). The owner of karma, therefore, can be said to be neither
a permanent entity nor nonexistent.

To articulate the sense in which statements concerning the owner of
karma are meaningful, the sñtra tradition embarks on a tentative foray
into language theory. The problem for the sñtra tradition was how to
understand the status of a word (i.e., “self,” átman) whose object does
not really exist and yet whose use in religious instruction was indis-
pensable. The brahmanical philosophies, for the most part, held that
words that produce distinct cognitions refer to real things. The Mômáå-
siká held that the spoken word was a temporal manifestation of an atem-
poral and eternal reality.18 Even the Nyáya-Vaiíesiká, who generally held
that words obtained their meanings through convention, believed that
words must have a one-to-one correspondence with extramental entities
in order to be meaningful. Words really refer to things in Nyáya. It for
this reason that the Naiyáyiká (and later Buddhist logicians) could not
accept reductio ad absurdum arguments as independent arguments be-
cause the subject term of such arguments does not exist. One important
implication of the Naiyáyika stance on language was that, because self-
referential language (such as the word “I”) implies the identity of an en-
tity over time, there must be an enduring substance to which these
words refer. That substance is a soul, or átman. The Naiyákika commit-
ment to the existence of verbal referents reflected a realism leading to
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the defense of universals and of wholes existing independent of their
parts.

Buddhism, in contrast to these other philosophies, developed India’s
first theories of nominalism—both in the weak sense of maintaining that
some words do not refer to existing entities and (especially for Dharmakôr-
ti) in the strong sense of denying the existence of the universals to which
words refer.19 Although an explicit rejection of universals ( játi) à la Dhar-
makôrti does not occur in the sñtras, the sñtras include two versions of the
first kind of nominalism. The first version amounts to the view that some
words are just words (i.e., they do not have referents in either the external
or internal worlds). Implied in these discussions is the sense that any com-
mitment to the existence of entities named by words leads to trouble. For
example, the “Hastipadottama sutta” (The Greater Discourse on the Sim-
ile of the Elephant’s Footprint) of the Majjhima Nikáya says:

Friends, just as when a space is enclosed by timber and creepers,
grass, and clay, it comes to be termed “house,” so too, when a space
is enclosed by bones and sinews, flesh and skin, it comes to be termed
“material form.”20

This discussion is similar to a discussion held between the monk Ná-
gasena and King Milinda in the Milindapañho:

I, reverend Nágasena, am not telling a lie, for it is because of the pole,
because of the axle, the wheels, the body of the chariot, the yoke, the
reins, and because of the goad that “chariot” exists as a denotation
[sankhá], appellation [samaññá], designation [ paññatti], as a current
usage [voháro], as a name [námaå].21

Implicit in these sñtras is the understanding that terms like “material-
form/color” (rñpa) or “chariot” do not denote independently existing
reals, but are mere words used to denote the assemblage of a multiplicity
of factors. The multiplicity of components really are present, but the unity
to which the word “chariot” refers is not. Such designations may be use-
ful in a conventional sense, but they do not denote real objects in any
ultimate sense. The Milindapañho passage especially emphasizes that
“chariot” exists only as a word. There is no one-to-one correspondence
between the word and any one real particular in the world. Some early
Abhidharma texts pick up on this nominalist trend specifically as it applies
to the notion of the individual. For example, the Uáriputrábhidharma,
picking up on “Hastipadottama sutta,” states:
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Again, monks, contemplate in this manner: the person [H= pudgala?]
has eye, ear, nose tongue body and mind. The convention [≤W,
saéketa] is a word used for the person. The eye, ear, nose tongue body
and mind are not the person. Apart from eye, ear, nose tongue body
and mind there is no person. If, in the same fashion, a dharma really
arises, really stays and really passes away, a verbal convention desig-
nates (the arising, staying, and passing away) as “the person.” Like a
house having roof-beam, rafter, wall, is conventionally designated as
“house.” The beams, etc are not the house (and yet) without the roof-
beam, etc, there is no house. If, in the same fashion, a dharma really
arises, really stays and really passes away, a verbal convention desig-
nates (the arising, staying, and passing away) as the “house.” . . . Just
as in the “Elephant’s Footprint [Hastipadottama] sutta” it is said.
“Monks, conditioned by the timber, bamboo, and conditioned by the
rope empty space is enclosed, (and all this) is the designation for “hut.”
Monks, just like this, conditioned by the back, the muscle, the blood,
flesh, and skin (all) enclosing empty space, and we have the designa-
tion, “I.” Just like this [it is] a device [ËK, upáya]. Know this dhar-
ma to be impermanent and to arise according to conditions.22

The Uáriputrábhidharma probably uses the term saéketa (convention) to
indicate the nominal status of the pudgala, to follow the “Hastipadottama
sutta.” Most abhidharma texts, however, refer to nominal entities using a
synonym for saéketa: prajñapti (“designation” also translated as ≤W).23

The second version of Buddhist nominalism can be seen in the
“Mahánidána sutta” of the Dôgha Nikáya.

By whatever features, characteristics, signs or summarized descrip-
tions there is a concept of the body of sentience (i.e., in a “living
being,” in everyday language); in the absence of these features, etc.,
there could be no contact discerned between the designation and the
body of matter (of the “same” “living being”). By whatever features,
etc., there is a concept of the body of matter; in the absence of these
features, etc., there would be no contact discerned between the resis-
tance (i.e., the matter) and the body of sentience. In the absence of
the features, etc., by which there is a concept of both the body of sen-
tience and the body of matter, there would be discerned neither con-
tact of the designation nor contact of the resistance.24

In the passages from the “Hastipadottama sutta” and the Milindapanha
quoted above, the words “chariot” and “being” stand in an almost arbi-
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trary relationship to the collocation of parts that they designate. The
Mahánidána passage, by contrast, points to causal relationship between
the perceiver’s designation and certain functions (i.e., its “features, char-
acteristics, signs, or summarized descriptions”) of the referent. Here, the
designation, as a kind of verbal-awareness, is seen as a product of a set of
real external factors, and it disappears when those factors are not present.
In this sense, the prajñapti is not a mere word but, rather, the product of
a whole knowledge-producing event, to which the word is a contributing
condition. Despite an apparent distaste for nominal entities, Buddhism
has always had a place for verbally informed cognition in its tradition of
meditation (consider, for example, the practice of verbally noting the ob-
ject of meditation during samatha meditation).

The contrast between the Mahánidána passage and the “Hastipadotta-
ma” passage suggests that the verbal world is two-tiered: some words
refer to unitary reals (i.e., dharmas), such as “color” (rñpa), and other
words do not, such as “chariot” (átman). What begins in Buddhist sñtras
as a simple denial of the existence of an entity corresponding to the word
átman develops into a theory of nominalism tied to a theory of causality.
The word átman in brahmanical discourse denotes a singular entity. For
Buddhists, there is no átman because there is no single cause of the cogni-
tion átman. The (false) cognition corresponding to the word átman is a
single eªect produced by multiple causes and conditions working in con-
cert. The overdetermination of the verbal cognition makes it false. The
wise person sees that words denoting persons ( pudgala) simply serve as an
index to what is, in reality, a plurality of everchanging phenomena. As
seen below, most of the abhidharma traditions come to interpret single,
noncomposite phenomena (such as color) as ultimately true or ultimately
existent ( paramárthasat) on account of its irreducibility. But composite
entities are said to exist as conventional designation ( prajñaptisat) because
they can be analyzed into ultimately existing components.

Two important sets of categories are now established. The categories of
saåsára and nirváça cast the world in terms of “conditioned-ness” and
“unconditioned-ness,” while the categories of linguistic referents cast
things in terms of their “ultimate” versus “conventional” existence or
truth. The problem with this scenario is that it leads to a tendency to over-
lay a dichotomy of “true” and “false” over the already problematic di-
chotomy of “conditioned” and “unconditioned.” The set of causes and
conditions producing the cognition of the “person” is nothing other than
the set of causes and conditions constituting saåsára, and yet “the person”
does not denote an entity that is ultimately real. However, the experience
of átman’s absence is constitutive of the experience of nirváça itself inso-
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far as the liberation through “emptiness” (one of the characteristics of
nirváça) is synonymous with the realization of anátman.25 This leaves the
doctrine of anátman somehow equated with nirváça, even though the
person coursing through saåsára is already said to lack átman. The task
for abhidharmists will be to determine how the levels of truth apply to the
states of saåsára and nirváça.

Pudgalaváda

One of the first schools of abhidharma to tackle this issue appears to have
been the Pudgalavádins. Their solution to bridge the conditioned/uncon-
ditioned divide was to depict karma, the owner of karma, and the prac-
tices of the Buddhist path as hybrid entities that, by their very nature, strad-
dle the divide.

Avipranása

The Pudgalavádins argued that karma was a composite entity consisting
of several temporal components and one atemporal one. Following the
Buddhists sñtras, they claimed that mental saåskáras (mental formations
corresponding to karma) were of the nature of volition. Vocal and bodily
karma, however, consisted only of the motion ( gati) that could be ob-
served. The motion itself is conditioned and therefore impermanent. The
Pudgalavádins were, however, aware that the Buddha also taught the per-
sistence of karma. In this the Pudgalavádins appealed to a text that was
also considered authoritative by the Sarvástivádins: “[Karma] does not
perish, even after hundreds of millions of cosmic eras. When the complex
[of conditions] and [favorable] times come together, they ripen for their
author.”26 One particular subsect of Pudgalavádins—the Saåmitôyas—
took the imperishability of karma to be one thing and the causes and con-
ditions of karma to be another. They posited the existence of an entity
called, appropriately enough, the “indestructible” (avipranása), separate
from the karma itself. This “indestructible” acts like a blank sheet of paper
on which the actions (karma) are written. According to the Sanmidibulun
(ostensibly the only surviving text of the Saåmitôyas themselves):

What is the goal of ones own activity [¤@]? It is in order to expe-
rience [the results of that action].27 What is the significance of one’s
own karma [¤~]? It is one’s allotment in life [¿]. What is the rea-
son? Because (the results of the action) do not go to another. There
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is an accumulation [sheng Õ, upacaya]28 (of the fruit of action).
Why? It is the means (by which karma is transmitted). It (the accu-
mulation) exits in the domain of compounded things [Ê, saåskëta].
Why? Because it is conditioned by others. It is an imperishable thing
[£¿, avipraçásadharma]. Why? It (the result) is experienced (long
after the instigating action has disappeared). (And) because (the re-
sult) is the manifestation (of a latent past action). (And) because (as
stated in the sñtra) actions (karman) accomplished in this world are
not perishable.29

According to later sources, the avipranása is itself morally indeterminate
(avyákëta) while the eªects that it conveys across time are good or bad de-
pending on the moral quality of the action committed.30 This position is
articulated in Vasubandhu’s representation of the Saåmitôya opponent in
his Karmasiddhiprakaraça:

one should admit that the two actions, bodily and vocal action, good
or bad, deposit (ádadhati) in the psycho-physical series (skand-
hasaåtána) a separate dharma, existing in and of itself (dravyasat) and
classed among things not associated with the mind (cittaviprayuk-
tasaåskára). For some, this dharma is called increase (upacaya); for
others “without extinction” (avipranása). By reason of this dharma,
one realized (abhinirvët-) the future agreeable or disagreeable fruit. In
order that this should equally be mental action (manaâ karman), one
should admit the existence of this dharma. If not (anyatra), when an-
other mind arises and when the mental action has disappeared (nivët-
ta), if this particular dharma were not deposited in the mental series
(cittasaåtána), how could one realize the future fruit? Thus it is nec-
essary (niyatam) to admit the existence of such a dharma.31

Notice that although karma is said to be “without extinction,” it is very
much a part of conditioned (saåskëta) reality and as such is neither iden-
tical to nor diªerent from the one to whom it belongs.

Pudgala and Prajñapti

Whereas the doctrine of avipraçása may have been a doctrine peculiar to
the Saåmitôya subsect, all Pudgalavádins a‹rmed the existence of the
pudgala (the person) as karma-possessor. Like other Buddhists, they also
a‹rmed that the pudgala was essentially a prajñapti.32 In contrast to other
Buddhists, however, they did not consider this grounds for its dismissal
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(i.e., it was not considered to be a “mere” designation). The salient feature
of the Pudgalavádin position was that they believed the pudgala to be “ul-
timate and true” and yet indeterminate and a prajñapti at the same time.
For any other school of abhidharma, these three characteristics would be
mutually exclusive—either something existed substantially, ultimately and
truly, or it did not exist and was a mere word. Yet, in the Pudagalvádin
school, prajñapti was considered a mode of existence that allowed for a hy-
brid entity whose ontological status was indeterminate (avacya) in rela-
tion to the totality of relations comprising it.

The benefit of this move was an easy explanation of the doctrine of
karma, because the pudgala could serve as the entity that transmigrates
from life to life and to whom karma belongs. This solution, unfortunate-
ly, created a problem of its own insofar as the Pudgalavádins’ pudgala
came very close to the brahmanical doctrine of átman from which the
Buddhists were trying to distance themselves. This problem was perhaps
exacerbated by the fact that the Pudgalavádins had no compunction
about using words like átman and jôva as synonyms for their concept of
pudgala.33 However, in order to preempt objections of their fellow Bud-
dhists, the Pudgalavádins had to describe this new concept in such a way
as to distinguish it from an átman while appearing consistent with “word
of the Buddha.” Their early texts emphasize that the pudgala as a prajña-
pti was neither identical to nor diªerent from the aggregates. By contrast,
the brahmanical átman was considered a substance (dravya) responsible
for, but ultimately separate from, the functions of perception, motion,
and so on.

The key to understanding the Pudgalavádins’ position lies in their pe-
culiar use of the term prajñapti itself. The Pudgalavádins maintained that
pudgala is prajñapti in three diªerent ways: it is a designation “depending
on” (some basis—upádáya prajñapti),34 or it can be a designation of a state
of transmigration35 or of a state of cessation.36 All abhidharma schools as-
sert that the individual is designated based upon his body (rñpa), feelings,
perceptions, and so on. The concept or verbal understanding that arises
from this knowledge-event is usually classed as designation “depending
on” a certain basis. Most schools regard this statement as meaning that the
person is nothing other than the aggregates. The Pudgalavádins, however,
regard the kind of dependence denoted by the gerund “depending on”
(upádáya) as entailing neither an identity nor a diªerence between the
thing depending and the object of the dependence. Hence, the person
designated depending on certain aggregates is neither identical to nor
diªerent from those aggregates.

According to the Saåmitôyas:
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It is asked, what is said to be the person [ pudgala]? Answer: The
Buddha said that there are three kinds of pudgala. What are the three
kinds of pudgala? Pudgala designated in reference to its basis [ásraya,
Ã], pudgala designated according to its transmigration [◊], and
pudgala designated according to its cessation [¿].What is the person
designated according to its basis? Answer: according to the buddha-
vacana, [the Buddha] said to [[CC, Vátsyaya?]: “A certain sam-
skára is said to be the basis [of the designation of the person]. That
certain [samskára] is said to lie in this and is said to be the basis [for
the person] just like the example of fire [and fuel]. . . . Just like the ac-
quisition of form and the person acquiring form—the person and the
form cannot be said to be diªerent. Nor can the form be declared to
be a diªerent form [from the form that makes up the person]. A
diªerent [person would] acquire a [diªerent] form and on the basis
of that form would acquire a diªerent name on the basis of the per-
son and form [resulting in two separate people]. If the person is said
to be this form or that self, this would indeed constitute what is called
“belief in the self ” [átmadëíìi]. If the person is said to be form, then
the self, by means of this [form] would be in excess of the five aggre-
gates of the person. As was said before, this would be accomplished
in excess. Again it is said, if the person acquires the form of a person
or a diªerent form that would be called parátmadëíìi. If the person is
said to be diªerent than the self, then by this excess, the person is
diªerent than the five aggregates.37

and later:

That “the person who acquires the physical form” is merely a syn-
onym . . . for “the physical form” is not a true explanation. If the ex-
planation of the person is that “physical form” and “person who ac-
quires physical form” are merely synonyms, this constitutes wrong
view. Wrong view is the error of stating that there is no self. What has
been said previously establishes that this is an error. Therefore there
are the three errors [i.e., that the self is physical form, that the self is
diªerent from physical form, and that there is no self.]. So identity
and diªerence . . . are wrong views.38

The pudgala is designated based on the aggregates or upon its past lives,
or can be so designated in relation to its ultimate extinction. Especially in
the latter two cases, the designation is made on the basis of factors
diªerent from the current configuration of aggregates constituting the in-
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dividual. This threefold scheme amounts to three diªerent perspectives on
the way that identity is constituted. The reason for the diªerent perspec-
tives lies in the needs of the perceiver. The Tridharmakhaçfaka claims that
these three views can be applied as the antidotes to three diªerent false
views. Upádáya prajñapti (designation depending on) remedies the false
views of both essentialism (astidëíìi) and nihilism (nástidëíìi), while the
designation of transmigration remedies the false view of annihilationism
(ucchedadëíìi) and designation of extinction remedies the false view of
eternalism (sásvatádëíìi).39 By stating that both the belief in the identity
of the pudgala and the aggregates and the belief in their diªerence con-
stitute “wrong view,” the Saåmitôyanikáyasástra references the sñtra pas-
sages on dependent-origination wherein identity and diªerence (ekártha
and nánártha) are said to be two extremes and a wrong view. The middle
path is said to be dependent-origination. By alluding to the passages on
dependent-origination, it not only appropriates canonical authority for its
own theory, but ties the concept of upádáya prajñapti to that of dependent-
origination.

Analogies: Fire and Fuel, Tree and Shadow

The concept of upádáya prajñapti is usually used in conjunction with the
doctrine of the five aggregates; the soul does not exist because it is merely
a designation depending on the five aggregates. Again, the most common
simile used to illustrate the point is that of the chariot being designated on
the basis of its wheels, axle, and so on. This example demonstrates that
prajñapti is usually used for a designation based on its own parts. The
Pudgalavádins could not follow this practice because to do so would make
the pudgala vacuous, a mere designation. Instead, they adopted two other
analogies. The most commonly cited is that of fuel and fire. A second is
the analogy of a tree and its shadow mentioned in the Katthávatthu. The
Pudgalavádins argued that fire and fuel can be conceived as neither en-
tirely the same nor entirely diªerent.40 The significant point in both analo-
gies is that they are examples of a thing depending on factors that, from
one point of view, belong to it and, from another, are external to it. The
shadow is designated as a shadow depending on the tree, not on its own
parts. This allows for the quasi independence of the pudgala. According to
Leonard Priestley,

The[Katthávatthu] commentary makes it clear that the [tree and
shadow] analogy is the Pudgalavádin’s. (It also refers to the analogy
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of fire and fuel.) But the shadow, although identifiable only by refer-
ence to the tree, does not consist of the tree; the tree is only what it
derives from. So here again the analogy would indicate that the
pudgala derives from the aggregates but does not consist of them.41

Priestley devotes an entire chapter to an exploration of both the textu-
al precedent and the philosophical warrant for the Pudgalavádin’s use of
prajñapti in this manner. His primary aim in that chapter is to find
justification for the Pudgalavádins’ use of the word prajñapti to indicate
an entity that is both true and ultimate. For this to happen, the Pudga-
lavádins must expand the meaning of prajñapti. Either the pudgala must
refer to a noncomposite (ultimate in the sense of being irreducible to
other elements) entity, or the category of ultimacy must be expanded to
include composite entities. His justification for this move is both subtle
and complex and unfortunately is di‹cult to summarize briefly. For our
purposes it su‹ces simply to say that the Pudgalavádins had an expanded
definition of both prajñapti (as discussed above) and ultimacy.

The Five Categories and the Two Truths

To accommodate the ambiguity of their articulation of the pudgala with-
in the category of truth, the Pudgalavádins created a separate category in
their abhidharma system just for the pudgala. Accordingly, they divided
their ontology into five categories:42 past, future, present, unconditoned
(asaåskëta), and ineªable.43 The first three (past things, present things,
and future things) comprise all the things that constitute saåsára. These
three categories include all conditioned entities such as the skandhas, the
dhátu, and the áyatanas. The fourth category was the category of uncon-
ditioned things (asaåskëta = unmanifest or unconditioned). Only nirváça
falls into this category. The fifth category is simply called “ineªable” (avá-
cya), and it is here that the Pudgalavádins place the pudgala. This fifth cat-
egory functions as the middle between the usual abhidharma categories of
conditioned phenomena (saåskëta dharmas) and unconditioned phenom-
ena (asaåskëta dharmas). By positing a middle category, the Pudgala-
vádins can assert that, although pudgala is categorically distinct from ag-
gregates (which are saåskëta), it cannot for that reason be equated with a
soul átman (which the Brahmanical schools would place under the
asaåskëta category).

The Pudgalavádin Abhidharma puts a definite spin on the sñtra tradi-
tion in their claims that karma persisted because of avipraçása (in the case
of the Saåmitôyas) and in claiming that pudgala was neither saåskëta nor
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asaåskëta (in the case of all Pudgalavádins). Yet the payoª for these ma-
neuvers was su‹cient to warrant such a move. As previously discussed, in
positing an avipraçása, the Saåmitôyas could appeal to the words of the
Buddha saying that karma was indestructible. By claiming that the
pudgala was existent, they could meaningfully talk about the owner of
karma while at the same time be able to explain how this owner could
move from saåsára to nirváça.

In positing the existence of a separate category of “ineªable” entities,
the Pudgalavádins took as their cue the ten avyákëtáçi (unanswerable
questions) of the Buddha.44 These indeterminable points appear in mul-
tiple places in Buddhist scripture. In the Dôgha Nikáya, for example, a cer-
tain wanderer named Poììhapáda asks the Buddha a long list of questions,
the last five of which the Buddha does not answer: (1) whether the per-
son’s self and their perception are the same thing or two diªerent things,
(2) whether or not the world is eternal, (3) whether or not the world is
infinite, (4) whether or not the jôva is the same as the body, and (5)
whether the Tathágata does or does not exist after death, both or neither.

“Well, Lord, does the Tathágata exist after death? Is only this true and
all else false?” “I have not declared that the Tathágata Exists after
death” “Well, Lord, does the Tathágata not exist after death, . . . both
exist and not exist after death? . . . neither exist nor not exist after
death?” “I have not declared that the Tathágata neither exists nor does
not exist after death, and that all else is false.”

When asked why he refuses to answer, the Buddha says:

“Poììhapáda, that is not conducive to the purpose, not conducive to
Dhamma, . . . not the way to embark on the holy life; it does not lead
to disenchantment, to dispassion, to cessation, to calm, to higher
knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nibbána. That is why I have not
declared it.”

But, Lord, what has the Lord declared? “Poììhapáda, I have de-
clared: ‘This is suªering, this is the origin of suªering, this is the ces-
sation of suªering, and this is the path leading to the cessation of
suªering.’”45

In context, the Buddha’s response asserts pragmatic concerns over the-
oretical ones. He does not answer questions concerning the relationship
between the jôva and the body or the ontological status of the Tathágata,
and so on, because these issues are irrelevant to liberation.
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The Pudgalavádins appealed to passages like this one to argue that the
pudgala (certainly a synonym for jôva) is in some sense real, but that its re-
lation vis-à-vis the aggregates or cessation made the exact nature of its ex-
istence ineªable. As the pudgala falls into a category that is neither saåskë-
ta nor asaåskëta, it is neither in saåsára nor in nirváça. Hence, the pudgala
known as the “Tathágata” can be said neither to exist nor not to exist after
his parinirváça. In short, by defining pudgala as ineªable, the Pudgala-
vádins were able to explain karma and the status of the Buddha after death
without falling into the trap of positing an unchanging soul. The following
is an account of their beliefs as related in the Satyasiddhisástra.

The advocate of the Pudgala pleads in favour of its existence: The
soul exists because amongst the four modes of answering the ques-
tion the fourth one is Sthapanôya, i.e., avoiding the answer to the
question. Examples: Does the Tathágata exist after death, or does
he not exist after death? This question should not be answered or de-
cided. Since this mode of answering has been upheld, we must accept
the existence of the soul.46

By appealing to the ten ineªable points in support of the pudgala, the
Pudgalavádins made an important shift. In order to turn pudgala into a
technical term, they had to transform the canonical category of ineªability
from a pragmatic category of theoretical topics to be avoided to an onto-
logical category consisting of the ineªable (avácya) pudgala. The pudgala is
categorized as ineªable, not just because it is designated in reference to a
basis, but because its designation is overdetermined in reference to multi-
ple bases. According to the Tridharmakaçfaka:

What is ineªable [£i°, avácya]? Reply: the designation of [pra-
jñapti, I]] the basis [¸, upádána], past life [¸L, pñrva-bháva]
and cessation [¿, nirodha] are ineªable. The basis [i.e., the aggre-
gates] is a prajñapti. Past life is a prajñapti. Cessation is a prajñapti.
When there is something not understood, it is correct to say it is
indescribable and not known [avácya, ajñána]. Upádáya prajñapti [¸
I]] [means]: sentient beings [≥Õ, sattva? pudgala?] are already
based on the skandhas, dhátu and áyatanas. It is mentally constructed
[p, parikalpyate] to be either identity or diªerence. The prajñapti of
the past life is said to be conditioned by prior existence of skanda,
dhátu and áyatana. Like where it is said: “I, at a certain time, was
called “Govinda” [£Ø˚].47 . . . The prajñapti of nirodha [occurs]:
when, after cessation, one speaks of [that person’s] causes or basis
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[i.e., the skandhas]. Like where it is said, “The Bhagavant has died”
[ÎIn, parinirvëtate].48

The Pudgalavádins thus find warrant for the creation of a separate cate-
gory of indeterminate entities in commonly held Buddhist scriptures. The
Buddhist texts dealing with the ten avyákëta questions are not, however,
the only scriptural source from which the Pudgalavádins draw. There is
also a structural similarity between the way the ten avyákëta questions are
framed (especially the questions concerning the Tathágata) and the lem-
mata denied at the beginning of discussions of dependent-origination
(e.g., the “Lokáyatika sutta”: “everything exists, does not exist, is a unity,
is a plurality”).

The fact that the Pudgalavádins tie the ineªability of prajñapti entities to
both “depending on” (upádáya) and to being neither the same nor diªerent
from entities on which they depend allows them to allude to authoritative
Buddhist texts on dependent-origination that claim a dependently origi-
nated entity to be neither a unity nor a plurality, and so on. In so doing,
they can claim to avoid the extremes of eternalism and nihilism so empha-
sized in the Nidána Saåyutta. Again, from the Tridharmakhaçfaka:

Conception (or designation) according to appropriation: when the
sentient being has appropriated the aggregates, elements and spheres,
it is thought to be the same[as them] or apart [from them].

Conception (or designation) according to the past: it is conceived
on the basis of past aggregates, elements, and spheres, as when it is
said, “I was at that time Kusendra . . .”

Conception (or designation) according to cessation: when they
have ceased, it is conceived on the basis of those appropriations, as
when it is said, “The Fortunate One has attained Parinirvana.”

Moreover, conception (or designation) according to the past pre-
cludes the annihilation of the sentient being. Conception (or desig-
nation) according to cessation precludes permanence. Conception
(or designation) according to appropriation precludes its nonexis-
tence. Conception (or designation) according to non-appropriation
precludes its existence.49

In this passage, the misunderstanding of the pudgala as being either
identical or diªerent from its substrate (the aggregates, the sense spheres,
and the elements) leads to continued appropriation and continued cycling
through saåsára.50 Apparently, some Pudgalavádins allowed the logic of
“neither the same as nor diªerent” to seep into other parts of their system.
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Bhavya, in his Nikáyabhedavibhaégavyákhyána, records two theses held by
the Vátsôputrôyas stating that “nirváça can neither be said to be one with
all dharmas nor divided [from them]. Nirváça can neither be said to be ex-
istent nor non-existent.”51 Although no other source mentions these the-
ses, they should not be surprising. To say that nirváça is neither identical
to nor diªerent from dharmas is entailed in the statement that the person
is neither identical nor diªerent from the aggregates, on one hand, and
from nirodha, on the other.

Sarvāstivāda

Past, Present, and Future Exist

The Pudgalavádins developed the concept of pudgala in a particular di-
rection to avoid certain philosophical problems in explaining karma and
rebirth. The importance of the latter two teachings for this school was so
great that they were willing to risk being perceived as teaching the exis-
tence of a soul. For the Sarvástivádin abhidharmists, the ontological com-
mitment to the utter absence of a perduring soul was initially too strong
to venture anything like the Pudgalavádin’s pudgala. Their solution to
the problem of karma was twofold: first, they contended that past,
present and future objects all exist; second, they also posited the exis-
tence of a special kind of “unmanifest matter” (avjñaptirñpa) to be the
bearer of karma.

The Sarvástivádin argument for the existence of objects in the past,
present, and future first appears in the Vijñánakáya. In its first chapter, the
opponent (a certain Maudgalyáyana) states that only present objects exist,
but not those in the past or the future. Against this claim, the unnamed
Sarvástivádin interlocutor makes the following statement:

ONE WILL ASK HIM: Yes or no, are there those people who saw, who
see, who will see that attachment, the root of suªering is bad?
HE RESPONDS: Yes.
[ASK:] The attachment, the object of this view, is it past, future,
present?

If he responds that the attachment, the object of this view, is past, one
should tell him: “The past exists.” He cannot say that the past does
not exist. To maintain that the past does not exist is illogical. If he re-
sponds that the attachment is future, one should tell him, “The future
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exists.” He cannot say that the future does not exist. To maintain that
the future does not exist is illogical. If he responds that the attach-
ment, the object of this view, is present, one should tell him: “There
is therefore, in one person [ pudgala], two simultaneous thoughts;
the thought [which is] the object of the view [namely, the thought of
the attachment] and the thought [which is] the subject of the view
[namely, the thought that views the attachment]. This is inadmissi-
ble. If he doesn’t admit that, in one person, there would be two si-
multaneous thoughts, one that is seen and one that sees, then he can-
not say that one who sees the present is illogical.52

The Sarvástivádin makes essentially the same argument for many
diªerent topics, for example, attachment and karmic retribution, the eye
and its object. In every case, the form of the argument is as follows: The
Sarvástivádin begins with a passage from a Buddhist sñtra, asking whether
the opponent agrees that the sñtra has been “well said, well taught.” After
the opponent agrees, the Sarvástivádin takes the subject under discussion
(usually some sort of faculty) and inquires into the temporal status of its
object. In every case, it is shown that the faculty being examined can only
have a past or a future object. The faculty with a present object would in-
volve the contradiction of the simultaneous existence of an active and pas-
sive faculty registering the same object or the simultaneous existence of
cause and eªect.

By arguing that past present and future objects exist, the Sarvástivádin
can explain how an action performed in the past can have an eªect far in
the future without having to posit a persisting entity that bears the karma
through time. The action committed at time t1 is indeed impermanent and
is not perceived after it is ended. Since the past exists in some sense, ac-
cording to this theory, it can be the object of perception at time t2 through
the faculty of memory or through the “divine eye” of a Buddha. More im-
portant, just as past actions can be the basis for subsequent recollections,
so too can past actions be the basis for future karmic results.

Svabháva

To make this theory more complete, the Sarvástivádins had to add more
technical terms to their lexicon. The Vijñánakáya’s argument against 
the Pudgalavádin’s pudgala has the Pudgalavádin ask what the object of the
meditation on loving-kindness (maitryálambana) could be if it is not the
pudgala. The Sarvástivádin response is crucial, although its implications
would only be worked out in subsequent texts. The Sarvástivádin responds:
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The dharmas have a svabháva [essence] and are existent; they receive
the metaphorical designation sattva, they are living; in this sense, the
loving-kindness has as its object the series of grasped skandhas.53

Implicit in this statement is the same distinction between what is mere-
ly nominal (i.e., the sattva) and what is real (the skandhas) found in the sñ-
tras. What the Sarvástivádins add is a criterion for what constitutes the
“real.” Dharmas are real (as opposed to merely nominal) to the extent that
they have essence (svabháva).

The implications of this statement seem to have been ignored in the
Jñánaprasthána but are taken up in the Mahávibháíá. If, according to the
Vijñánakáya, real objects are said to exist by virtue of their svabháva, then
it is by virtue of this same svabháva that objects exist in the past, present,
and future. The essence of an entity is not a product of causes and condi-
tions, but is unchanging.54

To make this theory plausible, and to turn the common Sanskrit term
svabháva into a technical term, the Sarvástivádins had to distinguish two
senses of “existence.” In English as in Sanskrit, “existence” usually implies
“present existence.” The distinction that would become orthodoxy among
Sarvástivádins was the theory of Vasumitra distinguishing two senses of
existence. A thing has an unchanging essence (svabháva) by which it is
identified. This persists regardless of whether it is past present or future.
It also has a function (káritra) that is produced by a set of causes and con-
ditions and exists only in the present. It is by virtue of a thing’s function
that it is known to be past, present or future.

the Bhadanta Vasumitra says: “. . . It is in the function of the activity
(káritra) that the periods are distinguished, and, from this point of
view, the sense of the period (or path) is: ‘going’ [marche]. That is
to say: the ‘conditioned things’ (saåskëtadharmas), when they have
no more activity, are said to be ‘future’; ‘present,’ when they have ac-
tivity; ‘past,’ when their activity is destroyed. . . . According to this
principle, the rñpa that is no longer rñpaça . . . is said to be future;
present when it has rñpaça; past when the rñpaça is destroyed. The
same for the four other skandhas.” 55

Here the author makes a curious move. The svabháva of a thing is its
substance (dravya), and yet this essence is quite diªerent from those func-
tions that allow the object to be perceived (solidity, sound, color, smell,
etc.), as these functions can only operate in the present. It is the káritra,
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the dharma’s function that allows for such awareness. In this sense, all ob-
jects must exist not just as nouns but also as verbs. Here we see that rñpa
(material form) exists as a substance in the past, present, and future and as
the activity of “being tearable” (rñpaça) only in the present.

Person and Language: Prajñapti vs. Dravya

Using a more rigorous criterion for existence, the Sarvástivádins dis-
missed the Pudgalavádin argument for the existence of pudgala. For all its
criticism of the Pudgalavádin’s doctrine of the pudgala as bearer of karma,
the Sarvástivádins themselves posited an array of entities that served es-
sentially the same function. In the Sarvástiváda system, that function is
largely carried out by entities such as, avijñptirñpa (unmanifest matter)
or anusaya (dormant dharmas). The diªerence between the Sarvástivádin
postulation of these entities and the Pudgalavádins is not that one postu-
lates an enduring bearer of karma and the other does not but, rather, that
the Sarvástivádins devised a mechanism to explain why some dharmas are
manifest and others are not. They did not need to devise a neither-identical-
nor-diªerent category.

The weak point in the Pudgalavádin arguments for the existence of
pudgala, then, was precisely the ambiguity that the school exploited to
steer clear of the extremes of nihilism and eternalism. For example,
pudgala was always classed by the Pudgalavádins as a special in-between
category (of which it was the only member). It was neither saåskëta nor
asaåskëta, neither identical nor diªerent from the aggregates, and so
forth. The Vijñánakáya objects that the Buddha never taught such in-
between categories and hence the Pudgalavádins would have to choose:
pudgala had to be one or the other but could not be a separate category.56

The Pudgalavádins agreed with other Buddhists that pudgala was a pra-
jñapti, but claimed that existence as a prajñapti did not mean nonexistence.
On the contrary, the pudgala occupied its own category of existence.
Using a solid criterion of what constituted existence, the Sarvástivádins
tried to force the Pudgalavádins to choose whether pudgala was substan-
tial (really existent, which would make it identical to a soul) or prajñapti
(and thereby a mere word). Just as the Vijñánakáya makes the Pudgala-
vádin choose between saåskëta and asaåskëta, Vasubandhu, in his Abhi-
dharmakosa, argues that there are two categories of terms—those that
“existed as substance” (dravyasat) and those that “existed as [mere] desig-
nation” ( prajñaptisat). The first category includes all things that could be
considered concrete, atomic particulars. The second category consists of
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collective terms like “army” or “forest.” With these two options, he tries
to force the Pudgalavádins to admit that pudgala belonged to the prajñap-
tisat category and hence admit it as a mere designation.

As time went on, the Sarvástivádins drew more sophisticated distinc-
tions concerning existence. Saéghabhadra (fifth century) argued that
nominal entities did exist, but he was careful to distinguish this kind of ex-
istence from substantial existence. He defines existence in general as “that
which produces cognition” and then distinguishes nominal existence from
substantial existence on the basis of the way in which this cognition comes
about.

Here is my definition: “The real character of the existent is to engen-
der the idea (buddhi) of the capacity of the object. The existent is of
two kinds: dravyasat (che-yeou), that which exists as a thing, (that
which exists in itself ); prajñaptisat, that which exists by virtue of des-
ignation: these two categories, in eªect, correspond to the ultimate
truth ( paramárthasatya) and the truth of experience (saåvëtisatya).
When the idea is produced with regard to a thing without depen-
dence [on other things] this thing is dravyasat. When it is produced
with regard to a thing in dependence [on other things], that thing is
prajñaptisat, for example, a jug or an army. [The idea of color refers
to an entity, to a certain thing; the army doesn’t exist except as a des-
ignation for the soldiers, etc.]57

Saéghabhadra’s distinction between the two types of prajñaptisat enti-
ties as well as his correlation of prajñaptisat entities with worldly truth
(saåvëtisatya) and dravyasat entities with ultimate truth ( paramártha-
satya) would become a commonplace not only in Sarvástivádin literature,
but in late Theraváda works as well.58

A Mahásáéghika Abhidharma Piìaka?

The preceding discussion is from the abhidharma collections that have
survived either in manuscript form or in translation. What is available
today, however, represents only a small portion of abhidharma texts that
Buddhists used. Since it is likely that Nágárjuna spent at least a portion of
his career in a Mahásáéghika monastery, it would be helpful inquire into
the abhidharma collection(s) used by the Mahásáéghikas. Unfortunately,
although the doxographical texts ascribe many theses to the Mahásáéghi-
kas,59 there is no surviving collection of abhidharma materials that can be
identified as a Mahásáéghika Abhidharma Piìaka. The first issue that must
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be resolved, then, is whether the Mahásáéghikas even had an abhidharma
collection.60 This is a concern because the Pali Dôpavaåsa claims that the
Mahásáéghikas did not.61 The Mahásáéghika-vinaya is ambiguous on this
issue. Certain passages explicitly refer to three collections—sñtra, vinaya,
and abhidharma (¸iË).62 Yet in three separate places in the Mahásáé-
ghika Vinaya the word abhidharma is said to be nothing other than the
nine categories of sñtra in the same way that the term abhivinaya is some-
times used for the prátimokía.63 In this reading, the Mahásáéghikas should
have no separate abhidharma piìaka.

The preponderance of evidence, however, suggests that the Mahásáéghi-
kas did have an abhidharma piìaka, or at least some sects of it did. An in-
scription on a pillar from Nágárjunakoçfa recording a donation to the
ácaryas of the Apáramahávônaseliya sect (= Aparasaila), dated to the sixth
year of the reign of Virapurisadata (mid-third century64 mentions a certain
“Bhadánta Ananda who was a disciple of the teachers of the Aryasaégha,
and who were teachers of the Dôgha-Majhima-Nikáyás and the pañca-
mátuka.”65 The term mátuka in the inscription is a Prakrit equivalent of the
Sanskrit mátëká, one of the synonyms for the abhidharma. Rao notes that
mátëká can also denote the vinaya, but that, whereas the Theraváda-vinaya
has five sections, the Mahásáéghika-vinaya does not. Hence, the “five-
(sectioned)-mátëká” probably refers to the abhidharma. Harivarman’s
Satyasiddhisástra (c. 250–350 c.e.) mentions a text that Uástri translates as
“the S. ad-páda-abhidharma-Loka-prajñapti.”66 At the beginning of the fifth
century, Faxian claims to have found a copy of a Mahásáéghika abhidhar-
ma text in a monastery at Paìaliputra.67 Finally, in the seventh century Xu-
anzang encounters two Mahásáéghika monks while visiting a country not
far from Dhányakaìaka and studies Mahásáéghika abhidharma with them.

The Master of the Law, whilst in this country, met with two priests,
the first named Subhñti, the second Sñrya: both of them eminent for
explaining the Tripiìaka according to the Mahásaéghika school. . . .
The Master of the Law [i.e., Xuanzang] on this account remained
there several months studying the Mñlábhidharma and other sástras,
according to the Mahásaéghika School. They also studied the various
sástras of the Great Vehicle under the direction of the Master of the
Law. And so becoming bound together in mind they all went in com-
pany to pay reverence to the sacred places of their religion.68

All this leads to the conclusion that the Mahásáéghikas had an abhi-
dharma piìaka that may have had five or six, rather than seven, parts. In
addition, the Mahásáéghika monks of Xuanzang’s time who were in pos-
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session of this Mahásáéghika Mñlábhidharma were not Maháyánists, al-
though they were apparently open to being instructed in it.

Mahásáéghika Theses

The tenets actually housed in the Mahásáéghika abhidharma collection
would have varied somewhat from sect to sect. The early doxographies
record the main subsects of the Mahásáéghika to be the Ekavyávahárika,
the Gokulika (alt. Kukkula), the Bahusrutôya,69 the Prajñaptiváda,70 and the
Caitika.71 The Samayabhedoparacanacakra of Vasumitra adds the Lokottar-
avádin, the Uttarasaila, and the Aparasaila subsects to the list, while the
Mañjusrôparipëcchá omits the Prajñaptivádins. Of these subsects, only one
text is purported to be of the Bahusrutôya sect, namely, the Satyasiddhi-
sástra of Harivárman. Unfortunately, the Satyasiddhisástra postdates
Nágárjuna and furthermore is a doubtful representative of the school.72

Although a representative Mahásáéghika abhidharma text is no longer
available, the outlines of the theories it may have contained can neverthe-
less be pieced together from the testimonies of the early doxographies,
starting with the Samayabhedoparacanacakra.

According to Vasumitra, three of the Mahásáéghika sects were doctri-
nally indistinguishable: the Ekavyávahárika, the Gokulika, and the Lokot-
taravádins. Forty-eight theses are held in common by these three schools,
and an additional nine theses were adopted later. Most of these theses do
not concern us here. The brief treatment found in Vasumitra’s treatise
does, however, oªer enough information to assess the diªerences between
the Mahásáéghikas and the other schools concerning the fundamental
doctrines of the saåsára and nirváça, karma, the owner of karma, and the
path to nirváça.

The first area in which the Mahásáéghikas diªer from the other schools
is in the number of dharmas considered unconditioned. Other schools re-
garded the noble truth of suªering, the arising of suªering, and the noble
path as part of conditioned (saåskëta) reality or saåsára. Only cessation
(nirodha) among the truths and empty space were generally considered
unconditioned. By contrast, the Mahásáéghikas did not allow the four
noble truths to be so neatly categorized. According to Vasumitra, the
Mahásáéghikas believed that there were nine unconditioned (asaåskëta)
dharmas (L∞k):

a) Pratisaåkhyá-nirodha or “extinction (which is realized) by the 
discriminating (lit. enumerating) (power of wisdom).”
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b) Apratisaåkhyá-nirodha, or “extinction (which is) not (realized) 
by the discriminating (power of wisdom).”

c) Akása, or “space”
d) Akásánantyáyatana, or “realm of infinity of space.”
e) Vijñánántyáyatana, or “realm of infinity of intelligence.”
f ) Akiñcanyáyatana, or “realm of nothingness.”
g) Naivasaåjñá-násaåjñáyatana, or “realm where there is neither 

consciousness nor unconsciousness.”
h) Pratôtya-samutpádáégikatva, or “law of causation.”
i) Aryamárgáégikatva, or “law of the áryan paths.”73

The first three in this list are identical to that of the Sarvástivádins. The
Mahásáéghikas include among the unconditioned the four formless
realms (d-g) that one enters in the four highest dhyánas. This is curious,
since texts such as the “Cñãasñññata sutta” of the Majjhima Nikáya have
the meditator reflect on these states upon awakening and pronounce them
unsatisfactory because they are conditioned. The last two present even
more di‹culties. Masuda’s translation reproduced above is from Xuan-
zang’s version. A more literal translation would be: “Number eight—the
characteristic or the essence of the limbs of dependent-origination. Num-
ber nine: the characteristic or essence of the limbs of the noble path.”74

The character ? can be translated as lakíaça or svabháva, or, as Masuda
renders it, as a simply abstract ending like -tá or -tva. Bareau translates the
whole compound back into Sanskrit as pratôtyasamutpádáégasvabháva. By
using this ending, Xuanzang in eªect bifurcates dependent-origination
and the noble path. It is through meditation on dependent-origination
that one comes to see the unsatisfactoriness of saåsára and abandon it.
The noble path also must be conditioned, otherwise no one could practice
it. Hence, dependent-origination and the noble path stand for the condi-
tioned process of the arising of suªering and the cessation of suªering re-
spectively. Nevertheless, the fact of dependent-origination and the noble
eightfold path is not subject to any conditions or qualifications. Its essence
is unconditioned. By splitting these two terms, Xuanzang allows depen-
dent-origination and the noble path to be conditioned, whereas their na-
tures are unconditioned.

Xuanzang’s translation is clever, but unfortunately it is not confirmed
by any of the earlier or later translations. Both the Qin dynasty translation
(anonymous) and Paramártha’s translation of (presumably) the same text
simply have “the limbs of dependent-origination” and “the limbs of the
noble path,”75 as does Dharmákara’s Tibetan translation and possibly Vinô-
tadeva’s commentary.76 The conclusion that the Mahásáéghikas held the
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limbs of dependent-origination and the limbs of the noble eightfold path
to somehow be unconditioned in the same sense that nirodha and empty
space are unconditioned is unavoidable. Neither Vasumitra’s treatise nor
its commentaries explain how this is possible.

The one available clue is from Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakosa, in which
he raises this issue.

Certain schools maintain that dependent-origination is uncondi-
tioned, asaåskëta, because the Sñtra says: “Whether Tathágatas ap-
pear, whether Tathágatas do not appear, this nature of dharma of the
dharmas is stable.” This thesis is true or false depending on the man-
ner in which one interprets it. If one wants to say that it is always by
reason of avidya, etc., which are producing the saåskáras, etc., and
not by reason of another thing, and is not without a cause; and that,
in this sense, Pratôtyasamutpáda is stable, eternal (nôtya): then we ap-
prove. If one wants to say that there is a certain eternal dharma
named Pratôtyasamutpáda, this opinion is inadmissible. Because the
utpáda, the production or birth, is a characteristic of the conditioned
(saåskëtakakíaça); an eternal dharma, as utpáda would be or Pra-
tôtyasamutpáda according to this hypothesis, wouldn’t be a character-
istic of transitoriness, of conditionenedness.77

The translations of Vasumitra’s treatise are clearer on several other points
regarding the nature of dharmas, especially as they relate to the debates
over karma. The Mahásáéghikas did not go along with the Sarvástivádin
theory of dharmas existing in the past present and future. Specifically, they
denied that anything existed in the past or the future and furthermore de-
nied the past and future to be substances. Nor did they posit an enduring
entity like the Pudgalavádins.78 On the contrary, they held that there was a
continuity of development (saåtána) that carried change through time. Al-
though other schools, such as the Sarvástivádins and the Theravádins, also
had a doctrine of continuity to explain the transmission of karma from
cause to eªect, they posited a stream of substantially and temporally dis-
crete (i.e., momentary) dharmas with each succeeding one being the eªect
of its predecessor. For this model to function, each dharma would have to
disappear before the next could arise. Against this articulation, the
Mahásáéghikas’ notion of “stream” was not broken into discrete moments.
To illustrate this, they used the example of a seed growing into a sprout.

Paramártha and Xuanzang’s versions of this thesis are virtually identical:
“The seed is nothing other than the sprout.”79 The term jí (Y) is used
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here in the sense that the seed and the sprout are two diªerent aspects of
the same thing. The Qin dynasty translation diªers substantially from the
other two: “The mental seed is nothing other than the upádána [˙].”80

Upádána is the usual translation of ˙, and I have left the Sanskrit un-
translated because of the wide range of its possible meanings. Upádána
here can mean either “substratum” or “grasping.”81 Hence, this phrase can
be rendered as either “the mental seed is nothing other than its substra-
tum (i.e., the mind)” or “the mental seed is nothing other than its grasp-
ing.” The diªerences between the Qin translation and the other two are in-
triguing, but the point seems to be that, for the Mahásáéghikas, karmic
causality functioned on a smooth continuum, not by discrete moments, as
the Sarvástivádins asserted. Kuiji, in his commentary on Xuanzang’s trans-
lation, explains this thesis as follows.

(The Mahásáéghikas) admit that rñpas (exist) for a long time without
creation and destruction. Therefore the substances of seeds change
and become sprout: not that when the seeds are destroyed, the sprouts
come into existence. Other schools (maintain that when) the seeds
perish there come into being sprouts. Therefore (the view of the other
schools) is not the same as the view of the Mahásáéghikas (lit. this).82

There are some hints that the Mahásáéghikas diverged from the other
schools on the matter of the content of liberating insight as well. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 5, the Theravádins and the Sarvástivádins seem to have
given equal importance to the roles of analytical investigation (vipasyaná)
and mental pacification (samatha) by placing them in separate but equal
parts of the path (darsana and bhávaná márgas, respectively). As these two
paths are articulated in these traditions, bhávaná-márga culminates in the
complete suppression of cognitive recognition (saåjñá), while the darsana-
márga uses precisely this same faculty to analyze reality.

The brief comments in Vasumitra’s work imply that the division between
darsana and bhávaná márgas was not so strict in the Mahásáéghika. On the
one hand, there is the thesis “Even in the state of the samáhita (•fi) one
can utter words (lit., there is an utterance of speech): there is also a sub-
dued mind (’Òfl) and also a quarrelsome mind (ÿ@N).”83 Further-
more, it was apparently a tenet of the Mahásáéghikas that samádhi was
not even a necessary component of liberating insight. The Mahásáéghikas
held that “Through the instrumentality ( prayoga) of wisdom ( prajñá)
one annihilates suªering and is also capable of obtaining the final beati-
tude (sukha).”84 Hence, for the Mahásáéghikas, the power of correctly
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guided saåjñá alone is capable of producing liberation and that saåjñá is
still present even in the higher states of absorption.

Bahusrñtôya Theses

Vasumitra says little of the Bahusrñtôya other than the fact that they be-
lieved that Arhants can be fallible and that five teachings were ultimately
true ( paramárthasat): (1) impermanence, (2) suªering, (3) emptiness, (4)
selflessness, and the (5) peace of nirváça.85

Prajñaptiváda Theses

None of the theses ascribed to the Mahásáéghikas mentions much of the
distinction between real and nominal entities that so occupied the debates
between the Vatsôputrôyas and the Sarvástivádins. However, one rather
obscure subsect of the Mahásáéghikas, the Prajñáptivádins, did seem pre-
occupied with these issues. Very little is known of this sect other than
what is written by Vasumitra and Bhavya and passing references in a hand-
ful of other sources. The name appears nowhere in votive inscriptions,
and the only source as to their whereabouts comes from Taranátha, who
tells us that they existed in Maghada during his lifetime (c. ninth to tenth
centuries).86 Perhaps the Prajñaptivádins were another lineage within the
greater fold of the Mahásáéghika, similar to the Ekavyávahárikas and the
Gokulikas—separate at one time and subsequently all but swallowed up
by the larger sect. The problem is further complicated by the fact that
sources diverge in their presentation of which theses the sect actually held.
According to Xuanzang’s translation of the Samayabhedoparacanacakra,
the Prajñaptivádins held that:

1) Suªering is not the skandhas.
2) The twelve áyatana are not ultimately real (uÍ, paramárthasat).
3) Zhñxíng (—Ê, either latent impressions samskáras or conditioned

reality saåskëta—see below) is interdependently (¤›i‡,
anyonyápekía) constructed (MŸ, sámagrô ). It (i.e., the zhñxíng) 
is a prajñapti for suªering.

4) There is no heroic eªort (Lh“Œ, puruía-kára?).
5) There is no untimely death—the previous karman (˝~) accrues 

to the (overall) karmic accumulation (which in turn) acts as the
cause for the diªerent maturation.
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6) The fruit ripens due to merit, which is the cause of gaining 
the Noble Path.

7) The path cannot be cultivated (◊, bhávaná). The path cannot 
be destroyed (a).87

Dharmákara’s Tibetan translation is quite close to Xuanzang’s.

1) Suªering is not an aggregate.
2) The áyatanas are not comprehended (yoés su ma rigs pa dag).88

3) Suªering (occurs) by means of the saåskáras that are reciprocally
designated (anyonya-prajñapti-phan tshun btags pa).

4) The agent of the entities does not exist.
5) There is no untimely death—it is attained by previous karma. The

fruition that is established arises due to the accumulation of karma.
6) By giving rise to all-knowledge along with merit, one attains the

path.
7) The path is not to be performed with contemplation. The path is

not destroyed.89

The two earlier translations—that of Paramártha and the Qin dynasty
translation—diverge from the later translations in the number of theses
held as well as in their presentation of the theses themselves. The Qin dy-
nasty translation is somewhat more di‹cult than the later translations,
and it seems to record only four out of the seven theses (the theses are
numbered to match the theses of Xuanzang’s version).

3) If it is said that all skandha (±) are without karma, then all (skand-
has) will not comprise the samskáras. They are (therefore) inter-
dependently designated (anyonya-prajñapayati).90

5) The ignorant person’s aªairs do not produce an untimely death 
due to the source of karma by which is obtained the accumulation
of karma, which is the origin of the arising of all suªering.

6) According to karma accrued, he accrues merit and virtue and gives
rise to the noble path.

7) The path is neither cultivated (bhávaná) nor and is not destroyed
(na pranásayati?£¢).91

Aside from the fact that his is the only translation to designate this
school Vibhajyaváda instead of Prajñaptiváda, Paramártha’s version
seems to be a bridge between the Qin dynasty translation and the later
translations.
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1) Suªering is not in the skandhas.
2) All áyatanas are not achieved (®N).
3) All yòu wéi (again, this could translate either saåskára or saåskëta)

dharmas are interdependently designated and are the reason the
word duâkha is established.

4) There is no person ( pudgala?) who is an agent (LH\O).
5) Accumulation is the cause for the fruit and is able to produce

karma. All suªering follows karma’s arising.
6) The noble path is due to the acquisition of merit and virtue.
7) The noble path is attained without bhávana.92

Let us examine these theses one by one. All three translations agree that,
for the Prajñáptivádins, suªering was not an aggregate. Masuda gives the
following explanation.

The Fa Jen says that the present proposition is aimed at the Sarvás-
tivádins who claim that suªerings are skandhas . . . The Sanskrit
skandha signifies etymologically multitude, group, etc. but as a tech-
nical term it implies the five elements of a being. According to the
Prajñaptivádin these elements have no potent power in themselves to
cause suªering to a man. Suªering comes into being when two
saåskáras combine together.93

It is a bit more di‹cult to reconcile the three translations of the second
thesis. The áyatanas are either not achieved, not ultimately true, or not un-
derstood. the Fa ren explains that the áyatanas are not ultimately true be-
cause they are the products of the aggregation of skandhas. Hence they
would exist as a prajñapti instead of an ultimately existing thing.94

The third proposition is both the most important and the most prob-
lematic. It is important because it is the proposition from which the sect
derives its name. It is problematic because each translation presents it
diªerently. The di‹culty begins with the subject of the thesis. I have left
the subject of Xuanzang’s and Paramártha’s Chinese versions untranslated
since the terms they chose are ambiguous. Paramártha’s subject is ≥∞k,
while Xuanzang chooses to translate it as —Ê. The problem is that both
of these terms could be translations of either saåskára (“mental forma-
tions” consisting of the citta-samprayukta dharmas—one of the five aggre-
gates) or saåskëta (conditioned reality = saåsára itself—as opposed to un-
conditioned elements like nirodha). Although all dharmas contained in the
saåskára aggregate are conditioned (saåskëta), not all conditioned dhar-
mas belong to the saåskára aggregate. The Qin dynasty translation clear-
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ly uses the term —Ê for saåskára because it is in a discussion of the five
aggregates. Yet the Qin version of this thesis is structurally so diªerent
from the other translations as to make it unclear whether it is the same
thesis.

If it is said that all skandha [±] are without karma, then all [skandhas]
will not comprise the samskáras. They are (therefore) interdepen-
dently designated anyonya-prajñapayati.

The thesis seems to be arguing against those who would take the five
aggregates as ultimately existent entities.95 Against this, the Prajñaptivádin
contends that, if that were the case then karma could not pertain to the
five aggregates since karma is the very essence of conditionality and
change. If karma does not pertain to the five aggregates, then the fourth
aggregate (saåskára) could not be an aggregate, since the fourth aggre-
gate is considered the locus of karma. Because it is contradictory to say
that the fourth aggregate is not one of the five aggregates, the five aggre-
gates ultimately must not exist. The solution is presented in the follow-
ing sentence, “They are (therefore) interdependent [i‡] designations
[I]] [probably something like anyonya-prajñapti].” Just as the Vatsôpu-
trôyas and the Sarvástivádins used the concept of prajñapti (designation of
a collectivity) to describe the nominal character of the pudgala, the Praj-
ñaptivádins argue that the aggregates themselves are equally designations
of a collectivity. Furthermore, whereas the Sarvástivádins argue that the
pudgala is merely a denomination based on the aggregates, the Prajñap-
tivádins claim that the aggregates are designated not on the basis of small-
er components, but by virtue of their reciprocal relationship with one
another.

Xuanzang’s and Paramártha’s translations are briefer and lose some of
the sense of the Qin dynasty translation. Paramártha says that ≥∞ dharmas
are designated interdependently (again anyonya-prajñapti—and thus are
not ultimately true) and that this state is the basis on which the word
“suªering” is established. Paramártha’s version seems to shift the empha-
sis from the skandhas being prajñaptisat entities to suªering being com-
posite and hence not ultimately real (contra Bahusrñtôya thesis number 2
listed above) but, rather, based on the interdependent designation of
something else (the ≥∞ dharmas). Xuanzang’s translation has the —Ê
being interdependently constructed ¤›i‡MX (full stop), and such
the construction makes suªering a prajñapti. Dharmákara’s Tibetan trans-
lation is not significantly diªerent from Paramártha’s translation to war-
rant comment, although a note should be made regarding Wassiliew’s
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translation of Dharmákara. He renders it as “alle Taten sind in Folge ihrer
gegenseitigen Verbindung qualvoll.”96 While btags pa can sometimes
translate the Sanskrit bhandana (= Wassiljew’s Verbindung),97 the more
usual translation of prajñapti is confirmed by the three Chinese transla-
tions of I] (Qin dynasty), ≤ (Paramártha), and ≤W (Xuanzang). Each
of these Chinese terms is an acceptable translation of prajñapti, and none
of them can translate bhandana. If the Chinese and the Tibetan transla-
tions are compared, there is no option but to translate the technical term
in the thesis as something like anyonya-prajñapti.

Returning to the issue of the subject term of the thesis, the problem re-
mains as to whether Paramártha and Xuanzang’s translations argue that
only mental formations (samskáras) are anyonya-prajñapti or whether all
conditioned dharmas (saåskëta) are so constructed. In this case, the preci-
sion of Tibetan grammar can clarify an ambiguity in the Chinese. Where-
as ≥∞k and —Ê could be translated as either saåskára or saåskëta,
Dharmákara’s ‘du byed rnams can only translate as saåskáras. The Tibetan
term ‘dus byas is usually reserved for saåskëta. But this is not the end of the
story. Bhavya’s Nikáyabhedavibhaégavyákhyána (extant only in Tibetan
translation) contains two diªerent versions of this thesis. The first reads:
“Suªering exists by the anyonya-prajñapti of conditioned things [‘dos
byas—saåskëta].”98 The second reads: “Mental formations [‘dus byed—
saåskáras] are anyonya-prajñapti.”99 As both versions occur in the same
text (and both in Tibetan), there is no ambiguity. We may conclude that,
at least at the time of Bhavya, two diªerent versions existed of the same
thesis: one in which the Prajñaptivádins hold that saåskáras are interde-
pendently designated, and another in which all conditioned things (all
saåskëta dharmas, i.e., all things in saåsára) are so designated, a fact that
leads to suªering. The ambiguity on this point in Paramártha and Xuan-
zang’s translations demands that we remain open to the possibility that
the subject of both is saåkëta in the sense of conditioned existence gener-
ally and not just the saåskára aggregate.

The next thesis mentioned by Vasumitra concerns the mechanism of the
transmission of karma. Thankfully, the various translations are close
enough to one another to oªer a clear picture of what the Prajñaptivádins
were after. All the versions agree that action in the past accumulates and
that this accumulation is the basis for the future fruition. One is tempted
to take the “karmic accumulation” as a technical term in the same manner
as the avipranása of the Saåmitôyas. Indeed, the Saåmitôya Nikáya Uástra
gives upacaya (accumulation) as a synonym for avipranása.100 Buddha-
ghosa’s fifth-century Katthávatthu Aììhakathá mentions the doctrine of
kammñpacaya held by “the Andhakas and the Saåmitôyas.” According to
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this theory, the accumulation of karma is separate from karma and was
“dissociated from consciousness [cittavippayutto = cittaviprayukta] inde-
terminate or ineªable [abyákato = avyákëta] and objectless [anárammaça
= análambana].”101 Because many who lived in the Andhra area were
Mahásáéghikas, it is possible that Buddhaghosa was referring here to a
Prajñaptivádin theory. In any case, the Qin dynasty translation as well as
that of Xuanzang and Dharmákara use this mechanism of karma to explain
why there is no such thing as an accidental death.

The last two theses, according to Vasumitra, both concern the path. Ap-
parently, the Prajñaptivádins believed that it was one’s merit ripening the
karmic fruit that allows him to attain the noble path, and that the path
cannot be meditated upon nor can it be destroyed. It is di‹cult to say,
without corroborating evidence, whether this thesis was meant to de-em-
phasize the role of absorptive meditation (bhávaná-márga) or whether it
is simply a rearticulation of the Mahásáéghika thesis that the path is un-
conditioned.

Most scholars who study abhidharma material are occupied primarily
with that of the Theravádins and the Sarvástivádins because their texts are
still extant and good editions of the Indic originals are available. Much less
is known about the abhidharma literature of other Buddhist schools, sim-
ply because the resources are less accessible. By looking at the available
sources, it is clear that the Pudgalavádins and the Mahásáéghikas had
well-established doctrines that diªered considerably from those of the
other schools. This literature provided alternative theories on the rela-
tionship between saåsára and nirváça, the mechanism of karma and the
ultimate status of entities. A full understanding of Nágárjuna requires an
understanding of the theories with which he was working. Although the
preceding treatment of abhidharma literature is by no means exhaustive, it
provides su‹cient background for understanding some of the doctrinal
stances that Nágárjuna takes. 
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7
Nágárjuna and the Abhidharma

I n order to establish mahāyāna on a firm footing in his mon-
astery, Nágárjuna would have to demonstrate to his confrères that the
adoption of Maháyána would augment the doctrinal positions cur-

rent in the monastery in which he resided. It is useful to emphasize this
because it has become a commonplace in modern scholarship on Maháyá-
na to state that one of Maháyána’s prime objectives was to refute “the
abhidharmists.” The following statement of Musashi Tachikawa is typical:

While adhering to the original standpoint of Early Buddhism that all
things are impermanent, Maháyána Buddhism propounded by means
of its own original methodology the non-reality of the world in con-
trast to the methods of Abhidharma Buddhism which had sought to
define the world as existent and possessing a specific structure.1

There is certainly something to this. Even the Zhonglun, one of the ear-
liest commentaries on the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, presents Maháyána in
general as a reaction against the abhidharma.

After the Buddha’s decease, in the second five hundred years of the
patterned Dharma, men’s faculties became dulled, they became deeply
attached to all dharmas, and sought for settled, fixed characteristics in
the twelve causal links, the five skandhas, the twelve áyatanas, the eigh-
teen realms, and so on. They did not know the Buddha’s intention and
were merely attached to words and letters. Hearing the utter empti-
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ness taught in the Maháyána-Dharma they did not know the reason
for things being empty, and so conceived doubts and views, such as,
“If all things are utterly empty, how can you diªerentiate sin and
merit, karmic recompense and so on? If this were so, there would be
no worldly truth and no truth of the supreme meaning.” They seized
hold of the characteristic of “emptiness” and produced voracious at-
tachments, generating all sorts of errors about utter emptiness. It was
for such reasons as these that the Bodhisattva Nágárjuna composed his
Middle Treatise.2

Although he does not mention abhidharma by name, the author of the
Zhonglun does little to disguise the target of his ire. In fact, none of the
extant commentaries on Nágárjuna’s Mñlamadhyamakakáriká show much
appreciation for abhidharma literature, although the Zhonglun’s reaction
to it is especially vituperative.

In light of what has been said in the preceding chapters, however, the
simple picture of Maháyána’s blanket denial of abhidharma is problematic.
If the abhidharma literature of a given Buddhist school comprised its au-
thoritative interpretation of “word of the Buddha,” then how could
Maháyánists debunk it without relinquishing hard-earned legitimacy in
the eyes of other monks? More to the point, Nágárjuna is stereotyped
(largely on the basis of the last verse of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká and
the Virgrahavyávartanô ) as a kind of philosophical pugilist refuting all
views and having no thesis of his own. How could a Maháyánist like
Nágárjuna refute the very abhidharma tenets held dear by his fellow monks
without undermining himself? The commentaries on the Mñlamadhama-
kakáriká were probably written at times and in places in which Maháyána
was on a better footing. The authors of these commentaries presumably
had diªerent institutional needs and commitments than Nágárjuna did—
the groundwork already having been lain by the master himself. Given the
precarious situation of early Maháyána (outlined in Chapter 1), we should
at least be open to the possibility that Nágárjuna was not simply trying to
refute the teachings of abhidharma literature. A far more complex rela-
tionship to abhidharma is proposed here.

In light of the possibility that the doctrines of multiple schools might
enter into his works, it is also possible that Nágárjuna’s position vis-à-vis
abhidharma is neither a blanket denial nor a blanket acceptance. Nágár-
juna’s arguments entertain certain abhidharmic standpoints while refuting
others. Indeed, the view of Nágárjuna’s strategies is incomplete without
an untangling of the abhidharma references in his works and a determina-
tion of how he positions Maháyána in relation to them. As should be clear
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from previous chapters, Maháyána’s survival depended far more on mak-
ing friends than on conquering enemies. For this reason, Nágárjuna’s ar-
guments should be examined in terms of the alliances that they forge instead
of merely whom they attack. For example, Nágárjuna at times argues
against the Sarvástivádins, but he is doing so in the presence of an invisi-
ble onlooker—his home monastery. Furthermore, although Nágárjuna
does refute the “views” of some schools, a close reading of his texts will
show that he carefully avoids attacking others. The abhidharma arguments
that he upholds provide a better picture of the doctrinal atmosphere of the
monastery in which he lived and how he sought to get into their good
graces.

Nágárjuna and the Sarvástivádin Abhidharma

The most obvious abhidharma references in Nágárjuna’s works are clearly
his attacks on certain Sarvástivádin tenets. These attacks occur primarily in
the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. The clearest reference to Sarvástiváda abhi-
dharma occurs in the first chapter in the second and third verses.

2 Four only are the conditions of arising: cause, objective basis, the
immediately preceding condition, and the decisive factor; there is
no fifth condition . . .

3 If there are conditions, things are not self-existent; if there is there
is no self-existence there is no other-existence.3

The four conditions ( pratyayá) listed in the order of “primary causal,
appropriating or objectively extending, sequential or contiguous, and
dominantly extending conditions” (hetu, álambana, anantara, and ádhi-
patyeya) occurs nowhere in the sñtra literature and does not occur any-
where in Theravádin abhidharma literature. It does appear in two of the
Sárvástivádin abhidharma texts: the Vijñánakáya4 and the Prakaraçapáda.5

With one or both of these texts as the target for Nágárjuna’s arguments in
this chapter, we may tentatively assume that Nágárjuna was not writing in
a Sarvástivádin monastery.6

Contrary to the opinion of the author of the Zhonglun, however,
Nágárjuna’s involvement even with abhidharma literature is far more
complicated than one of simple opposition. Nágárjuna may have opposed
certain notions in the Sarvástivádin abhidharma, but he does not eschew
all abhidharma. Chapter 5 of the Ratnávalô lists fifty-seven moral faults that
Nágárjuna claims come from a text called the Kíudravastuka. Yukihiro
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Okada and Michael Hahn have pointed out that both the Vibhaéga of the
Theravádins and in the Dharmaskandha of the Sarvástivádins contain a
chapter called Kíudravastu (¯∆~ = Pali Khuddakavattu).7 Although a
core number of terms are shared by the two texts, the order of the terms
in the Ratnávalô is identical to that in the Dharmaskandha. For this reason,
Okada and Hahn conclude that the Sarvástivádin Dharmaskandha is the
best match for the list of fifty-seven in Nágárjuna’s.8 There is no indication
in the Ratnávalô discussion that follows that Nágárjuna does anything but
recommend the study and application of these topical lists (mátëká). He
tells the king, “With vigor you should definitely realize those renowned as
the fifty-seven.”9 Thus, while one of Nágárjuna’s works attacks Sarvástivá-
da abhidharma literature, another appears to support it. This discrepancy
requires an explanation.

If Nágárjuna had lived in a Mahásáéghika monastery when he wrote
the Ratnávalô, then why would he quote a Sarvástivádin abhidharma text
favorably when he had attacked other texts of the same school in his other
work? One answer may be that the texts cited in the Ratnávalô may not
have been exclusively Sarvástivádin texts. Scholars who have looked at the
basic abhidharma texts of the Sarvástivádins and the Theravádins have no-
ticed that many of the texts seem to have parallels in the other schools. So,
for instance, the Dharmaskandha of the Sarvástivádins “closely paral-
lels . . . the Pali Vibhaéga and the first half of the Uáriputrábhidharmasás-
tra.”10 Similarly, the Saégôtiparyáya is counted as one of the early Sarvás-
tivádin abhidharma texts but is also found in Theraváda and Dharmagupta
recensions,11 and a version of it has also been found at Bámiyán, a
Mahásáéghika stronghold.12 Hence, whereas diªerent schools may have
had characteristic collections (at least as far as the early abhidharma works
are concerned), these works did not necessarily diªer considerably from
the early works of another school.

The reason for the relative conformity of early abhidharma works is not
hard to discern. As discussed in Chapter 6, early abhidharma texts are con-
cerned with justifying themselves as “word of the Buddha.” Consequent-
ly, they tend to stick close to the sñtras—usually by inserting their topical
lists in a “suttanta matrix.” As we move away from the early texts and ab-
hidharma becomes more established, the abhidharma treatises begin to be
less strictly tied to their sñtra moorings. Perhaps, when Nágárjuna quotes
from the Kíudravastu, he is quoting from a Mahásáéghika version of the
Dharmaskandha/Vibhaéga. After all, these versions are not identical—the
Sarvástivádin Dharmaskandha has seventy-six doías, not fifty-seven.

Only the latest two of the Sarvástivádin “seven-section abhidharma”
(i.e., the Vijñánakáya and the Prakaraçapáda) include the argument that
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the past, present, and future exist. None of the other five Sarvástiváda root
texts contain this doctrine. Finally, it is only in these two texts that the
term svabháva becomes a technical term denoting that part of a dharma
that exists unchanging in the past, present, and future. Thus it would be
possible for Nágárjuna to refute the Sarvástivádin doctrine of the four
causes and their doctrine of svabháva while not dismissing the abhidharma
project as a whole. Under this interpretation, the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
can be read as attacking only two of Sarvástiváda’s latest abhidharma root-
texts or perhaps their commentaries while upholding a no-longer-extant
Mahásáéghika Abhidharma text (one resembling the Dharmaskandha) in
the Ratnávalô.

The Mūlamadhyamakakārikā
and the Abhidharma of the Mahāsāmghikas

Most commentators on Nágárjuna’s works have failed to take into con-
sideration the possibility that Nágárjuna may be positioning himself in re-
lation to more than one corpus of abhidharma literature. His references
to Sarvástivádin abhidharma literature are the most obvious because theirs
is one of the few abhidharma collections that has survived. Nevertheless,
we cannot conclude that the Sarvástivádin abhidharma was the only abhi-
dharma system of importance to him. His take on the positions of some
of the other schools can perhaps best be seen in chapter 17, “The Investi-
gation of Karma and Its Fruit” (Karmaphala Parôkíá). In this chapter
Nágárjuna places Maháyána into conversation with two diªerent systems
of abhidharma. With reference only to Nágárjuna’s verses, the chapter may
be organized as follows.

• Verses 1–5 introduce certain basic teachings related to karma such as
self-restraint, kindness, benevolence (verse 1); Karma of thought and
karma of action (verse 2–3); Karma of speech, action, and abandon-
ment, each of which can be either manifest and unmanifest, virtuous
or unvirtuous (verse 4–5).

• Verse 6 problematizes the teaching of karma by raising the question
of how karma can be spoken of as persisting without falling into ei-
ther the trap of eternalism (sásvatáváda) or annihilationism (ucche-
daváda). These verses emphasize that the apparent continuity of
karma is a function of the mind.

• Verses 7–10 respond to the problematic of verse 6 by positing the
construct of a “stream” (saåtána) of dharmas. This stream becomes
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the substratum for karmic eªects while the individual dharmas mak-
ing up the stream remain evanescent.

• Verse 11 introduces the ten paths of pure action.
• Verses 12–20 refute the example of the sprout and seed introduced in

verse 7 and introduce another construct, karma as avipraçása. The
verses declare that this avipraçása is an appropriate conceptualization
praised by the Buddhas (verse 13), it is originally indeterminate
avyákëta (verse 14), it cannot be simply abandoned by the path of see-
ing but must be abandoned through absorptive meditation, it avoids
the faults of eternalism and annihilationism (verses 15–19). Verse 20
states that the Buddha taught the dharmas of emptiness, the fact that
saåsára is neither eternalism nor annihilationism and that karma
does not perish (avipranása).13

• Verses 21–33 argue that if karma were to have svabháva, then it would
indeed fall into the trap of eternalism and annihilationism, but its
emptiness means that it is unarisen, and as it is unarisen it does not
fall into the trap of eternalism and annihilationism.

This chapter attempts to reconcile an apparent conflict in scripture. The
Agamas teach the persistence and inevitability of karma, on one hand,
while they teach that all conditioned ( pratôtyasamutpanna) things avoid
the two extremes of eternalism and annihilationism, on the other. Nágár-
juna introduces the Agamic teachings of karma in verses 1 through 5 and
raises the apparent conflicting teaching in verse 6. The commentaries are
consistent in identifying verses 7 through 11 as a solution proposed by one
non-Mádhyamika school and verses 12 through 20 as belonging to anoth-
er such school. Unfortunately, the commentaries (including Avalokitavrá-
ta’s subcommentary) are equally consistent in not identifying the schools
to which these approaches belong.

The first school addresses the problem by introducing the metaphor of
the seed and sprout and posits a stream (saåtána) of dharmas as the sub-
stratum that gives rise to karmic eªect. Lamotte identifies this speaker as
a “Sautrántika” on the basis of the use of the seed-and-sprout metaphor.14

Unfortunately, this identification oªers little assistance since the Sautrán-
tikas left no physical trace of themselves—no inscriptions, no cache of
manuscripts, nothing to locate them either geographically or historically.15

Hence, it is uncertain that they were anywhere where Nágárjuna was and
unclear why he would reference their doctrines. The Sautrántikas were
not, however, the only school to use this analogy. As discussed in Chapter
6, the seed-and-sprout metaphor is also ascribed to the Mahásáéghikas in
the Samayabhedoparacanacakra. The Mahásáéghikas used the seed-sprout
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metaphor as a tool to demonstrate that the relationship of karmic cause to
karmic fruit was one of a continuum, not of the series of substantially and
temporally discrete entities that the Sarvástivádins claimed it to be.

If Nágárjuna had been interested in refuting every abhidharmika thesis,
verse 12 might be expected to be Nágárjuna’s refutation of the stream the-
ory of karmic action. Instead, he has another school criticize the approach
of the Mahásáéghikas. Nágárjuna never returns to the seed-and-sprout
analogy to refute it. That Nágárjuna would not directly critique a Mahá-
sáéghika doctrine makes sense on two levels. First, nothing in Mahá-
sáéghika doctrine inherently would oppose the Maháyána doctrine of
emptiness because Mahásáéghikas never adopted a theory of svabháva,
and at least some Mahásáéghikas (e.g., the Prajñaptivádins) held that all
conditioned dharmas were prajñaptisat entities anyway. Nágárjuna would
have no reason to refute the Mahásáéghika stream theory so long as the
stream and the person based on it are acknowledged to be empty. He
could certainly argue, as Candrakôrti does, that a seed can develop into a
sprout only if it is empty of its own essence. Second, if Nágárjuna had
been a resident in a Mahásáéghika monastery when he wrote the Mñla-
madhyamakakáriká, he would not want to refute one of their theses on the
chance that he might oªend his fellow monks.

The Mñlamadhyamakakáriká includes other instances that appear 
cater to Mahásáéghika tastes as well. From what little is known of the
Mahásáéghika abhidharma, it appears that some of the basic tenets of
the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká mesh well with doctrines that some of the
Mahásáéghikas held. Nágárjuna begins the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká with
a quotation from a Prajñápáramitá text (as noted in Chapter 5). In the
quotation the Buddha teaches that dependent-origination is “non-arising
and non-ceasing.” This makes dependent-origination essentially uncondi-
tioned (asaåskëta). This equation may seem at odds with scripture, and
for many schools of Buddhism it would have been problematic (see, for
example, Vasubandhu’s objection in volume 5 of the Abhidharmakosa, dis-
cussed in Chapter 6). However, if the theses that the Mahásáéghikas ad-
hered to are considered, Nágárjuna’s quotation of this passage appears to
be especially well thought out. For the Theravádins and the Sarvástivádins,
dependent-origination is the epitome of saåsára. Yet, as discussed in Vasu-
mitra’s Samayabhedoparacanacakra,16 a Mahásáéghika audience would have
been comfortable with the idea that dependent-origination itself was un-
conditioned. By quoting the Prajñápáramitá passage containing the eight
negations in his opening verse, Nágárjuna begins on what appears to be
common ground for the Mahásáéghikas.

At this point, let me oªer a word of caution. The Mahásáéghikas’
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teachings of dependent-origination and emptiness were not identical to
the Maháyána (or even the Mádhyamika) teachings. The Mahásáéghika
notion of emptiness is tied to discussions of absorptive meditation
(samádhi) and does not venture out into discussions of the way that
things are in themselves. Even Nágárjuna’s notion of the absoluteness of
dependent-origination was noticeably diªerent from that of the Mahá-
sáéghikas. Bhávaviveka points out that even those non-Maháyánists who
do believe that dependent-origination was unconditioned did not agree
with the Maháyána articulation of this theory. At one point in the Prajñá-
pradôpa, Bhávaviveka has a “Sautrántika” claim that the “Urávakayánists”
also believe that dependent-origination is “non-arising/non-ceasing”
and so forth. Bhávaviveka then lists reasons why their claim for the un-
conditioned nature of dependent-origination diªers from that of the
Mádhyamika.

Objection: Some of [our] fellow Buddhists (sva-ñthya), who wish to
negate the composition (árambha) of [this] treatise, say: Dependent
origination, characterized by non origination, etc., is unconditioned
(asaåskëta). Therefore, it is established for our own position ( pakía)
also; and it is not the case that [your] doctrine of dependent-
origination is not shared by the Urávakas. Therefore it is not appro-
priate [for Nágárjuna] to compose [this] treatise.

Bhávaviveka responds:

Answer: [Our doctrine of dependent origination is not shared by the
srávakas] [1] because [we] teach dependent origination, characterized
by non origination, etc., by means of negation, and [2] because there
is no inference for showing that unconditioned dependent origina-
tion exists. If [you] suppose that origination from definite causal con-
ditions is just unconditioned, [that is not so] because origination has
been negated; therefore it is not possible that [being unconditioned]
is a property[dharma] of that [origination]. [Moreover] [Thesis:]
Origination is not unconditioned, [Reason:] because it possesses a
cause, [Example:] like continuation [sthiti]. By inference, that [un-
conditioned dependent origination] does not exist; therefore it is not
the case that [this treatise] is not appropriate.17

Thus, whereas some non-Maháyánists saw dependent-origination as
unconditioned, the later Mádhyamikas distinguished themselves from
these by claiming that if origination did exist it would be conditioned.
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Origination, however, is empty, according to the Mádhyamika, and only
then can it be unconditioned.

Whether or not Nágárjuna’s use of a particular doctrine is identical to
its non-Maháyána context is not the point. The point is that Nágárjuna
uses doctrines with the greatest similarity to those of his audience as the
focal point of his arguments. He does this in order to best eªect a shift in
the way his audience reads their own tradition. The Mahásáéghikas never
said that saåsára is not diªerent from nirváça (as Nágárjuna does), but
they left open the way to this statement by saying that dependent-origi-
nation is unconditioned. Nor did the Mahásáéghikas claim that all dhar-
mas are empty of their own nature, but again, they left open the possibil-
ity with their discussions of emptiness in meditation.

Nágárjuna may have tried to capitalize on Maháyána’s doctrinal simi-
larities to the creeds that his audience already held. Mahásáéghikas were
quite comfortable with discussions about emptiness, though, again, a
slightly diªerent version of emptiness than the one Nágárjuna was advo-
cating. This is evident in the Mahásáéghika vinaya. In the section defining
“word of the Buddha,” the text mentions the teaching that “all dharmas
are suªering, empty, impermanent and not self.”18 This statement on its
own is not su‹cient to place Nágárjuna in the Mahásáéghika camp. Most
schools of Buddhism hold the teaching of emptiness to be an important
doctrine in one way or another. Most regard “emptiness” as a synonym
for selflessness. However, the Mahásáéghikas were open to blurring the
distinction between conditioned and unconditioned reality in a manner
quite similar to Nágárjuna (as seen in Chapter 6). Furthermore, there
seems to be a parallel between the path implicit in the Mñlamadhya-
makakáriká and that of the Mahásáéghikas. Nágárjuna’s version of
Maháyána melds the fruit of absorptive meditation (i.e., the pacification
of saåjñá) with the method of contemplative meditation (i.e., analysis of
reality using the concepts from saåjñá). Note that the Mñlamadhya-
makakáriká consists of twenty-seven chapters of reasoned arguments. There
certainly seems to be a connection between the correct functioning of rea-
son and the attainment of mental pacification. For example, after one of
his typical logical analyses of the relationship between a characteristic and
the characterized thing in Chapter 5, the last two verses implicitly connect
the preceding discussion to the ultimate goal of a pacified state of mind.

Therefore, space is not an entity, non-entity, characterization or char-
acteristics. The rest of the other five dhátus can be treated in the same
manner as space.
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Those of low intelligence (i.e., inferior insight) who see only the
existence and non-existence of things cannot perceive the wonderful
quiescence (upasamaå sivaå) of things.19

Although the connection between analytical conviction and the
pacification of mental proliferation ( prapañca) is only implied here, it is
significant that Nágárjuna only discusses reasoned analysis in his works
and does not encourage the traditional stages of dhyána even in the Ratná-
valô. The Mahásáéghikas may well have been open to Nágárjuna’s ap-
proach to reasoned analysis, because they believed that one could attain
the goal through prajñá alone and that saåjñá functions even in the high-
est states of absorption.

The Mahásáéghikas were not the only Buddhist sect that may have been
receptive to Maháyána. At least one other school, the Dharmaguptas,
taught a version of emptiness that comes close to the Maháyána version.20

The one surviving abhidharma text of the Dharmagupta school is the
Uáriputrábhidharmasástra. According to Shingyo Yoshimoto:

This text is one of the oldest Abhidharma texts in India. . . . This text
has some common contents and thought with Vibhaéga and Praka-
raçapáda. Perhaps the root of this text may be the text of the Vibhajya-
vádins before it split into Theraváda, Kásyapôya, Mahôsásaka, and so
on. But the dominant view of the scholastic a‹liation of the extant
text is that it may have belonged to the Dharmaguptaka.21

In its discussion of the emptiness absorption (≈w, sñnyatá samádhi),
the Uáriputrábhidharmasástra contains a list of six kinds of emptinesses:
internal emptiness (∫≈), external emptiness (~≈), internal and exter-
nal emptiness (∫~≈), emptiness of emptiness (≈≈), great emptiness
(j≈), and ultimate emptiness (ƒ@q≈).22 Although the Dharmaguptas
were apparently not the only ones to use lists of emptinesses (the Mahá-
vibháíá ascribes a similar lists to the Sarvástivádin’s own Prajñaptisástra),23

this particular list of six emptinesses seems to have been a favorite among
Maháyánists other than Nágárjuna. The list is included verbatim in the
lists of emptinesses found in some rather prominent Maháyána sñtras,
such as the Pañcaviåsati-sáhasriká Prajñápáramitá,24 and the Uatasáhasriká
Prajñápáramitá.25 Curiously, this list is not found in the Aíìasáhasriká
Prajñápáramitá. Since this list is unique to the Uáriputrábhidharmasástra
(it does not appear in the Prakaraçapáda or the Vibaéga), perhaps the
authors of the Pañcaviåsati-Sáhasriká Prajñápáramitá and the Uatasáhasriká
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Prajñápáramitá were writing to an audience familiar with Dharmagupta
doctrine, while the author of the Aíìasáhasriká Prajñápáramitá was not.
By the same token, given the fact that Nágárjuna never uses any of these
terms in his works (imagine how much mileage he could have derived
from a term like “the emptiness of emptiness”!), his audience likely was
not Dharmagupta.

The Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
and the Prajñaptivádins

The fit between Nágárjuna’s logical method and the theses of the
Mahásáéghikas (detailed in Chapter 6) appears even tighter if his
method of argumentation is seen in light of the theses of the Prajñap-
tivádins. The Prajñaptivádins held that (depending on how it is read)
suªering is prajñapti based on conditioned entities that are themselves
reciprocally designated (anyonya prajñapti). Other schools of Buddhism
had lists of types of prajñapti, but, as far as I am aware, no school held a
doctrine of “reciprocal-designation” (anyonya prajñapti) apart from the 
Prajñaptivádins.

Although he never states so explicitly, many of Nágárjuna’s arguments
arguably aim to reveal the phenomena they investigate to be prajñaptis
with no substantial basis whatsoever. In his study of Nágárjuna’s argu-
mentation, David Burton makes exactly this claim.

emptiness (the absence of svabháva of entities) appears to mean both
that entities are dependently arisen ( pratôtyasamutpanna) and that
they do not have foundational existence (dravyasat). Which is to say
that all dependently arisen entities have merely conceptually con-
structed existence ( prajñaptisat). Thus the entities which dependent-
ly arise are like a dream.26

and elsewhere:

It can be argued, therefore, that Nágárjuna means that dependently
arisen entities do not have svabháva in the Abhidharma sense, i.e.,
they are not dravyasat. Which is to say that they are prajñaptisat. (In
Abhidharma terms these are the only possible categories. Whatever is
not dravyasat must be prajñaptisat). This would explain why the de-
pendently arisen entity which arises without svabháva cannot be
called ‘arisen.’ That is, there are no real, dravya, dependently arising
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entities. All dependently arising entities are conceptually constructed
( prajñapti) and in this sense their arising is unreal.27

Here Burton claims that Nágárjuna is exploiting the fact that all con-
ditioned dharmas (defined by their svabháva) arise according to causes
and conditions to argue that all dharmas are composite and thus pra-
jñaptisat. Under this interpretation, all dharmas are nothing but com-
posite prajñapti and there are no foundational substances or essences
anywhere.

Burton’s assessment is essentially correct, but it is the manner in which
he is correct that is relevant to this study. Under Burton’s reading,
Nágárjuna tries to demonstrate that what other Buddhists see as ulti-
mately existing (i.e., irreducible) dravyasat entities are in fact just desig-
nations for composite prajñaptisat entities. Most Buddhist schools be-
lieved that at least the aggregates (skandha) and the atomic elements
(dhátu) were ultimately existent entities. Vasubandhu summarizes the
distinction between ultimate existence and conventional existence in his
Abhidharmakosabháíya.

The Blessed One proclaimed four truths; he has also declared two
truths, the relative truth [saåvëtisatya], [and] the absolute truth.
What are these two truths?

[Verse 4] The idea of the pot comes to an end when the pot is de-
stroyed; the idea of water comes to an end, by the mind [buddhi] an-
alyzing the water. The pot and the water, and everything they resem-
ble exist relatively. The rest exist absolutely.

If the idea of a thing disappears [na pravartate] when that thing is
broken into pieces, that thing exists relatively [saåvëtisat], for exam-
ple, a pot: the idea of the pot disappears when it is reduced to shards.
If the idea of a thing disappears when with the mind one dissolves
[apohyán dharmán] the thing, that thing should be regarded as exist-
ing relatively; for example, water. If, in the water, we take and remove
the dharmas such as color, etc. the idea of water disappears.

That which is diªerent is the absolute truth. When a thing is bro-
ken down or dissolved by the mind, the idea of that thing continues,
that thing exists absolutely [ paramárthasat]; for example rñpa; one
can reduce the rñpa to atoms, one can withdraw by the mind the
flavor and the other dharmas, and the idea of the essential nature of
rñpa persists. The same goes for sensation, etc.28

Yasomitra’s commentary on this passage is helpful.
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There are two examples to illustrate the two meanings of “division”
[bheda]. The pot etc. [are broken down] due to being split by vio-
lence [upakramabheda]. Water, etc. are [broken down] due to being
split by the mind [buddhibheda]. [The second type of splitting is men-
tioned] because it is not possible to remove [apakaríaça] flavor, etc.
by violence in the case of water, etc. Alternately, there are [another]
two kinds of conventionally existing [saåvëti] entities; conventional-
ly existing entities that are based in [vyapásraya] other conventionally
existing entities and conventionally existing entities that are based on
substantial entities.29

According to Vasubandhu, a thing qualifies as conventionally existing if
it can be broken down. The “breaking down” (bheda, lit. “splitting”) can
either be a physical dismemberment, as in the case of pots and chariots, or
it can be a mental “breakdown” as a kind of analysis. What does it mean
to break down something mentally? One denies or mentally removes an
element from the thing to see if its existence is still conceivable. Va-
subandhu identifies what is removed as the apohya dharma. Apoha, from
apa- (away) + √ñh (thrust), can mean either physically removing or logi-
cally denying.30 Yasomitra paraphrases the process using the term
apakaríaça. Like apoha, the term apakaríaça comes from the verb √këí (to
draw away, to take away, or to draw out).31 The prefix apa- strengthens the
sense of “away from,” hence apakaríaça means “taking away,” “removing,”
or “denying.” If one mentally conjures up an image of water and then
imagines flavor and all the other concomitant characteristics of water re-
moved from it, the image disappears.

Paramártha, in his commentary on this passage explicitly equates the
category of conventional existence with the category of prajñaptisat and
goes on to describe three ways that a thing can exist as a prajñapti.

If the idea of a thing does not occur any more after the thing has
been smashed, that thing exists conventionally [saåvëtisat] When
the pot is reduced to fired earth, the idea of the pot does not occur
any more apart from that fired earth. Therefore, things such as the
pot exist as a metaphorical designation ( prajñapti) for the figure . . .
In the second place, if the idea of a thing does not occur any more
when, by the mind, one removes from that thing the other dharmas,
that thing exists conventionally, like water. If, from the water, one
removes with the mind the color, the flavor, the elements (maháb-
hñta), etc., the idea of the water is no longer produced. Therefore
the things such as water exist as a metaphorical designation in com-
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bination (tsiu tsi, samaváya?). In the third case, it is by the names,
phrases and syllables . . . that one expresses the paramártha, the real
thing; it is due to the names that there is produced a relative flavor
of paramártha.32

Although all of the above accounts postdate Nágárjuna, they each articu-
late a test by which a given dharma is classed as saåvëtisat or paramárthasat/
prajñaptisat or dravyasat. All accounts agree that a thing is a prajñapti if it
can be either physically broken (upakramabheda) or cognitively dissected
(buddhibheda) through the mental extraction of some factor necessary but
not identical to the thing itself.

Clearly, Nágárjuna is attempting the latter procedure in his Mñlama-
dhyamakakáriká. According to the above definitions, the threshold criteria
by which conventional truth is distinguished from ultimate truth is
whether the concept under investigation remains intact after a foreign but
necessary factor is identified and mentally removed. When he investigates
the concept of rñpa in the chapter 4 of his Mñlamadhyamakakáriká,
Nágárjuna applies the exact same procedure to the aggregates. The open-
ing two verses read as follows.

1 Material form [rñpa] separated from the e‹cient cause [káraça]
cannot be conceived. Moreover, separated from material form the
e‹cient cause cannot be seen.

2 If material form is separated from e‹cient cause, then it follows
that form will be without a cause. However, nowhere is there a
thing existing without a cause.33

The term that Inada translates as “e‹cient cause” (káraça) might better
be translated as “material cause.” Qingmu’s Zhonglun commentary (T. 1564)
on the first verse illustrates the relationship with the analogy of threads
and a cloth.

As for “cause of form,” it is like threads being the cause of cloth. If
you take away the threads, there is no cloth, and if you cast away the
cloth, there is no thread. The cloth is like form, the threads are like its
cause.34

Similarly, Candrakôrti glosses material form (rñpa) as bhautika: “that
which is made of the elements [bhñta].”35 He glosses káraça, then, as “the
four elements.” Thus, in the first two stanzas, material form and material
cause stand in relation to each other as bhñta and bhautika. Put in this
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stark manner, it is certainly reasonable to say that a material thing (bhau-
tika) cannot be conceived apart from the material element or elements
that comprise it any more than a cloth can be conceived apart from its
threads. Put in the language of the Sarvástiváda texts quoted above,
Nágárjuna is breaking down the concept of rñpa mentally by removing
one of its factors, namely, its material cause. On this analysis, the concept
of rñpa is no longer conceivable apart from the concept of its material
cause. By the above definitions, Nágárjuna has shown that rñpa ulti-
mately does not exist at all, but is only conventionally existent. To the ex-
tent that the material cause is a necessary feature for the concept of rñpa
to occur, rñpa is a prajñapti, not a dravya. To use Paramártha’s typology,
Nágárjuna’s analysis shows rñpa to be a “prajñapti in combination.”

So far so good. Nágárjuna follows a method of analysis to which the
Sarvástivádins would have no objection, and by verse 5 he arrives at the
conclusion that the rñpaskandha is a prajñaptisat entity. This is not sur-
prising since collectivity is implied in the very word skandha. But it is
how the components occur in relation to one another that reflects inno-
vation. Consider: why did Nágárjuna chose to mentally “draw out” ma-
terial cause in his analysis? In the example given in the Abhidharmakosa-
bháíya, only features that might be considered “accidental” are mentally
excluded from the thing through analysis. The Sarvástivádins might ob-
ject that the material cause that Nágárjuna excerpts is essential to rñpa it-
self and therefore hardly an accidental property. The key lies in Nágár-
juna’s verse 6.

It is untenable that the eªect [kárya] will resemble the e‹cient cause
[káraça]. Again, it is untenable that the eªect [kárya] will not resem-
ble the e‹cient cause [káraça].36

Although verses like this have been the cause of numerous headaches
for modern logically inclined interpreters of Nágárjuna,37 Nágárjuna’s
subtle shift in terminology oªers a clue as to what he is doing. The verses
up to this point had examined the relationship between rñpa (form) and
káraça (cause). Verse 6 slips in kárya (future passive participle of √kë [to
make, lit. “that which is to be caused,” i.e., eªect]) for rñpa.

The pair kárya/káraça make explicit the relationship that Nágárjuna
wants to make evident in rñpa/káraça. If the concept of rñpa as the thing
that is caused is no longer possible when its káraça or cause is removed,
then the concept of rñpa is a prajñapti brought about by some kind of
combination of the cause and eªect. In the kárya/káraça pair, if either
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káraça or kárya are removed through apakaríaça, the remaining concept
is no longer possible. The relationship between the two is not a temporal
relationship but one of reciprocal necessity. If one mentally removes the
concept of “cause,” there can be no concept of “the caused (thing)” any
more than if one removes the concept of the “caused (thing)” the concept
of the cause can no longer occur. Hence, each of the two exists as a pra-
jñapti depending on the other one reciprocally. In the Vigrahavyávartanô,
Nágárjuna illustrates this type of relationship with the analogy of “father
and son.”38 The son exists as a son only by virtue of the father. The father
exists as a father only by virtue of the son. “Father” and “son” could then
be said to be designated reciprocally (anyonya prajñapti).

We now have three things. There is the dharma, rñpa that is a prajñapti
depending on two other prajñaptis—kárya and káraça. The latter two pra-
jñaptis, however, are designated depending on each other, thus the three
are each prajñaptis based on a necessary relationship to something else
within the triad. And yet the system does not seem to require an ultimate
basis in something substantial. This triadic structure is surely reminiscent
of the Prajñaptivádins thesis that all conditioned (saåskëta) dharmas are
reciprocally designated (anyonya prajñapti) and that suªering is designat-
ed on this basis. That his argument would have been acceptable to the Pra-
jñaptivádins is further aided by the fact that one of their cardinal theses,
according to Vasumitra, was that none of the aggregates (e.g., rñpa) ex-
isted ultimately in the first place. Hence, Nágárjuna is arguing for a thesis
that the Prajñaptivádins already held, using a concept of prajñapti that
they were already using.

But surely the conundrum that Nágárjuna raises could be solved by ad-
mitting a simple identity between the material cause and the form, in the
same way that the cloth is nothing other then the threads that comprise it.
The Abhidharmakosa example excludes accidental factors from rñpa, such
as taste, in order to prove that it is ultimate. By removing matter from
rñpa, isn’t Nágárjuna essentially trying to remove rñpa from rñpa?

The next chapter of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká moves on to the con-
cept of dhátu (the elements) itself. Here again, dhátu cannot be conceived
apart from the reciprocally designated concepts of characteristic (lakíaça)
and that-which-is-to-be-characterized (lakíya), and the latter two cannot
be conceived apart from each other. Nágárjuna shows thereby that a dhar-
ma the Sarvástivádins thought to be ultimately existing (space) is, in fact,
composite. The Mñlamadhyamakakáriká uses this structure of argumenta-
tion in many chapters. Musashi Tachikawa catalogues all the ways that
Nágárjuna distributes his terms in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. His list
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contains the arguments of many earlier chapters involving the interplay
between reciprocally designated groups of words.39

chapter terms

II gata/agata/gamyamána/gantë/gati

“that which has been traversed”/“that which has not yet 
been traversed”/“that which is currently being
traversed”/“goer”/“going”

III daríaça/draíìë
“sight”/“seer”

IV kárya/káraça

“that which is to be caused”/“cause”

V lakíya/lakíaça

“that which is to be characterized”/“the characteristic”

VI rága/rakta

“passion”/“the impassioned one”

VII utpáda/utpanna/anutpanna/utpadyamána

“arising”/“the arisen”/“the not yet arisen”/“the arising thing”
sthitabháva/
asthitabháva/tiíìhamána

“the thing that has stood”/“the thing that has not yet
stood”/“the standing thing”

niruddha/aniruddha/nirudhyamána

“the extinguished”/“the not yet extinguished”/“the thing being
extinguished”

VIII karma/káraka

“action”/“agent”

XXIII klesa/kliíìa
“the defilement”/“the defiled”

The key to Nágárjuna’s method in the arguments that distribute their
terms in this fashion appears to lie in the fact that, for any verbal noun, the
passive participle will be entailed in the verbal noun but will not be iden-
tical to it. “A killer” implies that there is “something killed,” but there is a
huge diªerence between killing and being killed.

Indeed, the fact that Nágárjuna founds his apparent paradoxes on these
kind of reciprocal relations is tacitly recognized by Candrakôrti. In a brief
comment on verse 8 of chapter 6 (“Investigation of Passion and the Im-
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passioned”), Candrakôrti states that one of the reasons that the opponent
has di‹culties establishing either the simultaneity or the priority of rága
and rakta is that they have each other as a basis (itaretarásraya). Here,
Mervyn Sprung’s translation gets the sense of the passage.

It being thus clear that the opponent’s proof is established on a reci-
procal relationship, which of the two is the basis of proof and which
is the proven? [Nágárjuna’s verse 9:] “That is to say if separateness
does not exist, simultaneity cannot establish it; but if separateness
does exist then what simultaneity can you have in mind.”40

Although Candrakôrti does not elaborate on this remark, he seems to
suggest that the opponent will get nowhere trying to establish either si-
multaneity or priority when the two terms are reciprocally dependent.

My primary aim in this chapter is to explain why Nágárjuna made the
philosophical choices that he did, not to demonstrate the validity of his ar-
guments. Nevertheless, some of Burton’s di‹culties with Nágárjuna’s
methodology can be cleared up by the above discussion. One of Burton’s
concerns is that Nágárjuna showed that all dharmas exist as prajñapti, but
only by conflating the teaching that some dharmas are dependently origi-
nated with the teaching that some things are prajñaptisat, thereby doing
violence to both doctrines and making philosophical moves that would
not have been acceptable within the Sarvástiváda abhidharma system. Bur-
ton states his objection:

Nágárjuna says . . . that the dependent origination of entities is
incompatible with their possession of svabháva. Taken at face-value,
this means simply that all entities dependently arise, and therefore they
do not have independent existence. However—and this is a crucial
point—in Abhidharma philosophy the dependent origination of some
entities, i.e., saåskëta dharma-s is said to be actually compatible with
their possession of svabháva. In other words, according to Abhidharma
thought possession of svabháva does not entail independent existence.

For the Abhidharmika, svabháva is attributed to dharma-s because
dharma-s are independent of causes and conditions in a specific sense.
Dharma-s are not dependent upon parts for their existence. The
dharma-s are the foundational components of the world. They are
not further analyzable into constituents, and they are the constituents
of all other entities. These dharma-s are, for the Abhidharmikas, “ul-
timate truths” ( paramárthasatya), and have “substantial” or primary
existence (dravyasat).41
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And later:

It is arguable, however, that Nágárjuna’s general tendency to equate
lack of svabháva with dependence on causes and conditions, rather
than specifically with dependence on parts, indicates a subtle shift in
the meaning of svabháva.42

In other words, by claiming that dependently originated entities lacked
svabháva and were prajñaptisat or conventionally existing entities, Nágár-
juna was making a move that was not warranted by the abhidharma sys-
tem that he critiqued. Lack of svabháva could be proved in that system
only if the dharma can be shown to have parts, and to call the causes and
conditions of dependent-origination “parts” is to do violence to the very
notion of “parts.” Hence, “the Abhidharmikas” would always keep the
concept of dependently originated entities ( pratôtyasamutpanna) separate
from the concept of dependently designated entities ( prajñaptisat).

Several points need to be made here. The first is that the definition of
upádáya prajñapti as “a thing being designated on its parts” is only one
definition of that term, and not one that is necessarily emphasized in the
Abhdharmakosa and its commentaries. All that the Abhidharmakosa and its
commentaries seem to be saying is that if, when one mentally removes a
factor from a given concept, that concept is no longer possible, then the
concept is not an ultimately existing dharma. In fact, as Leonard Priestley
has ably demonstrated, there were several definitions of what constitutes
a prajñapti in Sarvástivádin and Theravádin abhidharma literature.43 Of
course, prajñapti is commonly defined as a designation based on its own
parts like a chariot based on the wheels, and so on. However, other defini-
tions of upádáya prajñapti are broader than this and include designations
based on things that are not necessarily internal parts. For example, in the
Theravádin Puggalapaññatti Aììhakathá:

There, in the case of [the person, who is really] rñpa, vedana, etc., just
like rñpa, vedána, etc. are either identical or diªerent [from the per-
son], the essence [of the person] is not apprehended truly and ulti-
mately. [So too] (the person satta) is considered as having done a
deed (káraça) by means of and depending on [upádáya] the aggregates
divided into rñpa, vedána, etc. [Or] the chariot, the house, the fist
(are designated) depending on (their respective) parts bound together.
[Or] the pot, the cloth (are designated) depending on each rñpa, etc.
[Or] time and space (are designated) depending on the revolution of
the sun and the moon. [Or] the one considered to have acted on ac-
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count of and depending on each of the elements and the benefits of
meditation has established the “learning sign” and the “counterpart
sign” by each aspect. The same goes for the so-called upádáya pra-
jñapti. It is a designation through that which is to be designated, not
through what has already been designated. Moreover, it (the upádáya
prajñapti) is a designation of that object, (hence) it is (classed as) “a
designation of what does not exist.44

Burton understands Nágárjuna’s argument as demonstrating that all
things are prañaptisat, but that Nágárjuna’s argument fails because the
model of upádáya prajñapti that he seems to be employing does not fit the
analogy of the chariot and its parts. The passage from the Puggalapaññatti
Aììhakathá, however, amply demonstrates that Buddhists at the time had a
broader notion of the concept than is illustrated in that one analogy. Cer-
tainly the revolution of the sun and the moon cannot be considered “parts”
of time in the same way that an axel is part of a chariot. Nor can the exter-
nal meditation object be considered “part” of the internal meditative ob-
ject. Yet both of these are said to be prajñaptis depending on something.

As for Burton’s claim that the doctrine of prajñapti and that of depen-
dent-origination must be kept separate, he may be correct as far as the
twelve links of dependent-origination go. However, it seems that a more
important articulation of dependent-origination for Nágárjuna is found in
its summary from the Saåyutta Nikáya:

Thus when this exists, that comes to be; with the arising of this, that
arises. When this does not exist, that does not come to be; with the
cessation of this, that ceases.45

Here dependent-origination is stated in terms of the necessary condi-
tions for something to be. This does indeed seem to lie at the heart of the
very criterion that Sarvástivádins used to determine whether or not an en-
tity ultimately existed.

Another of Burton’s objections can be addressed in light of the Prajñapti-
vádin’s concept of anyonya prajñapti. Burton worries that Nágárjuna’s
demonstration that all dharmas are prajñaptisat leads to an infinite regress
(anavasthá).

Conceptually constructed entity z might be constructed on the basis
of y. Y might also be constructed on the basis of x. And so on. But at
some point this regress must stop. Not everything can be a product
of conceptual construction, because ‘conceptual construction’ re-
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quires a basis or material which is not itself conceptually constructed.
To claim otherwise would be to advocate that the entire world is cre-
ated ex nihilo!46

Part of Burton’s objection can be answered, although probably not to
his satisfaction, by the doctrine of reciprocal designation. Rñpa and so
forth are designated on the basis of kárya/káraça. But because these two
are designated based on each other, like two sheaves of reeds leaning one
against the other (to use a metaphor commonly associated with depen-
dent-origination) there is no regress. This is a not a temporal relationship
of causal dependency but an atemporal relationship of conditional neces-
sity. No further element is necessary.

Fortunately, Nágárjuna did not have to convince the Sarvástivádins that
they were defeated. If the thesis presented here is correct, all he needed to
do was to convince the monks in his home monastery that the Sarvás-
tivádins were defeated. This is why the standards of the Prajñaptivádins
become important. The Sarvástivádins may not have accepted that condi-
tioned entities could exist as reciprocally designated, but the Prajñap-
tivádins did.

It would not serve Nágárjuna’s purposes simply to echo Prajñaptivádin
doctrine, nor am I arguing that he did. Indeed, in places the Mñlamad-
hyamakakáriká critiques reciprocality. Consider the following verses from
the “Investigation of Fire and Fuel”:

9 If fire is dependent on fuel and fuel is dependent on fire, which of
the two arises prior, that on which fire is dependent or that on
which fuel is dependent? . . .

10 One thing is established as dependent on the very thing which is
dependent on it. If what is to be dependent is posited as already ex-
isting, which depends on which? . . .

11 How can a supposedly dependent entity be dependent if it does
not exist? On the other hand it does not make sense that an exist-
ing entity should be dependent on a dependent entity.47

Verse 9 raises the question of mutual dependency and reduces it to a mat-
ter of two separate causalities. As Candrakôrti alludes to in his commentary
on “Passion and the Impassioned One,” neither priority nor simultaneity
can be established in a case where each thing has its basis in the other reci-
procally. Despite a lack of evidence that the Prajñaptivádins took their any-
onya prajñapti this far, it can be surmised that Nágárjuna wanted them to
take it this far, in order for them to see that their doctrine entails emptiness.
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The Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
and the Pudgalaváda Abhidharma

Chapter 17 Revisited

However, just because the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká shows some a‹nities
to Mahásáéghika doctrine, we cannot assume that the Mahásáéghikas
were its only intended audience. Authors seldom have only one reader in
mind, and it is possible that Nágárjuna knew that his treatise would also
be read by sects other than the Mahásáéghikas. Evidence of this can be
seen again in Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, chapter 17. As mentioned above,
Nágárjuna himself never refutes the metaphor of the seed and sprout in
chapter 17. In verse 12 of that chapter, he has another speaker object that
the Mahásáéghika’s metaphor (kalpaná) of the seed, and the sprout is not
appropriate to explain karma. The new speaker claims that a more appro-
priate metaphor would be one that comes from the Agamas themselves.
Here the doctrine of the “indestructible” (avipraçása) is introduced. It is
appropriate because “it has been praised by the Buddhas, pratyekabuddhas
and the sravakas” (i.e., it is “word of the Buddha”).48 Again, the com-
mentaries are mostly silent as to the identity of this new speaker. Avalok-
itavráta comes closest to identifying this school when he says that the doc-
trine of avipraçása is put forth by “someone from the outskirts of the
Vaibháíikas.”49 In light of the discussion in Chapter 6, however, this
doctrine could belong either to the Saåmitôyas, for whom it was a signa-
ture doctrine,50 or to the Prajñaptivádins and the “Andhakas,” who had
a version of this theory under the name upacaya (accumulation). The
Saåmitôyas seem to be the best choice. Because the speaker of verses 12
through 20 reprimands the speaker of verses 7 through 11, we have to as-
sume the speakers were understood to be of two diªerent schools.

At this point, a problem emerges. Nágárjuna has just introduced theo-
ries of the way that karma works belonging to two diªerent Buddhist
sects. In his response (verses 21 through 33) he would be expected to re-
fute both positions. Indeed, he could have easily dispensed with the seed-
sprout theory using arguments similar to the ones he uses in chapter 8.
By the same token, he could have just as easily refuted the theory of avi-
praçása by questioning the relationship between the karma and the
avipraçása that bears it. His response in verses 21 through 33 does neither.
Instead, he discusses the implications that would accrue if karma had an
essence (svabháva). The problem is that it is not immediately obvious how,
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or even if, Nágárjuna’s arguments establishing karma’s lack of svabháva
pertain to either of the prior points of view. Neither the Sautrántikas nor
the Mahásáéghikas in their articulation of the first position ever assumed
the seed or sprout to have svabháva. Indeed, the Abhidharmakosa records the
Sautrántika theory of bôja as being in opposition to the Sarvástivádin’s
own theory of karma.51

The same goes for the Saåmitôya/Prajñaptivádin theory of avipraçása/
upacaya. Any entity labeled “indestructible” would seem to lend itself to
notions of substantiality, just like the notion of svabháva. Nevertheless,
little evidence points to the Saåmitôyas as taking avipraçása to be a sub-
stance, and no evidence indicates that they held anything like the Sarvásti-
vádin doctrine of svabháva. It should be remembered that the Sarvásitvádins
came up with the notion of svabháva in the Vijñánakáya as a response to
the pudgalavádins’ theory of karma (just as the Mahásáéghika theory of
karmic continuity was a response to the same Sarvástivádin svabháva the-
ory). The characteristics of this avipraçása as listed in the various sources
seem to point in the other direction. Although the Saåmitôya Nikáya Uástra
itself is of little help, Nágárjuna himself has its proponent in verse 14 claim
that this avipraçása is avyákëta.52 Whereas commentaries like Candrakôrti’s
Prasannapadá take this to mean that the avipraçása is morally neutral, if
the doctrine does indeed come from the Saåmitôyas, this avyákëta is bet-
ter read as “indeterminate” (the Vátsôputrôya’s fifth category of existence
called avyákëta (ineªable, i.e., that which is neither conditioned nor un-
conditioned). This is especially so since the Mahásáéghikas did not admit
the existence of such a thing as moral neutrality. This interpretation would
fit both with the Pudgalavádins’ own statements about pudgala as the sub-
stratum of karma and with Buddhaghosa’s statement that it is anáram-
maça (objectless).

The only dissenting voice is that of Vasubandhu, who in his Karmasiddhi-
prakaraça states that the avipraçása is “a separate dharma, existing in and
of itself (dravyasat) and classed among things not associated with the
mind (cittaviprayuktasaåskára).”53 Although Avalokitavráta and Buddha-
ghosa agree that it is dissociated from the mind, Vasubandhu’s statement
that the avipraçása exists dravyatas (substantially) does not seem to fit. In-
deed, it is questionable whether this sentence was in the original text. The
sentence in question occurs in the Tibetan translation that Lamotte uses,
as well as in Xuanzang’s seventh-century translation.54 The sentence is
noticeably absent, however, in the earliest extant translation, that of
Bimuzhixian (iÿºP), finished in 541.

How can the fact that Nágárjuna’s arguments in verses 21 through 33
seem to miss their mark be explained? Was Nágárjuna merely making a
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“straw-man” argument, was he simply not very familiar with the Pudgala-
vádins’ doctrines, or was he giving his own views of karma in these verses?
Some modern translators, such as David Kalupahana, take verses 12 through
20 as Nágárjuna’s own position, contending that, since the indestructibili-
ty of karma is “word of the Buddha,” Nágárjuna cannot argue against it.55 I
cannot go along with this position, because the term avipranása itself, along
with the way that Nágárjuna speaks about it, is idiosyncratically Saåmitôya.
The only possible explanation is that Nágárjuna wishes to show that the
Saåmitôya position is possible if and only if they acknowledge the Maháyá-
na thesis of emptiness. Indeed, Nágárjuna’s statement in chapter 24, verse
14, may be regarded as a statement of Nágárjuna’s objective.

All things make sense [ yujyate] for him for whom the absence of
being [sñnyatá] makes sense. Nothing makes sense for him for whom
the absence of being does not make sense.56

In other words, Nágárjuna’s response to the Saåmitôyas in this chapter
(as with his response to the Mahásáéghikas throughout) is an attempt to
forge an alliance with the school.

A clearer picture of what Nágárjuna might be doing emerges in his
Uñnyatásaptati and its (auto?) commentary. Verse 33 of the Uñnyatásaptati
also raises the issue of avipraçása (Tibetan, chud mi za ba), and in that text
there can be no question that this verse represents the opinion of the op-
ponent. Indeed, verses 33 through 34 of the Uñnyatásaptati closely mirror
the structure and themes of chapter 17 of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká.57

The verses and their commentary are as follows:

33 The Blessed one, the teacher has taught of karma’s existence,
karma’s essence, karma’s fruit, and the essence of the karma of sen-
tient beings. He has taught that karmas are avipranása.

From the Agamas of the Bhagavat, karma and the fruit of karma are
also taught to be not identical [ yaé rnam pa du ma–anekadhá]. Nor
are karmic actions taught to be without fruit. It is also said that karma
is indestructible [chud mi za ba–avipranása] and that sentient beings
are not said to be the owner of karma [das bdag gir bya ba]. This has
also been said (by the Buddha). If this is the case then karma and the
fruit of karma (must) exist.

34 Due to the fact that svabháva is taught to not exist, that karma
which is non-arising is not destroyed. The grasping of self pro-
duces karma. But the grasping of its increase is due to vikalpa.
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Due to the fact that the svabháva of karma is taught to not exist, as
something non-arising it is not perishing [de ‘jig pa med–avinása].
Furthermore, grasping at self, karma arises. Because of that, karma,
when it arises due to the grasping of self [átmagráha], it also arises
from mental discrimination [vikalpa].58

In verse 34 and its commentary, Nágárjuna uses a strategy similar to the
strategies discussed in Chapter 3, which examined the verse from the Rat-
návalô identifying the Maháyána term “emptiness” with the common
Buddhist term kíaya to show that Maháyána is none other than “word of
the Buddha.”59 Here, Nágárjuna is taking up another term—this one con-
sidered “word of the Buddha” by the Saåmitôyas. Instead of directly re-
futing the Saåmitôya doctrine of avipranása, he reinterprets it. Karma is
“imperishable” (avipranása) because it is “nonarisen” (anutpáda, a Mahá-
yána synonym for emptiness).

Nágárjuna’s position vis-à-vis the doctrine of avipraçása, as in the case
of Mahásáéghika abhidharma, is thus not one of either opposition or
adoption but of rehabilitation. Although it is not possible to know
whether at the time the Saåmitôyas found Nágárjuna’s solution to their
taste, his treatment of their doctrine in this chapter is relatively noncom-
bative compared to his treatment of Sarvástivádin doctrines elsewhere. If
he had written the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká to a Saåmitôya audience, he
would have needed to show that Maháyána supported their doctrines
against the Sarvástivádins in order to secure monastic reproduction of
Maháyána sñtras. As a strategy, this works something along the lines of
“the enemy of my enemy is my friend.” Because the Sarvástivádins at-
tacked the doctrine of pudgala in many works dating from this period,
Nágárjuna’s ability to defeat their arguments is more likely to have been a
demonstration of his allegiance to the Saåmitôyas than a threat to the
Sarvástivádins (who, in their literature, seem to have mostly ignored both
Nágárjuna and the Maháyánists). Although he probably could not take
the Saåmitôya doctrines at face value, he does show how the doctrine of
avipraçása would be acceptable (and safe from the Sarvástivádin criticism)
if and only if they adopt the Maháyána doctrine of emptiness.

Other Pudgalavádin Connections

Further evidence links some early Maháyánists and Maháyána sñtras with
the Pudgalavádins. For example, as Bhikkhu Pásádika has pointed out,
avipraçása as a technical term is used in the Tathágataguhyasñtra (a Mahá-
yána text) cited in the Sñtrasammuccáya (attributed to Nágárjuna).60 It
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should also be noted in this regard that the commentator on the Pud-
galavádin Tridharmakhaçfaka (T. 1506) is said to have been a Maháyánist
who “considered the work of Shan-hsien as [a work in which] the idea is
profound and simple, but its expression still hidden”61—so there does seem
to be a Maháyána/ Pudgalaváda connection (tenuous though it may be).

Indeed, other chapters of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká make better
sense if read from a Pudgalavádin perspective. Tilmann Vetter was perhaps
the first to point out that some of Nágárjuna’s arguments do not exactly
refute, but might actually exploit, a Pudgalavádin position (after a fash-
ion). Vetter argues that the subjects dealt with in the first part of the Mñla-
madhyamakakáriká simply critique a notion of an individual self that is not
sect-specific.62 Beginning in chapter 9 of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká,
however, he begins to discern a specifically Pudgalavádin element entering
into Nágárjuna’s argumentation. Noting that, according to their oppo-
nents, the Pudgalavádins believed that the pudgala was neither identical
nor diªerent from the aggregates, Vetter finds this doctrine echoed in
chapters 9, 10, 18, 23, and 27 of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká.

Beginning with the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká’s “Investigation of the
Prior State” (alternately titled “Upádána and Upadátë ”), Vetter raises the
question of whether or not the one who senses exists prior to the senses.
In essence the chapter asks the same kind of question as the Pudgalavádins
did concerning the pudgala’s relation to the aggregates. The chapter ends
with the statement:

Of an entity which does not exist prior to, concomitantly, or posteri-
or to the functions of seeing, etc. the notions of existence and non-
existence are unnecessary.63

He also points to the last verse of chapter 10, the “Investigation of Fire
and Fuel.” Chapter 10 has been traditionally looked at as a refutation of
the Pudgalavádin theory of pudgala because the relationship between fire
and fuel was a favorite illustration of that school.

Throughout the chapter, Nágárjuna examines the diªerent possibilities
of how fire and fuel could be related. Nágárjuna’s investigation ends with
a position in which the empirical person is neither identical nor diªerent
from its empirical functions. His conclusions are best summed up in the
last three verses.

14 Again, fire is not wood nor is it in something else than wood. Fire
does not contain wood. There is neither wood in fire nor fire in
wood.
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15 By means of the analysis of fire and wood, the total relationship be-
tween átman and upádána and along with [it] the (notions of )
earthen jar and cloth, etc. have all been explained without fail.

16 Insofar as I am concerned, those who speak about the reality of en-
tities and who assign them distinct existences cannot be considered
to be truly knowledgeable of the (Buddha’s) teachings.64

Nágárjuna shows that fire and fuel cannot be related in any of the five
ways expressed in verse 14. The last verse castigates those who speak about
entities as “distinct” ( pëthak pëthak). Ostensibly, this chapter has been un-
derstood to refute the existence of the pudgala based on the analogy of fire
and fuel. The problem is that, although the Pudgalavádins maintained
that the pudgala was real, they never claimed that it was “distinct.” Fur-
thermore, there is no indication that they ever believed that fire and fuel
(or pudgala and the aggregates for that matter) were related in any of the
ways that Nágárjuna discusses. The Pudgalavádins (at least the early
school), in short, maintained that the pudgala existed as a prajñapti, not as
a svabháva. Again, it is questionable that the arguments presented in this
chapter refute any doctrine that the Pudgalavádins actually held, or if in
fact they simply rehabilitate the Pudgalavádin position so as to not conflict
with Maháyána theories. If the analogy between fire and fuel is seen as an
analogy of the relationship between pudgala and the skandhas (the Pud-
galavádin view), then Nágárjuna has actually moved toward establishing
the Pudgalaváda case, not refuting it. The Pudgalavádins argued that the
pudgala is neither the same nor diªerent from the skandhas. All schools
claimed that there was neither identity nor diªerence between the pudgala
and the aggregates. Where the Pudgalavádins part company is when they
claim that the pudgala is nevertheless “true and ultimate,” while other
schools view the “neither same nor diªerent” relationship as an indication
that the pudgala is nothing but a word—only the aggregates exist. In re-
garding fire and fuel as interdependent, Nágárjuna is not reducing the ex-
istence of the fire to that of the fuel. Nor does he, for that matter, claim
that the fire is “true and ultimate,” but the position of emptiness that he
articulates is far more accommodating of the possibility of pudgala than
that of competing schools.

It should be noted, however, that Nágárjuna takes his examination of
this relationship well beyond any extant Pudgalavádin argument. Where-
as the Saåmitôya Nikáya Uástra passage discussed in Chapter 6 merely intro-
duces the example of fire and fuel—saying that they are neither the same
nor diªerent—Nágárjuna (echoing the Cñãavedallasutta of the Majjhima
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Nikáya)65 raises objections to every conceivable description of the rela-
tionship between the two. One cannot help calling the relationship “inde-
scribable.” It is di‹cult to see how the Pudgalavádins could object to any
of these statements. Vetter also points to passages in other chapters in
which Nágárjuna explicitly denies both the belief in the self and the belief
that there is no self. Thus, chapter 27 includes the statement:

Indeed, [átman] can be neither diªerent from the-basis-which-is-
relied-upon [upádána, i.e., the aggregates], nor is it identical to it. A
not-relied-upon-basis [anupádána] does not exist, nor does it [the
átman] not exist.66

And in chapter 23, verse 3:

The existence and non-existence of átman can never be established.
How then could existence and non-existence of defilements be estab-
lished apart from the átman?67

Both passages seem to reiterate the Pudgalavádin position that the per-
son is neither the same nor diªerent from the things on which it depends.
Vetter ends his analysis with chapter 18, the “Investigation of Atman.” In
that chapter, Nágárjuna makes the following statements.

1. If the bifurcated self [átman] is constitutive of skandhas, it will
be endowed with the nature of origination and destruction. If it is
other than the skandhas it will not be endowed with the latter’s
characteristics.

2. Where the bifurcated self does not exist, how could there be a
self-hood (atmôya)? From the fact that the bifurcated self and self-
hood are (in their basic nature) quiescence, there is no self-identity
(mama) or individuality (ahaåkára).

3. Any entity without individuality and self-identity does not exist.
Whosoever sees (it with) non-individuality and non-self-identity
cannot see or grasp (the truth).

4. Grasping ceases to be where, internally and externally, (the ideas
of ) individuality and self-identity are destroyed. From the cessation
of grasping the cessation of birth also follows.

5. There is mokía [release or liberation] from the destruction of
karmic defilements which are but conceptualization. These arise from
mere conceptual play [ prapañca] which are in turn banished in sñnyatá.
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6. The Buddhas have provisionally employed the term átman and
instructed on the true idea of anátman. they have also taught that any
(abstract) entity as átman or anátman does not exist.

10. Any existence which is relational is indeed neither identical nor
diªerent from the related object. Therefore, it is neither interruption
nor constancy.68

This chapter is the most important for Vetter because in it Nágárjuna
explicitly ties what he reads as Pudgalavádin-type statements about the ag-
gregates being neither identical nor diªerent from the átman to the doc-
trine of dependent-origination as the middle way between the extremes of
eternality and annihilation, identity and diªerence. Finally, this chapter
also ties the rejection of the two extremes to the pacification of mental
proliferation ( prapañca) in the Maháyána notion of emptiness.

So how does Vetter explain the presence of all these references to
Pudgalaváda in Nágárjuna’s Mñlamadhyamakakáriká? He mostly skirts
the issue, concerning himself instead with demonstrating that Nágárjuna
is still primarily interested in negating all views.

Any concept of Buddhist teaching and any good general concept is a
suitable vehicle for the overcoming of all conceptualizations. The con-
cept of the person or the self seemed to Nágárjuna to be equally suit-
able to provide a connection to the old formula of dependent origi-
nation [ pratôtyasamutpáda] of suªering, and for that reason also to
the old conception of the arising of enlightenment, namely through
the negation [Aufhebung] of certain conditions of suªering.69

As far as he goes, Vetter is correct to say that Nágárjuna remains an ad-
vocate of emptiness despite an apparent nod toward the Pudgalaváda.
However, Nágárjuna may come closer to Pudgalavádin doctrine than
Vetter indicates because, as mentioned in Chapter 6, the Saåmitôya
Nikáya Uástra also connects the doctrine of the pudgala as being neither
the same nor diªerent from the aggregates to the common Buddhist no-
tion of dependent-origination being the middle way between the ex-
tremes of eternality, annihilation, and so forth. Thus Nágárjuna’s merg-
ing of the concepts of dependent-origination and the doctrine of
prajñapti may not have attracted any attention in the Pudgalavádin camp.
Of course, one could argue that Nágárjuna’s teaching about emptiness
also indicates that the átman itself is empty and would therefore be per-
ceived to undermine the Pudgalavádins’ belief that the soul somehow ex-
isted. In his defense, it should be pointed out that the Saåmitôyas had no
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problems connecting the doctrine of anátman to that of emptiness ( just
like any other school). The Saåmitôya Nikáya Uástra equates “me”
(ahaåkára) with the pudgala and “mine” (mamaåkára) with the aggre-
gates and indicates that the doctrine of emptiness means that there can be
neither me nor mine nor both.

Emptiness (sñnyatá) is the absence of Me and Mine (ahaåkára-
mamaåkára) and of both, the absence of these three things is what is
called emptiness (sñnyatá). . . . How can me and mine not exist when
the Blessed One has said, “At that time, I was the Brahmin Sunetra”?
He also said: “Monk, my hand appears in space.” It cannot be this
(since) Me and Mine are conventional designations (chia hsao [sic],
≤π, prajñapti.) However if the five aggregates (skandha) are con-
sidered, the self (átman) would be Me (ahaåkára). That the Blessed
One never admitted. If the objects (ching-ch’ien “…, viíaya?) are
considered as possessions, that would be Mine (mamaåkára). That
the Buddha did not admit either. As it is said in the Shêng fa yin ching
tkLg (Aryadharmamudrásñtra):70 Emptiness (sñnyatá) is con-
templation of the empty (sñnya).” Hence, emptiness (sñnyatá) and
Me and Mine (ahaåkáramamaåkára) can be established together.
That is why there is no error. That is what is named “emptiness.”71

Thus far it appears that, although the Pudgalavádins not have made the
exact same arguments that Nágárjuna made, neither would they have had
much to object to in his arguments. In other words, the Pudgalavádins may
have been another audience open to Nágárjuna’s style of argumentation.

Other Chapters

In addition to the chapters discussed by Vetter, other chapters of the
Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, on a close reading, seem to cater to Pudgala-
vádin predilections as well. As mentioned above in the discussion of chap-
ter 4 (the “Investigation of Skandha”), Nágárjuna extracts two compo-
nents from rñpa in order to show that it is a prajñapti. The first is, of
course, the material cause, káraça. The second is rñpa itself—here seen as
the “eªect” kárya. Under the chariot/parts analogy of prajñapti, the rñpa
skandha would be a prajñapti, while the material cause would be the sub-
stance on which the designation is based. The chariot/parts analogy does
not seem to provide an adequate model for Nágárjuna’s method of argu-
mentation in this chapter. Nágárjuna seems to be saying that, in order for
the material cause to also be a prajñapti, it must in some sense have the
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rñpa as a necessary condition for its existence. Following Qingmu’s anal-
ogy of the cloth and its threads, one is tempted to read the debate here in
terms of the relation between parts and the whole. Normally, the whole is
thought of as just a name and as having no existence removed from the
parts. Yet, verse 4 asserts that the parts (the káraça) are dependent on the
whole just as much as the reverse is true.

4 When material form exists, its cause is untenable. Moreover, even
when material form does not exist, its cause is (likewise) untenable.72

In this verse, the whole must enjoy a kind of quasi-existence, or, at least,
it must enjoy the same status that the material cause enjoys. Although this
kind of reasoning may or may not have been acceptable to a Sarvástivádin,
it certainly would have been acceptable to a Pudgalavádin, because the
pudgala itself is neither identical nor separate from the aggregates. Further-
more, whereas the chariot is a designation based on its own parts, the pre-
ferred Pudgalavádin metaphor for the relationship between the pudgala
and its component parts was that of fire and fuel. The pudgala is desig-
nated depending on something that can neither be said to be “its own” or
“another’s” parts (if the word “parts” is even still applicable).

The term pudgala itself appears in only four verses of the Mñlamadha-
makakáriká: three verses in chapter 12 and one in chapter 16. The verses
in chapter 12 simply insert the word pudgala into the scriptural formulae
teaching dependent-origination. Instead of asking (as it is asked in the
“Timbaruka sñtra” of the Saåyutta Nikáya) whether suªering is self-
caused or other caused, Nágárjuna asks whether suªering is born from
one’s own pudgala or from another. In the context of a lengthy allusion
to buddhavacana texts dealing with dependent-origination, the conclu-
sion here is less a refutation of the Pudgalavádin theory of pudgala than
simply a proof that pudgala is dependently originated. If, as seems to be
the case, Nágárjuna was arguing against the Sarvástivádin position in
the Vijñánakáya, these verses could actually serve as a Vátsôputrôya re-
buttal to one of the Sarvástivádin arguments. Furthermore, because the
pudgalavádins believed that pudgala was neither saåskëta nor asaåskëta,
it is di‹cult to determine how they could object to this way of present-
ing the problem.

The two verses that complicate the hypothesis of the Pudgalavádin
audience are verses 2 and 3 of chapter 16, “Investigation of Bondage and
Liberation,” which deals with two theories concerning transmigration.
The first (verse 1) is that the saåskáras transmigrate; the second (verses 2
and 3) is that it is the pudgala that transmigrates.
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2 The pudgala transmigrates. If it is sought in five ways in the
aggregates, sense-fields, and elements, it does not exist. What will
transmigrate?73

3 [The thing] transmigrating from substratum [upádána] to substra-
tum would be ubiquitous [vibháva]. What is a ubiquitous thing
without a substratum? How will it transmigrate?74

The commentaries consistently ascribe these verses as Nágárjuna’s own
position against the pudgalavádins, but, as is the case in chapter 10, the
Pudgalavádins explicitly say that pudgala is not in the aggregates, and so
on. Indeed, as shown in Chapter 6, according to the Pudgalavádins, there
is no escape from saåsára so long as one thinks that the pudgala is iden-
tical to the skandhas or thinks that the pudgala is other than the skandhas.
In pointing out that the pudgala does not exist in any of the five rela-
tionships to the skandhas, Nágárjuna is just taking their argument one
step farther.

My translation above is meant to be the most straightforward reading
of the verse. The first two words form a complete sentence, “pudgala
transmigrates.” The second sentence begins with a conditional clause, “IF
it is sought in five ways, (THEN) it does not exist.” Even if one does not
wish to break the sentence there, the phrase pañcadhá mëgyamáno stands
in apposition to pudgalaâ. Thus Nágárjuna is not saying that “the pudgala
does not exist.” Rather, the Sanskrit says that “the pudgala that is being
searched for in the fivefold (manner) in the aggregates, sense-spheres and
elements, does not exist.” This leaves open the possibility that some other
kind of pudgala (perhaps an empty one) is not nonexistent. The verse here
never questions whether the pudgala transmigrates. All this verse indicates
is that, if the pudgala does transmigrate, it may not do so in any of the five
relations that are explored in chapter 10. Again, it is di‹cult to see exact-
ly how a Pudgalavádin could object unless Nágárjuna actually said that the
pudgala was nonexistent (which he does not say). If anything, Nágárjuna
is trying to convince the audience that pudgala is empty, which is another
matter entirely.

There is some discrepancy between the Chinese translation and the Ti-
betan translation of the following verse. The Chinese translation of the
first two páda reads: “If something transmigrates from a body to a body,
it will be bodiless.”75 The Tibetan reads: “If there is revolution from sub-
stratum to substratum, [the pudgala] would not exist.”76 The discrepancy
turns on the translation of the word vibhava. The usual Sanskrit transla-
tion of vibhava is “powerful, rich . . . being everywhere, omnipresence.”77

Buddhist texts will sometimes use vibhava with the added sense of
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“nonexistence.” Typically, the latter usage occurs in the context of the two
extreme views of existence and nonexistence (bhava and vibhava).78 For ex-
ample, the Dôgha Nikáya Aììhakathá explains that bhava is equated with
the extreme of “eternity” (sasata), while vibhava is equated with “annihi-
lation.” (uccheda).79 The first sense of omnipresence seems to be behind
Qingmu’s translation of “without a body” (L≠). The Tibetan transla-
tion, by contrast, is srid med pa (lit. “without being” or “nonexistent”),
which has the second connotation. It is a di‹cult to see how transmigra-
tion from one set of aggregates to another would entail nonexistence. But
even if this approach is taken, pudgala being vibhava would have to be an
undesired consequence (equal to ucchedaváda), not a statement of doc-
trine. It is one thing to say that pudgala is nonexistent; it is quite another
to say that the (apparent) pudgala is obliterated at death and that there is
no continuity from one lifetime to another. Hence, even in the Tibetan
rendering, verse 3 makes no claim that the pudgala is nonexistent.

According to Candrakôrti, what is at stake in this verse is the question
of the status of the pudgala in between lifetimes. His commentary says:

Here, the one who transmigrates from the substratum [upádána] of
a man to the substratum of a god either has abandoned the man’s
substratum or, should he transmigrate, he has not abandoned (it).
If it is said that so long as he transmigrates, he abandons (the sub-
stratum of a man), then due to abandoning the previous substratum
and due to being without (any) substratum in the intermediate state
[antarála], he will be vibhava. Vibhava means the state [bhava] of
death/dispersal [vigata] of (someone).80

In this context, Qingmu’s reading of the verse seems more plausible.
When not attached to a particular substratum (read “body”), the pudgala
would have to be nonlocalized, that is, ubiquitous. How can a ubiquitous
thing transmigrate? The solution, of course, is never to imagine the
pudgala as separate from its substratum any more than one would envi-
sion it to be identical to its substratum. And, in fact, the Pudgalavádins
held precisely this thesis. According to Vasumitra, one of the theses that
the Pudgalavádins put forward was: “Things (dharma) cannot transmi-
grate [saåkránti] from one world to the other . . . apart from the pudgala.
They can be said to transmigrate along with the pudgala.”81 In other
words, there is no indication that the Pudgalavádins believed that the
pudgala transmigrated without dharmas in the first place. The pudgala
could be said to be ubiquitous only if it were cut oª from accompanying
dharmas. But this premise would have been a “wrong view,” according to
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the Pudgalavádins. Hence, Nágárjuna again may have just established a
thesis to which the Pudgalavádins would probably have subscribed.

Chapter 16 seems to drop the specifically Pudgalavádin doctrine after
verse 3. Nágárjuna’s own position (from verses 8 and 10) seems to be that,
whatever it is that transmigrates, it can be neither bound nor freed (i.e., in
neither saåsára nor nirváça). For the Sarvástivádins, this would present a
problem because saåskëta and asaåskëta are the only two categories of ex-
istence. Yet Nágárjuna’s argument in this chapter seems to support the
Pudgalavádin claim that, in order for enlightenment to be possible, the
entity to be enlightened must fall into neither category (or fall into their
fifth category—the ineªable).

Finally, in chapter 25, the “Investigation of Nirváça,” Nágárjuna argues
in verses 5 and 6 that nirváça is neither conditioned (saåskëta) nor un-
conditioned (asaåskëta) and in verse 10 he states: “The teacher (Buddha)
has taught the abandonment of the concepts of being and nonbeing.
Therefore, nirváça is properly neither (in the realm of ) existence nor
nonexistence.”82 In this chapter, Nágárjuna’s presentation of nirváça re-
sembles the Pudgalaváda articulation of the pudgala. Indeed, as Priestley
points out, the Pudgalavádins themselves appear to have made this same
connection.

As we know from many of our sources, the pudgala is neither the
same as the dharmas of the five aggregates nor diªerent from them.
According to Bhavya, the Vátsôputrôyas held that “Nirvana cannot be
said to be the same as all dharmas or diªerent from them” (P5256,
68c6; P5640, 255c3). It would seem, then, that as the pudgala and
Nirvana are both non-diªerent from the same dharmas (those of the
five aggregates being included in “all dharmas”), the pudgala and Nir-
vana ought to be non-diªerent from each other; and in fact the Pud-
galavádin in the Katthávatthu is represented as denying that the ag-
gregates, Nirvana and the pudgala are three separate things (KV
1.1.226). If the pudgala and Nirvana are not really diªerent from each
other, then as long as Nirvana exists, the pudgala cannot be said to be
non-existent.83

Certainly, no Pudgalavádin text that I am aware of claims, as Nágárjuna
does later in the chapter, that “there is not the slightest diªerence” be-
tween saåsára and nirváça. The important point for our purposes is the
fact that a Pudgalavádin audience would have no problem with many of
the steps that Nágárjuna takes to get to that point.

Thus, through my own observations along with those of Vetter and
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Priestley, it is clear that some elements may have appealed to (or at least
not oªended) a Pudgalavádin audience in chapters 4, 9, 10, 12, 16, 18, 25,
and 27 of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká—in other words, in almost a third
of the chapters in the book.

Prajñáptir upádáya

The hypothesis of a Pudgalavádin audience for the Mñlamadhyamaka-
káriká allows us to make sense of one of the stickier issues of that text. The
troublesome passage is found in verse 18 of chapter 24, the “Aryasatya
Parôkíá.” This verse, which was made famous by Huiwen and Zhiyi,84

reads as follows.

That which is dependent-origination, that is what we call emptiness.
It is prajñaptir-upádáya and this indeed is the middle way.85

I have left the phrase prajñaptir-upádáya untranslated for purposes of
discussion. Grammatically, the word upádáya (depending on) requires
an accusative object.86 The absence of an accusative object in the verse to
which upádáya may refer suggests that the phrase might be used in a tech-
nical sense. As seen in Chapter 6, most schools of abhidharma had a con-
cept of upádáya prajñapti, but many features of Nágárjuna’s use of this
term in relation to emptiness and dependent-origination conform more
closely to a Pudgalavádin usage than to that of any other school. It is pos-
sible, then, that Nágárjuna could have adopted this term to better address
monks of this school.

In the early Mádhyamika works available, little comment is made con-
cerning this prajñáptir upádáya. Neither the Akutobhayá nor the Buddha-
pálitavëtti nor the Zhonglun comment on the term at all. Bhávaviveka
merely glosses the term as upádánam upádáya prajñaptiâ (“[It is] a pra-
jñapti that relies on what is relied upon”)—a true statement, though not a
helpful one.87 Candrakôrti’s discussion is more elaborate.

This emptiness of essence, [svabháva]88 is prajñaptir upádáya. That
very same emptiness is established to be prajñaptir upádáya. The char-
iot is designated to be chariot parts depending on the wheel, etc. Re-
garding that, the designation based on something’s own parts does
not occur as a svabháva. And whatever does not occur as (having) sva-
bháva, that is emptiness. Emptiness, which has the characteristic of
the non-arising of svabháva, is established as the middle path. For the
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one who (maintains) the non-arising of svabháva, there is no exis-
tence. And for what is not-arisen as svabháva, there is no non-exis-
tence because there is no destruction [vigama]. Hence, it has been
said that emptiness, which has the characteristic of the non-arising of
all svabháva due to the absence [rahitatva] of the two extremes of ex-
istence and non-existence, is the middle path. “Uñnyatá, upádáya pra-
jñapti, (and) the middle way” these are distinctive notions [viseía-
saåjñá] of pratôtyasaåutpáda.89

This discussion of the term upádáya prajñapti seems straightforward
enough. It is simply the “designation” ( prajñapti) of a thing “depending
on” (upádáya) its own parts. Notice also that emptiness, upádáya prajña-
pti, and the middle way are all placed on the same level as the special con-
ceptions of dependent-origination.

Candrakôrti’s gloss of prajñaptir-upádáya as a dependency of a designa-
tion on its own parts is somewhat problematic for reasons that David Bur-
ton has pointed out. There is some question as to what extent Nágárjuna
can be said to analyze entities into “their own parts” in order to establish
that they are prajñaptisat by showing that they are dependently originated.
Furthermore, under such a definition, it is di‹cult to see how upádáya
prajñapti could relate to dependent-origination.

Let’s return to the Pudgalavádin use of the term upádáya prajñapti. As
discussed in Chapter 6, the Saåmitôyas’ own Saåmitôya Nikáya Uástra
uses the metaphor of fire and fuel to explain how the pudgala is an upádáya
prajñapti. Indeed, the importance of this term for the Saåmitôyas is re-
inforced by the fact that, as Leonard Priestley points out, the original
title of the Saåmitôya Nikáya Uástra was probably the Upádáya Prajñapti
Uástra.90 As opposed to the metaphor of the chariot and its parts, the
Saåmitôya’s metaphor is introduced to illustrate that the pudgala and its
necessary contributing factors are neither identical nor diªerent. Like the
fire or the shadow, the pudgala depends on the aggregates but is not com-
posed of them—thus the actual status of pudgala is ineªable. It will be re-
called that the same text used the negation of sameness and diªerence, ex-
istence and nonexistence to connect the concept of upádáya prajñapti to
that of dependent-origination.

Hence, if Nágárjuna tended to merge the concept of upádáya prajñapti
with that of dependent-origination, a Pudgalavádin audience would
probably not have objected. Of course, Nágárjuna’s presentation of upá-
dáya prajñapti, though most likely inspired by the Pudgalavádins, cannot
be conflated with the presentation of the Pudgalavádins. Nágárjuna seems
to be most interested in the constructed nature of things on which the
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identity is founded. As discussed above, his use of the term may well be
colored with the Prajñaptivádin notion of anyonya prajñapti. Nevertheless,
like the Pudagalavádins, he apparently intends upádáya prajñapti to indi-
cate that there is neither identity nor diªerence of composite thing and
component parts, as well as for the connotation of ineªability that stems
from such a relationship. Furthermore, if he can show that all identities
come to awareness as sets of mutually interdependent relations, then he
can show that no identity ever exists independently and he has made the
cornerstone of the Maháyána case.

Paramárthasatya and Emptiness

The examination of Nágárjuna’s chapter 24 brings up another issue that
may be resolved in light of certain Pudgalvádin theses. Verse 8 states:

The teaching of the Dharma by the various Buddhas is based on two
truths; namely, the relative (worldly) truth and the absolute (supreme)
truth.91

Presumably, the Maháyána teaching of emptiness falls under the cate-
gory of ultimate truth. Nágárjuna might have been able to justify this
move in the eyes of the Mahásáéghikas through the connection between
emptiness and dependent-origination that he asserts in verse 18. As dis-
cussed above, the Mahásáéghikas held that dependent-origination was an
unconditioned dharma and hence (presumably also) ultimately existent.
The problem with justifying the ultimate nature of emptiness in the eyes
of other schools who did not accept that dependent-origination was un-
conditioned would lie in his identification of emptiness as upádáya pra-
jñapti. The term prajñaptisat connotes constructedness or compositeness
and is usually seen as the antonym of the ultimate truth, paramárthasat.
Verse 18 may be read such that the identification of “emptiness” with
upádáya prajñapti simply indicates that “emptiness” is a mere word to
which one should not get too attached (i.e., the word “emptiness” ulti-
mately does not exist at all, even if its referent does). There are some good
reasons to read the verse this way (this way of reading it meshes well with
Paramártha’s category of prajñapti of manifestation discussed above).
However, from the Pudgalavádin point of view, another way to under-
stand the relationship between the concept of emptiness is the concept of
upádáya prajñapti and the ultimate truth. Namely, the Pudgalavádins, per-
haps alone among all Buddhist schools, did not define an ultimate truth
as something not constructed or irreducible. The Pudgalavádins had
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three truths. According to the Tridharmakhaçfaka: “The truths are prac-
tical (•deng,U∆ sushu), characteristical (¤ xiang), and ultimate (ƒ@q
diyiyi).”92 Although the practical and characteristical truths correspond to
other school’s use of the terms “worldly convention” (lokavyavahára) and
“conventional truth” (saåvëtisat), the Pudgalavádin definition of ultimate
truth diªers from that of the other schools: “The final stopping of action,
speech and thought is called ultimate truth. Action is bodily activity;
speech is verbal activity; thought is mental activity. If these three have
finally ceased, that is called ultimate truth, which means Nirvana (T. 1506,
24c16–25a5).”93 Thus, from the Pudgalavádin perspective, emptiness’s
status as a prajñapti would not have barred it from the category of an ul-
timate truth. By the same token, statements such as chapter 18, verse 5,
cited above (“There is mokía . . . from the destruction of karmaic defile-
ments which are but conceptualization. These arise from mere conceptual
play . . . which are in turn banished [nirudhyate] in sñnyatá”)94 would
have made the case for emptiness being an ultimate truth according to the
Pudgalavádin definition.

In sum, the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká engages at least three abhidharma
collections in conversation: the Sarvástivádin’s, the Mahásáéghika’s, and
the Pudgalavádin’s. If he attacks specific Sarvástivádin positions, it is most
likely because he is trying to show his allegiance to one or both of the
other two. Further, if my interpretation of Nágárjuna’s abhidharma refer-
ences is correct, then in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká Nágárjuna appropri-
ates and rehabilitates certain key concepts from the Mahásáéghika and
Pudgalavádin (especially the Saåmitôya) abhidharma and uses these key
terms and concepts to find fault with the Sarvástivádin’s concept of svab-
háva. This strategy should not be seen as an attempt to get the Sarvás-
tivádins to change their minds but, rather, as an attempt to cement an al-
liance between Nágárjuna’s Maháyánists and their host monasteries.

The Ratnávalô

The doctrinal configuration in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká and perhaps
the Uñnyatásaptati is noticeably diªerent in other works ascribed to
Nágárjuna. To the extent that Nágárjuna’s use of the term upádáya pra-
jñapti was influenced by the Pudgalavádins, the Pudgalavádin influence is
absent from three particular works: the Lokátôtastáva and the Acintyastáva
(both are devotional hymns to the Buddha) as well as the Vigrahavyávar-
tanô (which is a rebuttal to objections against his philosophy). Each of
these texts makes reference to Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, chapter 24, verse
18. Consider the following:
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Lokatôtastava, verse 22:

The [fact of ] dependent origination is exactly what You think of as
emptiness. O, Your incomparable lion’s roar is that no independent
thing exists!95

Acintyastava, verse 40:

The fact of dependent co-origination is exactly what you maintain to
be emptiness. Of that kind is the true principle [saddharma] and the
Tathágata is like that.96

Vigrahavyávartanô

I adore that incomparable Buddha . . . who taught Voidness, Depen-
dent-Origination and the Middle Way as equivalent.97

All three verses equate emptiness with dependent-origination, but
elide references to upádáya prajñapti. Because at least the Vigrahavyávar-
tanô was written after the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, Nágárjuna’s decision
to omit any reference to upádáya prajñapti might indicate a change in
circumstances.

The Ratnávalô makes no mention of upádáya prajñapti. Thus it is not
surprising that this work also diªers from the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká in
that it directly attacks the Pudgalavádin doctrine of the pudgala.

Ask the Sáåkhyas, the followers of Kaçafa, Nirgranthas, and the
worldly proponents of a person and aggregates, whether they propound
what passes beyond “is” and “is not.” 

Thereby know that the ambrosia of the Buddhas’ teaching is called
profound, and exclusive doctrine passing far beyond “is” and “is
not.”98

Nágárjuna’s use of the term pudgalaskandhavádin is most likely a varia-
tion on the more common designation: pudgalavádin.99 The Ratnávalô
contains no references to the doctrine of avipranása, and at least one verse
(chapter 1, verse 82) appears to refute the Pudgalavádin’s analogy of fire
and fuel, instead of supporting it.

Further comparison of the Ratnávalô with the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
reveals that, despite numerous specific references to Sarvástivádin doc-
trines in the latter, the number of references to specific Sarvástivádin doc-
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trines in the former is practically nil. Second, despite the absence of refer-
ences to the doctrine of momentariness in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká,
the Ratnávalô does include references to this doctrine. In Ratnávalô chap-
ter 1, verses 66–70:

66 If always changing, how are things non-momentary? If not chang-
ing, how can they be altered in fact?

67 Do they become momentary through partial or complete disinte-
gration? Because an inequality is not apprehended, this momen-
tariness cannot be admitted either way.

68 If momentary, then it becomes entirely non-existent; hence, how
could it be old? Also if non-momentary, it is constant; hence how
could it be old?

69 Just as a moment has an end, so a beginning and a middle must be
considered. Thus due to this triple nature of a moment, there is
non momentary aiding of the world.

70 Also the beginning, middle, and end are to be analyzed like a mo-
ment. Therefore beginning, middle, and end are also not [pro-
duced] from self or other.100

In these verses, Nágárjuna argues that momentariness can be neither
a‹rmed nor denied—thereby avoiding any direct contradiction with the
school that advocates momentariness. In his summary verse, verse 70, he
alludes to the canonical passages discussing dependent-origination as a
production neither from one’s self nor from another. In doing so, he ties
the doctrine of momentariness to authoritative discussions of dependent-
origination, a move that allows him to suggest that the doctrine of mo-
mentariness is valid only if those moments are empty. In other words, his
audience must accept the Maháyána doctrine of emptiness to make their
own doctrines coherent.

Although many schools subscribed to the doctrine that all things are
momentary,101 it is significant that the two schools listed by Buddhaghosa
as holding this doctrine were the Pñrvasailya and Aparasailyas, the two
most prominent schools of the lower Krishna River Valley while Nágár-
juna was writing the Ratnávalô.102 Because Nágárjuna treats the doctrine
of momentariness in the Ratnávalô in the same manner as he treats the
doctrine of pudgala in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, it is reasonable to
surmise that the holders of this doctrine had taken the place of the
Pudgalavádins as the ones whom Nágárjuna needed to convince.
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Conclusion: 
Toward the Outline of a Career

This book aims to demythologize Nágárjuna. However,
the intent of my “demythologization” diªers slightly from that of
Rudolf Bultmann.1 My intention is not to rescue universal elements

from the myth of Nágárjuna but, rather, to rescue Nágárjuna from an
overemphasis on his universality. True, the Nágárjuna of interest in the
present discussion is precisely the one that has been obscured by myth. Yet
the myth that needs to be undermined is not the myth of traditional Bud-
dhist hagiography, but the modern academic myth of Nágárjuna. A refer-
ence to Roland Barthes should further clarify what is meant here by “myth.” 

It is now possible to complete the semiological definition of myth in
a bourgeois society: myth is depoliticized speech. One must naturally
understand political in its deeper meaning, as describing the whole of
human relations in their real, social structure, in their power of making
the world; one must above all give an active value to the prefix de-:
here it represents an operational movement, it permanently embod-
ies a defaulting . . . Myth does not deny things, on the contrary, its
function is to talk about them; simply it purifies them, it makes them
innocent, it gives them a natural and eternal justification, it gives
them a clarity which is not that of an explanation, but a statement of
fact. . . . In passing from history to nature, myth acts economically:
it abolishes the complexity of human acts, it gives them the simplici-
ty of essences, it does away with all dialectics, with any going back
beyond what is immediately visible, it organizes a world without
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contradictions because it is without depth, a world wide open and
wallowing in the evident, it establishes a blissful clarity: things appear
to mean something by themselves.2

The two myths under examination here are the those of “Nágárjuna the
Maháyánist” and “Nágárjuna the philosopher.” To call these two epithets
myths is not to deny that Nágárjuna was a Maháyánist or, for that matter,
that he was a philosopher. If anything, he was both. Instead, these labels
gloss over and naturalize attributions that were probably the results of
well-thought-out struggle. Yet this is precisely why Nágárjuna’s identity as
a Maháyánist philosopher should be taken not as a pre-existing given, but
as an identity that he is in the process of forging through his writings.
Nágárjuna weaves a Maháyána identity out of the threads already avail-
able. The “Maháyána” that is the end result is not a mere description. It is,
rather, a hybridity won by hard negotiation, and it is precisely this per-
formative nature that must not be overlooked.

The statement “Nágárjuna was a Mahayanist” is a modern academic
myth, not because it is false, but because it is too easy. Explanatory power
is lost in exchange for ease of categorization. Any third grader could state
that matter is related to energy using the equation E = mc2. Yet what is
elided in the ease with which the third grader recites the formula is pre-
cisely the struggle in deriving it. But anyone who goes through the trou-
ble of deriving the formula for himself will have a fundamentally diªerent
perspective on its truth, even if the result is the same. Someone who
knows the formula’s derivation will also know the limits of the formula’s
applicability, the exceptions, and so on. By the same token, the present
discussion in no way contradicted the common knowledge that Nágár-
juna was a Maháyánist and a philosopher. However, the circumstances
under which Nágárjuna wrote suggested certain limitations on the way
we interpret his philosophy . To take an obvious example, until someone
can provide an alternate explanation of Nágárjuna’s institutional context,
the reading of Nágárjuna as refuting “the abhidharma” (or even refuting
all theses) is unlikely.

This book investigates Nágárjuna’s contributions to Maháyána, not just
as a philosophical movement but as a Buddhist institution. Nágárjuna’s
task was more di‹cult than it may first appear. The issue can be reduced
to a single question: given that Nágárjuna was a monk who had taken
vows in a specific Buddhist sect, and given that he was a Maháyánist, how
did he manage to champion a heterodox movement without violating any
of his vows, incurring legal sanctions, or otherwise alienating his peers?
Throughout, the discussion presented monastic and civil law as an op-
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portunity structure—one that forms both the constraints over Maháyána
and a vital source of power for securing necessary resources.

Nágárjuna appears to have taken a two-pronged approach to facilitating
the acceptance of Maháyána. One approach involved garnering the lay
support. If Nágárjuna could convince the king not to intervene in a debate
within the saégha, then those opposed to Maháyána would cease to have
the authority of the state behind them. Similarly, if Nágárjuna could con-
vince the laity to donate Maháyána texts to the monastery, then the other
monks would be obliged to maintain them. As the laity were the final ar-
biters in any dispute and were the source of the monastery ’s material
livelihood, convincing the laity of the validity of Maháyána would go a
long way toward ensuring its survival.

The second prong of Nágárjuna’s approach targets the monks them-
selves. The monks of his home monastery would have been familiar with
Buddhist sñtra literature as well as with the sectarian literature contained
in the abhidharma collections. Nágárjuna had to convince this audience
that his own writings, as well as the writings of Maháyána in general, were
buddhavacana to guarantee their survival. Chapter 5, in particular, shows
how Nágárjuna authorized the stewardship of Maháyána treatises by
demonstrating that the Maháyána doctrine of emptiness underlies and
makes possible the statements concerning dependent-origination in Bud-
dhist scripture. Nágárjuna ties the doctrine of emptiness to the doctrine of
dependent-origination through the similarities between the structure of
his arguments for emptiness and the structure of discussions of depen-
dent-origination in the Tripiìaka.

The strategy employed here is refined further by examining Nágárjuna’s
use of the theses found in abhidharma literature in order to address the
issue of Nágárjuna’s sectarian a‹liations. Although Nágárjuna’s refer-
ences to and refutations of Sarvástivádin abhidharma theories are well
documented, an examination of references to the theses of other Buddhist
sects indicates that Nágárjuna tries to highlight a‹nities between Mahá-
yána doctrine and that of the Mahásáéghikas (especially the Prajñapti-
vádins) and the Saåmitôyas. He attacks Sarvástivádin theories precisely to
show his allegiance to the latter two schools.

This book brings together the doctrinal, legal, and rhetorical strategies
of Nágárjuna’s works. Nágárjuna’s writings are far from the mere collec-
tions of abstract arguments that early Western scholars took them to be.
On the contrary, couched within his philosophical writings are the very
legal, logical, and textual strategies that ensured the survival of Maháyána
beyond its nascent stage.
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Let me now suggest some directions for future research. Chapter 2 lo-
cates the composition of Nágájuna’s Ratnávalô. If we can locate the com-
position of some of his other writings, then we will begin to have the out-
lines of the career of Nágárjuna—not just as a philosopher, but as a monk.
The abhidharma literature reviewed in Chapter 6 and Nágárjuna’s strate-
gies with regard to Buddhist sectarian literature provide key evidence to
further pinpoint other important settings of his career.

If it had been important for Nágárjuna to support (or not oªend) the
Pudgalavádin position in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká and Uñnyatásaptati,
and not important for him to support Pudgalavádins in the Lokátôtastava,
Acintyastava, Vigrahavyávartanô, and Ratnávalô, then we can begin to ask
questions about the development of his career as a product of the inter-
section between doctrines and geography.

After a thorough analysis and comparison of the styles of the Mñla-
madhyamakakáriká and the Ratnávalô, Tillman Vetter concludes:

The observations [of the stylistic diªerences] are not so strong as to
force us to deny the authenticity to the Ratnávalô, but if it was com-
posed by Nágárjuna, it is di‹cult to imagine that it was written in the
same period as the Kárikás.3

This being the case, we might imagine that the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
and the Uñnyatásaptati (let us call these group A texts) were written at a
substantially diªerent time than the Lokátôtastava, Acintyastava, Vigraha-
vyávartanô, and Ratnávalô (let us call these group B texts). We may look at
the doctrinal positions given importance in each text set as an indication
of where the text was written. This assumes, of course, that the most rel-
evant audience for any writing is the one that has the most power over the
author, that is, the audience that is geographically local.

Chapter 2 established that the Ratnávalô was written in the lower
Krishna River Valley at the end of the second century. This hypothesis is
certainly not contradicted by the doctrinal evidence found in the missive.
The Ratnávalô contains references to what was probably a Mahásáéghika
abhidharma treatise as well as a reference to the doctrine of momentari-
ness (held by the Pñrvasaila and Aparasailas) and an apparent refutation
of pudgala (there is no evidence of Pudgalavádins in the south until one
gets to the Western Deccan). It contains, however, virtually no references
to the Sarvástivádins, which corresponds to their absence in the Eastern
Deccan.
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There is no reason to assume that Nágárjuna spent his entire career in
one place. Hence we should look for a diªerent location for the writing
of the group A texts, such as the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká and the Uñny-
atásaptati. To begin with, both works try to rehabilitate Mahásáéghika
doctrines as well as the doctrine of avipraçása. The presence of the Mahá-
sáéghikas was felt throughout the Deccan, not only in the Krishna River
Valley but also in the Western Deccan.4 That being the case, the analogy
of the seed and sprout could have been one used by monks anywhere in
the Deccan. The same cannot be said for the doctrine of avipraçása. Al-
though the Andhakas (Sanskrit, Andhras) mentioned by Buddhaghosa
are represented in early Puráçic literature, as “originally a Vindhyan tribe,
indigenous to the Deccan,”5 it is quite possible that the specific Andhras
to which Buddhaghosa refers were the Dharmottarôyas and the Bhadra-
yánôyas, both subschools of the Vátsôputrôyas. The presence of the Dhar-
mottarôyas is testified in two second-century inscriptions from Karle and
one inscription from Junnar, while the Inscriptions from Kanheri and
Násik record Sátaváhana patronage of the Bhadrayánôyas as early as
Vásiíìhôputra Pulomá (130–150 c.e.).6 If Nágárjuna had written the
Mñlamadhyamakakáriká in the Western Deccan, then it is understandable
that he would have to deal gingerly with the Vátsôputrôya theories—
especially if they had the ear of the king. This latter detail may help to ex-
plain why the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, in chapter 17, verse 21, takes care
to show how the Maháyána doctrine of emptiness does not contradict
the teaching of avipraçása and does not extend the same treatment to the
seed and spout analogy of the Sautrántika/Mahásáåghikas. Under this
scenario, Nágárjuna would have written the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká and
the Uñnyatásaptati in the Western Deccan and then moved to the Eastern
Deccan toward the end of the Sátaváhana dynasty. Incidentally, this
would mean that he essentially followed the royal center as it moved
from west to east.

Although this scenario has much to recommend it, it has one nagging
problem with respect to Nágárjuna writing his early works in the Western
Deccan. There is evidence there of the presence of Mahásáéghikas as well
as Bhadranôyas and Dharmottaras, but not of Maháyána during his life-
time. Furthermore, there is no evidence of Sarvástivádin influence as far
south as the Deccan during this period. One wonders why Nágárjuna
would choose to attack Sarvástivádin texts to demonstrate his allegiance
to the Vátsôputrôyas and the Mahásáéghikas if there were no Sarvástivádin
threat in the vicinity. Similarly, where did he learn of Maháyána to begin
with?

We are now looking for a “best fit” between a place in India and the
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doctrines that Nágárjuna attempts to co-opt in the Group A texts. Is there
evidence somewhere, during the second century, of the presence of the
Mahásáéghikas, the Pudgalavádins, the Sarvástivádins, and a budding
Maháyána all at the same time? Tentatively, I would like to suggest one
such place. In Mathurá on the Lion capital inscription, dating from the
time of Uofása in the Kuíaça era, is an inscription recording a rivalry be-
tween the Mahásáéghikas and the Sarvástivádins. The latter school had
sent a prominent debater to Mathurá to teach the Mahásáéghikas the
truth.7 Better yet, the only inscription mentioning the Saåmitôyas during
the Kuíaça era also hails from Mathurá.8 Furthermore, the Saåmitôyani-
káyasástra (T. 1649) actually uses Mathurá as an example in one of its
discussions—further suggesting a connection between the Saåmitôyas
and Mathurá.9

Finally, Mathurá is one of the earliest sites south of the Silk Route where
there is any evidence for the existence of Maháyána during the Kuíaça era.
That evidence is found in a lone inscription dating from the second cen-
tury, recording the donation of an image of Amitabhá Buddha.10 The ex-
istence of the statue of Amitábha at Mathurá should also cause a recon-
sideration of the authenticity of those texts, such as the Twelve-Gate
Treatise, that discuss the worship of Amitábha. Equally important as its
testimony to the presence of Maháyána in second-century India are Gre-
gory Schopen’s observations on the significance of the Mathurá inscrip-
tion for the character of early Maháyána. Noting that the votive formula
does not seem significantly diªerent from those of other Buddhist
schools, and noting as well that this would be the first and the last repre-
sentation of Amitábha for centuries, Schopen states:

the setting up of the earliest known image of a Maháyána Buddha
was undertaken for a purpose which was specifically and explicitly as-
sociated with established non-Maháyána groups. This, in turn, would
strongly suggest that the concern with Amitábha which produced
our inscription in the 2nd century a.d. was not only, as we have seen,
very limited and uninfluential—a minor preoccupation—it also was
not a part of a wholly independent movement. It expressed itself half
in old and established idioms, and half in not yet finished new for-
mulae that would come to characterize not a cult of Amitábha, but
the Maháyána as a whole; it dictated the production of a new image,
but for—in part at least—an old and established purpose.11

The context that Schopen describes for the budding Maháyána in
Mathurá is roughly the context that this present discussion supports as
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implied by Nágárjuna’s writings. Nágárjuna’s writings show signs of a
Maháyána that is not independent, not established in any secure way. It
is a Maháyána that has some features of its own, but still has to borrow
heavily on the authority of pre-existing forms of authority to maintain its
position.
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Appendix: 
The Authorship of the Ratnávalô

Few scholars have seriously questioned Nágárjuna’s
authorship of the Ratnávalô. Nevertheless, because it plays such an
important role in the argument of the present book, a brief over-

view of the evidence for its authorship is oªered here. In general, there are
two approaches to ascribing texts to Nágárjuna. Some take the conserva-
tive approach and use only the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká and perhaps the
Vigrahavyávartanô, because these are the only two texts whose authentici-
ty is unassailable (largely because their authorship is axiomatic).1 If, how-
ever, we are willing to entertain the possibility that Nágárjuna wrote more
than two texts during his career then we must rely on other types of data
to determine the authenticity of those texts. The following examines at-
tributions of the Ratnávalô in other works, its logical and doctrinal con-
tent, its references to sñtras, and its poetics. Although none of this evi-
dence provides absolute proof of Nágárjuna’s authorship of this text, the
weight of the evidence certainly points in that direction.

Attributions in Other Works

Nágárjuna’s authorship of the Ratnávalô has been well attested in India,
China, and Tibet at least as far back as the sixth century.2 Paramártha first
translated the work into Chinese in the sixth century, although he does
not name its author. Quotations from the work are scattered throughout
Buddhist literature.3 The earliest explicit attribution of this text to Nágár-
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juna is in Bhávaviveka’s Tarkajválá, where he quotes verses 35 to 39 from
the chapter 5 of the Ratnávalô, introducing them by saying, “the great
teacher, Arya Nágárjuna said . . .”4 Although the dates for Bhávaviveka are
even more elusive than those for Nágárjuna, it seems safe to place him
in the sixth century5—perhaps as a slightly younger contemporary of
Paramártha. Candrakôrti (seventh century) quotes the Ratnávalô sixteen
times in his Prasannapadá6 and five times in his Madhyamakávatára. Al-
though he never explicitly ascribes it to Nágárjuna in these works, La
Vallée Poussin notes that the Ratnávalô verse quoted after chapter 25, verse
3, of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká “est citée Námasaågôtiìôká, a.d. 96, où
la Ratnávalô est attribuée à Nágárjuna.”7 Similarly, Haribhadra, in his
eighth-century Prajñápáramitopadesasástra, Uántarakíita, in his Madhya-
makálaåkáravëtti, and Prajñákaramati (c. end of eighth–beginning of
ninth centuries), in his Bodhicaryávatárapañjiká quote from it, but with-
out attribution.8 It is clear from the number and the context of these quo-
tations that the Ratnávalô was a text held in great esteem by the Mád-
hyamika school. It is not clear what, if any, conclusions should be drawn
from the fact that so many early scholars felt comfortable quoting it with-
out attribution. Candrakôrti surely knew about Bhávaviveka’s attribution
of the text to Nágárjuna, and if he does not repeat the former’s attribu-
tion, neither does he deny it. In the eighth century, Jñánagarbha and Klu’i
rgyal mtshan as well as the team of Vidyákaraprabha and sKa ba dPal brt-
segs both explicitly attribute their translations of the Ratnávalô to Nágár-
juna in their colophons, as does Ajôtamitra, author of the ninth-century
commentary on the work. In short, the work is attributed to Nágárjuna
as early as the sixth century, and this attribution is repeated in the eighth
and ninth centuries. Although these attributions might seem late, it
should be kept in mind that (other than a brief remark by Kumárajôva)
Bhávaviveka is the earliest extant source that mentions any other texts that
Nágárjuna wrote.

Doctrine and Logic in the Ratnávalô

The doctrinal and logical content of the Ratnávalô compares favorably
with that of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. The Ratnávalô is a very diªerent
text from the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká and presumably speaks to a diªer-
ent audience. Nevertheless, it contains points of striking similarity to the
Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. In general, both works are committed to a
Maháyána teaching of emptiness. Both works, moreover, share a similari-
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ty in the topics dealt with as well as the way these topics are treated. For
instance, both works have lengthy refutations of the three times (past
present and future)9 as well as arguments about antecedent states of
being.10 The rather peculiar treatment of nirváça as being neither bháva
nor abháva occurs in both works11 as does the teaching that saåsára is
somehow not diªerent from nirváça.12

The topics discussed, however, do not help determine authorship be-
cause a rehearsal of topics is precisely what determines a school of
thought. To determine authorship, we must isolate those elements that
are likely to be idiosyncratic by determining those elements that were un-
likely to have been emulated by his followers. Three areas of Nágárjuna’s
writing in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká appear to be matters of individual
style, rather than modes of discourse characteristic of the early Mádhya-
mika school: logical syntax, use of scripture, and metrics. These elements
are present in the Ratnávalô, yet absent in the works of Nágárjuna’s clos-
est disciple (and the one most likely to imitate him), Aryadeva.

Although examples of truly logical arguments are fewer in the Ratná-
valô than in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, the Ratnávalô has a few passages
whose unusual logical syntax is remarkably similar to prominent verses in
the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. Consider Ratnávalô, chapter 4, verse 56:

Past and future objects and the senses are meaningless, [due to the
preceding argument]. So too are present objects since they are not
distinct from these two.13

Compare this to the familiar verse from Mñlamadhyamakakáriká,
chapter 2:

What has been traversed is not being traversed. What has not yet
been traversed is not being traversed. What is being traversed, apart
from what has been traversed and what is not yet traversed, is not
being traversed.14

Both passages appeal to the law of excluded middle to eliminate a third
term that common sense indicates must exist. Although Aryadeva treats
similar topics in his Catuâsataka and Uatasástra, he consistently avoids ex-
pressing the same ideas in this form.15 Both the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
and the Ratnávalô also contain verses displaying a rather unusual syntax of
the form “if a not b; if not a also not b.” For example, Mñlamadhya-
makakáriká chapter 20, verse 15:
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Without partaking of a union, how could cause give rise to an eªect?
But again, with the partaking of a union, how could cause give rise
to an eªect?16

Compare this to Ratnávalô, verse 68:

If momentary, then it becomes entirely non-existent; hence how
could it be old? Also, if non-momentary, it is constant; hence, how
could it become old?17

Again, this way of phrasing the issue is unusual, and I can find no ex-
amples of it in the writings of Aryadeva. This way of phrasing an issue was
evidently peculiar to Nágárjuna and not a way of expressing a thought
characteristic of the early Mádhyamika school more broadly.

Sñtra References in the Ratnávalô

The Mñlamadhyamakakáriká and the Ratnávalô both give a prominent
position to the same sñtras and make use of those scriptures in remark-
ably similar ways.18 Taking the most obvious examples, some version of
the “Párileyyaka sutta,”19 where the Buddha states that some questions
are unanswerable (avyákëta), is alluded to in many places in both
works.20 Similarly, the teaching that dharmas are beyond existence and
nonexistence from the “Kaccáyanagotta sutta” plays a prominent role in
the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká21 and also can be seen in several places in the
Ratnávalô.22 Both works also include allusions to the Buddha’s reluctance
to teach as told in the “Aryaparyeíana sutta.”23 That any Buddhist of the
early centuries of the Common Era would allude to these sñtras is not un-
usual, but the way that these two texts employ these two sñtras to justify
the teaching of emptiness seems to be a distinguishing feature of these
texts.

However, one reference to a sñtra in both the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
and the Ratnávalô seems to have been unknown even to the early Mádhya-
mika tradition. Consider Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, chapter 18, verse 6:

The Buddhas have provisionally employed the term átman and in-
structed on the true idea of anátman. They have also taught that
any . . . entity as átman or anátman does not exist.24

Compare this with Ratnávalô, chapter 2, verse 3:
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Thus neither the self nor non–self are said to be apprehended as real.
Therefore the Great Subduer rejected views of self and non-self.25

Whenever Nágárjuna says something like “the Buddha says . . .” the In-
dian commentaries assume that he has a specific sñtra in mind. Of the
three earliest extant commentaries, the Akutobhayá and the Buddhapáli-
tavëtti are the most conscientious about identifying the source of Nágár-
juna’s references. The curious fact about their comments on Mñlamad-
hyamakakáriká, chapter 15, verse 6, however, is that, although they both
assume that Nágárjuna is referring to a specific scripture here, they never-
theless seem hard-pressed to identify it. They both quote the “Sáleyyaka
sutta” of the Majjhima Nikáya as the source of this Mñlamadhya-
makakáriká verse. The text that they both quote is from a sermon in which
the Buddha is explaining to a group of Brahmins which activities of body
speech and mind lead to good destinies and which lead to foul. Among
the thoughts leading to a foul rebirth are the thoughts: “this world does
not exist. The other world does not exist. Beings who are spontaneously
produced do not exist, etc.”26 The Akutobhayá and Buddhapálitavëtti take
this passage as describing diªerent dispositions of converts ( gdul bya =
vineya) upon entering the order. The teachings of self and nonself are to
be seen as antidotes to a specific false view. This is a bit of a commentari-
al stretch considering the passage’s original context. The “Sáleyyaka sutta”
never mentions átman and anátman as beliefs to be abandoned. The ques-
tion remains as to why these early commentaries did not find a better
proof-text. Certainly, stanzas 22, 93, or 154 of the Suttanipáta’s Aììhaka-
vagga would have been a better choice. An answer is suggested by the
commentaries of Bhávaviveka and Candrakôrti. Neither Bhávaviveka nor
Candrakôrti identify the Suttanipáta as the source of this quote. Both
consider its source to be a Maháyána text, although they identify two
diªerent texts. Bhávaviveka quotes from the Suvikrántavikrámin Sñtra,27

while Candrakôrti quotes from the Kásyapaparivarta Sñtra.28 What is
significant here is the textual histories of these two sñtras. According J. W.
de Jong, the former text is fairly late—the terminus ante quem coinciding
only with the dates of Bhávaviveka (sixth century).29 In other words,
there is no evidence that the sñtra existed prior to Bhávaviveka, who
mentions it in the sixth century, and hence it is unlikely that Nágárjuna’s
commentators (much less Nágárjuna himself ) could have quoted from
it. The story is diªerent with the Kásyapaparivarta. It is, by all accounts,
one of the oldest Maháyána texts, or at least it is one of the earliest to
have reached China. The oldest translation into Chinese is ascribed to a
certain Lóujiáchàn (˙{b) during the second century c.e.

30 Hence, it
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is historically quite possible that this is the sñtra to which Nágárjuna is
referring.

The passage in question, however, does not occur in this earliest trans-
lation.31 It does occur in the next extant translation (anonymous), com-
pleted sometime between 265 and 420.32 If Nágárjuna is indeed referring
to this passage, then we have to conclude that, during the first few cen-
turies of the Common Era, some manuscripts of the Kásyapaparivarta
contained this verse and some did not. Whether or not Nágárjuna was re-
ferring to this verse or one from the Suttanipáta, the case of the Kásyapa-
parivarta is illustrative of the status of many texts in early India. Buddhist
monks had access to Buddhist scriptures, but not all Buddhist monks had
access to all Buddhist scriptures. Moreover, just because a monk had ac-
cess to a Buddhist scripture, we cannot assume that he had access to the
same version that was available to other monks. The fact that Nágárjuna
refers to a scripture with which other members of the early Mádhyamika
school were unfamiliar means that access to his version of that scripture
was limited to a few members of the early school—perhaps even limited
to Nágárjuna alone since Aryadeva makes no references to this passage.
The fact that the Ratnávalô refers to a sñtra of which other early Mádhya-
mikas seem to have been unaware increases the likelihood that Nágárjuna
wrote it.

The Poetic Style of the Ratnávalô

The final aspect of Nágárjuna’s work under discussion here is the issue of
his poetic style. The main work on this issue to date is by Tilmann Vetter,
who in a 1992 article analyzed the statistics of the Ratnávalô’s metrics and
use of conjunctions in comparison with the same statistics from the Mñla-
madhyamakakáriká. His findings are, not surprisingly, inconclusive. The
metrics of the Ratnávalô do not diverge significantly from those of the
Mñlamadhyamakakáriká,33 and although the use of certain particles34 and
compounds does diªer significantly,35 he nevertheless concludes:

Concluding these remarks on style we might state: The observations
are not so strong as to force us to deny the authenticity to the Rat-
návalô, but if it was composed by Nágárjuna, it is di‹cult to imagine
that is was written in the same period as the Kárikás.36

Nothing in Vetter’s statistics seriously challenges Nágárjuna’s author-
ship of the Ratnávalô, and in fact his analysis provides with an important
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suggestion. If the Ratnávalô was written later in Nágárjuna’s life than the
Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, we might be able to explain some of the slight
divergences between the two texts. Sanskrit was probably a second lan-
guage for Nágárjuna, and certainly the highly stylized metrical version
used in his works was developed over years of practice. In ordinary
speech, the use of compounds would have been less frequent—the con-
junctive task having been taken over by particles. As the author’s poetic
style developed over the years, the facility with making compounds would
presumably increase. Vetter’s statistics, then, seem to indicate that the
Ratnávalô is a more mature work poetically, if not philosophically. If, then,
Nágárjuna did write the Ratnávalô, he probably did so later than the
Mñlamadhyamakakáriká.

This hypothesis gains support from at least two arguments in the Rat-
návalô that are not in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. The first of these
concerns the doctrine of momentariness. Ratnávalô, verse 63, begins a dis-
cussion of the three times. The argument is similar to those in the Mñla-
madhyamakakáriká until verse 66, when the discussion shifts to the status
of the moment (kíaça). Verses 66 through 70 refute the possibility of mo-
mentariness in much the same way as each of the three times is refuted in
the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. This argument is significant in light of the
importance that this notion would play in the future of Buddhist philos-
ophy (especially in the works of Dignága, Dharmakôrti, and Ratnakôrti) as
well as the fact that the concept is wholly absent from the Mñlamadhya-
makakáriká. The other argument in the Ratnávalô that goes beyond the
Mñlamadhyamakakáriká is the one asserting that the object of desire must
be a false construction because the image one attaches to is unitary where-
as the senses that actually perceive it are fivefold.37

The latter argument seems to have been picked up by Aryadeva (in his
Catuâsataka),38 although he avoids arguments against momentariness in
the Uatakasástra. There can be little question, however, of Aryadeva’s
having written the Ratnávalô. Although Vetter’s statistical analysis of the
Ratnávalô’s style is inconclusive concerning Nágárjuna’s authorship, it
nevertheless rules out Aryadeva as the author.

It may be noteworthy that the 303 lines of the Sanskrit fragments of
Aryadeva’s Catuâsataka as edited by Karen Lang . . . contain only a
percentage of 2.3% vipulá (7 on a total of 303 lines), and only ma–
vipulá. Aryadeva, so it seems, may be safely eliminated as a possible
author of the Ratnávalô.39
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Overall, then, the evidence supporting Nágárjuna’s authorship of the
Ratnávalô is strong. It is ascribed to Nágárjuna by multiple sources begin-
ning in the sixth century and shows an a‹nity for common Mádhyamika
doctrine. Finally, the Ratnávalô contains many of the peculiar stylistic ele-
ments found in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká that are not found in other
authors of the early Mádhyamika school, such as Aryadeva, Buddhapálita,
and the author of the Akutobhayá.
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Motilal Banarsidass, 1987), p. 76]). Harivarman says: “The fulfillment of six
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to the enlightenment of the Urávaka” (T. 1646, 291b24–26). Later he says, “The
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151. T. 1852, 9c23–4. In fact, the extant translation of the Satyasiddhisástra also men-
tions a canon consisting of five parts, but they are Sñtra, Vinaya, Abhidharma,
Samyukta, and Bodhisattvapiìaka. See, for example, paragraph 183, which
warns the practitioner to not put oª practicing the path. The practitioner
thinks aloud: “I ought to slowly cultivate the path. First [I] should study
Sñtra, Vinaya (Òß), Abhidharma, Kíudrakapiìaka and Bodhisattvapiìaka, and
[then] the wide array of non-Buddhist texts. [I should then] accumulate
many disciples.” Cf. Satyasiddhisástra of Harivarman, N. Aiyaswami Sastri,
ed. and trans. (Baroda: Oriental Institute, Maharaja Sayajirao University, 1975–
1978), p. 427. ⁄}Ì◊D˝Ì™w◊hπÒß¸iË¯N–ƒNsÓ~Â
hbÃl (T. 1646, p. 352c, 1. 14–16). André Bareau gives two other citations
(297c and 300b) but these seem to be incorrect (Les sectes, p. 296). For a dis-
cussion of the referent of the term bodhisattvapiìaka, see Pagels, The Bodhi-
sattvapiìaka, pp. 7–36.

152. The Dharmagupta list of Agamas is mentioned at T. 1428, 967b19ª. Maháyá-
na is mentioned in the preface and in a story beginning at T. 1428, 779c22ª

153. Buddhayasas also translated the Akásagarbha Sñtra, T. 405, Í≈√–ƒg.
And he is said to have learned both Maháyána and Hônayána treatises in XT
√O∞ (T. 2145, 102a25–6). 

154. ËLw°CÈjºT√(T. 1428, 567a26).
155. Peter Skilling, “Citations from the Scriptures of the ‘Eighteen Schools’ in the

Tarkajvála,” in Bauddhavidyásudhákaraâ: Studies in Honour of Heinz Bechert on
the Occasion of His 65th Birthday, Petra Kieªer-Pülz and Jens-Uwe Hartmann,
eds. (Swisttal-Odendorf: Indica et Tibetica Verlag, 1997), pp. 606–607.

156. “‘dir ñan thos kyi theg pa pa dag na re theg pa chen po ni saés rgyas kyi bka’
ma yin te| sde pa bco brgyad kyi khoés su ma gtogs pa’i phyir dper na graés
can la sogs pa’i bstan pa bWin no Wes zer ba’i gtan tshigs, de’i don kyaé ma grub
pa ñid yin te| ‘di ltar dge ‘dun phal chen sde ñid kyi sde snod kyi gWi chen po
Wes bya ba’i khoés su theg pa chen po ‘di yaé gtogs te| de (san) nas sa bcu pa’i
mdo daé pha rol tu phyin pa ‘i mtshan ñid dag ‘byué ba’i phyir daé| dge ‘dun
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phal chen sde ñid kyi sar gyi ri bo’i sde daé nub kyi ri bo’i sde dag las kyaé ‘bral
(‘phral)? skad du| ses rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa la sogs pa theg pa chen po ‘i
mdo dag ‘byué ba’i phyir ro|” (Peking bsTan ‘Gyur, 97:290, 321a1–4). I should
also note that Candrakôrti, at the end of his Madhyamakávatára, claims that
the Lokánuvártana sñtra (ostensibly a Maháyána sñtra) was in use by the Pñr-
vasailyas. See Paul Harrison, “Sanskrit Fragments of a Lokottaravádin Tradi-
tion,” in Indological and Buddhist Studies, L. Hercus et al., eds. (Canberra: Aus-
tralian National University, Faculty of Asian Studies, 1982), p. 26. 

157. See Atwood, “Life in Third-Fourth Century Cadh’ota,” p. 174.
158. Vidya Dehejia, “The Collective and Popular Basis of Early Buddhist Patronage:

Sacred Monuments, 100 b.c.–a.d. 250,” in The Powers of Art, B. S. Miller, ed.
(Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1992), pp. 37–38.

159. T. 1425, 336c5.
160. We don’t know the gender of the donor of the Tippera grant.
161. Published in 515 c.e. For a discussion of the date of the Jusanzang jiji, see Erik

Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China: The Spread and Adaptation of Bud-
dhism in Early Medieval China (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1972), p. 10.

162. ºgpº«ÃCDHD C̋™~aF˘DHCπ˘—Œ√u• (T. 2145, 41c29–
42a1).

163. Zürcher, Buddhist Conquest, p. 63.
164. Mark Twain, Following the Equator, Pudd’nhead Wilson’s New Calendar (Avon,

CT: Limited Editions Club, 1974).

Notes to Chapter 2 

This chapter has been adapted from my “Nágárjuna and the Ratnávalô:
New Ways to Date an Old Philosopher,” Journal of the International Associ-
ation of Buddhist Studies 25, nos. 1–2 (2002): 209–262.

1. Although I have yet to find any scholar who seriously questions the authen-
ticity of the Ratnávalô, I have included a discussion of its authorship in the
Appendix.

2. Max Walleser, The Life of Nágárjuna from Tibetan and Chinese Sources (reprint,
Delhi: Nag, 1979), p. 1. The original article appeared in Asia Major, Introduc-
tory Volume. Hirth Anniversary Volume (London, Probsthain, 1923), pp. 421–
455.

3. Ian Mabbett, “The Problem of the Historical Nágárjuna Revisited,” Journal of
the American Oriental Society 118, no. 3 (1998): 332.

4. Etienne Lamotte, The Teaching of Vimalakôrti (Vimalakôrtinirdesa), Sara Boin,
trans. (Oxford: Páli Text Society, 1994), p. xcvii.

5. T. 2047, s–ƒ«, lit. “The Chronicle of the Bodhisattva Nágárjuna.” The
rest of this chapter refers to it simply as the Biography.

6. Roger Corless, “The Chinese Life of Nágárjuna,” in Buddhism in Practice,
Donald Lopez, ed. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), p. 531. 
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7. Richard H. Robinson, Early Mádhyamika in India and China (reprint, Delhi:
Motilal Banarsidass, 1978), p. 25.

8. Here I follow Jan Nattier’s translation of the term. See Jan Nattier, Once Upon
a Future Time: Studies in a Buddhist Prophesy of Decline (Berkeley: Asian Hu-
manities Press, 1991), pp. 86–89.

9. Hakuju Ui, The Vaiseíika Philosophy According to the Dasapadártha-Uástra, 2nd
ed. (Varanasi: Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series O‹ce, 1962), p. 43. For Ui’s dis-
cussion of Nágárjuna’s date, see pp. 42–46.

10. Using a similar method, one could try to come up with a date for Nágárjuna’s
birth based on the testimony of works such as the Laékávatára Sñtra, the
Mahámegha Sñtra, or the Mañjusrômñlatantra, which claim that Nágárjuna
was born four hundred, seven hundred, and four hundred years after the Bud-
dha’s Parinirváça, respectively. Unfortunately, since we know nothing of the
authors of these texts, we do not know when they thought the Buddha’s
parinirváça was. Hence, these dates are of little use.

11. Guçavarman was born in India in 367 and arrived in China in 431. See
Demiéville et al., Répertoire du canon bouddhique sino-japonais, p. 252 (q.v.
“Gunabatsuma”).

12. T. 1672, p. 745b13.
13. T. 2125, p. 227c14–15.
14. Ibid. Mabbett, using Pulleyblank, renders this in its Central Middle Indic

equivalent as sa-ta-ba-xa-nah. See Mabbett, “The Problem,” p. 336.
15. For a brief biography of Paramártha, see Demiéville et al., Répertoire du canon

bouddhique sino-japonais, p. 276. 
16. T. 2087, p. 929a27.
17. Rao et al., Buddhist Inscriptions of Andhradesa, p. 54.
18. Ibid., p. 109.
19. A total of eight Sada/Sáta kings are mentioned in inscriptions: Urô Sada(sáta),

Sivamaka Sada (Vaddamanu), Mánasada, Mahásada, Asaka Sada, Aira Asaka
Sada, Siri Mahasada and Siva Sada. Concerning their territory I. K. Sarma
identifies Mahiíaka with the Maisolia region (ibid., pp. 109–110).

20. Ajôtamitra, in the beginning of his commentary on the Ratnávalô says: “de la
‘dir btsun pa ‘phags pa klu sgrub ‘jig rten mtha’ dag la phan par bWed pas rgyal
po bde spyod kyi dbaé du mdzad nas dam pa’i chos rin po che’i phreé ba dgod
pa’i ées pa mdzad de dam pa’i spyod pa daé mthun par|” (Die Ratnávalôìôká des
Ajitamitra, Yukihiro Okada, ed. [Bonn: Indica et Tibetica Verlag, 1990], p. 1).

21. Nágárjuna, Golden Zephyr: Instructions from a Spiritual Friend, L. Kawamura,
trans. (Berkeley: Dharma, 1975), p. 93. 

22. This was suggested by Jan W. de Jong in his “Review of J. Hopkins and Lati
Rimpoche, trans., The Precious Garland and the Song of the Four Mindfulnesses,”
Indo-Iranian Journal 20 (1978): 137.

23. Táránátha’s Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indien, Anton Scheifner, trans. (St.
Petersburg, 1869), p. 2n2. 

24. Mabbett, “The Problem,” p. 341.
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25. In addition to Mabbett’s article, I recommend Phyllis Granoª, “Jain Biogra-
phies of Nágárjuna: Notes on the Composing of a Biography in Medieval
India,” in Monks and Magicians: Religious Biographies in Asia, Phyllis Granoª
and Koichi Shinohara, eds. (Oakville, ONT: Mosaic Press, 1988), pp. 45–61, and
David G. White, Alchemical Body: Siddha Traditions in Medieval India (Chica-
go: University of Chicago Press, 1996), pp. 62–77.

26. This is mentioned by Xuanzang. See Watters, On Yuan Chwang’s Travels, p.
201; Báça, see Báça, The Haría-Carita of Báça, Edward B. Cowell and Fred-
erick William Thomas, trans. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1961), p. 252; Jain
sources including the Prabandhakosa, see Prabandha Kosa, Jina Vijaya, ed.
(Uántiniketan: Adhisìháta-siéghô Jaina Jñánapôìha, 1991), p. 84; and the Pra-
bandha Cintámaçi, see Merutuégácárya, Prabandha Cintámaçi of Merutuégá-
cárya, Jinavijaya Muni, ed. (Uántiniketan: Adhisìátá Siéghô Jaina Jñánapôìha,
1933), part I, p. 119; Abháyadatta’s Lives of the 84 Siddhas, see Abhayadatta,
Masters of Mahámudrá: Songs and Histories of the Eighty-Four Buddhist Siddhas,
Kenneth Dowman, trans. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1984),
p. 115; the Rasendra Maégala, see White, Alchemical Body, p. 155; Bu-ston, see
Bu-ston, History of Buddhism in India and Tibet, Eugene Obermiller, trans.
(1932; reprint, Delhi: Sri Satguru Press, 1986), p. 127; and Táránátha, see Tárá-
nátha’s History of Buddhism in India, D. Chattopadhyaya, trans. (Calcutta:
K. P. Bagchi, 1970), p. 109.

27. On this site see Stein’s note: “S. afarhadvana, ‘the wood of the six Saints,’ if
rightly identified by the glossator as (Harvan gráme), is the modern village
Hárvan, situated about one and a half miles to the N.W. of the gardens of
Shálimár near Urônagar. On the hill-side to the south of Hárvan ancient re-
mains have come to light in the shape of highly ornamented brick pavements,
which were dug up in the course of excavations conducted at the site in connec-
tion with the new Urônagar waterworks.” See Sir Mark Aurel Stein, Kalhaça’s
Rájataraégiçô: A Chronicle of the Kings of Kasmôr (Srinagar: Verinag, 1961),
p. 31n173. Could S. afarhadvana be used in this story because it is a homonym
for “Sátaváhana”?

28. Corless, “The Chinese Life,” p. 528.
29. This passage does not appear in the earliest version of the Laékávatára trans-

lated by Guçabhadra in 443 c.e. It does appear in the versions translated by
Bodhiruci (trans. 513 c.e.) and Uikíánanda (trans. 700–704). The passage in
question, according to Walleser, may have been added in the fifth century c.e.

because the section in which it appears contains a verse referring to Maurya,
Gupta, and Nanda kings of the Káli Yuga.

30. Translated by Jeªrey Hopkins in Buddhist Advice for Living & Liberation:
Nágárjuna’s Precious Garland (Ithaca: Snow Lion, 1998), p. 13. There are only
three substantial diªerences between this prophecy and that of the Laéká-
vatára Sñtra: (1) the number of years that he appears after the Buddha’s pari-
nirváça increases to four hundred years and his life-span increases to six hun-
dred years, (2) no place name is indicated, and (3) he is the transmitter of the
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Mahámayñrô mantra. The Laékávatára is probably the earlier of the two, and
what can be said of it can also be said of the Manjusrô Mñlatantra as far as its
testimony of Nágárjuna is concerned.

31. Hopkins cites nineteenth-century Mongolian scholar Nga-wang-bel-den (b.
1797), who in his discussion of Jam-yang-shay-ba’s work “gives be da (mis-
printed as pe da) and identifies the place as Vidarbha (be dar bha)” (ibid., p. 10,
note a). Alternatively, P. S. Shastri suggests that this “Vedalya” could also be
“Dehali,” which is a site near Nágárjunakoçfa, the site of Vijaya Sátkarçi’s cap-
ital. See Inguva Karthikeya Sarma, Studies in Early Buddhist Monuments and
Bráhmô Inscriptions of Andhradesa (Nagpur: Dattsons, 1988), p. 17. See also
Mabbett, “The Problem,” p. 335n32.

32. Watters, Yuan Chwang’s Travels, p. 201. Watters, by using two diªerent Chinese
glosses, reasons that Polomolokili is probably a transliteration of Bhrámara-gôri
(Bee-peak), which is confirmed by the ¬¡ (Black Bee) translation. He cites
Beal’s reasoning that Black Bee is a synonym for the Goddess Durgá or Pár-
vatô, and hence Polomolokili is some form of Parvata (lit., “mountain”). James
Burgess, following this lead, identifies Nágárjuna’s abode with Urô-Parvata, a
well-known mountain on the Krishna River in modern-day Andrha Pradesh
(ibid., p. 208).

33. See Karen Lang, Aryadeva’s Catuâsataka: On the Bodhisattva’s Cultivation of
Merit and Knowledge (Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1986), p. 7. 

34. Jain legends of Nágárjuna have been discussed extensively in Granoª, “The
Jain Biographies.”

35. Alberuni (writing in 1030) mentions that Nágárjuna lived at a Gujarati site,
“Fort Daihak” near Somnath, one hundred years before his writing. See Mab-
bett, “The Problem,” p. 338.

36. This is called “D. haéka” in Merutuégácárya, Prabandha Cintámaçi, p. 119, and
“Uatruñjaya” in the Prabandha Kosa, p. 84. 

37. Bu-ston, History of Buddhism, p. 127.
38. Abhayadatta, Buddha’s Lions: The Lives of the Eighty-Four Siddhas, James

Robinson, trans. (Berkeley: Dharma, 1979), p. 75.
39. As both Bu-ston and Táránátha assert.
40. This attribution can be found in the Tantra Mahárçava. See White, Alchemi-

cal Body, p. 113.
41. Lamotte, “Sur la formation du Maháyána,” p. 388 (emphasis added).
42. The multiple Nágárjuna hypothesis has been most seriously criticized by Jan-

Yün Hua, in “Nágárjuna, One or More? A New Interpretation of Buddhist
Hagiography,” History of Religions 10 (1970): 139–153.

43. White mentions some of these other Nágárjunas. Xuanzang met one of the
disciples of Nágárjuna, “who looked thirty despite his seven hundred years.”
Similarly, some texts of a much later date are written by authors named Nágár-
juna. The first of these is the Yogasataka datable to the seventh or ninth cen-
tury. Similarly, the fourteenth-century Rasendra Maégala is ostensibly by a
“Urôman Nágárjuna” (White, Alchemical Body, p. 75).
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44. Ibid., p. 164.
45. Corless, “The Chinese Life,” p. 528.
46. Both the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká and the Ratnávalô are certainly Buddhist

works. The Ratnávalô (verses 61–62) discusses the superiority of Buddhism to
Sáåkhya, Vaiseíika, and Jainism insofar as none of these have a teaching that
is beyond existence and nonexistence. Similarly, in verse 237 Nágárjuna tells
the king not to revere other religious specialists (Tôrthikas).

47. Nandi: Prakrit Text, Sanskrit Rendering, Hindi Translation, Comparative Notes
and Various Appendixes, A. Mahaprajna, ed. (Ladnun, Rajasthan: Jain Visva-
Bharati Institute, 1997), p. 9.

V. 35 “káliyasuya-açu-ogassa dháre dháre ya puvváçaå| himaåvatakhamá-
samaçe vaåde çágajjuçáyarië||”

V. 36 “miü-maddava-saåpaççe açupuåvvi váyagattaçaå patte| oha-suya-
samáyáre nágajjuçaváye vaåde||”

48. Natubhai Shah, Jainism: The World of the Conquerors (Portland: Sussex Acad-
emic Press, 1998), p. 17.

49. Demiéville has Suvisuddhaprabhábhñmi. See Paul Demiéville, “Sur un passage
du Mahámeghasñtra,” appendix 2 of “Les Versions chinois du Milindapañha,”
Bulletin de l ’Ecole française d’Extrême Orient 24, no. 1 (1924): 218. 

50. “ye ses ‘byué gnas ‘od.”
51. “yaé ‘phags pa sprin chen po stoé phrag bcu gñis pa las kyaé| kun dga’ po li tsa

byi gWon nu sems can thams cad kyis mthoé na dga’ ba Wes bya ba ‘di ni éa mya
éan las ‘das nas lo bWi brgya lon pa na klu Wes bya ba’i dge sloé du gyur nas éai
bstan pa rgyas par rab tu bstan te| mthar gyi sa rab tu daé ba’i od ces bya ba’i
‘jig rten gyi khams su de bWin gsegs pa dgra bcom pa yaé dag par rdzogs pa’i
saés rgyas ye ses ‘byué gnas ‘od ces bya bar ‘gyur ro Wes gsués so| de’i phyir ‘dis
lué phyin ci ma log par ées par grub bo||” (Candrakôrti, Madhyamakávatára par
Candrakôrti, Louis de La Valée Poussin, ed. [Osnabruck: Biblio, 1970], p. 76).

52. Translation by ËL@= (“Dharmakíema”), an Indian monk who arrived in
China in 412. See Demiéville et al., Répertoire du canon bouddhique sino-japon-
ais, p. 243. 

53. Oj–ƒjHH˝ (T. 387, p. 1100a7–8).
54. This is Demiéville’s reconstruction. See Demiéville, “Sur un passage,” p. 225. 
55. “The one who at that time was the nága king Mahávôrya is now the Licchavi,

Priyadarsana, and will become the Bhikíu who protects the dharma.” …˝Î
is˝Ã. YO÷£˘Æ.O÷£˘Æ.YOº”@kÒC (T. 387, p. 1100b5–
6). See Demiéville, “Sur un passage,” p. 228.

56. Demiéville, “Sur un passage,” p. 227; T. 387, pp. 1099c–1100a.
57. The Mahábherôhárakaparivarta Sñtra does give a name to this monk, but that

name is “Mindful.” See Hopkins, Advice, p. 15. Similarly, the name “Nágárjuna”
is nowhere mentioned in the corresponding prophecy in the Suvarçapra-
bhásottama Sñtra. See Suvarçaprabhásottamasñtra: Das Goldglanz-Sñtra: Ein
Sanskrittext des Mahayana-Buddhismus, Johannes Nobel, ed. (Leiden: E.J. Brill,
1950), pp. 12–17.
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58. The Sanskrit is from Mabbett’s reconstruction. See Mabbett, “The Problem,”
p. 337.

59. Ibid.
60. Bu-ston, History of Buddhism, p. 129. 
61. Ibid., pp. 129–130.
62. Granoª, “Jain Biographies,” p. 47.
63. Ibid., p. 48.
64. Stein, Kalhaça’s Rájataraégiçô, p. 33.
65. See ibid., n184. “K. refers here to the legend told in the Nôlamata (vv. 325 sq.)

regarding the liberation of the land from the Pisácas. The latter . . . occupied
Kasmôr under a sentence of Kásyapa during the six months of winter, while
men lived there for the remaining six months only, and emigrated each year
before the month of Asvayuja. The deliverance of the country from the Pisá-
cas and the excessive cold was eªective after four Yugas through the obser-
vance of the rites which Candradeva, and old Brahman, descended from
Kásyapa, had learned from the Nôla Nága . . . The story told by K[alhana] in
i. 178–184 is obviously in particulars a mere rechauªé of the ancient legend.
The charitable comparison between the Pisácas and the Bauddhas leaves no
doubt as to the source from which K. borrowed it.”

66. For example, Rájasekhara Sñri uses this term in his Prabandha Kosa, p. 85.
67. Granoª, “Jain Biographies,” pp. 49–50.
68. This theme also shows up (predictably) in tantric stories related to Nágárjuna.

White mentions two such incidents; one in the Rasendra Maégala, where
Nágárjuna promises the Goddess Prajñápáramitá that he will turn Urôparvata
into gold. On the other hand, in a fourteenth-century Telegu work, the Na-
vanátha by Gauraça, the credit for this feat is given to Nágárjuna’s student
(also named Nágárjuna). See White, Alchemical Body, p. 166.

69. Watters, Yuan Chwang’s Travels, 2:201.
70. In Xuanzang’s account the length of the Sátaváhana king’s life is also tied to

Nágárjuna’s, but no elixir is mentioned.
71. Granoª, “Jain Biographies,” p. 47.
72. Ibid., p. 57.
73. The way to the association of Nágárjuna with Gujarat is opened by his iden-

tification with the Suráíìëian monk in the Mahámegha Sñtra (Mt. Uatruñjáya
is in Bhavnagar district, Gujarat). 

74. White, Alchemical Body, p. 70. 
75. James Roland Ware, Alchemy, Medicine, and Religion in the China of a.d. 320:

The Nei P’ien of Ko Hung (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1966), p. 16.2a. Perhaps,
the earliest reference to an invisibility potion in an Indic source can be found
in Báçabhaììa’s seventh-century play Kádambarô. See White, Alchemical Body,
p. 49.

76. See Karen Lang’s translation of Candrakôrti’s Catuâsatakavëtti: “Aryadeva was
born on the island of Siåhala as the some of the Siåhala king. In the end he
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renounced his status as crown thre prince and entered the religious life. He
then traveled to southern India and became Nágárjuna’s disciple” (Four Illu-
sions: Candrakôrti’s Advice to Travelers on the Bodhisattva Path [New York: Ox-
ford University Press, 2003], p. 112).

77. K. Satcidananda Murti, Nágárjuna (New Delhi: National Book Trust, 1971),
p. 50.

78. Robinson, Early Mádhyamika, p. 72. 
79. In this connection, however, it should be mentioned that Xuanzang visited

Dhányakaìaka and did not hear any stories about Nágárjuna. This case is
diªerent from that of Nálanda insofar as Nálanda was still a vibrant universi-
ty when he visited there (hence, one should expect some institutional memo-
ry of a former master to survive), whereas many of the monasteries around
Dhányakaìaka were deserted. See Watters, Yuan Chwang’s Travels, p. 214.

80. Anne Macdonald suggests that the description of the stupa at Dhányakaìaka
is influenced at least in part not by what was there to be seen but by the Kala-
cakra Tantra’s versions of mandalas of Vajradhatu and Dharmadhatuvagisvara
(“Le Dhanyakataka de Man-Luns guru,” Bulletin de l ’Ecole française d’Extrême
Orient 57 [1970]: 187). 

81. Wooden images of the Buddha are also mentioned in verse 2 of the Suhëllekha:
“Just as the wise ones will respect a statue of the Sugata, even though it be
made of wood [and] however [unadorned] it may be, so in the same manner,
although this composition of mine may be pitiful, may you not criticize it, for
it is based on the Sublime Teaching.” See Nágárjuna, Golden Zephyr, p. 6.
Guçavarman’s translation does not specifically mention wood, but refers to a
“Buddha image which is carved and painted” (T. 1672, ËeyÚ≥, p. 745b14).
However, since Nágárjuna’s authorship of this text is more di‹cult to defend,
my inquiry is limited to the relevant verses of the Ratnávalô.

82. Translation of these verses is from Hopkins, Advice, pp. 124–125 and 159. There
is no Sanskrit available for any of these verses.

Tibetan: “saés rgyas sku gzugs mchod rten daé| gtsug lag khaé dag gus
tshul du| sin tu rgya chen gnas mal sogs| rgya chen phyug pa bsgrub par
mdzod||” (v. 231).

Variant readings: 231c [Narthang and Peking] gnas lam vs. gnas mal, in
Chone, Derge, and in Rgyal tshab rje’s commentary on the Ratnávalô (in Ná-
gárjuna, Nagárjuna’s Ratnávalô: Vol. I, The Basic Texts (Sanskrit, Tibetan, Chi-
nese), Michael Hahn, ed., Indica et Tibetica series, vol 1 [Bonn: Indica et Tibet-
ica Publications, 1982], p. 78).
Ú≥Œ‰£µÛ÷˘qÃ”h—„º≥q®fl (T. 1656, 498b26–27).

83. v. 232. “rin chen kun las bgyis pa yi| saés rgyas sku gzugs dbyibs mdzes sié|
legs par bris pa padma la| bWugs pa dag kyaé bgyid do stsol||” (Nágárjuna,
Nagárjuna’s Ratnávalô ).

Variations: v. 232b Narthang and Peking have legs sié whereas Chone and
Derge have mdes sié. v. 232d; Narthang and Peking have two lines: “bWugs pa
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dag la rin po che| kun gyis brgyan pa bgyid du gsol|.” The Chone and Derge
versions, however, are confirmed by Rgyal tshab rje and Paramártha’s transla-
tion (below) (Nágárjuna, Nagárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 78). 

John Dunne and Sarah McClintock write: “The Zhol, Narthang and Peking
editions of a slightly diªerent reading. Following those editions, the verse
would read as follows: “From all kinds of precious substances, please make
well drawn and beautifully proportioned images of buddhas seated upon lo-
tuses and adorned with all kinds of gems” (Nágárjuna, The Precious Garland:
An Epistle to a King, Dunne and McClintock, trans. [Boston: Wisdom, 1997],
p. 118n50). My thanks to John Dunne and Wisdom Press for providing me
with a copy of this translation.

Paramártha’s translation:
§_ (var. Ming mss. Í) s·Wn‚LÆe@¡˜_ÿº≥yÚ≥ (T.

1656, p. 498b28–28).
84. Both Dunne and McClintock and Hopkins translate sku gzugs as “icon,”

which is certainly acceptable. For our purposes, however, “icon” could refer
to any of a number of nonanthropomorphic representations of the Buddha
(such as the empty throne, the Buddhapáda) prevalent in India until the third
century c.e. It should be noted that a more literal translation for sku gzugs
would be “body-image.” Since the word sku is the respectful form for lus =
“body,” it is implied that the image the king is to go in front of is an image of
the Buddha’s body. The phrase is unequivocal in Paramártha’s Chinese trans-
lation: ∞π]ŒG| {eÚ‰£ (Therefore, rise up determined and appear
before a Buddha or caitya).

85. v. 465. “de phyir sku gzugs mchod rten gyi| spyan séa ‘am yaé na gWan yaé rué|
tshigs su bcad pa ìi su ‘di| ñin gcig bWin yaé dus gsum brjod||” (Nágárjuna,
Ratnávalô, p. 155).
∞π]ŒG| {eÚ‰£È]UTM@wGQ¶ (T. 1656, 504b 12–13).

86. Paul Harrison writes, “there can be no doubt that by the second century c.e.

some Buddhists were indeed practicing a form of buddhánusmëti that . . . in-
cluded detailed visualization of the physical body of the Buddha, and was ac-
companied by the use of images. The principle evidence for this is provided by
the Maháyána Pratyutpanna–buddha–saåmukhávasthita–samádhi–sñtra . . .
the first translation of which was made by the Indo–Scythian Lokakíema in
179 c.e.” (“Commemoration and Identification in Buddhánusmëti,” in In the
Mirror of Memory: Reflections on Mindfulness and Remembrance in Indian and
Tibetan Buddhism, Janet Gyatso, ed. [Albany: State University of New York
Press, 1992], p. 220). Ju-hyung Rhi points out several other early Maháyána
sources in which the act of constructing Buddhas sitting on lotuses leads to
better rebirth as an upapáduka. His references are: the Sumatidárikaparipëccha
(T. 334, 76c; translated by Dharmarakía, c. late third century), Vimaladatta-
paripëcchá (T. 338, 94c-95a; also translated by Dharmarakía), and the Bod-
hisambhárasástra attributed to Nágárjuna himself (T. 1660, 536c). See Ju-
hyung Rhi, “Gandháran Images of the ‘Urávastô Miracle’: An Iconographic
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Reassessment” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, 1991), pp. 144–
145 and notes 8–9.

Regarding the ritual use of these images, it is interesting to note that al-
though Maháyána sñtras such as the Ugradattaparipëcchá and the late Bod-
hisattvaprátimokía mention a Maháyána ritual like the one that Nágárjuna de-
scribes in the Ratnávalô, the Ratnávalô is the only text that instructs the
adherent to stand in front of a statue or stñpa and not to stand in front of a
(human monk?) Maháyána bodhisattva. 

87. Although the controversies surrounding the dates and chronology of the Sá-
taváhana dynasty are far from over, this chapter uses the dates provided by
Shastri. See Ajay Mitra Shastri, The Satavahanas and the Western Kshatrapas:
A Historical Framework (Nagpur: Dattsons, 1998), p. 131. Since I am fixing
Nágárjuna’s dates to the reign of Yajña Urô, the dates of the former should be
adjusted to correspond to discoveries concerning the date of the latter.

88. See Walter Spink, Ajaçìá to Ellora (Ann Arbor: Marg, 1967), pp. 7–8. There
is one notable exception that perhaps proves the point. Marilyn Leese has
documented two anthropomorphic images of the Buddha at cave 3 at
Kaçheri. These images (which she takes pains to prove were carved during
the reign of Yajña Urô) are quite small, only about a foot high, and are placed
at the top of a pillar so as to be inconspicuous. She attributes their small size
to their being modeled after portable images procured through trade with
the north. See Marilyn Leese, “The Early Buddhist Icons in Kaçheri’s Cave
3,” Artibus Asiae 41, no. 1 (1979): 93. Madhukar Keshav Dhavalikar, howev-
er, attributes their small stature to another motive: “[The Kaçheri Buddha
images] have been carved on the top of the pillar. No one can normally see
it and it therefore seems highly likely that the sculptor had stealthily carved
it without the knowledge of the donor” (Later Hinayana Caves of Western
India [Poona: Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute, 1984],
p. 66). Dhavalikar takes this as proof positive that the Buddha image had
made it to the western Deccan by the end of the second century, perhaps in
order to support his claim that some of the shrine niches found at Kaçheri
may have contained wooden images of the Buddha. In any case, the fact re-
mains that no such images have been found. This, coupled with the avoid-
ance of any open anthropomorphic representation of the Buddha in stone or
in paint, leaves us with the impression that whereas the Buddha image may
have been known at this time, its representation was considered somehow
distasteful.

89. See Ajay Mitra Shastri, “The Closing Phase of the Sátaváhana Power and Al-
lied Issues,” in his Early History of the Deccan (Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan,
1987), pp. 38–44.

90. Himanshu P. Ray, Monastery and Guild: Commerce Under the Sátaváhanas
(Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1986), p. 40.

91. See Ramesh C. Sharma, Buddhist Art of Mathurá (Delhi: Agam Kala Praka-
shan, 1984), pp. viii–ix.
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92. Divyávadánam, P. L. Vaidya, ed. (Darbhanga: Mithila Institute of Post-gradu-
ate Studies and Research in Sanskrit Learning, 1959), p. 466.

93. “The priests and the laymen in India make Kaityas or images with earth, or
impress the Buddha’s image on silk or paper, and worship it with oªerings
wherever they go. Sometimes they build stupas of the Buddha by making a
pile and surrounding it with bricks. They sometimes form these stupas in
lovely fields, and leave them to fall in ruins. Any one may thus employ himself
in making the objects for worship. Again when the people make images and
Kaityas which consist of gold, silver, copper, iron, earth, lacquer, bricks, and
stone, or when they heap up the snowy sand . . . , they put in the images or
Kaityas two kinds of sáriras. The relics of the teacher, and the Gáthá of the
chain of causation” (Takakusu, A Record of the Buddhist Religion, pp. 150–151).

94. Dhavalikar, Later Hinayana Caves, p. 51.
95. Elizabeth Rosen Stone, The Buddhist Art of Nágárjunakoçfa (Delhi: Motilal

Banarsidass, 1994), pl. 187.
96. These phases are actually a revision of the ones first proposed by Sivarama-

murti, “Amaravati Sculptures in the Madras Government Museum,” Bulletin
of the Madras Government Museum 4 (1956): 26–32.

97. Anamika Roy, Amarávatô Stñpa: A Critical Comparison of Epigraphic, Architec-
tural, and Sculptural Evidence (Delhi: Agam Kala Prakashan, 1994), p. 132.

98. For a discussion of these seats, see ibid., pp. 136–137.
99. Roy, Amarávatô Stñpa, p. 138.

100. For examples of this motif, cf. Nilakanth Purushottam Joshi and Ramesh
Chandra Sharma, Catalogue of Gandhára Sculptures in the State Museum, Luc-
know (Lucknow: State Museum, 1969); Sarla D. Nagar, Gandháran Sculpture:
A Catalogue of the Collection in the Museum of Art and Archaeology, University
of Missouri-Columbia (Columbia: Museum of Art and Archaeology, 1981).

101. See Nagar, Gandháran Sculpture. There are, perhaps, some early exceptions
from Sikri, which Sir John Marshall dates to the first century c.e. See Sir John
Hubert Marshall, The Buddhist Art of Gandhara: The Story of the Early School,
Its Birth, Growth, and Decline (Karachi: Department of Archaeology and Mu-
seums, Government of Pakistan, 1973), p. 56 and plate 50.

102. See Sharma, Buddhist Art of Mathurá, plates.
103. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, Elements of Buddhist Iconography (New Delhi: M.

Manoharlal, 1972), p. 39. Precursors to the padmapôìha can be found earlier.
For example, the State Museum of Lucknow has an image of Háritô whose
feet rest on a square base decorated with lotus petals. See Joshi and Sharma,
Catalogue of Gandhára Sculptures, fig. 68 (accession num. 47.105). At Bharhut,
there are two medallions with reliefs of Urô Lakími standing on a lotus rising
out of a pñrça-ghaìa and a yakíô standing on a lotus. See Benimadhab Barua,
Barhut: Aspects of Life and Art (Calcutta: Indian Research Institute Publica-
tions, 1934–1935), book 3, pls. LXVI. 79, LXVII. 80 and LXVIII. 81. Similarly
(and perhaps related), there is a beautiful image of the Buddha’s mother,
Máyá, sitting on a lotus (also rising out of a pñrça-ghaìa) from Sáñchô. See Sir
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John Marshall and Alfred Foucher, Monuments of Sáñcô (Delhi: Swati, 1982),
vol. 2, pl. 41.

104. The same dates are also concluded by Robert Knox for the pieces in the British
Museum. Cf. Robert Knox, Amaravati: Buddhist Sculpture from the Great
Stñpa (London: British Museum Press, 1992), pp. 60 and 139–140.

105. See Roy, Amarávatô Stñpa, appendix 4, table 4.
106. Cf. ibid., tables 3 and 4. 
107. Roy describes this piece as follows: “The carving on this fragment is divided

into three panels. The uppermost shows a stñpa surmounted by an umbrella
and the lower panels show the haloed figure of the Buddha on a lotus
pedestal. Between the second and the third panels there are two inscriptions
belonging to two diªerent periods. One belongs to the first century b.c.,
while the other belongs to the seventh century a.d. Moreover, the sculpture
does not belong to the period of either of the inscriptions. It seems that the
first inscription was engraved on the plain octagonal pillar in the first century
b.c., and that this pillar was then recarved in the third century a.d. Subse-
quently, in the seventh century a.d. another inscription was engraved on it”
(ibid., p. 152).

108. Ibid., p. 198.
109. Knox, Amaravati, p. 141.
110. H. Sarkar, “Some Early Inscriptions in the Amarávatô Museum,” Journal of

Ancient Indian History 4, nos. 1–2 (1971): 8.
111. H. Sarkar, “Nágárjunakoçfa Prakrit Inscription of Gautamôputra Vijaya Sá-

takarçi, Year 6,” Epigraphia Indica 36 (1965–66): 273–275. Other inscriptions
refer to Nágárjunakoçfa as “Vijayapñri.” Cf. Jean Philippe Vogel, “Prakrit In-
scriptions from a Buddhist Site at Nágárjunakoçfa,” Epigraphica Indica 20
(1929–1930): 22.

112. For the dates of the Ikíváku kings, see H. Sarkar, “The Nágárjunakoçfa Phase
of the Lower Këíçá Valley Art: A Study Based on Epigraphical Data,” in In-
dian Epigraphy: Its Bearing on the History of Art, F. Asher and G. S. Gai, ed.
(New Delhi: American Institute of Indian Studies, 1985), p. 31.

113. Stone, Nágárjunakoçfa, p. 17.
114. Ray, Monastery and Guild, p. 40.
115. Rao, Buddhist Inscriptions of Andhradesa, p. 10.
116. Ibid., pp. 174–175.
117. The southernmost Dharmaguptaka inscription located so far was found at

Mathurá. For a recent discussion of the Dharmaguptakas and their location,
see Salomon, Ancient Buddhist Scrolls from Gandhára, pp. 167–169. 

118. Rao, Buddhist Inscriptions of Andhradesa, pp. 156–157.
119. Ibid., p. 201.
120. Ibid., pp. 214–216.

Pëthivi(vi) Urô-Mñlarájaâ sva-vishaya-vásinaâ sarvván=evam = ájñápayati . . .
yadhá(thá) [||] viditam = astu bhavatám may = átmôya-priya-tanay-ánugrahart-
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tam (thaå) Táçfikoçda tat = pratishìhápita –sákya-bhikshu-mahávihára-ni vási-
naâ catur-ddis = áryya-vara-bhikshu saåghasya chôvara-sayy = asana-glána-
pratyaya-bheshajya-parishkár-opabhogáya Tálupaka-vishaye Táçfikoçfa-chu[r]p
páìuppufu- Velkoçfa-kuriki.

Notes to Chapter 3 

1. Schopen, “The Maháyána and the Middle Period in Indian Buddhism,” p. 19.
2. Nattier points out that the Ugradattaparipëcchá, in particular, lacks not only

the kind of defensiveness that is often found in other Maháyána works but the
usual merit incentives to copy the book. This would suggest that the author(s)
of the Ugra were quite comfortably ensconced in their monastery, wherever
that was. See especially Jan Nattier, A Few Good Men: The Bodhisattva Path Ac-
cording to the Inquiry of Ugra (Ugraparipëcchá) (Honolulu: University of
Hawai‘i Press, 2003), p. 185. One might also say the same about the Ratnárásô
Sñtra.

3. Schopen, “The Maháyána and the Middle Period in Indian Buddhism,” pp.
6–7.

4. Presumably, one could make the same case for works by Asvaghosa, a con-
temporary of Nágárjuna.

5. Schopen, “The Maháyána,” p. 8.
6. Ibid. 
7. Ibid.
8. Although, at certain points some vinayas appear to be renegotiating the

boundaries of secular and monastic law. For an interesting discussion of this
negotiation, see Gregory Schopen, “Monastic Law Meets the Real World: A
Monk’s Continuing Right to Inherit Family Property in Classical India,” His-
tory of Religions 35, no. 2 (1995).

9. Gregory Schopen, “Archaeology and Protestant Presuppositions in the Study
of Indian Buddhism,” History of Religions 31, no. 1 (1991).

10. Gregory Schopen, “Archaeology and Protestant Presuppositions in the Study
of Indian Buddhism,” in Bones, Stones, and Buddhist Monks: Collected Papers on
the Archaeology, Epigraphy, and Texts of Monastic Buddhism in India, Schopen,
ed. (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1997), p. 4. 

11. See ibid., p. 5.
12. See, for example, Gregory Schopen, “The Good Monk and His Money in a

Buddhist Monasticism of ‘The Maháyána Period,’” Eastern Buddhist, n.s. 32,
no. 1 (2000): 85–105.

13. For references see M. B. Voyce, “The King’s Enforcement of the Vinaya Piìa-
ka: The Purification of the Saégha Under Asoka (c.b.c. 269–232),” Zeitschrift
für Religions und Geistesgeschichte 37, no. 1 (1985): 38. See also his discussion of
vinaya as law on p. 53.

14. Ibid., p. 38n5.
15. See Chapter 2.
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16. T. 1425, 492a7–9.
17. Leo Strauss, Persecution and the Art of Writing (reprint, Chicago: University

of Chicago Press, 1988), p. 24.
18. A note concerning the date and provenance of this text is useful at this point.

Although multiple manuscripts of the Mahásáéghika Prátimokía have been
found, the full text of the Mahásáéghika vinaya survives only in the Chinese
translation by Faxian and Saéghabhadra completed at the beginning of the
fifth century. There is one (Hybrid) Sanskrit manuscript of the Abhisamácári-
ka section, corresponding to the Chinese translation, T. 1425, pp. 300a ª. The
only other Sanskrit manuscript are two fragments dating from the sixth cen-
tury found in the Schøyen collection. See Seishi Karashima, “A Fragment of
the Prátimokía-Vibhaéga of the Mahásáéghika-Lokottaravádins,” in Buddhist
Manuscripts in the Schøyen Collection, Jens Braarvig, ed. (Oslo: Hermes, 2000),
pp. 1: 233–241, and idem, “Two More Folios of the Prátimokía-Vibhaéga of
the Mahásáåghika-Lokottaravádins,” in Buddhist Manuscripts in the Schøyen
Collection, vol. 3, Jens Braarvig, ed. (Oslo: Hermes, 2002), pp. 215–228. Faxian
records that he discovered this manuscript in a Maháyána monastery in
Paìaliputra, but that his manuscript had originally been copied at the Jetavana-
vihára sometime earlier (see T. 1425, 548b1 ª.). As to the date of the Mahá-
sáéghika vinaya itself, it could not have been completed before the first centu-
ry c.e., since it mentions the practice of covering Buddhist monuments with
silk banners and flags (presupposing a silk trade) and mentions the practice of
bathing the image of the bodhisattva (which presupposes the existence and
use of statues of the Buddha). Although we are not secure in dating all por-
tions of it until the beginning of the fifth century, there is evidence that this
vinaya and its commentary was in use in the second century. That this vinaya
was in use in the Lower Krishna River Valley has been argued by B. S. L. Hanu-
mantha Rao: “It seems that Mahávinayadhara [in a Dhányakaìaka inscription]
does not mean the great Master of Vinaya. It is probable that Mahávinaya was
the Text of the Mahásáéghikas. The term Mahávinayadhara occurs in several
of the Dhányakaìaka inscriptions and in one record, the sect living at Dhánya-
kaìaka is clearly mentioned as pñrva mahávinaseliyas . . . If read together, the
terms Mahávinayadhara and Mahávinayaseliyas, suggest that there was a text
known as Mahávinaya. The masters of the Text were Mahávinayadharas and
the Sailas who followed it were Mahávina(ya)seliyas” (Buddhist Inscriptions of
Andhradesa, p. 51).

19. The five anantarôya karma are listed in the Mahávyutpatti as: (1) matricide, (2)
killing an arhant, (3) patricide, (4) splitting the saégha, and (5) spilling the
blood of a Buddha. See Unrai Wogihara, ed., The Sanskrit-Chinese Dictionary
of Buddhist Technical Terms Based on the Mahávyupatti (Tokyo: Sankibo, 1959),
p. 79.

20. Vasubandhu, L’Abhidharmakosa de Vasubandhu, p. 218. 
21. Charles Prebish, Buddhist Monastic Discipline (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass,

1996), p. 56.
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22. Ibid., pp. 56 and 58; Prátimokíasñtram of the Lokottaravádimahásáéghika
School, Nathmal Tatia, ed. (Patna: Kashi Prasad Jayaswal Research Institute,
1976), p. 10.

23. The so-called adhikaraçasamatha, viz.: confrontation, majority rule, exemptions
for mental defect and “covering over with grass.”

24. Majjhima Nikáya, V. Trenckner and R. Chalmers, eds. (London: Páli Text So-
ciety, 1888–1925), 2:247; translated as The Middle Length Discourses of the Bud-
dha, Ven. Ñáçamoli and Ven. Bodhi, trans. (Boston: Wisdom, 1995), pp. 855–
856.

25. Heinz Bechert, “The Importance of Asoka’s So-Called Schism Edict,” in
Indological and Buddhist Studies, L. Hercus et al. (Canberra: Australian Na-
tional University, 1982), p. 65.

26. Williams, Maháyána Buddhism, pp. 4–5 (emphasis added).
27. The Vinaya Piìakam, One of the Principle Buddhist Holy Scriptures in the Páli

Language, Hermann Oldenberg, ed. (London: Williams and Norgate, 1879–
1883), 2:204.

28. “adhammaå dhamoti dôpentôti -ádisu aììhárasasu bhedakaravatthñsu suttan-
tapariyáyena táva dasa kusalakammapathá dhammo. dasa akusalakammapathá
adhammo. tathá cattáro satipaììháná cattáro sammappadháná cattára iddhi-
pádá pañcindriyáni pañcabaláni satta bojjhaégá ariyo atthaégiko maggoti sat-
tatiåsa bodhipakkhiyadhammá dhammo náma” (Buddhaghosa, Samanta-
pásádiká: Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on the Vinaya Pitaka, J. Takakusu and
M. Nagai, eds. [London: Páli Text Society, 1947–1976], 6:1277).

29. Nattier and Prebish, “Mahásáéghika Origins and the Beginnings of Buddhist
Sectarianism,” p. 241.

30. For references to the six anudharma, see Franklin Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid
Sanskrit Dictionary (reprint, Delhi: Motilal Banarshidass, 1993), s.v.

31. T. 1425, 281c12–21. 
32. Although later than Nágárjuna, Vasubandhu notes in the Vyákhyáyukti that

even among non-Maháyánists there were textual variations from sect to sect.
According to José Cabézon’s translation: “it is clear that even in the Uráva-
kayána the word of the Buddha is incomplete. Even the authorized editions
(yang dag par bsdus pa’i gzhi bo) which are composed by the four arhants such
as Mahákasyapa, etc., have degenerated, for the various sects (sde pa) have dis-
parate ways of setting for the scriptures, of dividing them into chapters, and
so forth. . . . What is more, even in one sect, one and the same sñtra will often-
times have diªerent passages and chapters” (“Vasubandhu’s Vyákhyáyukti on
the Authenticity of the Maháyána Sñtras,” p. 227).

33. I-Ching, Chinese Monks in India: Biography of Eminent Monks Who Went to the
Western World in Search of the Law During the Great T’ang Dynasty, Latika
Lahiri, trans. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1986), pp. 54–55; T. 2066, 5c27–8.

34. T. 1425, 328a3–14. 
35. For example, a bahusrutôya monk is the first authority listed in the Dôgha
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Nikáya version of the mahápadesá quoted above. The bahusrutôya is also in-
cluded in many of the standard lists of monastic vocations.

36. For a translation and discussion of Asoka’s Kausámbhô pillar inscription, see
Bechert, “The Importance of Asoka’s So-called Schism Edict,” p. 62ª. For a
discussion of the convergence between vinaya law and Dharmasástra on this
matter, see also Voyce, “The King’s Enforcement of the Vinaya Pitaka.”

37. Pánduraéga Vámana Káne, History of Dharmasástra (Poona: Bhandarkar Ori-
ental Research Institute, 1968–1975), 3:158 (emphasis added).

38. For a description of the kingdom, see Atwood, “Life in Third-fourth Centu-
ry Cadh’ota,” pp. 166–169.

39. Burrow, Translation of the Kharoíìhi Documents, p. 95.
40. Given the types of infractions listed, we may assume that these are vinaya rules

and not kriyákarma.
41. The Cñãavagga adds that he had been a “vulture torturer” ( gaddhabádhin) be-

fore becoming a monk. The Mahásáéghika account lacks this detail.
42. p”°k⁄æC@L°ŸDkCflπk£‡ŸD (T. 1425, 367a9–10); cf. “ta-

tháhaå bhagavatá dhammaå desitaå ájánámi yathá yeme antaráyika dhamma
vuttá bhagavatá te paìisevato nálaå antaráyáyá ‘ti|” (Vinaya piìakam, 2:25).

43. T. 1425, 367b25–28.
44. —ÒC≥œCOÒC@O•C¯—CºˆΩ@LCΩ@LÃ£ΩC@L£
@OyC@L°ŸDCÍ‡ŸDCºÀπc∆C—ÒCœOÒCCGÌ˘

£ÀCpOƒGƒTœCÀÃΩCY£ÀC¨≥P@|~iCwoi]£

(T. 1425, 367b16–21).
45. Prebish, Buddhist Monastic Discipline, p. 82 (Sanskrit added); “yo puna bhik-

íurjánan bhikíuå tathá utkíiptaå samagreça saéghena dharmeça vinayena
yathávádiå tathákáiå tám pápikám dëíìiå apratinissarantaå akëtánudhar-
maå saåbhuñjeya vá saåvaseya vá sahagárasayyáå va kalpeya, pácattikaå|”
(Prátimokíasñtram, p. 23). This rule appears as pácattika rule no. 69 in the
Theraváda-vinaya and no. 56 in the Mñlasarvástiváda- and in the Sarvástiváda-
vinayas. (See Prebish, Buddhist Monastic Discipline, p. 143.)

46. The issue of buddhavacana and the constitution of scriptural authority in Bud-
dhism was first treated by Etienne Lamotte in his “La Critique d’authenticité
dans le bouddhisme,” in India Antiqua: A Volume of Oriental Studies Present-
ed by His Friends and Pupils to Jean Philippe Vogel, C.I.E., on the Occasion of the
Fiftieth Anniversary of His Doctorate (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1947), pp. 213–222.
This discussion has been updated and extended to the appropriation of this
category by Maháyánists and Vajráyánists in an excellent article by Ronald
Davidson in his “Introduction to the Standards of Scriptural Authority in In-
dian Buddhism,” in Chinese Buddhist Apocrypha, Robert Buswell, ed. (Hono-
lulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1990), pp. 291–325. Much of the following
discussion of buddhavacana has already been covered in these two sources.

47. kÃC@L“°C@L“LiC@L°ÃC@L¤°LiÃC—Ãl°@L
Li(T. 1425, 367b22–24).
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48. kÃÚ“°ÚLiCÚ“°ÃCÚf¤°CÚLiÃCÚÃllH“°Ú
“Li(T. 1425, 336a21–24). Cf. Lamotte, “Critique d’authenticité,” p. 216.

49. We find a parallel to these criteria in Dharmasástra works such as the Ya-
jñavalkyasmëti. 

50. See Dôgha Nikáya, T.W. Rhys Davids and J.E. Carpenter, eds. (London: Páli
Text Society, 1889–1910), 2:124ª., and T. 1, 17c; Aéguttara-nikáya, Rev. Richard
Morris, ed. (London: H. Frowde for the Páli Text Society, 1885–1910), 2:167.
Lamotte lists the following references: Mñlasarvástivádavinaya (T. 1451,
389b–c), the Dôrgha Agama (T. 1, 17c), three versions of the Maháparinirvána
sñtra (T. 5, 127a; T. 6, 182c; and T. 7, 195c); and Tseng yi a han (T. 125, 652b).

51. George D. Bond, “Two Theraváda Traditions of Meaning of ‘The Word of the
Buddha,’” Maha-Bodhi 83, nos. 10–12 (1975): 406.

52. The Long Discourses of the Buddha: A Translation of the Dôgha Nikáya, trans.
Maurice Walshe (Boston: Wisdom, 1995), p. 255 (Páli added); trans., cf. Dôgha
Nikáya, 2:124, and T. 1, 17c. It is also found in the Mñlasarvástiváda Vinayavastu,
T. 1451, 389b–c.

53. mátikádharo = Sanskrit mátëkádhara; this could also refer to the prátimokía.
54. See Gregory Schopen, “On Monks, Nuns, and ‘Vulgar’ Practices: The Intro-

duction of the Image Cult into Indian Buddhism,” in Bones, Stones, and Bud-
dhist Monks, p. 243.

55. Of course, the opposite holds as well. If a monastery considered its canon
closed and its contents not up for discussion, Maháyánists would have to
adopt the kind of combative strategies that one finds in, say, the Saddharma-
puçfariká Sñtra.

56. See Davidson, “Introduction to the Standards of Scriptural Authority,” p. 301.
57. Vasubandhu, L’Abhidharmakosa, 9:251–252. This criterion for buddhavacana

does not appear in the Dôgha passage or in the Aéguttara. It does, however,
figure prominently in most of the later discussions of buddhavacana. 

58. “na kilaitad buddha-vacanam iti. kenápi adhyáropitány etáni sñtráçôti abhi-
práyaâ. sarva-nikáyántaresv iti Támraparçôya-nikáy ’ádiíu. na ca sñtraå bádhate.
na ca sñtrántaraå bádhate. na ca sñtrántaraå virodhayati. na dharmatá bád-
hata iti pratôtyasamutpáda-dharmatáå” (Yasomitra, Spuìárthá Abhidhar-
makosavyákhyá by Yasomitra, Unrai Wogihara, ed. [Tokyo: Sankibo Buddhist
Book Store, 1971], 2:705). Text in italic is from Vasubandhu.

59. Davidson, “Introduction to the Standards of Scriptural Authority,” p. 301.
60. Gregory Schopen, “Counting the Buddha and the Local Spirits In: A Monas-

tic Ritual of Inclusion for the Rain Retreat,” Journal of Indian Philosophy 30
(2002): 360.

61. A formal speech to commence the rain retreat can also be found in the Ma-
hôsásaka vinaya (T. 1421, 129a15–19), the Mahásáéghika vinaya (T. 1425, 450c8–
17), and in the Sarvástiváda vinaya (T. 1435, 173b18–c1). The Theraváda vinaya
does not have an equivalent speech, and although there is such a speech in the
Dharmaguptaka vinaya (T. 1428, 830c 7–11), it is placed in the mouths of the
six vargiká bhikíus. 
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62. For a definition of the |j– see T. 1, 18a10–23; and T. 1716, 812a29–b3.
63. T. 1425, 492a7–19.
64. ≥GÒC@Ó≠CÌ@¸gCÌ@wgC·£¸£wÃoVÒßo(T. 1425,

252b9–10).
65. Tatz, Asaéga’s Chapter, pp. 59–60; cf. Asaéga, Bodhisattvabhñmi: A Statement

of Whole Course of the Bodhisattva (Being the Fifteenth Section of Yogácárabhñmi),
Unrai Wogihara, ed. (reprint, Tokyo: Sankibo Buddhist Bookstore, 1971), pp.
152–153.

66. Tatz, Asaéga’s Chapter, p. 61; Asaéga, Bodhisattvabhñmi, pp. 153–154.
67. Tatz, Asaéga’s Chapter, p. 62; Asaéga, Bodhisattvabhñmi, pp. 155–156.
68. Tatz, Asaéga’s Chapter, pp. 62–63; Asaéga, Bodhisattvabhñmi, p. 156.
69. The part of the line describing the bodhisattva scriptures is missing from the

Sanskrit. Wogihara supplies the Tibetan as: “byaé chub sems dpa’i mdo sde’i
sde snod las kyaé bsgrims te| mñam pa ‘am| yaé na byaé chub sems dpa’i mdo
sde’i sde snod kyi ma mo bsdus pa ‘di las kyaé mñan te| ‘di ltar bcom ldan ‘das
kyis mdo sde de daé de dag tu byaé chub sems dpa’ rnams kyi bslab a’i gWi stoé
phrag du ma gsués pa dag bsgrub pa’i phyir de kho na bWin du bslab par
bya’o|” (Asaéga, Bodhisattvabhñmi, p. 156n1). 

70. Tatz, Asaéga’s Chapter, pp. 65–66.
71. This phrase appears several times. Regarding the practice of worshiping the

Tathágatas and Maháyána books, see Tatz, Asaéga’s Chapter, p. 67; Asaéga,
Bodhisattvabhñmi, p. 162. For similar references, see Schopen, “Counting the
Buddha,” pp. 382–383n17.

72. Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, pp. 144–145. 

80 “dánasôlakíamávôryadhyánaprajñákëpátmakam| maháyánamataå tasmin
kasmád durbháíitaå vacaâ||” 

81 “parártho dánasôlábhyáå kíántyá vôryeça cátmanaâ| dhyánaå prajñá ca
mokíáya maháyánárthasaégrahaâ||” 

82 “pará[tmahita]mokíártháâ saåkíepád buddhasásanam| te íaìpáramitágarb-
hás tasmád bauddham idaå vacaâ||” (Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, pp. 122–
124)

73. “ávilattá, bhikkhave, udakassa| evamevaå kho, bhikkhave, so vata bhikkhu
ávilena cittena attatthaå vá ñassati paratthaå vá ñassati ubhayatthaå vá ñas-
sati uttariå vá manussadhammá alamariyañáçadassanavisesaå sacchikaris-
satôti netaå ìhánaå vijjati|” (Aéguttara-nikáya, 1:9).

74. Cf. Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, pp. 126–127: Sanskrit: “anutpádo mahá-
yáne pareíáå sñnyatá kíayaâ| kíayánutpádayos caikyam arthataâ kíamyatáå
yataâ||”; Tibetan: “theg pa che las skye med bstan| gWan gyi zad pa stoé pa ñid|
zad daé mi skye don du ni| gcig pas de phyir bzod par gyis||” 

75. Translation: The Long Discourses of the Buddha, p. 405; “Kicca bhikkhave bhik-
kuno balasmiå? Idha bhikkhave bhikkhu ásavánaå khayá anásavaå cetovi-
mutti paññávimuttiå diììhava dhamme sayaå abhiññásaccikatva upasampajja
viharati. Idaå kho bhikkhave bhikkuno balasmiå” (Dôgha Nikáya, 3:78).
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76. Translation: The Middle Length Discourses, 1143; Majjhima Nikáya, 3:294ª. For
a good discussion of this verse and others related to it in the Páli canon, see
Nancy McCagney, Nágárjuna and the Philosophy of Openness (Lanham, MD:
Rowman & Littlefield, 1997), pp. 53–56.

77. Translated from Baron A. von Stael-Holstein, The Kásyapaparivarta: A Mahá-
yánasñtra of the Ratnakñìa Class (1926; reprinted, Tokyo: Meicho-Fukyñ-Kai,
1977), p. 94. Cf. partial translations by Garma Chang et al., ed. and trans., A
Treasury of Maháyána Sñtras: Selections from the Maháratnakñìa Sñtra (Delhi:
Motilal Banarsidass, 1996), p. 395; Etienne Lamotte, Le Traité de la grande vertu
de sagesse. Maháprajñápáramitásástra (Traduction chinoise de Kumárajôva) (Lou-
vain: Institut orientaliste, Bibliothèque de l’Université, 1970–1981), 3:1227n2. 

78. Luis Gómez, “Proto-Mádhyamika in the Páli Canon,” Philosophy East and West
26, no. 2 (April 1976). 

79. Kalupahana, Mñlamadhyamakakáriká of Nágárjuna, p. 5.
80. Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 118, verses 4.67ª., e.g., “bodhisattvasya

saåbháro maháyáne tathágataiâ| nirdiíìaâ sa tu saåmñfhaiâ pradviíìais caiva
nindyate||”

81. Cf. “tad dveíô tena dahyate|” (4.70, in ibid.).
82. The faith and hatred types are a reference to a common Buddhist typology of

persons. For the purposes of meditation, people are divided into three major
types corresponding to the three root a›ictions: greed (rága), hate (dveía),
and delusion (moha). In some texts, these types are made parallel to the three
humor types in Ayurvedic medicine. See, for example, the fragment at the be-
ginning of T. 617. For other references, see Demiéville, “La Yogácárabhñmi of
Saéghadeva,” p. 359n2. Some texts, such as the Nettipakaraça, also develop
numerous subtypes.

83. “sráddho ‘pi durgëhôtena dviíyát kruddho ‘thavetaraâ| sráddho ‘pi dagdha ity
uktaâ ká cintá dveíabandhure||” (Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 120).

84. Prebish, Buddhist Monastic Discipline, p. 92. “yo puna bhikíu bhikíusya duíìo
doíát kupito anáttamano amñlakena saéghátiseíeça dharmeçánudhvaåseya,
pácattikaå|” (Prátimokíasñtram, p. 28).

85. “388. Tathágatábhisaådhyoktány asukhaå jñátum ity ataâ ekayánatriyánok-
tád átmá rakíya upekíayá|” 

“389. Upekíayá hi nápuçyaå dveíát pápaå kutaâ subham maháyáne yato
dveío nátmakámaiâ këto ‘rhati|” (Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 126).

86. S. Candra Das, Tibetan-English Dictionary (reprint, Delhi: Motilal Banarsi-
dass, 1995), s.v.

87. “saés rgyas kyi bka’ la btaé sñoms byas pas ni ñes par mi ‘gyur ro” (Ajitami-
tra, Die Ratnávalôìôká des Ajitamitra, p. 131). 

88. Káne, A History of Dharmasástra, 3:172.
89. For biographical details of Asaéga and Vasubandhu, see the introduction to

Stefan Anacker, Seven Works of Vasubandhu (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1984).
90. Text: “buddhavacanasyedaå lakíaçaå yatsñtre ‘vatarati vinaye saådësyate
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dharmatá ca na vilomayati| na caivaå maháyánam, sarvadharmaniâ-svabhá-
vatvopadesát| tasmánna buddhavacanamiti . . . avataratyevedaå svasmin
maháyánasñtre svasya ca klesasya[klesaâ?] vinayaâ[vinaye]saådësyate| yo
maháyáne bodhisatvánáå[sic] klesaâ uktaâ| vikalpaklesáhi bodhisatváâ[sic]|
audáryagámbhôryalakíaçtvácca| na dharmatáå vilomayatyaithava iha dharma-
támahábodhipráptaye|” (Asaéga, Maháyánasñtrálaåkára, S. V. Limaye, trans.
and ed. [Delhi: Sri Satguru, 1992], pp. 9–10). Thanks are due to Mario D’Amaro
for assistance with this passage.

Notes to Chapter 4 

1. T. 1425, 510b09–16.
2. See Collins, “On the Very Idea of the Páli Canon,” p. 95.
3. For the probable location of the find spot for these scrolls, see Salomon, An-

cient Buddhist Scrolls from Gandhára, p. 20; for the date of these scrolls, see
ibid., pp. 141–155; and for their a‹liation with the Dharmaguptas, see ibid.,
pp. 166–177.

4. Ibid., pp. 77–86.
5. Ibid., p. 81.
6. Ibid., pp. 54–55. It is uncertain whether the copyists were monks whose duty

it was to copy texts or whether the monastery employed (lay) scribes (káyastha)
for this purpose. I assume the former, although (as Salomon points out on
page p. 54) the Mñlasarvástivada vinaya mentions the allocation of money to
hire (lay) scribes for the copying of sñtras.

7. Ibid., p. 83.
8. Ibid., p. 36.
9. T. 1425, 237a3–7.

10. The Sanskrit has gráhayitavya, a causative potential participle of the verb √graâ
(“to grasp, to acknowledge” or “to learn”). Singh and Minowa translate this
sentence as: “As long as the resident monk is ordained by the preceptor, the
twofold vinaya has to be accepted” (Sanghasen Singh and Kenryo Minowa,
ed. and trans., “A Critical Edition and Translation of Abhisamácáriká Náma
Bhikíu-Prakôrçakaâ,” Buddhist Studies, Department of Buddhist Studies, Univer-
sity of Delhi 12 [March 1988]: 137). Thereafter, they translate gráhayitavya as “to
be accepted.” While grammatically correct, the problem with this translation
is that it presents the vinaya rules as something that a monk may pick and
choose from. If we were to employ their translation, a monk could choose to
acknowledge only the four párájika rules and abandon the rest of the monas-
tic rules. Faxian’s Chinese translation, on the other hand, consistently trans-
lates gráhayitavya as –w ([the monk should be] taught to recite [x number
of rules]). Apparently, he understood gráhayitavya in the sense of “is to be
learned.” Since learning was done by reciting out loud in order to memorize
the texts, I have chosen to translate gráhayitavya as “is to be learned.” In other
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words, a monk would have to accept all of the vinaya rules, but he may only
have to memorize a small amount of the actual text. This translation also
works better with párayati (to learn, to master) in the following line. 

11. This sentence is missing from the Chinese. 
12. The Chinese simply says “the nine sections of sñtra” without listing the nine.
13. The Chinese has ¸g… (when to study) and then adds @w… (when to

chant together), which is not in the Sanskrit.
14. Translated from the edited portion of Singh and Minowa, “A Critical Edition

and Translation of Abhisamácáriká Náma Bhikíu-Prakôrçakaâ,” p. 101; cf. T.
1425, 501c22–502a2. 

15. The phrase zz (wei wei) is used by Faxian in an onomatopoeic sense to de-
note a weird noise. He uses it at a later point to refer to the sound that some
misbehaved monks make to scare other monks. See T. 1425, 379c13ª.

16. T. 1425, 336c6–14. This section has also been translated by Seishi Karashima in
“Two More Folios of the Prátimokía-Vibhaéga,” p. 220. The rule contained in
the last line is found in the Prátimokía of the Mahásáéghikas. See Prebish, Bud-
dhist Monastic Discipline, p. 74; “yo puna bhikíuranupasampannaå pudgalaå
padaso dharmaå vaceya, pácattikaå” (Prátimokíasñtram, p. 19). The rule is vir-
tually the same in all vinayas except that in the Theraváda vinaya it appears as
rule number four.

17. Sylvain Lévi translates £B as as “qu’ils ne comprennent pas” (“Sur la récita-
tion primitive des textes bouddhiques,” Journal Asiatique, ser. II, vol. 5 [1915]).
The sense is, instead, that they are not to chant without a break or without
showing restraint. 

18. Presumably, this sentence refers to the conferring of lay precepts. Despite the
fact that the commentary at this point seems to be more concerned with the
decorum of the teaching process, teaching the sñtras themselves to laypersons
would still be a violation of the rule.

19. T. 1425, 336c19–337a12. This section has been partially translated by Lévi (“Sur
la récitation primitive des textes bouddhiques,” pp. 422–423) as well as by
Karashima (“Two More Folios,” pp. 220–221). I have used my own translation
here in order to highlight the possible Sanskrit equivalents in this passage.
Karashima’s article includes an edition of a newly discovered Sanskrit folio
corresponding to this passage. What is curious is that, while the Sanskrit clear-
ly reflects the same rule, there is no close correspondence between the Sanskrit
and any portion of Faxian’s Chinese translation. 

20. Venerable Kumára Bhikku, personal communication, December 17, 2003.
21. See Lévi, “Sur la récitation primitive des textes bouddhiques,” p. 420.
22. For a comparison between the vinayas on this point, see Ernst Frauwallner,

The Earliest Vinaya and the Beginnings of Buddhist Literature, L. Petech, trans.
(Rome: Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1956), p. 83.

23. T. 1421, 174b7–12. The Sarvástiváda vinaya also allows the memorization of
heterodox texts for the purpose of refuting other sects. See T. 1435, 274a25–b11.

24. “bhagavato etamattham árocesum| na bhikkhave lokáyatam vácetabbam| yo
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váceyya ápatti dukkaìassá’ti||” (Vinaya Piìakam, One of the Principle Buddhist
Holy Scriptures in the Páli Language, Hermann Oldenberg, ed. [London:
Williams and Norgate, 1879–1883], 2:139).

25. Ú•Cqµ—ÒCCY≥«w~—ÂπLkÃCNπ(T. 1435, 274a26–27).
26. The nine sections of the Sñtra Piìaka are listed at T. 1425, c11–12, and in the

Sanskrit edition of the Abhisamácáriká. See note 14 above.
27. º—~DÁ≥g◊CYÍ˝Àπg◊C≤•ÀCºg◊ÃCO£WÀŸC
oΩıo(T. 1425, 237a15–22). Cf. the Dharmagupta vinaya, T. 1428, 571b.

28. Eli Franco, “The Oldest Philosophical Manuscript in Sanskrit,” Journal of In-
dian Philosophy 31 (2003): 21.

29. See Schopen, “The Phrase ‘sa pëthivôpradesas caityabhñto bhavet’ in the Va-
jracchediká.”

30. Richard Gombrich, “How the Maháyána Began,” Buddhist Forum 1 (1990): 21.
31. Ibid., p. 22.
32. Ibid., p. 29.
33. Ibid.
34. T. 1428, 639a16–24.
35. The monk in the Mahásáéghika vinaya may not have been completely at fault.

The vinaya lists five sñtras that are specifically to be taught to novices (T. 1425,
337a1–3), one of which comes from the Sutta Nipáta. For a good discussion of
these texts, see Salomon, Ancient Buddhist Scrolls, pp. 158–163. 

36. Stephen Teiser, The Scripture on the Ten Kings and the Making of Purgatory in
Medieval Chinese Buddhism (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1994),
p. 80.

37. Ibid.
38. Imagine, for example, a monk copying a sñtra like the Perfection of Wisdom in

100,000 Lines or the Avataåsaka Sñtra. The amount of paper required to copy
one of these sñtras alone would be enough to attract unwanted attention from
the monk in charge of the distribution of supplies.

39. For references, see T. W. Rhys Davids and S. W. Stede, Páli-English Dictionary
(reprint, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1993), s.v.

40. Gernet reports that, according to Daoxuan’s commentary on the Dhar-
magupta vinaya, property of the saégha consisted of: “1. Estates 2. Victuals 3.
Clothing, medicines, and utensils used in the cells 4. Light goods bequeathed
by deceased monks.” See Jacques Gernet, Buddhism in Chinese Society (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1995), p. 68.

41. —H ( jù zhé). Literally this would mean something like “both pleats,” which
is not very helpful. A better interpretation reads these characters phonetically.
Jù can mean “together,” but when it is used phonetically, it often serves for the
Indic ku or ko sounds. For examples, see Hirakawa, Buddhist Chinese-Sanskrit
Dictionary, — s.v. Hence, —H probably represents the sounds ko + che = koccha.
According to the PTS Dictionary: koccha: “some kind of seat or settee, made
of bark, grass or rushes Vin. II.149; IV.40” (Rhys Davids and Stede, Pali-
English Dictionary, s.v.). A koccha can also be a comb, although in context koccha
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as an item of furniture seems more appropriate. The phonetic reading of these
characters is confirmed by the fact that later editions all have the word as —
ı” jù zhí.” See, T. 1425, 478, note 25.

42. T. 1425, 478b28–c9. For “boat,” the Taishê edition has C, which makes sense.
Later editions render this as E (pillow). See ibid., note 27. I have gone with
the standard edition, since it makes more sense that a boat would be heavy
property.

43. T. 1425, 324a28. Cf. Prebish, Buddhist Monastic Discipline, p. 72, rule number
30; “yo puna bhikíurjánan sáåghikaå lobhaå saåghe pariçatamátmano par-
içámeya nissargikapácattikaå” (Prátimokíasñtram, p. 18).

44. Gernet, Buddhism in Chinese Society, p. 69.
45. T. 1425, 251c22ª.
46. “ratnánáå muktá varjayitvá maçivaifñryadkíiçávartaparyantáni tu dvau bhá-

gau kartavyánôti eko dharmasya dvôtôyaâ saåghasya| yo dharmasya tena bud-
dhavacanaå lekhayitavyam| siåhásane copayoktavyam| yaâ saåghasya sa
bhikíubhirbhájayitavyaâ| pustakánáå buddhavacanapustaká avibhajya cátur-
disáya bhikíusaågháya dharaçakoíìhikáyáå prakíeptavyáâ| bahiâ-sástrapus-
taká bhikíubhirvikrôya bhájayitavyáâ|” (Gilgit Manuscripts, Nalinaksha Dutt,
ed. [Delhi: Sri Satguru, 1984], vol. 3, pt. 2:143). For a discussion of this pas-
sage, see Gregory Schopen, “Doing Business for the Lord,” Journal of the
American Oriental Society 114, no. 4 (1994): 531. See also the parallel discussion
in Yijing: T. 2125, p. 230c13ª., and Takakusu, A Record of the Buddhist Religion,
p. 192.

47. This situation would have been diªerent under diªerent monastic laws. For
instance, the Mahôsásaka vinaya allows for a monk to make prior arrange-
ments for his belongings before his death. See Gernet, Buddhism in Chinese
Society, p. 86.

48. From the context, it is not clear whether the elders of the main saégha are in-
tended or the village elders.

49. T. 1425, 479b23–c23.
50. The Mahásáéghika vinaya does contain a section discussing what to do with

the belongings of deceased monks (T. 1425, p. 478c25 ª). In this section, the
phrase Ã. . . l¯´ (the monk’s robe, bowl and sundry things) stands in for
all his personal eªects. Books are never mentioned specifically. 

51. “saés rgyas sku gzugs mchod rten daé| gtsug lag khaé dag gus tshul du| sin tu
rgya chen gnas mal [Zhol has “la”] sogs| rgya chen phyg pa bsgrub par
mdzod|” (Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 78, verse 231).

52. Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, verses 233–234, p. 78. Note that he makes
no reference to the “seven jewels” so common in northern literature at the
time. For a good discussion of the sapta-ratna, see Liu, Ancient India, p. 92ª.

53. Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 90, verses 292–293.
54. Ibid., verse 291. He is to give the “five essentials,” viz., sugar/molasses, ghee,

honey, sesame oil, and salt (Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, p. 132 note b).
55. Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, verse 244, p. 126.
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56. Ibid., p. 125. “thub dbaé gsué daé des byué ba’i| gWué rnams bri daé glegs
bam ni| snag tsha dag daé smyu gu dag| séon du ‘gro ba sbyin par mdzod|”
(Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 79).

Paramártha: Ú¸tŒ◊C—g™wICÁf≠ß•Cº≥◊π÷(T. 1656,
498c11–12).

57. See Pagels, The Bodhisattvapiìaka, p. 146n118, for references.
58. “gaé la chos don gaé med na| sin tu ñan thag gyur pa de| de yi mod la bde

stsal na| de las sbyin mchog ma mchis so||” (Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratná-
valô, p. 84, verse 262).

59. T. 1425, 478c19–25.
60. Gregory Schopen, “The Lay Ownership of Monasteries and the Role of the

Monk in Mñlasarvástivádin Monasticism,” Journal of the International Associa-
tion of Buddhist Studies, 19, no. 1 (1996): 115. A similar rule is in the Mahá-
sáéghika vinaya, T. 1425, 312a29ª.

61. Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, p. 133; “chos kyi ched daé de bWin du| chos gWué
don dag dran pa daé| chos kyi sbyin pa dri med pas| tshe rabs dran pa ‘thob
par ‘gyur||” (Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 91); OL–k∆CŒøk
yqCŒbflIkCGPJRº (T. 1656, 500a13–14).

Notes to Chapter 5 

1. The speaker, under this interpretation, would be Ananda himself. For a diªer-
ent interpretation, see Jonathan Silk, “A Note on the Opening Formula of
Buddhist Sñtras,” Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 12,
no. 1 (1989): 158–163.

2. This text has been ascribed to Nágárjuna, although many have challenged this
ascription. See Etienne Lamotte, Der Verfasser des Upadesa und seine-Quellen
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1973). The work is, nevertheless, an
early Maháyána work written before the fifth century, when Kumárajôva trans-
lated it. Its encyclopedic nature makes it an invaluable resource, even if its
provenance and date remain uncertain.

3. Lamotte, Le Traité, 1:86–87; T. 1509, 66c13–67a4.
4. T. 2047, 184c10–11.
5. Páli sources list this aéga as vedalla, but Chinese translations such as the

Mahásáéghika-vinaya point toward the term vaipulya. See T. 1425, 281c12–22
(Ës); cf. Singh and Minowa, “A Critical Edition and Translation of Abhi-
samácáriká,” p. 101.

6. Pagels, The Bodhisattvapiìaka, p. 11 (he cites Asaéga, Bodhisattvabhñmi: A State-
ment of Whole Course of the Bodhisattva (Being the Fifteenth Section of Yogácára-
bhñmi), Unrai Wogihara, ed. [reprint, Tokyo: Sankibo Buddhist Bookstore,
1971], p. 96.1–5). Also see ibid., p. 11n10. Asaéga’s Yogácárabhñmi itself may be
an attempt to co-opt an established genre of buddhavacana. According to
Demiéville, Yogácárabhñmi was a genre of Buddhist anthologies on medita-
tion that originally had nothing to do with Maháyána. The fact that Asaéga
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names his work Yogácárabhñmi indicates a strategic reinterpretation of the
genre in Maháyána terms. For a good discussion of this genre prior to Asaé-
ga, see Demiéville, “La Yogácárabhñmi de Saégharakía,” passim.

7. The standard list from Páli commentarial literature contains: the Cñãavedalla,
Mahávedalla, Sammádiììhi, Saékhárabhájaniya, Mahápuççama (all from the
Majjhima Nikáya), and the Sakkapañha (from the Dôgha Nikáya). See Lam-
otte, History of Indian Buddhism, p. 144.

8. Maháríôvedavyásapraçitam Urômadbhágavatamahápuráçam, Krishashanker
Shastri, ed. (Váránasô: Urôvidyáhitanidhisadasyáh, 1966–1968), 2:336 (book 2,
chapter 7, verse 51); translation by author.

9. “siíyaprasiíyadváreça tadeva vipulôkëtam.” Devô Bhagavatápuráça, quoted in
Giorgio Bonazzoli, “Remarks on the Nature of the Puráça-s,” Puráça 25, no. 1
(1983): 84. 

10. T. 1545, 660a27–29.
11. T. 1545, 269c22.
12. Lamotte, History of Indian Buddhism, p. 146; T. 1545, 660a29. In his insightful

history of Yogácára, Ronald Davidson has argued that the doctrinal content
of early Yogácára texts appear to have been primarily elaborations on Sarvás-
tiváda Abhidharma themes, taking them in the direction of the Prajñápára-
mitá Sñtras. See Ronald Davidson, “Buddhist Systems of Transformation:
Asraya-parivëtti Among the Yogácára” (Ph.D. diss., University of California,
1985), chapter 5. Despite this, it appears that Maháyánists were not very suc-
cessful in establishing their sñtras within the Sarvástivádin canon until at least
the sixth or seventh centuries, when Maháyána texts were placed alongside
Sarvástivádin texts in the stñpa at Gilgit. Further, as Davidson himself points
out, Yogácára does not seem to have been known as a separate school until the
second half of the fifth century (p. 141).

13. E.g., “sabbepi vedañca tuììhiñca laddhá laddhá pucchitasuttantá vedallanti
veditabbaå” (Buddhaghosa, The Aììhasálinô, Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on
the Dhammasanganô, Edward Müller, ed. [London: H. Frowde for the Páli
Text Society, 1897], p. 26).

14. Edward Conze, The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines & Its Verse
Summary (Delhi: Sri Satguru, 1973; reprinted 1994), p. 139.

15. Ibid., p. 140.
16. T. 670, 487b21–23; cf. Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, The Laékávatára Sñtra (Delhi:

Munshiram Manoharlal, 1999), p. 59.
17. Lambert Schmithausen, “‘Liberating Insight’ and ‘Enlightenment’ in Early

Buddhism,” in Studien zum Jainismus und Buddhismus, Klaus Bruhn und Al-
brecht Wezler, eds. (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1981), pp. 199–250. 

18. Vinaya Piìakam, 1:10ª.
19. This is Schmithausen’s term.
20. Vinaya Piìakam, 1:11.
21. Vinaya Texts, Part I, T. W. Rhys Davids and H. Oldenberg, trans. (reprint,

Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1996), p. 97.
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22. Ibid., p. 101; Vinaya Piìakam, 1:14.
23. The Middle Length Discourses, p. 605; “anicco dukkhato rogato gaçfato sallato

aghato ábádhato parato palokato suññato anattato” (Majjhima Nikáya, 1:500).
24. “aniccá saékhatá paìiccasamuppanná khayadhammá vayadhammá virágad-

hammá nirodhadhammá” (ibid.).
25. The Middle Length Discourses, p. 606.
26. Buddhaghosa, Papañcasñdanô Majjhimanikáyììthakathá of Buddhaghosácariya,

J. H. Woods, D. Kosambi and I. B. Horner, eds. (London: Páli Text Society,
1922–1938), 3:209.

27. Schmithausen cites T. 1548, 595a3ª., and Paìisambhidámagga, Arnold C. Tay-
lor, ed. (London: Páli Text Society, 1979), 2:105.

28. Schmithausen, “Liberating Insight,” pp. 216–217.
29. For an excellent discussion of saåjñá and its relation to vijñána (from which

this example comes), see Paul Williams, “Some Aspects of Language and Con-
struction in the Madhyamaka,” Journal of Indian Philosophy 8 (1980): 15.

30. See, e.g., Majjhima Nikáya, 2:231, and Vasubandhu, L’Abhidharmakosa, 5:144.
31. Translation, The Middle Length Discourses, p. 203, Páli added; text: “Cakkuñcá-

cakkhuviññáçaå rñpe ca uppajjhati cakkhiññáçaå tiççaå saégati phasso.
Phassapaccayá vedaná. Yaå vedeti, taå sañjánáti. Yaå sañjánáti taå vitakketi.
Yaå vitakketi taå papañceti. Yapapañcasaññásaéakhánidánaå purisaå papañ-
casaññásaukhá samudácaranti atôtánágatapaccuppannesu cakkhuviññeyyesu
rñpesu” (Majjhima Nikáya, 1:111–112).

32. Translation, The Middle Length Discourses, pp. 201–202; text: Majjhima Nikáya,
1:109–110.

33. E.g., see the “Cñãasuññata sutta” (Majjhima Nikáya, sutta number 121)
34. “sabbanimittánañca amanasikáro animittáya ca dhátuyá manasikáro” (Majjhi-

ma Nikáya, 1:296). 
35. The Majjhima Nikáya Aììhakathá on the “Mahávedalla sutta” glosses the ani-

mitta dhátu as nibbána. In the Sutta Nipáta Aììhakathá, emptiness, signless-
ness and wishlessness are explicitly said to be characteristics (lakkhana) of nib-
bána. See Sutta-nipáta Commentary: Being Paramatthajotiká, Helmer Smith,
ed. (London: Luzac for the Páli Text Society, 1966–1972), 2:41. 

36. According to the Abhidharmakosa, animitta is said to be the object of the ab-
sorption having nirváça for its object. (See Vasubandhu, L’Abhidharmakosa,
5:185.) These three are also said to be the three aspects of nibbána in the Abhi-
dhammatthásanghaha of Anuruddha: “Tathá suññataå animittaå appaçihitaå
c’áti tividhaå hoti ákárabhedena” (Anuruddha, A Manual of Abhidhamma
being Abhidhammattha Saégaha of Bhadanta Anuruddhácariya, 4th ed. [Kuala
Lumpur: Buddhist Missionary Society, 1979], p. 312).

37. T. 1548, 633a28–b7.
38. See Paul Gri‹ths, On Being Mindless (La Salle: Open Court Press, 1991).
39. Schmithausen, “Liberating Insight,” p. 229. The sñtra to which he refers is in

The Aéguttara-nikáya, Rev. Richard Morris, ed. (London: H. Frowde for the
Páli Text Society, 1885–1910), 4:422ª. He also notes that, although there does
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not seem to be a Chinese equivalent to this verse, it is cited in the Abhidhar-
masammucchaya and bháíya as well as at T. 1602, 576c11ª. (= Aryasásanapra-
karaça? ostensibly also by Asaéga).

40. Schmithausen, “Liberating Insight,” p. 247.
41. For references to other Maháyána sñtras in which saåsára is identified with

nirváça, see Jikido Takasaki, “Saåsára eva nirváçaå,” in Jonathan Silk, ed.,
Wisdom, Compassion, and The Search for Understanding: The Buddhist Studies
Legacy of Gadjin M. Nagao (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2000),
pp. 333–346.

42. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 158.
43. Vasubandhu, L’Abhidharmakosa, 5:185.
44. Lamotte, Le Traité, 3:1216; T. 1509, 206b6–7.
45. Konstantin Régamey, Philosophy in the Samádhirájasñtra (Delhi: Motilal Ba-

narsidass, 1990), pp. 63–65. Maháyána literature is far from univocal on this
point, however. For a short survey on a range of Maháyána approaches to
samádhi, see Etienne Lamotte, The Uñraégamasamádhisñtra: The Concentra-
tion of Heroic Progress, Sara Boin-Webb, trans. (Surrey, UK: Curzon Press,
1998), pp. 11–38.

46. See Jonathan Silk, “The King of Samádhis: Chapters I–IV,” in Luis Gomez
and Silk, Studies in the Literature of the Great Vehicle: Three Maháyána Buddhist
Texts (Ann Arbor: Collegiate Institute for the Study of Buddhist Literature
and Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies, 1989), p. 55.

47. Ziva Ben-Porat, “The Poetics of Literary Allusion,” PTL: A Journal for De-
scriptive Poetics and Theory of Literature 1 (1976), 107–108. My thanks to Ben-
jamin Sommer for pointing me to this source.

48. Ibid., pp. 108–109.
49. Noble Ross Reat, The Uálistambha Sñtra (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1993),

p. 27.
50. Ibid., p. 3.
51. The Middle Length Discourses, p. 283.
52. Connected Discourses of Buddha, Bhikkhu Bodhi, trans. (Somerville, MA: Wis-

dom Press, 2000), 1:939; “alaå vakkali. kiå te iminá pñtikáyena diììhena, yo
kho vakkali, dhammaå passati, yo maå passati so dhammaå passati, dham-
maå hi vakkali, passanto maå passati. maå passanto dhammaå passati”
(The Samyutta-nikáya of the Sutta-piìaka, Léon Feer, ed. [London: H. Frowde
for the Páli Text Society, 1884–1904], 3:119).

53. The textual history of this passage is di‹cult. On the one hand, the passage
appears in the fifth- to sixth-century manuscript of the Aíìadasasáhasrika P.P.
found in the Gilgit stñpa. Curiously, it does not appear in the Chinese trans-
lations of the Pañcaviåsatisáhasrika P.P. by Dharmarakía and Mokíala (T. 222
and 221 respectively; both third century) or in that by Kumárajôva (T. 223, fifth
century) or Xuanzang (T. 220, seventh century). Although this passage also
does not appear in Xuanzang’s translation of the Aíìadasasáhasrika P.P. it is
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possible that it was originally part of another Prajñápáramitá collection and
then added to the Aíìadasasáhasrika P.P. at a later date.

Conze’s somewhat disparaging remarks on the state of Prajñápáramitá lit-
erature at Gilgit is telling:

It is rather hard to explain rationally how such an astonishing mixture could have
been deposited in the Gilgit Stupa. There is the enormity of a scribe who calmly
omits 30 leaves without any break in pagination. . . . There is the equally remark-
able enormity of his changing from the version in 25.000 Lines to the version in
18.000 Lines . . . without telling anybody about it. And then there is the amazing
coincidence that the subsidiary Ms contains a high proportion of the omitted and
lost pages. With some diligence the existing material will therefore allow us to
produce a text of the Large P.P Sutra as it circulated in the 5th or 6th century.”
(The Gilgit Manuscript of the Aíìadasasáhasrikáprajñápáramitá: Chapters 70 to 82
Corresponding to the 6th, 7th, and 8th Abhisamayas, Edward Conze, ed. [Rome: Is-
tituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1974], p. xv)

We have to consider, however, whether the state of the manuscripts found at
Gilgit was due less to the “enormity” of a single scribe than to a diªerent at-
titude about what constitutes a “book.”

54. Edward Conze, The Large Sñtra on Perfect Wisdom With the Divisions of the Ab-
hisamáyálaékára (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975), p. 595. This
translation is identical to his translation of the same passage from the Aíìa-
dasasáhasriká P.P. (Conze, Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines, p. 189).
In the latter he also provides an edition of the manuscript. The Sanskrit reads:
“kathaå ca pratôtyasamutpádaå prajánáti. evam anirodhato ‘nucchedato ‘sás-
vatato ‘nekárthato ‘nánárthato ‘nágamato na nirgamataâ prapañcoparamataâ
sivaå pratôtyasamutpádaå prajánáti” (ibid., p. 66). Both in his Large Sñtra on
Perfect Wisdom and in his Aíìadasasáhasrika P.P., Conze notes the similarity of
this verse to the opening verse of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. Strangely, this
connection has not caught the attention of other scholars—most notably
Kalupahana who maintains that Nágárjuna never refers to a Maháyána sñtra.
See Kalupahana, Mñlamadhyamakakáriká of Nágárjuna, p. 5; see also Warder,
“Is Nágárjuna a Maháyánist?” pp. 78–88.

55. “anirodham anutpádam anucchedam asásvatam| anekartham ananartham
anágama amanirgamam |yaâ pratôtyasamutpáda prapañcopasamam sivam|
desayámása saåbuddhataå vande vadatáå varaå||” (Candrakôrti, Prasanna-
padá, p. 11).

“gaé gis rten cié ‘brel par ‘byué| ‘gag pa med pa sgye med pa| chad pa med
pa rtag med pa| ‘oé ba med pa ‘gro med pa|| tha dad don min don cig min|
spros pa ñer Wi Wi bstan pa| rdzogs pa’i saés rgyas smra rnams kyi| dam pa de
la phyag ‘tshal lo||”
£ÕÁ£¿£`Á£_£@Á£»£”Á£X‡°O]tΩ¿—∏◊

⁄]∫ßÚ—°§ƒ@ (T. 1564, 1b14–17)
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56. Although there were certainly variations, this seems to have been taken as
standard by Nágárjuna and his contemporaries. For a discussion of the varia-
tions in the canon, see Louis de La Valeé Poussin, Théorie des douze causes
(Gand: E. Van Goethem, 1913), pp. 1–5.

57. The Connected Discourses, 1:533–534; Saåyutta-Nikáya, 2:1–2.
58. Saåyutta-Nikáya, 2:28; also Majjhima Nikáya, 1:262–263.
59. The Connected Discourses, 1:549.
60. Ibid., 1:546–547; text: “so karoti so paìisamvediyatôti kho kassapa ádito sato

sayaåkataå dukkhanti iti vadaå sassatam etam pareti|| añño karoti añño
paìisaåvediyatôti kho kassapa vedanábhitunnassa sato paraåkataå dukkhan-
ti iti vadam ucchedam etam pareti|| ete te kassapa ubho ante anupagamma ma-
jjhena tathágato dhammam deseti||” (Saåyutta-Nikáya, 2: 20).

61. The Connected Discourses, 1:544; Saåyutta-Nikáya, 2:17.
62. “ayaå eko anto ti esa eko nikat’ anto, lámak’ anto paìhamaå sassataå ayaå

dutiyo anto ti| esa dutiyo| sabbaå n’ atthô ti uppajjanaka-diììhi-sankháto nikat’
anto lámak’ anto dutiyako ucchedoti attho.|| Sesam ettha uttánam eváti”
(Buddhaghosa, Sárattha-Ppakásinô: Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on the Saåyut-
ta-Nikáya [London: Páli Text Society, 1932], p. 34).

63. Nágárjuna’s assumption that bháva entails the inability to change may be
justified by reference to passages such as this. This assumption is not, howev-
er, limited to Buddhist texts. Cf. “ná’sato vidyate bhávo ná’bhávo vidyate
sataâ ubhayor api dës

˙
ìo’ntas tv anayos tattvadarsibhiâ|” (Franklin Edgerton,

The Bhagavad Gôta [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1952], p. 16).
64. Cf. Yasomitra, Spuìárthá, pp. 265ª. It looks as if he relates all sixty-two views

back to belief in átman, which is in turn a product of the two extremes (sásván-
ta and ucchedánta).

65. The Connected Discourses, 1:584–585. Páli added from Saåyutta-Nikáya, 2:76–77. 
66. The presence of these negations in this text is especially important because of

the wide provenance of this text. The Udána verses in question can be found
in Páli (undated) and in four Chinese versions. The earliest of these was trans-
lated anonymously in the third century. Verses from the Udána have been
found among the earliest manuscripts found in Central Asia, e.g., the Subati
manuscript has been dated to the third century c.e. See Sander, “The Earli-
est Manuscripts from Central Asia,” p. 147.

67. Na gatiå. The Commentary glosses this as na gamanaå as in “not going or
coming from life.”

68. Translation: The Udána, Peter Masefield, trans. (Oxford: Páli Text Society,
1994), p. 165; text: “atthi bhikkhave tat áyatanaå, yattha n’eva paìhavô na ápo
na tejo na váyo na ákásá nañcáyatanaå na viññáçá nañcáyatanaå na ákiñ-
caññáyatanaå na nevasaññánásaññáyatanaå n’áyaå loko na paraloko ubho
candimasñriyá, tad amhaå bhikkhave n’ eva ágatiå vadámi na gatiå na ìhitiå
na cutiå na upapattiå, appatiììhaå appavattaå anárammaçam eva taå, es’ ev’
anto dukkhassá ‘ti” (Udána, Paul Steinthal, ed. [London: Páli Text Society,
1885], p. 80; emphasis added). 
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69. “nam mkha’ mtha’ yas skye mched (ákásánantyáyatana).”
70. Gareth Sparham, The Tibetan Dhammapada (New Delhi: Maháyána, 1983),

pp. 102–103. Sparham’s translation is from the Tibetan, but the Tibetan reads
close to the Sanskrit. 

71. For references see Schmithausen, “Liberating Insight,” p. 227n100.
72. Cf. the “Cñãasuññata sutta” of the Majjhima Nikáya and chapter 10 of the

Visuddhimagga.
73. Passage as follows:

That base (tadáyatanaå): that cause (káraçaå). . . . For nibbána is spoken of as a
base in the sense of a cause on account of its being an object-condition [árammaça-
ppaccaya-bhávato] for the knowledges associated with the paths and their fruitions
and so on, just as visible forms and so forth constitute the objective-conditions
for eye-consciousness and so on. And, thus far, has the Lord made known to
those monks the existence, in its highest sense [paramatthato], of the uncondi-
tioned element [asañkhatáya dhátuyá]. This is a positive inference concerning
Dhamma [dhamma-nayo] in the present case: since conditioned things are found
to exist here, there has to be an unconditioned element too, on account of there
(always) being an opposite [paìipakkhattá] of those things that have an own-
nature [sabháva-dhammánaå]. (Peter Masefield, trans., Udána Commentary, Sa-
cred Books of the Buddhists [Oxford: Páli Text Society, 1995], p. 1012; Páli added)

74. Translation: Udána, Masefield, trans., p. 166; “atthi bhikkhave ajátaå abhñ-
taå akataå asaåkhataå, no ce taå bhikkhave abhavissa ajátaå abhñtaå
akataå asaçkhataå, na yidha játassa bhñtassa katassa saçkhatassa nissaraçaå
paññáyetha. yasmá ca kho khikkhave atthi ajátaå abhñtaå akataå asaå-
khataå, tasmá játassa bhñtassa katassa saçkatassa nissaraçaåpaññáyatô’ti”
(Udána, Steinthal, ed., pp. 80–81).

Also, cf.: “Játaå bhñtaå samuppannaå kataå saçkhatam-addhuvaå|
jarámaraçasaçkhataå roganôãaå pabhaçguçaå| áháranettippabhavaå nálaå
tad-abhinandituå|| Tassa nissaraçaå santaå atakká vacaraå dhuvaå| ajátaå
asamuppannam asokaå virajaå padaå| nirodho dukkhadhammánaå
saçkhárñpasamo sukho ti||” (Iti-Vuttaka, Ernst Windisch, ed. [reprint, Lon-
don: Oxford University Press, 1966–72], pp. 37–38)

75. Sparham, The Tibetan Dhammapada, p. 102; cf. Udánavarga de Subati: Edition
critique du manuscrit sanskrit sur bois provenant de Subati, H. Nakatani, ed.
(Paris: Collège de France, Institut de civilisation indienne, 1987), pp. 75–76.

76. It seems to be the case that in Maháyána literature a basic knowledge of com-
mon Buddhist literature is assumed, whereas the reverse is not true.

77. “The Omniscience in regard to the Objects [vastu] of the Empirical World,
which is possessed by the Buddha and the Bodhisattva, and likewise is acces-
sible to the Hônayánist saint, the Urávaka and the Pratyekabuddha [sarva-
jñáta—thams cad ses pa ñid or vastu-jñána—gzi-ses]. It is a kind of knowledge
which is conformable to the faculty of understanding of the Hônayánist, and
represents the cognition of all the empirical objects from the standpoint of
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their non-relation to a real and independent individual Ego” (Eugene Ober-
miller, Prajñápárámitá in Tibetan Buddhism, H. S. Sobti, ed. [Delhi: Classics
India Publications, 1988], p. 56).

78. Translation: Conze, The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines, p. 191;
text: Aíìásáhasriká Prajñápáramitá: With Haribhádra’s Commentary Called
Aloka, P. L. Vaidya, ed. (Darbhanga: Mithila Institute, 1960), p. 151.

79. According to the Mahávyutpatti: pratyavekía is one of the five knowledges for
a Buddha: (1) Dharma-dhátu-visuddhi; (2) Adarsa-jñánam; (3) Samatá-jñanam;
(4) Pratyavekíaça-jñánam; and (5) Këtyánusthána-jñánam. See Unrai Wogi-
hara, ed., The Sanskrit-Chinese Dictionary of Buddhist Technical Terms Based on
the Mahavyutpatti (reprint, Tokyo: Sankibo, 1959), p. 8.

80. “punar aparaåkásyapa dharmáçáå bhñtapratyavekíá yan na sunyatáyá dhar-
másñnyákaroti dharmáeva sñnyá| yan nánimittena dharmán animittán karoti
dharmácaivánimittáâ yan nápraçihitena dharmápraçihitán karoti dharmá evá-
praçihitáâ . . . evaå yan ma svabhávena dharmásvabhávatá dharmáçáå yat
svabhávaå nopalabhate yá evaå pratyavekíá iyam ucyate kásyapa madhyamá
pratipad dharmáçáå bhñtapratyavekíáâ” (Baron A. von Stael-Holstein, The
Kásyapaparivarta: A Maháyánasñtra of the Ratnakñìa Class [1926; reprinted,
Tokyo: Meicho-Fukyñ-Kai, 1977], p. 94). The passage goes on to claim that
dharmas are just “unconditioned” (anábhisaåskëta), “unarisen” (anutpáda),
“unborn” (ajáta), “ungrasped” (agráhya), “without a basis” (anásrava), and
“without self-nature” (asvabháva). This section, however, seems to have been
unknown to Candrakôrti (see Candrakôrti, Mñlamadhyamakakárikás (Mádhy-
amikasñtras) de Nágárjuna avec la Prasannapadá commentaire de Candrakôrti,
Louis de La Vallée Poussin, ed. (Osnabruck: Biblio, 1970), pp. 248–249). Al-
though the sñtra itself is quite old, perhaps these other negations were not in
all versions.

81. Conze, Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines, p. 211.
82. Aíìasáhasriká Prajñápáramitá, p. 231.
83. “But for the one who sees the origin of the world as it really is with correct

wisdom, there is no notion of nonexistence in regard to the world. And for
one who sees the cessation of the world as it really is with correct wisdom,
there is no notion of existence in regard to the world” (The Connected Dis-
courses, p. 544).

84. See, for example, the Nettippakaraça’s discussion of conformity to dharmatá
in its discussion of the mahápadesas: “táni padabyañjanáni . . . katamissaå
dhammatáyaå upanikkhipitabbáni| paìiccasamuppáde|”; “The words and syl-
lables [of the new teaching in question]—what is the dharmatá onto which
they are to be overlaid [for purposes of comparison]? Onto dependent-
origination” (The Netti-pakarana, with Extracts from Dhammapála’s Commen-
tary, E. Hardy, ed. [London: H. Frowde for the Páli Text Society, 1902], p. 22).

85. Etienne Lamotte, “The Gáravasutta of the Saåyutta Nikáya and Its Maháyá-
nist Developments,” Journal of the Páli Text Society 9 (1981): 136–137.

86. Ibid., p. 139.
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87. Gregory Schopen, “The Generalization of an Old Yogic Attainment in Me-
dieval Maháyána Sñtra Literature: Some Notes on Játismara,” Journal of the
International Association of Buddhist Studies 6, no. 1 (1983): 133.

88. Translation, The Connected Discourses, 1:544.
89. “Ayaå eko anto ti, esa eko nikat’ anto, lámak’ anto, paìhamaå sassataå. Ayaå

dutiyo anto ti, esa dutiyo. Sabbaå n’ atthôti, uppajjanaka-diììhi-sankháto
nikat’ anto, lámak’ anto dutiyako, ucchedo to attho. Sesam ettha uttánam eváti”
(Buddhaghosa, Sárattha-Ppákasinô, p. 34).

90. Cf. Yasomitra, Spuìártha, p. 265ª. It looks as if he relates all sixty-two views
(from the “Brahmajála sutta”?) to belief in átman, which is in turn a product
of the two extremes (sásvánta, ucchedánta).

91. Sander and Waldenschmidt, “The Earliest Manuscripts from Central Asia,”
p. 147.

92. Commentary runs as follows:

“Unity”: He asks [if it is] one essence, a permanent essence. “Diversity”: He asks
[if it is] a diªerent essence [náná-sabháva] than formerly, after having been first
with the state of a human or a god, etc., and then afterward not (to be)—after
having been destroyed. All this exists, all is unity, these two are also eternalist
view: everything does not exist, everything is diversity, these two are disruption
view. Thus it is to be known.

Text: “Ekattan ti, eka-sabhávaå. Nicca-sabhávam eváti pucchati. Puthuttan ti,
purima-sabhávena náná-sabhávaå, devamanussádi-bhávena paìhamaå hutvá-
pacchána hotôti ucchenaå sandháya pucchati. Evam ettha sabbam atthi, sab-
bam ekattan ti, imádve pi sassata-diììhiyo: sabbaå n’ atthi, sabbaå puthuttan
ti, imádve uccheda-diììhiyo ti veditabbá” (Buddhaghosa, Sárattha-Ppákasinô,
p. 76).

93. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 99. 
94. Ibid.
95. Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, pp. 106–107.
96. This is also referred to at Yuktiíaítika, v. 34. See Christina Anna Scherrer-Schaub,

Yuktiíaíìikávëtti: Commentaire . . . la soixantaine sur le raisonnement, ou Du vrai
enseignement de la causalité par le Maître indien Candrakôrti (Brussels: Institut
Belge des Hautes Etudes Chinoises, 1991), p. 252. Especially see her fascinat-
ing note 492 (pp. 252–259) on the apparent citta-mátra content of this verse
and the debates over it.

97. Long Discourses, pp. 179–180.

Notes to Chapter 6 

1. “Uekhayitavyo dhátukausalyaå skandhakausalyam áyatanakausalyaå pratôtya-
samutpádakausalyaå|” (Singh and Minowa, “A Critical Edition and Transla-
tion of Abhisamácáriká,” p. 105; cf. translation, p. 141).

2. “Natthi taå suttaå vá gáthá vá byákaraçaå vá imesuma channaå dhammá-
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naå aññatarasmiå na saådissati” (The Petakopadesa, Arabinda Barua, ed.
[London: Ceylon Daily News Press for the Páli Text Society, 1949], p. 98).

3. “[One] should study this treatise in order to get knowledge of the person and
the dharmas. As it is said in the sñtras: The world has two [types of ] people:
One is wise [and] one is stupid. If one does not properly distinguish the dhar-
mas of the aggregates, the dhátu, all the áyatanas, the [links of ] dependent-
origination, cause and eªect, etc. then one is, called a stupid person.”
≥flπ◊C“HÃÛC«flπ◊oºHkCpg§°C@≥GHC@◊

ºHC@◊MHCY£Ω¿O±…—JQG]t]G•kOWMH (T. 1646,
249a13–16). 

4. “bhi[kíu]sya balasya trepiìakasya antevási[nô]ye bhikíuçôye tre[piìaká]ye bud-
dhamitráye” (Dinesh Chandra Sircar, Select Inscriptions Bearing on Indian His-
tory and Civilization [Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1965], p. 153).

5. Sander and Waldenschmidt, “The Earliest Manuscripts from Central Asia and
the Sarvástiváda Mission,” p. 133.

6. Robert Buswell and Padmanabh Jaini, “The Development of Abhidharma
Philosophy,” in Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies: Volume VII Abhidhar-
ma Buddhism to 150 a.d., Karl Potter, ed. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1996),
pp. 80–82.

7. This felicitous phrase was borrowed from ibid., p. 96.
8. Frauwallner claims that the similarities between the Dharmaskandha and the

Vibhanga of the Páli school are too numerous and idiosyncratic to be coinci-
dental. Therefore, the two texts date from a time prior to the split between
Sarvástiváda and Theraváda. He concludes that it is the earliest abhidharma
text after the Saégôtiparyáya. See Ernst Frauwallner, Studies in Abhidharma
Literature and the Origins of Buddhist Philosophical Systems, Sophie Francis
Kidd, trans. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995), pp. 17–21.

9. Buswell and Jaini, “The Development of Abhidharma Philosophy,” pp. 90–91.
10. Ibid., p. 102.
11. Thich Thien Chau, The Literature of the Personalists of Early Buddhism, Sara

Boin-Webb, trans. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1999), p. 19.
12. For excellent discussions of these works, see two articles by Thich Thien

Chau, “The Literature of the Pudgalavádins,” Journal of the International Asso-
ciation of Buddhist Studies 7, no. 1 (1984): 7–16; and “Les Réponses des Pud-
galavádin aux critiques des écoles bouddhiques,” Journal of the International
Association of Buddhist Studies 10, no. 1 (1987): 33–54. See also his Literature of
the Personalists.

13. Leonard Priestley informs me that the title of this text is better rendered as
Tattvasiddhi since the character Í is regularly used for tattva, while satya is
translated as Õ. I have maintained the usual translation of the title through-
out this chapter in order to avoid confusion, since this is how Shastri recon-
structs the title in his translation, to which I refer below.

14. Anátman is also a characteristic of saåsára, but since it is also a characteristic
of nirváça it is not included here as a distinguishing characteristic.
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15. See Chapter 5, notes 73 and 74. 
16. These three elements have been discussed at length by Etienne Lamotte in his

Karmasiddhiprakaraça: The Treatise on Action by Vasubandhu, Leo Pruden,
trans. (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1988), pp. 15–17.

17. Thomas Dowling, “Karma Doctrine and Sectarian Development,” in Studies
in Páli and Buddhism: A Memorial Volume in Honor of Bhikkhu Jagdish Kashya-
pa, A. K. Narain, ed. (Delhi: B. R. Publication Corporation, 1979), p. 83. 

18. See, for example, Jaimini on Mômáåsá Sñtra 1.1.5.
19. The best treatment of Dharmakôrti’s theories of nominalism in recent litera-

ture is Georges Dreyfus, Recognizing Reality: Dharmakôrti’s Philosophy and Its
Tibetan Interpretations (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1997).

20. Majjhima Nikáya, 1:191; Middle Length Discourses, p. 283.
21. Translation: I. B. Horner, Milinda’s Questions (London: Luzac, 1963), 1:37 (cf.

The Milindapañho, Being Dialogues Between King Milinda and the Buddhist Sage
Nágasena: The Páli Text, V. Trenckner, ed. [London: Royal Asiatic Society,
1928], p. 27). For a parallel passage, see Saåyutta Nikáya, 1:135 and 169–170;
Dôgha Nikáya, 1:202.

22. T. 1548, 626c8–20.
23. The Papañcasñdanô glosses saékhaå (saéketa) as prajñaptimátra: “agáraåtve-

va saékhaå gacchatôti agáranti paççattimattaå hoti|” (2:229).
24. Dôgha Nikáya, 2:62ª., translated in A. K. Warder, “The Concept of a Con-

cept,” Journal of Indian Philosophy 1, no. 1 (1971): 183.
25. See Majjhima Nikáya, 1:297–298; “And what, friend, is the deliverance of

mind through voidness? Here a bhikkhu, gone to the forest or to the root of
a tree or to an empty hut, reflects thus: ‘This is void of a self or of what be-
longs to a self.’ This is called the deliverance of mind through voidness” (Mid-
dle Length Discourses, p. 394).

26. “na praçasyanti karmáçi kalpakoìisatair api| sámagrôm prápya kálaå ca pha-
lanti khalu dehinám||” (Lamotte, Karmasiddhiprakaraça, p. 16). According to
La Valée Poussin, this verse is cited nine times in the Divyávadána, once in the
Bodhicáryávatára and once in the Abhidharmakosavákya (Candrakôrti, Mñla-
madhyamakakárikás (Mádhyamikasñtras) de Nágárjuna, p. 324n1).

27. Here, I have taken q ( yi) as “meaning/purpose” (as a translation for the San-
skrit artha), following Chau (Literature of the Personalists, p. 189). As an alter-
nate reading, one might also take yi as “righteousness” and read the sentence
as “It is in order to experience [the results of ] righteousness.” The former
reading is preferable because not all actions are righteous.

28. The Chinese of this passage is anything but clear. One could certainly trans-
late sheng as the more usual “birth” or “lifetime” ( játi). However, the follow-
ing sentences only make sense if we take it to be a technical term denoting
accumulated-but-not-yet-manifest karma similar to that in the álayavijñána
of the (later?) Yogácárins.

29. In this translation, I have followed that of Chau, The Literature of the Person-
alists, p. 189; T. 1649, 462a13–16.
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30. Nágárjuna also mentions the neutrality of avipranása in the Mñlamadhya-
makakáriká, chapter 17, verse 14. See also Candrakôrti, Mñlamadhyamakakári-
kás (Mádhyamikasñtras) de Nágárjuna, p. 318.

31. Lamotte, Karmasiddhiprakaraça, p. 55.
32. This is stated as the first Vátsôputrôya thesis in Vasumitra’s Samayabhedopara-

canacakra. For a discussion of this thesis in the diªerent versions of this text,
see Leonard Priestley, Pudgalaváda Buddhism: The Reality of the Indeterminate
Self (Toronto: University of Toronto, Centre for South Asian Studies, 1999),
pp. 53–55. Priestley convincingly argues that the Pudgalavádins abandoned the
thesis that the pudgala was a prajñapti around the time of Vasubandhu and
adopted the thesis that it was a substance. See ibid., p. 87.

33. Ibid., p. 83.
34. Ã°, T. 1649, 466b2, ¸–¬, T. 1505, 10a8, ¸I], T. 1506, 24b1. Chau gives

the Sanskrit equivalent of this term as either ásrayaprajñapta (Chau, The Lit-
erature of the Personalists, p. 143) or upádánaprajñapti (ibid., p. 145). Unfortu-
nately, since there is no existing Sanskrit for these passages, the reconstruction
could go either way. Hirakawa lists the gerund upádáya as a Sanskrit equiva-
lent for both Ã and ¸, while the noun upádána is listed as an equivalent for
neither (Hirakawa, Buddhist Chinese-Sanskrit Dictionary s.v.). Priestley (Pudga-
laváda Buddhism, p. 72) notes that Kumárajôva often uses the character ¸ to
translate upádáya in his translation of Nágáruna’s Mñlamadhyamakakáriká
(though for some reason, not at 24.18; see T. 1564, 33b13). He also notes that
the Theraváda commentaries discuss upádápaññatti as a type of prajñapti and
that the “concept of the person, which is based on the five aggregates, is un-
derstood to be a concept of this type.” Hence, there is good reason to trans-
late this phrase as upádáyaprajñapti. Curiously, Paramártha’s translation of Va-
sumitra alone mentions the three prajñapti, though his understanding appears
to be diªerent: “There are three kinds of prajñapti [≤]. The first is the group
of the prajñapti of wholes [@¡]. The second is the collection of prajñapti of
parts [@¿]. The third is the group of prajñapti (relating to) nirodha/nirváça
[¿◊]” (T. 2033, 21c22–23).

35. The three texts diªer most regarding the interpretation of this term. ◊°, T.
1649; T.1505, 10a12 uses the term ËK–¬ (upáya-prajñapti) to the same
eªect. T. 1506 discusses the concept without a technical term. See Chau, The
Literature of the Personalists, pp. 162–164.

36. ¿°, T. 1649; ¿–¬, 1505, 10a20; ¿I], 1506, 24b1.
37. T. 1649, 466a28–b14. The Chinese here is far from clear. Cf. Chau, The Liter-

ature of the Personalists, p. 143, and Priestley, Pudgalaváda Buddhism, pp. 62–63.
38. Priestley, Pudgalaváda Buddhism, p. 64.
39. Chau, The Literature of the Personalists, p. 186; T. 1506, 24a29–b8.
40. For references to this analogy, see Chau, The Literature of the Personalists, p. 35;

T. 1649, 466b6; Satyasiddhisástra, p. 73; Vasubandhu, L’Abhidharmakosa, 5:234–
237; cf. Vasubandhu, Abhidharmakosabháíyam, Prahláda Pradhána, ed. (Patna:
Kásôprasadajáyasavála-Anusôlan-Institute, 1975), pp. 471–472. For another use of
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the term upádáyaprajñapti in the sense of a dependent thing being neither iden-
tical to nor diªerent from its component parts, see Yasomitra, Abhidharmakosa-
spuìárthá, pp. 148–149.

41. Priestley, Pudgalaváda Buddhism, p. 128.
42. See, for example, Vasubandhu, L’Abhidharmakosa, 5:237; Abhidharmakosa-

bháíyam, Pradhána, ed., p. 473.
43. Satyasiddhisástra, p. 74. Cf. Chau, “Réponses des Pudgalavádin,” p. 42; Lam-

otte, Le Traité, 1:43; Chau, The Literature of the Personalists, pp. 158–161.
44. Dôgha Nikáya, 1:187–188; Majjhima Nikáya, 1:157, 426, 484; Saåyutta Nikáya,

3:213ª., 258; 4:286, 391; 5:418.
The ten questions are: (1–2) Is the world eternal or not? (3–4) Is the world

infinite or not? (5–6) Is the person (alternately jôva or puruía) identical to the
body or not? (7–10) Does the Tathágata exist, not exist, both or neither?

45. Long Discourses, p. 164.
46. Satyasiddhisástra, p. 69.
47. A reference to the “Mahágovinda sutta” of the Dôgha Nikáya.
48. T. 1506, 24a29–b5. Parts of this passage have been translated into French by

Chau, “Réponses des Pudgalavádin,” pp. 35 and 37.
49. Priestley, Pudgalaváda Buddhism, pp. 56–57; cf. Chau, “Réponses des Pudga-

lavádin,” pp. 38–39; T. 1506, 24a30–b7.
50. See Priestley ’s comment in ibid., p. 57.
51. Enga Teramoto and Tomotsugu Hiramatsu, eds. and trans., Vasumitra’s

Samaya-Bhedoparacana-cakra, Bhavya’s Nikáyabheda-Vibhaéga-Vyákhyána and
Vinôtadeva’s Samaya-Bhedoparacana-cakrasya-Nikáya-Bhedopadarsana-Náma-
Saégraha: Three Tibetan Texts (Kyoto: Mokudosha, 1935), p. 730. Tibetan
canon, Peking edition, p. 183a.

52. Louis de La Valée Poussin, “La Controverse du temps et du Pudgala dans le
Vijñánakáya,” in Etudes asiatiques oubliées à l ’occasion du 25e anniversaire de l ’Ecole
française de l ’Extrême Orient (Paris: Ecole française de l’Extrême Orient, 1925),
1:346–347.

53. Ibid., p. 367, right before 13a (translated from the French).
54. This is stated in the Mahávibháíá: “Parce qu’il y a causes et conditions, étant

déjà nés, ils naissent. C’est à dire: tous les dharmas possèdent déjà leur nature
propre, car chaque futur réside dans son caractère essentiel (svabhávalakíaça).
Possèdant déjà une nature propre, ils sont déjà nés: ce n’est pas que leur nature
propre soit née des causes et conditions” (Louis de La Vallée Poussin, “Doc-
uments d’Abhidharma,” Mélanges chinois et bouddhiques 5 [July 1937]: 15). 

55. La Valée Poussin, “Documents,” p. 12 (translated from the French); see also
Vasubandhu, L’Abhidharmakosa, 1:24.

56. See Fumimaro Watanabe, Philosophy and Its Development in the Nikáyas and
Abhidhamma (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1983), p. 197; see also Abhidhar-
makosa, 5:233ª.

57. La Valée Poussin, “Documents,” pp. 28–29.
58. Diªerent types of prajñapti (Páli, paééatti) are distinguished in the commen-
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taries of Buddhaghosa. Buddhadatta’s Abhidhammávatára (fifth century)
comes quite close to Saéghabhadra’s position, as he distinguishes the two types
of prajñapti as paññápetabba (“requiring to be made understood”) and paññá-
pana (“making understood”). This distinction is made by Ananda (tenth cen-
tury) in his Mñlaìôká. Dhammapála II and Anuruddha II explicitly tie this dis-
tinction to the two truths (saåvëtisatya/ paramárthasatya) in their works. For
references, see Warder, “The Concept of a Concept,” pp. 191–193.

59. For a summary of Mahásáéghika theses, see Bareau, Les Sectes bouddhiques du
petit véhicule, pp. 55–106.

60. For this discussion, I have relied heavily on ibid., pp. 55–56.
61. Lamotte, History of Indian Buddhism, p. 181; Dôpavaåsa, p. 37.
62. E.g., T. 1425, 295a26.
63. T. 1425, 340c5, 475c14, and 501c24–25. This last passage has a parallel in the

Abhisamácárika-Dharma which spells out what the nine categories of scrip-
ture are: “abhidharmmo náma navavidho sñtránto sñtraå geyaå vyákaraçaå
gáthá udánaå itivëttakaå játakaå vaipulyádbhutádharmmá.” See Chapter 3,
note 17.

64. For a discussion of the dates of the Ikíváku kings, see Stone, The Buddhist Art
of Nágárjunakoçfa, pp. 4–9.

65. Text: “áchariyánaå Aparamahávinaseliyánaå suparigahitaå imaåmaháche-
tiya navakaåma(å) Paånagáma vathavánaådigha—majhima- pa(å)chamá-
tuka - osaka váchakánam áchariyánaå Ayira—haéghánaå [å] a(å)tevásike-
na Dôgha-majhima-nikáya- dharena bhajamt [sic]- Anaådena nithapitaå imaå
navakamaå maháchetiyaå” (Rao et al., Buddhist Inscriptions of Andhradesa,
p. 140); Vogel, “Prakrit Inscriptions from a Buddhist Site,” p. 17.

66. Satyasiddhisástra, p. 234; ª¨¸iË”¥ (T. 1646, 300b28).
67. Legge, A Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms, p. 99.
68. Hwu Li, The Life of Hiuen-Tsiang, S. Beal, trans. (reprint, San Francisco: Chi-

nese Materials Center, 1976), p. 137; kvb‰Í{G¨C@W¨°≥CGW¨
QCCΩ—j≥°T√Ckv]N±∆ÎC«j≥°⁄ª¸iFØ•◊C

ºÁÃkv«jº—◊CE≤”PÊµßtÒC¤πËÊdlΩ‹]QC

(T. 2053, 241b27–c2).
69. The Later Qin dynasty translation of the Samayabhedoparacanacakra (T. 2032)

omits any reference to the Bahusrutôyas arising out of the Mahásáéghikas. See
André Bareau, “Le Cycle de la formation des schismes (Samayabhedopara-
canacakra) de Vasumitra,” Journal Asiatique 242, no. 2 (1954): 236n6.

70. Paramártha’s translation of the Samayabhedoparacanacakra renders this school
as Vibhahyavádin (¿O°°) (ibid., p. 237n1 and 3). See, for example, T. 2033,
20b1–2.

71. These can be found in the Dôpavaåsa, the Nikáyabhedavibhaéga of Bhavya,
and the Uáriputraparipëcchásñtra.

72. See Chapter 1, note 150.
73. Masuda, “Origin and Doctrines,” p. 29.
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74. Kt_‰?CEtD‰? (T. 2031, 15c27).
75. KQG]tÕ¿CEKtD (T. 2033, 20c29–30); QGt_‰D‰ (T. 2032,

8c04–5). See Bareau, “Le Cycle,” p. 244n3.
76. Vasumitra: “rteé cié ‘brel bar ‘byué ba rnams daé| lam ni ‘dus ma byas kyi déos

po” (Teramoto and Hiramatsu, Vasumitra’s Samaya-Bhedoparacana-cakra, p.
7). Vinôtadeva has a similar list, although the translation is somewhat garbled;
see ibid., p. 42, and André Bareau, “Trois traités sur les sectes bouddhiques
attribués . . . Vasumitra, Bhavya et Vinôtadeva,” Journal Asiatique 244, no. 2
(1956): 194–195, esp. note 4. 

77. L’Abhidharmakosa, 2:77. Cf. Abhidharmakosabháíyam, Pradhanána, ed., p. 137.
La Valée Poussin cites many sources attributing this theory both to the
Mahásáéghikas and to the Mahôsásakas. See L’Abhidharmakosa, 2:77n1.

78. As Ronald Davidson points out, however, a curious passage in the Maháyá-
nasaågraha states that the Mahásáéghikas ascribed to the existence of a mñla-
vijñána (Tibetan, “rtsa ba’i rnam par ses pa”; Chinese, ⁄ª—) (Davidson,
“Buddhist Systems of Transformation,” p. 107n10); cf. Asaéga, La Somme du
grand véhicule d’Asaéga (Maháyánasaågraha), Etienne Lamotte, ed. and trans.
(Louvain-la-Neuve: Université de Louvain, Institut orientaliste, 1973), 1:7 and
2:27; T. 1594, 134a24. None of the other sources mention this thesis. 

79. ÿY∞fi (T. 2031, 16a8–10); ÿlYOfi (T. 2033, 21a11).
80. QÿlYO˙ (T. 2032, 18c10–11).
81. See Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, s.v.
82. Masuda, “Origin and Doctrines,” p. 34n1.
83. Ibid., p. 23, and Bareau, “Le Cycle,” pp. 241–242 = T. 2031, 15c15. The other

translations oªer some diªerent interpretations and probably represent diªer-
ent versions of the original. See Bareau, “Le Cycle,” p. 242n1. Iw§DÁ≥
•°CÁ’ÒflCÁ·¸‰© (T. 2032, 18b23); “In samádhi there are words
and speech to make the mind subdued and to allow comprehension (pari-
graha)”; YflbwC Áo≥yÈÒflÌ≥C¤aflÌ≥COGZ“≥WU
(T. 2033, 20c16–18); “If the mind resides in samádhi it obtains possession of
words to either subdue ÈÒ the mind perpetually or to help ruin the mind
perpetually. Therefore, the common person is either superior or inferior.” Al-
ternately, Bareau has: “La pensée disciplinée existe toujours. La pensée de de-
struction mutuelle existe toujours. C’est pourquoi, chez les profanes ( pëthag-
jana), il y a [des degrés] superieurs et inférieurs” (“Le Cycle,” p. 242n1).
Dharmákara’s translation has: “mñam par bWag pa’i tshig brjod pa yod do”
(Teramoto, Vasumitra’s Samaya-Bhedoparacana-cakra, p. 6), “Words are spo-
ken in (the state of ) samáhita.”

84. Masuda, “Origin and Doctrines,” p. 24, and Bareau, “Le Cycle,” p. 243 (incl.
note 3). Cf. ºzËKo˜Õ∫CÁow÷(T. 2032, 18b27); “Wisdom is a
means to attain freedom from birth and death and to attain beatitude”; ÎY
¤≥¿W (T. 2033, 20c22); “Suªering is annihilated depending on Prajñá.”
Dharmákara: “sdug bséal spaés pa’i phyir ses rab kyi sbyor ba daé| bde ba’i yo
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byad do||” (Teramoto, Vasumitra’s Samaya-Bhedoparacana-cakra, p. 6); “The
application of wisdom is due to the cutting oª of suªering and it is the basis
for bliss.”

85. Masuda, “Origin and Doctrines,” pp. 35–36, and Bareau, “Le Cycle,” pp. 246–
247.

86. Bareau, Les Sectes bouddhiques, p. 86.
87. T. 2031, 16a17–20.
88. Two editions of this text have ma regs pa (do not touch), which Teramoto cor-

rects to ma rigs pa (are not comprehended), on the basis of the Chinese ver-
sions. See his “Corrective Table of Vasumitra’s Samaya-bhedoparacana-cakra,”
in Teramoto and Hiramatsu, Vasumitra’s Samaya-Bhedoparacana-cakra, p. 48. 

89. Ibid., pp. 8–9.
90. Bareau tries to divide this thesis in three, presumably to make it fit with the

other versions (Bareau, “Le Cycle,” p. 247nn3–5). This does not work very
well, so I keep to the structure of the Qin text itself.

91. T. 2032, 18c18–23.
92. T. 2033, 21a19–24.
93. Masuda, “Origin and Doctrines,” p. 36n3.
94. Ibid., n4.
95. It is not entirely clear who advocated this position. It is possible that it was

held by the Bahusrutôyas, since Harivarman treats the aggregates (or at least
their functions) as uncomposite for the purposes of analyzing composite
things. Harivarman, like Saéghabhadra, equates prajñaptis with convention-
al truth and the dharmas with ultimate truth. A prajñapti, like a person or a
pot, is negated because it is reducible to its component parts. As in his dis-
cussion on matter, he maintains that the sense data corresponding to the
skandhas cannot be so reduced and therefore they are truly considered to be
dharma.

“Empirical things like pitcher, etc. are nominally existing but not sub-
stantially. For, . . . in the world of nominalism concepts come into play but
not in the world of the absolute; People say that it is the colour of the pitch-
er, but do not say that it is the colour’s colour. Nor is it the feeling’s
colour. . . . [and later] Nominal thing is achieved depending on another
thing; e.g., ghaìa is depending on the colour, etc. (rñpádi). The absolute
thing is not so, e.g., feeling. The nominal thing discharges diªerent func-
tions, lamp, e.g. illuminates as well as burns. The feeling, e.g., feels and does
not cognize. The term, chariot is employed in an assemblage of the wheel,
etc. but the term, rñpa, etc. is not employed in any such object ( padártha).
The constituents of chariot are factors of chariot and the term chariot is not
there. Thus, the character of chariot is nominal” (Satyasiddhisástra, pp. 337–
338).

96. V. P. Vasilyev, Der buddhismus, seine Dogmen, Geschichte und Literatur (St. Peters-
burg: Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1860), p. 269.
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97. See Lokesh Candra, Tibetan-Sanskrit Dictionary (Kyoto: Rinsen Book Com-
pany, 1990), s.v.

98. “‘dus byas rnams phan tshun btags pa ñid kyis sdug bséal ba yin no Wes smra
ba’iphyir btags par smra ba pa’o|” (Teramoto and Hiramatsu, Vasumitra’s
Samaya-Bhedoparacana-cakra, p. 19). Bareau has: “Il y a douleur (duâkha) parce
que les pomposés (saåskëta) ne sont que désignation ( prajñaptireva) mutuelle
(anyonya).” The negative sense that he gives to anyonyaprajñapti (“nothing but
mutual designation”) is missing in the Tibetan. See Bareau, “Trois traités,”
p. 169.

99. “‘du byed rnams ni phan tshun btags pa yin no| yaé sdug bséal ni don dam
par ro|” (Teramoto and Hiramatsu, Vasumitra’s Samaya-Bhedoparacana-cakra,
p. 25). W. W. Rockhill, following Wassiljew, translates the phrase phan tshun
btags pa as “bound together” (The Life of the Buddha [London: Trübner, 1884],
p. 189), as does Bareau (“mutuellement liés”) (Bareau, “Trois traités,” p. 176),
despite the fact that he translates the same term as prajñapti in the earlier ver-
sion of the Prajñaptivádin theses. For these reasons I have not followed any of
these translations. 

100. See note 28 above.
101. “idáni kammñpacayakathá náma hoti. tattha yesaå kammñpacayo náma kam-

mato añño cittavippayutto abyákato anárammaçoti laddhi seyyathápi andhaká-
nañceva sammitiyánañca; to sandháya aññaå kammanti pucchá sakavádissa,
paìiññá itarassa. atha naå “yadi kammato añño kammñpacayo, phassáditopi
aññena phassñpacayádiná bhavitabban”ti codetuå añño phassoti -ádimáha.
itaro laddhiyá abhávena paìikkhipati” (Kathávatthuppakarana-aììhakathá: In-
cluded in Pañcappakarana-atthakathá, Named Paramatthadôpanô, N. A. Jaya-
wickrama, ed. [London: Páli Text Society, 1979], p. 158).

Notes to Chapter 7 

1. Musashi Tachikawa, An Introduction to the Philosophy of Nágárjuna, Rolf W.
Giebel, trans. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1997), p. 1.

2. Brian Bocking, Nágárjuna in China: A Translation of the Middle Treatise (Lewis-
ton, NY: Edwin Mellon Press, 1995), pp. 104–105; T. 1564, 1b29ª.

3. Mervyn Sprung, Lucid Exposition of the Middle Way: The Essential Chapters from
the Prasannapadá of Candrakôrti (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979),
pp. 65–66. There are so many translations of the verses of Nágárjuna’s Mñla-
madhyamakakáriká that it is not necessary for me to oªer new translations of
all of these verses. Unfortunately, most of the published translations are un-
even in their accuracy. This chapter alternates between the translations of
Kenneth Inada and Mervyn Sprung, unless there is some reason for me to
oªer my own translation. 

4. T. 1539, 547b22–c4.
5. T. 1541, 45b6–7, and T. 1542, 712b12–13.
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6. It is, of course, possible that he is arguing against the Mahávibháíá itself, but
since the date of that text is problematic (tied as it is to the rather shaky date
of Kaniíka), I will avoid making this assumption. In any case, there is no ques-
tion that the Vijñánakáya was written well before Nágárjuna.

Nágárjuna attacks other specifically Sarvástivádin theories as well. One the
deserves special mention in this regard is the Sarvástivádin notion of “secondary
characteristics” (anulakíaça). See Vasubandhu, L’Abhidharmakosa, 2:224ª. and
note 3. The Sarvástivádins held that for certain characteristics pertaining to
conditioned reality, there were characteristics of those characteristics, namely:
the arising of arising, the endurance of endurance, the decay of decay and the
impermanence of impermanence. Nágárjuna refutes these secondary charac-
teristics in chapter 7 of the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. Candrakôrti mentions
that the Saåmitôyas also held this doctrine. Unfortunately, this is not con-
firmed in any other source, so we do not know if this was an important doc-
trine for them at the time of Nágárjuna (Prasannapadá, p. 148). My thanks to
Leonard Priestly for pointing this out.

7. Yukihiro Okada and Michael Hahn, “Zur Quelle der 57 Fehler in der Ratnávalô
des Nágárjuna,” Indo-Iranian Journal 28 (1985): 125.

8. See the concordance in ibid., pp. 128–130.
9. Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, p. 149.

10. Buswell and Jaini, “The Development of Abhidharma Philosophy,” p. 103.
11. Christian Lindtner, “Sangôti Paryáya,” in Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies:

Volume VII Abhidharma Buddhism to 150 a.d., Karl Potter, ed. (Delhi: Motilal
Banarsidass, 1996), p. 203.

12. Puri, Buddhism in Central Asia, p. 216.
13. My thanks to Ulrich Kragh for his help in unraveling this last verse.
14. For an excellent discussion of the Sautrántikas, see Lamotte, Karmasiddhipra-

karaça, pp. 25–32.
15. Lamotte mentions a few candidate inscriptions from Bhárhut and Sáñcô but

notes, “it is doubtful whether the term sautrántika used by these inscriptions
designates an adherent of the Sautrántika school” (History of Indian Buddhism,
p. 524n6).

16. T. 2031, 15c27; T. 2032, 18c04–5; T. 2033, 20c29.
17. William Ames, “Bhavaviveka ‘Prajñápradôpa’: A Translation of Chapter 1, Ex-

amination of Causal Conditions (Pratyaya),” Journal of Indian Philosophy 21,
no. 3 (1993): 219.

18. T. 1425, 336c19–28. See above, Chapter 4, note 19, for a discussion of this
passage.

19. Inada, Nágárjuna, pp. 58–59.
20. Although, as noted in Chapter 2, it is di‹cult to determine when they actual-

ly did adopt Maháyána scriptures.
21. Shingyo Yoshimoto, “Uárôputrábhidharmasástra,” in Encyclopedia of Indian

Philosophies: Volume VII Abhidharma Buddhism to 150 a.d., Karl Potter, ed.
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1996), p. 317.
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22. T. 1548, 633a11–12; see also Bareau, Les Sectes, p. 198.
23. I]. Citation at T. 1545, 540a20–22. The Prajñaptisástra is the name of one of

the early abhidharma texts of the Sarvástivádins. According to Potter, al-
though some texts correspond to this name extant in Tibetan, “it is doubtful
whether any of it remains in existence” (Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies:
Abhidharma Buddhism to 150 a.d., p. 217). There is also a text by this name in
Chinese translation (T. 1538). It does not, however, contain the discussion of
emptiness referred to in the Mahávibháía. The Dharmagupta list is also men-
tioned without attribution at T. 1545, 37a13ª.

24. T. 221, 13b6ª.
25. T. 220, 290c17–18.
26. David Burton, Emptiness Appraised: A Critical Study of Nágárjuna’s Philosophy

(Richmond, UK: Curzon Press, 1999), pp. 35–36.
27. Ibid., p. 99.
28. Vasubandhu, L’Abhdharmakosa, 4:139–41; idem, Abhidharmakosabháíyaå,

p. 334.
29. Yasomitra, Spuìárthá, 2:524; cf. Vasubandhu, L’Abhdharmakosa, 4:140n1.
30. Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, s.v. It is, of course, the latter sense

that Dignága and Dharmakôrti make famous.
31. Ibid., s.v.
32. Vasubandhu, L’Abhdharmakosa, 4:140n1. Cf. T. 1559, 268c17–20.
33. Inada, Nágárjuna, pp. 54–55.
34. Bocking, Nágárjuna in China, p. 139.
35. Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá, p. 123.
36. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 55; Sanskrit added.
37. See especially Claus Oetke, “Pragmatic Implicatures and Text—Interpretation

(The Alleged Error of the Negation of the Antecedent in the Mñlamadhya-
makakárikás),” Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 16 (1992): 185–233; and Jo-
hannes Bronkhorst, “Nágárjuna’s Logic,” in Bauddhavidyásudhákaraâ: Studies
in Honour of Heinz Bechert on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday, Petra Kieªer-
Pülz and Jens-Uwe Hartmann, eds. (Swisttal-Odendorf: Indica et Tibetica Ver-
lag, 1997), pp. 29–37.

38. See Nágárjuna. The Dialectical Method of Nágárjuna (Vigrahavyávartanô), Ka-
maleswar Bhattacharya, trans., E. H. Johnston and Arnold Kunst, eds. (Delhi:
Motilal Banarsidass, 1978), p. 123.

39. The following table is summarized from Tachikawa, Philosophy of Nágárjuna,
pp. 37–45, table 1.

40. Sprung, Lucid Exposition, p. 113. Cf. “nanvevaå sati itaretarásrayáyáå siddhau
sthitáyáå kasyedánôå siddhau satyáå kasya siddhirastu|” (Candrakôrti, Prasan-
napadá, p. 141).

41. Burton, Emptiness Appraised, p. 90.
42. Ibid., p. 93.
43. Priestly devotes all of his chapter 9 to discussing the varieties of prajñapti.
44. “Tattha yo rñpavedanádôhi ekattena vá aññattena vá rñpavedanádayo viya sacci-
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kaììhaparamatthena anupalabbhasabhávopi rñpavedanádibhede khandhe upá-
dáya nissáya káraçaå katvá sammato satto. Táni táni aégáni upádáya ratho
gehaå muììhi uddhananti ca; te teyeva rñpádayo upádáya ghaìo paìo; canda-
sñriyaparivattádayo upádáya kálo, disá; taå taå bhñtanimittañceva bhávaná-
nisaåsañca upádáya nissáya káraçaå katvá sammataå tena tenákárena up-
aììhitaå uggahanimittaå paìibháganimittanti ayaå evarñpá upádápaññatti
náma. Paññapetabbaììhena cesá paññatti náma, na paññápanaììhena. Yá pana
tassatthassa paññápaná, ayaå avijjamánapaññattiyeva” (Buddhaghosa, Puggala-
paññatti and Puggala Paññatti-Aììhakathá, Richard Morris, Dr. Georg Lands-
berg, and Mrs. Rhys Davids, eds. [London: Luzac for the Páli Text Society,
1972], p. 173).

45. Connected Discourses of Buddha, 1:552.
46. Burton, Emptiness Appraised, pp. 109–110.
47. Sprung, Lucid Exposition, pp. 136–138.
48. “Imáå punaâ pravakíyámi kalpanáå yátra yojyate| buddhaiâ pratyekabud-

daisca srávakaiscánuvarçitáå||” (Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá, p. 317, v. 13).
49. “bye brag tu smra ba rnams kyi grub pa’i ‘mtha” (Avalokitavráta, Ues rab sgron

mahi rya-cher âgrel-pa [Prajñápradôpa-ìôká], Peking bsTan ‘Gyur, vol. 97, #5259,
p. 40a4). According to Vasumitra, the Saåmitôyas and the Vátsôputrôyas came
out of the Sthavôra branch that included the Sarvástivádins (Bareau, Les Sectes,
p. 18).

50. See Chau, The Literature of the Personalists, pp. 188–189; T. 1649 462a 13–16.
51. See Vasubandhu, L’Abhidharmakosa, 4: 242–244.
52. Its status as cittaviprayukta is confirmed by Buddhaghosa. See Chapter 6, note

101.
53. Lamotte, Karmasiddhiprakaraça, p. 55.
54. T. 1609, 783b21.
55. Kalupahana comments on verse 14: “Here a debt and karma are compared to

an imperishable promissory note. The metaphor . . . is used by Nágárjuna to
illustrate the doctrine of karma as described in one of the most popular and au-
thoritative statements in the Indian Buddhist tradition. . . . The statement runs
thus: Karmas do not perish even after hundreds of millions of aeons. Reaching
the harmony of conditions and the appropriate time, they produce conse-
quences for human beings” (Mñlamadhyamakakáriká of Nágárjuna, pp. 250–
251). It is one thing to say, as the verse cited by Kalupahana does, that karma is
indestructible. It is quite another to say, as the Saåmitôyas did, that the inde-
structibility of karma is something separate from the karma itself. See also
Katthávathu, pp. 519ª.

56. Sprung, Lucid Exposition, p. 235.
57. Nágarjuna. sToé pa ñid bdun cu pa’i ‘grel pa (Uñnyatásaptativëtti). Peking bsTan

‘Gyur, vol. 95, # 5231, p. 131b8ª.
58. “‘dir smras pa| las gnas pa ni bcom ldan gsués|| bla ma las bdag ‘bras bu daé||

sems can las bdag bya ba daé|| las rnams chud za min par gsués|| bcom ldan
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‘das kyis mdo sde dag las las daé las kyi ‘bras bu yaé rnam pa du mar yoés su
bstan| las rnams ‘bras bu med pa ma yin par yaé gsués| las rnams chud mi za
ba daé| sems can rnams ni las bdag gir bya ba ma yin no|| Wes kyaé gsués te|
de lta bas na| las daé las kyi ‘bras bu yod do|| ‘dir bshad pa, gaé phyir raé bWin
med bstan pa|| de phyir de ma skyes pa las| mi ‘jig bdag ‘dzin de las skye|| de
skyed ‘dzin de’ang rnam rtog las||gang gi phyir las raé bWin med par bstan zin
pa de’i phyir ma skyes pas ni de ‘jig pa med do|| gWan yaé, bdag ‘dzin de las
skyes|| de’i phyir las ni bdag tu ‘dzin pas bskyed la| de yaé rnam par rtog pa las
byué éo||” (ibid., 131b8–132a4). My sincere thanks to Ulrich Kragh for point-
ing out this verse to me.

59. “The non-arising [anutpádo] that [is taught] in the Maháyána—that emptiness
[sñnyatá] is the “extinction” [kíaya] of others [i.e., of other Buddhists]. Hence
be accepting [of Maháyána] because of the unity of the meaning/purpose
[artha] of cessation and non-arising!” (Nágárjuna, Ratnávalô, p. 126). 

60. Bhikkhu Pásádika, “The Concept of Avipraçása in Nágárjuna,” in Recent Re-
searches in Buddhist Studies: Essays in Honor of Professor Karunadassa (Colom-
bo, Sri Lanka, and Hong Kong: Y. Karunadasa Felicitation Committee with
the Chi Ying Foundation, 1997), p. 518. Pásádika notes, however, that the term
also appears in other versions of the same text. 

61. Chau, The Literature of the Personalists, p. 35.
62. Tilmann Vetter, “Zum Problem der Person in Nágárjunas Mñla-Madhyamaka-

Kárikás,” in Oªenbarung als Heilserfahrung im Christentum, Hinduismus, und
Buddhismus, Walter Strolz and Shizuteru Ueda, eds. (Freiburg: Herder Press,
1982), pp. 167–185.

63. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 79.
64. Ibid., p. 84.
65. Majjhima Nikáya, 1:300.
66. “evaå nánya upádánna copádánameva saâ| átmá nástyanupádánaâ nápi nás-

tyeía niscayaâ||” (Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá, pp. 578–579). Inada translates
upádána as “perceptual clinging,” reading it as one of the twelve links of de-
pendent origination. Here however, it refers to the aggregates that are the
basis for the word átman. Cf. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 166.

67. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 137.
68. Ibid., pp. 113–115.
69. Vetter, “Zum Problem der Person,” p. 178.
70. A sñtra by this name exists in the Tibetan canon, though not in the Chinese.

Cf. Chos kyi phyag rgya Sde ge, # 203.
71. Chau, The Literature of the Personalists, pp. 135–136; T. 1506, 19a13–20.
72. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 55.
73. “pudgalaâ saåsarati cetskandháyatanadhátuíu| pañcadhá mëgyamáço ‘sau násti

kaâ saåsariíyati||” (Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá, p. 284). Inada’s translation is
problematic. For some reason he takes the pañcadá mëgyamáno to be the pañca-
gati or the five realms of existence (Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 102). All the com-
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mentaries connect this phrase to the fivefold investigation from chapter 10.
“pudgalaâ saåsarati cetskandháyatanadhátuíu| pañcadhá mëgyamáço ‘sau
násti kaâ saåsariíyati||” (Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá, p. 284).

74. “upádánádupádánaå saåsaran vibhavo bhavet| vibhavascánupádánaâ kaâ sa
kiå saåsariíyati||” (ibid.).

75. Bocking, Nágárjuna in China, p. 252; Yq≠‹≠ π”YL≠ (T. 1564,
20c22–23).

76. “ñe bar len pas ñer len par| ‘khor na srid pa med par ‘gyur|” (Candrakôrti,
Prasannapadá, p. 284n5).

77. Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, s.v.
78. E.g., Dôgha Nikáya, 3:212.
79. Buddhaghosa, The Sumaégala-vilásinô, Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on the Dôgha

Nikáya, T. W. Rhys Davids and J. Estlin Carpenter, eds. (London: H. Frowde
for the Páli Text Society, 1886–1919), p. 978. Nágárjuna himself uses vibhava in
this sense in other chapters, e.g., chapter 25, verse 10.

80. “iha manuíyopadánáddevopádánaå gacchan parityajya vá manuíyopádánaå
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82. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 156.
83. Priestley, Pudgalaváda Buddhism, p. 110.
84. See Paul Swanson, Foundations of T’ien-t’ai Philosophy: The Flowering of the Two

Truths Theory in Chinese Buddhism (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1989),
chapter 8.

85. “yaâ pratôtyasamutpádaâ sñnyatáå táå pracakímahe| sá prajñaptirupádáya
pratipatsaiva madhyamá||” (Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá, p. 503).

86. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, s.v.
87. Cf. Gadjin Nagao, Mádhyamika and Yogácara, Leslie Kawamura, trans. (Al-

bany: State University of New York Press, 1991), pp. 192–193.
88. Svabháva is missing in Tibetan. 
89. Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá, p. 504.
90. Priestley, Pudgalaváda Buddhism, p. 72.
91. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 146.
92. Priestley, Pudgalaváda Buddhism, p. 105.
93. Ibid., p. 106.
94. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 114.
95. “yaâ pratôtyasamutpádaâ sñnyatá saiva te matá| bhávaâ svatantro nástiôti siå-

hanádas tavátulaâ|” (text and trans. from Christian Lindtner, Nágárjuniana:
Studies in the Writings and Philosophy of Nágárjuna [Delhi: Motilal Banarsi-
dass, 1990], pp. 135–136).

96. “yaâ pratôtyasamutpádaâ sñnyatá saiva te matá| tathávidhas ca saddharmas tat
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97. “yaâ sñnyatáå pratôtyasamutpádaå madhyamáå pratipadaå ca | ekártháå
nijagáda praçamámi tamapratimabuddham ||” (Bhattacharya, Vigrahavyávar-
tanô, p. 70; translation, ibid., p. 138).

98. 61. “sasáåkhyaulukyanirgranthapudgalaskandhavádinam| pëccha lokaå yadi
vadaty astinástivyatikramam|| 62. dharmayautakam ity asmán nástyastitvavy-
atikramam| viddhi gambhôram ity uktaå buddánáå sásanámëtam||” (text in
Nágárjuna, Ratnávalô, p. 26; translation in Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, p. 102,
emphasis added). 

99. Ajitamitra, is of little help here. See Ratnávalôìôká, p. 50: ‘di la gaé zag daé
phué por smra ba’i éaé tshul yod pas na de dag ni de dag tu smra ba’o| 

100. Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, p. 103.
101. Bareau lists the Pñrvasaila, Aparasaila, Sarvástivádins, Mahôsásaka, Vátsôputrôya,

and Kásyapôya (Les Sectes, p. 286).
102. Buddhaghosa, Kathávatthu Aììhakathá, p. 198.
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Notes to Appendix 

1. See, for example, Warder, “Is Nágárjuna a Maháyánist?” p. 79. Warder claims
that the authenticity of any other texts “has not been established beyond
doubt and we ought not to assume it.”

2. Christian Lindtner states that the Ratnávalô is ascribed to Nágárjuna by
Bhavya, Candrakôrti, and Uántarakíita, “and many other later authors.” See
Lindtner, Nágárjuniana, p. 163.

3. Hahn, building on earlier work by Lindtner and De Jong, compiles a partial
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list. See Nágárjuna, Nagárjuna’s Ratnávalô, pp. 9–10 and 19–20. The discus-
sion that follows is based on his list.

4. Lindtner, Nágárjuniana, p. 163n156; “slob dpon chen po ‘phags pa na ga rdsu
nas ji skad du” (Peking bsTan ‘Gyur, vol. 96, #5256, p. 145a). 

5. For a discussion of this date, see Shotaro Iida, Reason and Emptiness: A Study
in Logic and Mysticism (Tokyo: Hokuseido Press, 1980), pp. 6–12.

6. For page numbers see Nágárjuna, Nagárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 10.
7. Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá, p. 524n4.
8. Haribhadra cites Ratnávalô verse 98 in his Abhisamayálaåkáráloka. See Harib-

hadra, Abhisamayálaåkár’aloká Prajñápáramitávyákhyá, Unrai Wogihara, ed.
(Têkyê: Têyê Bunko, Hatsubaijo Sankibê Busshorin, 1973), p. 66. 

9. Ratnávalô, verses 1.63–5 and 2.8–15. Compare with similar arguments in Mñla-
madhyamakakáriká, chapters 2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 19, 20, and 27.

10. Ratnávalô, verse 47, dealing with prior and simultaneous production ( prág-
and sahajáta) echoes the argument about antecedent states of being in chap-
ter 9 and the discussion of previous and simultaneous causes in Mñlamadhya-
makakáriká, chapter 6 (there the terms are pñrva- and saha-bhávaå).

11. Cf. Ratnávalô, chapter 1, verse 42, with arguments in Mñlamadhyamakakáriká,
chapter 25.

12. Cf. Ratnávalô, chapter 1, verses 41 and 64, with Mñlamadhyamakakáriká,
chapter 25, verses 19–20.

13. Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, p. 141; “bdag phan ci daé ci bya Wes| ji ltar khyed la
gus yod pa| gWan phan ci daé ci bya Wes| de bWin khyod ni gus par mdzod||”
(Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 83).

14. “gataå na gamyate távad agataå naiva gamyate| gatágatavinirmuktaå
gamyamánaå na gamyate||” (Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá, p. 92).

15. Cf. “jáyate ‘stôti niípanno nástôty akëta ucyate| jáyamáno yadábhávas tadá ko
náma sa smëtaâ||” (Catuâsataka, verse 374); trans.: “About the completed it is
said, ‘It exists’; about the uncompleted it is said,’ It does not exist.’ When the
process of arising is non-existent, what, indeed, is it said to be?” (Lang, Arya-
deva’s Catuâsataka, pp. 142–143). See also Uatasástra, chapter 8, in Giuseppe
Tucci, Pre-Dignága Buddhist Texts from Chinese Sources (Baroda: Oriental In-
stitute, 1929), pp. 65–72.

16. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 122. Another example is in chapter 6, verse 5. 
17. Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, p. 103. See also chapter 1, verse 88.
18. Lintner gives a long list of sñtra citations in the Ratnávalô, in Nágárjuniana,

p. 163n159.
19. Samyutta Nikáya, 3:94–99; see also the “Poììhapáda sutta” of the Dôgha

Nikáya, pp. 187–189.
20. Ratnávalô, chapter 1, verse 73, chapter 2, verses 5, 6, and 15, and Mñlamadhya-

makakáriká, chapter 22, verse 14, and chapter 27.
21. It is mentioned by name in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, chapter 15, verse 7.
22. Ratnávalô, chapter 1, verses 38, 42, 46, and 71. 
23. Ratnávalô, chapter 1, verse 3, and Mñlamadhyamakakáriká, chapter 24, verse 12.
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24. Inada, Nágárjuna, p. 115; “átmety api prajñapitam anátmetyapi desitaå| bud-
dhair nátmá na cánátmá kascid ity api desitaå||” (Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá,
p. 355).

25. Hopkins, Buddhist Advice, p. 109; cf. Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 40.
26. “gdul ba [sic] gaé dag la ‘jig rten ‘di med do ‘jig rten pha rol med do|| sems

can brdzus te skye ba med do sñam pa’i lta ba de lta bu byué bar gyur pa de
dag gi bdag med par lta ba bzlog pa’i phyir bdag go zhes kyang gtags par gyur
to||” (Clair W. Huntington, “The ‘Akutobhayá’ and Early Indian Madhyama-
ka” [Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1986], p. 432).

“de la gdul bya gaé dag la ‘jig rten ‘di med do| ‘jig rten pha rol med do| sems
can rdzus te skye ba med do sñam pa’i lta ba de lta bu byué bar gyur ba|”
(Buddhapálita, dBu ma rtsa ba’i ‘grel pa buddha p’ali ta [Buddhapálitamñla-
madhyamakavëtti], Peking bsTan ‘Gyur, vol. 95, #5242, p. 273b).

Cf. “natthi ayaå loko natthi paro loko natthi mátá natthi pitá natthi sattá
opapátiká” (Majjhima Nikáya, 1:287).

27. “de ltar yaé ji skad du rab kyi rtsa la gyis rnam par gnon pa| gjugs ni bdag gam
bdag med pa ma yin no| de bWin du tshor ba daé| ‘du ses daé| ‘du byed rnams
daé| rnam par ses pa yaé| bdag gam bdag med pa ma yin no|” (Bhávaviveka,
dBu ma rtsa ba’i ‘grel pa shes rab sgron ma [Prajñpradôpamñlamadhyamakavët-
ti], Peking bsTan ‘Gyur, vol. 95, #5253, p. 233a).

28. “yathoktam áryaratnakñìe| átmeti kásyapa ayam eko’ntaâ| nairátmyam ity
ayaå dvitôyo’ntaâ| yad etad anayorantayor madhyaå tadarñpyam anidarsanam
apratiíìham anábhásam–avijñaptikam aniketam iyam ucyate Kásyapa mad-
hyamá pratipaddharmáçáå bhñtapraty avekíeti||” (Candrakôrti, Prasannapadá,
p. 358). This is virtually identical to a passage in the Kásyapaparivarta. Cf.
Stäel-Holstein, The Kásyapaparivarta, p. 87, para. 57.

Translation: “Ego is one extreme, egolessness is the other, and [the two–
in–one of ] ego–egolessness is the middle, which is formless, shapeless, incog-
nizable, and unknowable. [To realize] it is called the middle way, the true in-
sight into all dharmas” (Chang et al., A Treasury of Maháyána Sñtras, p. 394).

29. Jan Willem de Jong, “Notes on Prajñápáramitá Texts: The Suvikrántavikrámi-
paripëcchá,” in Prajñápáramitá and Related Systems: Studies in Honor of Edward
Conze, Louis Lancaster, ed. (Berkeley: Berkeley Buddhist Studies, 1977), p. 187.

30. Stäel-Holstein, Kásyapaparivarta, p. ix.
31. Ibid., p. 87, para. 57.
32. Ibid., p. ix.
33. “The total number of vipulá forms in the Kárikás is 160, which is 18% of a total

of 884 lines. The 14.4% in the Ratnávalô does not diverge significantly from
this figure, though the higher number of ra-vipulá in the Kárikás and the oc-
currence of other vipulá forms should be kept in mind” (Vetter, “On the Au-
thenticity of the Ratnávalô,” p. 501).

34. “Ca, eva, api, iti, vá, punaâ and tu” (ibid., p. 501).
35. Vetter finds that the density of particles in the Sanskrit fragments of the Rat-

návalô is about half of that in the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká. Furthermore, in
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the Mñlamadhyamakakáriká 79 percent of the verses do not contain com-
pounds, while in the Ratnávalô only 51.1 percent do not contain compounds.
See ibid., p. 503.

36. Ibid., p. 504.
37.

When [all] five senses, eye and so forth
[Simultaneously] apprehend their objects
A thought [of pleasure] does not refer [to all of them]
Therefore at that time they do not [all] give pleasure.
Whenever any of the [five] objects is known
[As pleasurable] by one of the [five] senses,
Then the remaining [objects] are not so known by the remaining [senses]
Since they then are not meaningful [causes of pleasure] (Hopkins Buddhist 
Advice, p. 140).

Cf. Nágárjuna, Nágárjuna’s Ratnávalô, p. 112.
38. See Lang, Aryadeva’s Catuâsataka, p. 109 (chapter 11, verse 18).
39. Vetter, “On the Authenticity of the Ratnávalô,” p. 501.
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